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Bryan Olson
US EPA
1 Congress Street
suite 1100
Boston, MA 0X14-2023

I would like to register my objections to your decision to allow
General Electric (GE) to enlarge its current hazardous waste landfill
at Hill 78 and create another landfill at Hill 71, both across from
the schoolyard of the Allendale School.

This decision does not serve the public interest. There are
treatment options which would greatly reduce the large amounts of.
contaminated sediments and soils from the first l/2 mile of the
Housatonic River, the Allendale clean-up, and clean-up work at Newell
Street. I do not believe~this decision meets the following critical
requirements:

1) the overall protection of human health and the
environment

2) the ability of- the remedy to provide long-term
reliability and effectiveness

3) the ability of the technology to control the sources of
releases

4) the technology's compliance with standards for management
of wastes.

EPA's own previous testimony reveals that landfills leak; and
that landfill liners can not reliably be expected to last more than
several decades.* The agencies' decision to leave GE's toxic waste at
the Hill 78 landfill, at levels as high as 120,000 ppm, including
suspected barrels of liquid PCB waste, solvents, and metals, leads us
to believe that you have been far too hasty to reach a negot-iated
settlement with GE. In rejecting the far safer option of treating
PCB-contaminated waste, you are giving into GE's pressure to use the
cheapest option available, landfilling, even if'it means creating an
eleven-acre toxic waste landfill directly across from young
schoolchildren. For $40 - 50 million dollars, GE can treat their
contamination and remove it from our environment. One half of Jack
Welch's 1998 salary, it's a small price to pay for public health and
safety.

We strenuously object to expanding the toxic waste landfill 50
yards from the schoolyard at Allendale School in Pittsfield, Mass.

Sincerely,

7 \by' *
Signature

,J$&

* Federal Register 2/5/1981 pg. 11128; Federal Register 5/26/1981  pg
28315, pg. 28324; Federal Register7/26/1982 pg 32284; Federal Register
8/30/1988 Vol. 53, No. 168.





PRECISION
AUTOCRAFI-  i

J. Lyn Cutler
Project  Coordinator,
Department of Environmental Protection
We&em  Regional Office
436 Dwight Street
Springfield, MA. 0 I 103

To Whom It May Concern:

In accordance with Massachusetts’s law, we are writing &I regards of the
proposed settlement between the General Electric Company &“the Settling Parties”.
We wish to have it be on record that we own a business, Prccisidn AutocraiI, Inc., on
route 7 in Shrficld Massachusetts. This property falls within thC Housatonic  River area
in question with this settlement. WC would like it to be known that the well water has an
awful odor and we are not able to drink it We must pmvidc dridking water for all our
employees and need to purchase all our drinking waler.  We can ,1so  show where the
water has stained our bathroom facilities in spite ofregular  ;Iesamg  We are  also
concerned about the effect of using t.hls water for cleaning vrhi&s that have been freshI>
painted and bow this may affect rhc finish We feel it is highly +ssibte  rhar the water
table in this  area has been adversely al7’ecte.d  by the poltutiun f&n  GE over the years.
This is a low lying area that could build up deposits over a periqd  of time from higher
elevations to our North.

WC inquired with other places located in our general are’ and they are
experiencing similar problems. This would lead us to belicvc it fs a wide scale problem
and not isolated individual locations. It stems to be inevitable tyat some kind of water
treatmrnt is necessary. Good quality water should be a highly r$spectcd  element: it is
rsSenual  to all uTus yet so hlghiy abused C,y  some.
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WILLIAM D. BARRY
ATTORNEY AT LAW

December 2, 1999

Mr. Bryan Olson
LJ. S .  E P A
One Congress ST. (HBTl
Boston, MA 02114

Dear Mr. Olson:

I strongly oppose the storage of additional PCB material and other
haza rdous  mate r ia l s  i n  the  a rea  known  as  “H i l l  79” and the area
known as “Collection Point 71”. It is inconceivable to me that the
EPA can even consider placing such materials in the center of the
city and directly adjacent to the Allendale School Yard. I t  .seems
that  we now have a  un ique oppor tun i ty  to  remove the  PCB’s  and
hazardous  mate r ia l s  f rom the  C i ty  o f  P i t t s f ie ld  and  no t  to  s to re
them leaving a future generation to inherit the problems of leakage
and other problems emanating from hazardous landfill.

I w o u l d  a l s o  i n s i s t  t h a t  t h e  G E  a n d  t h e  E P A  m a k e  a  f u l l  p u b l i c
d i sc losu re  o f  a l l  t he  haza rdous  mate r ia l s  s to red  in  tha t  a rea  in
addition to the PCB’s  in accordance with the ruling made by
Superior Court Judge John C. Cratsley where he approved the consent
Judgment whTch i s  C o m m o n w e a l t h  o f  M a s s a c h u s e t t s  v s . General
Electric Company.

I  a l so  have  g rave  concerns  re la t i ve  to  the  comple te  c leanup  o f
U n k a m e t  B r o o k ,  o r 1 ack thereof, s i n c e  t h e  C o m m o n w e a l t h  o f
Massachusetts has not made public nor disclosed the full extent of
the said cleanup.

Very t ru ly  yours ,

W i l l i a m  D .  B a r r y /

WDB/  j
/ DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

U. S. Department of Justice
Congressman John Olver



D. d. PANOS
77BRVNSW‘XSTRET
F'JJTS"=O.  MA 02101

October 18.1999

J. Lyn Cutler
Project Coordinator
Depafiment  of Environmental Protection
Western Region Office
426 Dwight  S!reet
Springfield, MA 01103

Ref: United States et al. V. General Electric Company
D.J. Ref. 90-11-3-14?9,90-11314792

The following comments are in response  to the recently  received Notification of Proposed Settlement.
relative to the GE-PiisfieldIHousatonic  River Site. In addition to the above  address, copies of this
correspondence are sent to all the individuals listed below.

Accwding  to the received Notitication.  -__.  . ..GE  will be required to remediatevarious  areas at the Site,
including.....residential  properties in the floodplain of the River......”

The primary purpose  of this correspondence is to notify the appropriate parties, for the record, that we
believe our residence at 77 Brunswick Street, Pittsfield MA falls under this definition; “residential
property in the floodplain of the River”. A number of times, over the last 20 yeas of living in this home,
our property has been flooded  frcm  the overflow of the River.

We hope that, as part- of this remediation process, some tests are performed in our property to
determine if any action is required.

cc:
ts’

Nancy E. Harper  - Environmental Protection Div., MA AT oftice
Assistant AG -Environment and Natwal  Resources Div.. U.S. Dept. of
Michael T. Carroll-GE Corporate Environmental Programs
Jeffrey M. Bernstein. Esq.  -Bernstein. Custhner  8 Kimmel.  P.C. py~<vyjj(~:,~  i’;:  &zJ:T,c;



‘MA-6
Attention: Assistant Attorney General,

I am concerned about the Housatonic  River. Its come to my attention that the General Electric company Is
polluting this river with  PCB’s  far  above any acceptable level. This practice has been going on for almost
thirty years.  This company is already responsible for 47 superfund  sites around  the country. I am
wondering why the board of directors and owter~  of this company are not arrested. Go right in their
headquarters and put in jail as I would. be if I threw  a can  of garbage in the  cement pond in 6ont  of the
Capitol. It’s’a big leap but something like that should be done to show these  people that the  basic law
affects them  to. They might  only be in jail for and how but the  act would be symbolic. If they are
responsible for that many Superfund  sites they must not be getting the  message. Look at the name of the
building you work in and your  title. TQis should not be happening in this country but it continues to this
day. Tbis should be  inspected carefully and I believe the pubiic  should be made aware of tbii danger.1 also
think that if GE is found responsible that  record fines should be set to make it unprofitable  to pollute in the
future.  DJ#:90-I I-3-1479.90-1 1-3-14792

Thank You
Robert Miemva



Robert & Carol Mierzwa
P.O. Box 56
Hartland,  CT 06027-0056
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David Cook
291 N. Plain Rd.

lionsatonic, Ma. 01236
(413)528-8283

djcook@bcn.net

Re: Comments on the G.E./Housatonic RiverlPCBICieanup issue

Dear EPA :

The affects of PCB contamination extend well beyond the mere presence of such materials
and the belief that they may be carcinogenic. Wbat follows are but a few points that might be
kItOWn.
It may be, that sediments in Rising Pond relating with PCB may be contributing to an ice

jam/flooding problem in the village of Housatonic.
The sediments trapped behind the Rising Paper Company Dam seem to prevent the dispersal
of iceflow which in turn jams up and causes floodingto occur to a number of properties and
buildings just upstream. These ice jams continue to force businesses to close and residences to
be rendered uninhabitable during periods of flooding.
An issue of the potential removal of the Rising Paper Company dam, some years ago, seems

to have been that these PCB laden sediments could not be allowed downstream into the State
of Connecticut. The removal of that dam may well have alleviated the ice jam/flooding
problem.
In addition to the sediments proliferating the ice jam problem,it seems to have caused Rising

Paper Company to spend some millions of dollars in excess to repair that dam rather than
remove it, due to the issue of PCBs.

1 believe that the role of PCB in these and other matters should be considered in the much
broader issue of PCB contamination and it’s affects on the environment and the occupants of
that environment,

David Cook
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December 22, 1999

Re: Qpportunity  to Comment
GE-Pittsfield/Housatonic River Site;Notice  of Proposed
Settlement

D e a r  S i r :

Please be advised that I own a 14.3 acre parcel  at 103
Elm Street in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. The initial removal
design/removal action submittals for former Oxbow Areas A and
Care 24 months from entry of the Consent Decree. A 2 year
delay would have a detrimental effect on the property. I am'
reques~ting  that this work commence immediately.

I think the Consent Decree is a well intentioned document.
As an attorney, I can appreciate the many hours of work that
it required. It is my opinion, however, that the Consent
Decree does not adequately protect my real estate investment.
The commercial and recreational cleanup standards indicated
will still leave the property in an inferior position in the
marketplace.

In fZct,
"stigma"

a recent Massachusetts case discusses the
and diminution in value of property as a result of

contamination. Experts indicated that this "stigma" may
cause a diminution in value even if the property is completely
cleaned up and can have a "chilling effect" on the market.

The banking community will certainly become aware of this
"stigma" and the problems they may encounter when attempting
to liquidate their collateral after a potential forclosure.
This in turn will negatively impact a property owner's
ability to obtain financing.

103 ELM  mEET
PnlsFmLD.MA0120I.550~

-
II3 443 2lll i :



Opportunity to Comment Page 2 December 22, 1999

Very truly yours,

Ermino S. Barbalunga Jr.
President _.'

ESB:kcb
CC: J.Lyn Cutler

Project Coordinator
Department of Environmental Protection
Western Regional Office
436 Dwight Street
Springfield, MA 01103

Nancy E. Harper
Environmental Protection Division
Office of the Attorney General
200 Portland Street
Boston, MA 02114

Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Richard F. Webb
Office of the Attorney General
55 Elm Street
P.O.-Box 120
Hartford, CT 06141-0120

Michael T. Carroll
Manager, Pittsfield Remediation Programs
Corporate Environmental Programs
General Electric Company
100 Woodlawn Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 01201

Jeffrey M. Bernstein, Esq.
Bernstein, Cushner 6 Kimmel,  P.C.
One Court Street, Suite 700
Boston, MA 02108



Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division '.
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

R-RN  AEccp:
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CITY COUNCIL

Jim Brassard
Councillor,  Ward 2
35 Dalton Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 01201

CITY OF PllTSFlELD
413-445-7524

Fax 413-445-2664
e-mail: cavalier@berkshirenet.com

January 2,200O

To Assistant Attorney General, Environment and Natural Resources Division;

I am writing this letter to expressconcerns that I have with the PCB Consent Decree
involving the city of Pittsfield Massachusetts.

First, I must protest in the highest manner possible the location of Hill 78 within the city
boundaries. If all the other parts of soil from private property can be trucked away Tom
the city, I do not understand why the city of Pittsfield must become a home to a Toxic.
Waste Dump known as hill 78. I also have some serious concerns about the use of
Building 71 as a consolidation area. I do not believe that this was ever made public in any
of the press releases or statements published in the local media. The plan to install a liner
and leachate  collection system will not prevent the leakage that is already happing on
Hill 78 according to the Environmental Protection Agency. I stand firmly against aity.
holding area of contaminated soil within the city limits of Pittsfield. This soil should be
trucked away the same as all the other soil was from private property.

However, the most frightening thought I can see in the consent decree is the possibihty
of an additional Toxic Waste Dump in the vicinity of New York Avenue and Merrill Road.
This area, according to the decree will be nearly as high as Hill 78 (1,050 feet), at 1,027
feet maximum elevation. This will in fact be the second such unwanted waste site within
shadows of a Pittsfield Pubic Grammar School and located in the middle of a residential
area.

Some how the words LOVE CANAL keep coming into my mind. If all we~are  going to
do is allow this contaminated soil to be transferred from one site to another only a few
blocks away, then why are we bothering at all ?

Once again I repeat, I am totally against any effort to allow Hill 78 to remain in the city
of Pittsfield and I am even more, OppOSed to the additional establishment of Building 71
and an additional Hill near the New York Avenue and Merrill Road Intersection.

qq  -/I- 7 -jLi++



Twenty Bank Row, Suite 206, Pittsfield, MA 01201
Tel: 413 / 499-6112 Fax: 413 /499-3924

January  11, 2000

Mr. Bryan Olson
U.S. EPA
One CongressStreet
HBT
Boston, Massachusetts 02114

Ms. Cindy Huber
Assistant Attorney General,
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Wasbingtoq D.C. 20044

Dear Mr. Olson and Ms. Huber,

The Housatonic River Initiative respectively requests that the comment period for the
General Electric / EPA consent decree be extended further. There are many reasons that this
comment period should be extended further. The 30 days extension already agreed to by EPA
falls far short of hoxmuch  time the public should have to comment. These decisions were  ten
years in the making and Berkshire County will have to live with these decisions forever.

1) The legal document was years in the making and is of extraordinary length and complexity.
The fact that this is a public comment period and the public has not been included in many

aspects of the closed door negotiations starts us off at a disadvantage. We have to study , ask
questions, just to begin to understand some sections of the decree To expect the public to
intelligently comment on this document in a few short months is unreasonable. The amount of
personnel and resources the agencies put into this document and the time it took to put it into
words and release it to the public speaks to its complexity. Many times when asking questions
about the consent decree at the Citizen Coordinating Committee we were repeatedly told that
the confidentiality agreement prevents EPA from public discussion of these matters.

2) EPA has extended the comment period for other documents at this site that are far less
complex that the consent decree. - _

4 :: .:.~  i’-~
Snard  ot Directors  ’ ‘:

Erik  Sruun.  Great  Barr ington:  George  Darey,  Lenox:  Senno  Fdedman.  Shef f ie ld :  Mickey Fr iedman,  Great  Barr ington:  Ted Gildings. Lena;

?rn Gray, Lee; Chris Hodgkins.  Lee:  Bay  Phinney.  Lenox:  Don Rcxder. Stockbridge:  Tom Stokes.~Stockbridge:  George Wskxki.  Piifield ;



3)At  the recently held public meeting in Connecticut it was apparent that Comrecticut  residents
have never before had any publicized public meetings on this matter during the almost  ten years
we have been involved in this site. Many  were unaware of the negotiations and consent decree.
They were given copies of the consent decree with almost two thirds of the public comment
period elapsed.

4) Parts of this consent decree include decisions that will forever effect neighborhoods around-..
the GE facility and downstream on the Housatonic River. GE will  get relief for performing these
remedies. If these decisions are not supported by the effected property owners is tbe consent
decree really acting in the publics interest?

Sincerely, .-~~~ g&&



HOUAATONIC
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MA-11

25 Lowden Street
Pittsfield MA 01201 Y
January  22, 2000

Eryan Olson
U.S. EPA
one cmgre~~  street (HBI)
Boston  MA 02114

Dear Mr. Olson:

This letter is in response to the request for comments on the
consent degree outlining legal requirements for the cleanup
of PCE contamination along the Housatonic  River.

Ny property at 25 Lowden  Street has river frontage within
the first two miles of the proposed cleanup, but not within
the first half mile. Soil tests have been done by both GE and
the EPA.

Wnen the crew from the EPA was here we discussed the potential
cleanup and noted that the shape of my very steep river bank
might pose problems. I would hope that any and all efforts
to dredge the river in this area and to dig into the bank
would not risk undermining the back yard or the in-ground
swimming pool. I believe that any alteration to the bank
mast be accompanied by placing rip-rap or some other barrier
to the erosion effect of the current.

Thank you for your consideration of this recommendation.

Sincerely,

WGe,

Caroline Church



- Bryan Olson
1s.  EPA
congress  st. (HBT)  s
xton,  MA 02114

131 Deer Hill Rd. j MA-I

Richmond, MA 01254

Jan. 3, 2000

.

Re: Public comment on the consent decree
between EPA & GE on PCB's  in Pittsfield.

Dear Mr. Olson,

My comment is to urge that GE be made to remediate the contaminated
material it removes from the Housatonic River. Just moving this material
to Hill 78 does nothing to make it harmless in the future. I consider
it a bandaid  solution.

In the case of the Rose site on Balance Rock Road a few years ago,
with work done by Maxymilian,
was done rel$ively  quickly,

the process (was it thermal oxidizing?)
the equipment taken away;and  the landscape

now looks very natural. Most of all; it is now SAFE. Hill 78 could
be rendered harmless in the same way. The technology is there. Why
not use it.

I hope EPA insists on that, so that these toxics  will not return to
haunt us in the future.

Sincerely,

Maria V. Morray /



Thomas G. Shapiro
Edward F. Haber
Thomas V. Urmy,  Jr.
Michelle H. Blauner
Andrew A. Raker

Theodore M. Hess-Mahan
Christine E. Main

Mh -13
Lawrence D. Shubow
Alfred J. O’Donovan

E-mail: shu@shulaw.com
_..

January 26,200O

Bv Fax and Reoular  Mail

Ms. J. Lyn Cutler
Department of Environmental Protection
436 Dwight Street
Springfield, MA 01103

Ms. Nancy E. Harper
Environmental Protection Division
Office of the Attorney General
200 Portland Street
Boston, MA 02214

Ms. Lois Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources

Division
U.S. Departmentof  Justice
P.O. Box Xl!
Washington, DC 20044

‘Mr. Richard F. Webb
Office of the Attorney General
55 Elm Street, PO Box 120
Hartford, CT 06141

Mr. Michael T. Carroll
Manager, Pittsfield Remediation Pgm.
General Electric Company
100 Woodlawn Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 01201

Mr. Jeffrey M. Bernstein .’
Bernstein, Cushner & Kimmell, P.C
One Court Street
Suite 700
Boston, MA 02108

Re: United States v. General Electric Co., DJ Ref. 90-l 1-3-1479
Notice of Proposed Settlement Under M.G.L. c.21E,  §3A(j)(2)

Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am submitting these comments on behalf of Get REAL, a group of residential
property owners who have been affected by General Electric’s years of contamination
in the City of Pittsfield. The group includes a number of residents, such as Roberta
Orsi and Irene Cody, who received notice of the contribution protection proposed to be
provided to GE under the terms of a Consent Decree that has b
United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts. r ,

75 state  Street  Boston, Massachusetts 02109 (617) 439.3939



S H A P I R O HABEK&UKMY  LLP
Ms. J.. Lyn Cutler, et al. Page 2
January 26,200O

The proposal to provide contribution protection to GeneralElectric  is just one of
the many respects in which federal and state regulators have forsaken the interests of
innocent property owners in the deal they wish to strike with GE.

This abandonment of affected citizens began when GE and regulators refused to ,
allow property owner representatives to participate in the negotiations that led upto  the
proposed Consent Decree, and instead imposed a wall of secrecy around the
development of its most important terms. Regulators assured property owners that
their interests would not be addressed, let alone compromised, in those negotiations -
and then proceeded to address and compromise those interests.

In its most troubling form, the contribution protection proposed to be provided to
GE may operate to shield the company from having to fully account for damage it has
done to properties along the Housatonic River, Silver Lake, and any other area “to
which waste materials that originated at the GE Plant Area have migrated.” The clean-
up standards provided for in the Consent Decree will allow GE to leave quantities of
PCBs,  dioxin, and other hazardous materials on these properties, and the owners of
these properties-who bear absolutely no responsibility for the pollution - will face a
choice between paying (if they can) to remove the contaminants themselves or living
with the contaminants indefinitely.

It is clear from other terms of the Consent Decree that contaminants will be left
on these properties. Most notably, the clean-up standards for residential properties
abutting the River and Silver Lake do not require removal of all PCBs  above 2 parts per
million (as was done in the clean-up of Allendale School or the first 17 residential fill
properties that v&?re remediated in Pittsfield), but will entail “averaging” of PCB
concentrations. Moreover, although soils at a depth of three feet are considered
accessible under the Massachusetts Contingency Plan, the clean-up standards for
properties abutting the River and Silver Lake contemplate “averaging” concentrations of
PCBs from one to fifteen feet below ground surface.

That this contribution protection isto be given to GE is all the more astounding
because our regulators have themselves documented that properties cleaned up along
the Housatonic River can and have become re-contaminated within a matter of years.
Thus, even property owners who get a clean-up under the terms of the Consent Decree
may soon find themselves with renewed contamination, and no one to help them clean
it up.

It is also astounding that contribution protection is to be given today for
properties that have not yet even been identified, and whose owners therefore cannot
meaningfully evaluate how they will be affected. It does not seem too hard to imagine
that. ten years from now. a property owner will discover that “waste materials that



J. Lyn Cutler
January 26,200O

SHAPII~O  HABE~&URMY LLP
Page 3

originated at the GE Plant Area have migrated” to his .or  her property, but will be unable
to recover from GE for even the costs of testing the extent of that contamination.
Indeed, it will be entirely in the discretion of regulators as to whether that person’s
property gets cleaned up at all.

_,’

Although we do not believe it is the intent of regulators, we also anticipate an
argument by GE that even the owners of residential fill properties that did not receive
PCB contamination by “migration” will be subject to the contribution bar. The “matters
addressed” by the Consent Decree include “all work performed and to be performed by
[GE] pursuant to this Consent Decree.” in the Consent Decree, GE undertakes to do
work under the terms of new Administrative Order, attached as an exhibit to the Decree,
governing the clean-up of residential fill properties.

In a fact sheet disseminated by the Massachusetts Attorney General’s Office
concerning the scope of the proposed contribution protection, the Attorney General’s
office acknowledges that the scope of the claims that will be barred “remains somewhat
unresolved.” The fact sheet also acknowledges that GE may well take the position in
court that claims the regulators think are not barred by the proposed contribution
protection are in fact barred. If regulators truly want to protect the interests of innocent
property owners, they must insist on a specific agreement by GE on what “contribution”
and “cost recovery” claims are to be barred and required a covenant by GE that it would
not advance a different interpretation in court. Indeed, given the equities, we believe
they should refuse contribution protection with respect to m residential property.

As noted above, the proposed contribution protection is only one of the ways in
which innocent pLoperty  owners may be harmed by the planned agreements with GE.
Get REAL will submit comments on the others within the extended time period
prescribed for public comment under federal law.
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Jim Brassard
Counclilor, Ward 2
35 Dalton Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 01201

CITY OF PIl-XFIELD
4134457524

Fax 413-445-2664
e-mail: cavalier~berkshirenet.com

January 3 I,2000

To Assistant Attorney General, Environment and Natural Resources;

This letter is a follow up to one dated January 2, 2000.

After talking at length with officials from the EPA and the city. I believe that first letter
was too harsh in its criticism of the consent decree between the city of Pittsfield, General
Electric and the Environmental Agencies.

I have been assured that all the most recent technology will be used in monitoring Hi1178.
1 have also been assured that the height of the hill will be somewhat lower that it
currently is and that every effort will be made to make it esthetically pleasing to the eye.

We are all aware that the best made plans can still go wrong. However, at this point, I
now feel that this settlement is the best we can currently negotiate. I expect the testing
and monitoring of Hill 78 will be closely watched and that in the event that a happening
occurs, the Environmental Protection Agency will indeed correct it and will inform all the
parties involved immediately. The reclaiming of the industrial heart of our city should
remain as a focal point of the settlement. This land will provide a space where new
businesses caFgrow and prosper.

While the agreement will never please everyone, including myself, I do believe that it is
in the best interest of the city, it’s residents and it’s future, that the consent decree be
approved.

Res&tfully,

.-,7: zf &\
3ames L. Brassard

‘J Councillor, Ward 2
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Jim Brassard
Counclllor,  Ward 2
35 Dalton Avenue
Pittsfield. MA 01201

CITY COUNCIL
(-‘.~:,e- ~

7lkiAd  1(13/o

CITY OF PITTSFIELD
413-445-7524

Fax 413445-2664
e-mail: cavalierOberkahirenet.com

January 2,200O

To Assistant Attorney General, Environment and Natural Resources Division;

I am writing this letter to express concerns that I have with the PCB Consent Decree
involving the city of Pntsfield Massachusetts.

Fist, I must protest in the highest mamter  possible the location of W 78 within the city
boundaries. Ifall the other parts of soil from private property can be trucked away from
the city, I do not understand why the city of Pittsfield must become a home to a Toxic
Waste Dump known as bib 78. I also have some serious concerns about the use of
Building 71 as a consolidation area. I do not believe that this was ever made public in any
of the press releases or statements published in the local media. The plan to install a liner
and leacbate  collection system will not prevent the leakage that is already happening on
Hill 78 according to the Environmental Protection Agency:1 stand firmly against any
holding area of contaminated soil within the city limits of Pittsfield. This soil should be
trucked away the same as all the other soil was from private property.

However, the most frightening  thought I can see in the consent decree is the possibility
of an additionaiioxic  Waste Dump in the vicinity of New York Avenue and Merrill Road.
This area, according to the decree wiU be nearly as high as Hill 78 (1,050 feet), at 1,027
feet maximum elevation. This will in fact be the second such unwanted waste site within
shadows of a Pittsfield Pubic Grammar School and located in the middle of a residential
area.

Some how the words LOVE CANAL keep coming into my mind. If all we~are  going to
do is allow this contaminated soil to be transferred from one site to another only a few
blocks away, then why are we bothering at all ?

Once again I repeat, I am totally against any effort to allow Hill 78 to remain in the city
of Pittsfield and I am even more opposed to the additional establishment of Building 71
and an additional Hill near the New York Avenue and Men-ill Road Intersection.



Jim Brassarxl
Councillor, Ward 2
35 Dalton Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 01201

Assistant Allomey  General Envimnment

‘:
And Naluml  Resources Division, U.S.
P.O. Box 761 I, Ben Franklin Slalion
Washington, DC. 20044
DJ No. 90-I  I-3-1479.90-1 l-3-14792



82’1AbjlftER  OF COMMERCE
SERKSHIRES

February  l&2000

Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
D. S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Dear Sir or Madam:

-hIA-  IS

Subject Case FileNumbers, DJ#90-ll-3-1479,90-11-3-14792

On behalf of the 1,200 members of the Chamber of Commerce of the Berksbires,  we
support the settlement relative to the GE-Pittsfield site and Housatonic River as
embodied in the consent decree between GE and the EPA, and other government
agencies.

It is our opinion that the consent decree adequately addresses the environmental
concerns of our region. It ensures that work on the cleanup of the river, the GE
plant site, and numerous other properties will proceed on the expedited schedule
outlined by the EPA more than a year ago. We are pleased many of the cleanup
projectrare  already underway.

The signing of the consent decree brings closer to reality a brownftelds  agreement
between the City of Pittsfield and GE aimed at helping the city rehabilitate the 250-
acre former GE site. The rejuvenation of this industrial site is critical for the future
economic growth of our region. Most significantly, the consent decree  protects the
health of all residents of Berkshire County. This action also paves the way for
business development and encourages companies and individuals to relocate to the
Be&hires.



Assistant Attorney General
Page 2
February IS,2000

The Chamber extends its appreciation to all members of the government teams who
-diligently worked to tinahze the consent decree and related documents. The focused
and prolonged efforts throughout the negotiations are already paying dividends. They
have helped create a new wave of excitement in Berkshire County contribtning to the
momentum for other tourism and economic development opportunities, such as a
runway extension project at the Pittsfield Municipal Airport, a new ballpark and
restoration of the Colonial Theatre.

In conclusion, it is in the best interests of the Berkshire region that we give the
consent decree, as presented, our vote of contidence. This expeditious and
comprehensive solution will bring the closure necessary to continuing the rebii of a
key industrial site as we re&im  our enviromnent and create a new future for
Pittsfield and Berkshire County.

lock Federal Credit Union)

JULBBCIerg
cc: Bryan Olsen, U.S. EPA
tedepoi&x
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66 West Slreel, Pillslield,  MA 01201



February 21,2ooO

Mt. Bryan Olson
United States Enviroqmemal I’rotecdon  Agency
onecon~ess  S t

Boston, MA 02114

Cynthia T-Iubei
Assistant Attomq General

Enviromnent  andNatural Resources Divisions
United States Depumen t ofJustice,
P.O. Box 7611~
Ben Franklin Station
washington,Dc2oo44

Re: DJ#90-11-3-1479  and~90.ll-3-l279Z
Consent Decree for PCB  Remediation of the Housatonic’River

Dear Mr. Olson and &5s. Huber:

On behalf of over 8$X0  Appalachian Mountain Uub  oieinber~,  of whom ~0,OOOIive  in
Masszhusetts  and Connecticu~~I  amwritingwith  concerns about the Consent Dewe~for
Polychlokated  Biphenyls (PCBs)  Remediation of the Housatonic River.  The Appalachian
Mountain club promotes the protection, enjoyment and wise use’of  the mountains, rivers
and trails of the Northea& Central to our missidn  is the belief that mountains and riv&
have an itminsk  worth and also provide recreational oppor&ty,  sphimal renewal and
ecological and economic health  for the region. The Housatonic Watershed in parti& is a
nad recreational %d cukural  resource that is highly valued by our members and by the
organizatio&  as a whole.

After years of contention, that the removal of PC&  kom the Housatonic River & Pittsfield
has begun is cause foxelebration.  Removing the PCBs  from the river bottom at and close
to the source of cont&nati on will improve the prospects for the entire river system.
Avoidance of years of promacted  legal battles over the Superfund  designation will allow the
Environmental Protection Agency to proceed with the second phase of the river clean up.
These are iome of the very positive outcomes,of  the Consent Decree. However, the&  are
areas that could be improved in order tb protect public health and the ecological well  being
of the Housatonic watershed. Among the issues that remain unresolved through the Consen;
Decree are the following



We are concerned &at the Natural Resource Damages are set at $17 million. Although
no financial amount can be placed on the damage done to the river system, atid on the
human and ecological health  lost due to the contamination of PCBs,  tbis assessment
seems examdy low.

One of the central tenets  of environmental legislation is public comment and open
public processes. Although we understand &at extenuating cimnnstances required
closed-door negoriatiom  to arrive at the terms leading to the Consent Decree, we are e’
concerned that this not set a precedent Involving the public is centi to the success of
this clean-up plan and all subsequent plans for the Housatonic River remeckation.  T&
EPA should continue to publicize and conduct regular public meetings to provide
information and receive public input in both states throughout the process. The EPA
should also continue to involve the Citizen’s Coordinatiag  Committce  throughout  the
rest of the process.

Thank you for your efforts to protect the public he&b and ecological well being of tbe
Housatonic River.



. .



PETER J. LARKIN
REPRESENTATIVE

?.RD  BERKSHIRE DISTRLCX
P1TSFIEU).  MA

TEL. ,413  448-8714

February 22,200O

Ms. Lois Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

RE: Case File Numbers, DJ#90-11-3-1479,90-l  l-3-14792

Dear Ms. Schiffer:

In the summer of 1997, I, along with other elected representatives of the city of
Pittsfield, including Senator Kennedy, Senator Kerry, and Congressman Olver,  asked GE,
the EPA, and other state and federal regulators to enter into negotiations to resolve the
many environmental and economic problems which have beset our community. These
negotiations were intended to address the issues of residential contamination, the cleanup
and redevelopment of the industrial fac+y, and the cleanup of the Housatonic  River.
We asked for these negotiations to ensure that the future economic opportunities of
Pittsfield and Berkshire County would not be contingent upon the long-standing
regulatory battle between GE and the EPA.

Today, on the eve of the closing of public comment on the consent decree that
evolved out of these negotiations, I would like to add my voice to the others who have
expressed their support for this historic document. Through the efforts of many, the
residents of Pittsfield, the General Electric Company, the regulators, and the negotiating
team have been given a unique opportnnity to create a new opportunity for
environmental and economic revitalization of our city and Berkshire County. This
negotiated solution recognizes the importance of the industrial site as an economic
generator while balancing the need for cleanup of our community. A cleaned-up
community and industrial site will greatly contribute to the betterment of our region, ’
socially, spiritually, and economically. The consent decree lays out a pl
will achieve our goals for remediation of our industrial land and the beg
restoration of our river.



:

I would also like to take this opportunity to express my gratitude to all those
involved with the negotiations and with the production of the consent decree for your
efforts on behalf of the City of Pittsfield and Berkshire County to achieve a settlement

.

with General Electric. But for their efforts, we would not have this historical agreement
today that had proven to be so elusive in the past. Everyone’s understanding of and
commitment to solving the issues that face the communities in Berkshire County
delivered an unprecedented level of cooperation on all sides _’

Due to the commitment of all interested parties, we have been  able to achieve an
agreement that preserves our environmental health and ensures our economic prosperity.
I sincerely thank you for this opportunity to express my resounding support for the
consent decree and to applaud the time, effort and perseverance that was involved to
bring this document forth.

PETE@LARKIN
State Representative, Third Berkshire District
Chairman, Joint Committee on Commerce and Labor

cc: Mr. Brim Olsen, U.S. EPA
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PEER  J.  LARKIH
REPRESENTATIVE

Ms. Lois @%iffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environmenti  and Natmal Rewxc.es  Division
U.S. Depazmlent of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
washingto DC 20044

RE  Case File Numbers,  DJ#90-Il.3-1479,90-11-3-14792

Dear Ms. SchifFcrz

Lo the qrrnmr of 1997, L  along with other elstcd reprcsentativcs  of the city of
Pittsfield, including Saator  Kennedy,  Senator Kerry,  and Cong-rcssman  Olver,  asked  GE,
the EPA, and other state and federal regulators to cntcr  into negotiations to resolve the
many environmental and economic problems tich have beset our community. These
negotiations were  intended ta address the issue.s of residential contaminadon,  the cleanup
and rcdevel,opment  of the indus&ial  facility,  and the cleanup of the Housatonic River.
We asked for t&e ne@iaticms  to -JITC that the future economic opportunities of
Pittsfield and Berkshire County would not be contingent upon the long-standing
regulatory battle between GE and the EPA.

Today, on the eve of the closing of public comment on the consent decree that
evolved out of these ncgotiatioos, I would like to add my voice to the otherswho  have
expressed  their support for this  historic document. Through the efforts of many, the
residents of Pittsfield, the General  Electric Company, the regolators,  and thhc negotiating
team have been given a unique opportunity to create  a new opportunity for
erwirmmmtal  ad economic revitaIiza6on of oar city and Berkshire County. This
ncgotiatcd solution recognizes the importau~  of the industrial site as an economic
gemmtor  whik balancing the need for cleanup of our community. A chzaned-up
community and iudosuial  site will  greatly contribute to the bettexmcnt  of out regios
sociaUy, qdually, and eccmomically.  The consent d- iays out a plan by which we
will achieve out goals for mmediation of our indushial  land and the beginning  of the
restoration of our r&r.



Iwouldalsolikctotake~o~~to~myBratifudctoall.those
involved with the negotiations and with the pmduaion  of the cons~&  d- for your
efforts on behalf  of the City ofPitt&ld  and Be&b& Couaty  to achieve a setlemcat
with &neral  Electric. But for their efforts, WC  urould not have this b&o&al  agrecmmt
today that had proven  to be so elnsi~e in the. pas%. Ev+ne’s undcmtmding  of and
commitment to solving the issues that fact the communities in Berkshire County
delivered an unprecedented level of coopmation  on  all sides _’

Due to the commitment of all interested parties,  we have. been  able to achieve 811
agreement that preserves our cavironmcntai health and ensures our nonomic  prosper@.
I sincerely thank you for this  oppommity to express my rcsollnding suppoa for the
consent d-  and to applaud tbt  ‘time, effort and pe~~evcrancc  that was involved to
bring this document forth.

Third Be&shi?e  Distdct
Chairman, Joint Committee on Commerce  and Labor

cc: Mr. Brim Okcn.  U.S. EPA



KOHN. SWIFT a GRAF.  I? C.

February 22, 2000

VIA OVERNIGHT DELIVERY
Bryan Olson
U.S. EPA, One Congress St.(HBT)
Boston, MA 02114

Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural‘Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

Re: U<ed States ic Co C.A. No. 99-
30225~MAP.  D.J. Ref. 90-11-3-1479 & 90-11-3-14792

_'

We are writing on behalf of our clients, Caroline
Church, -Dorothy Cohen, Thomas and Frances Ferguson,  Abby Kramer
Mayou, Gerald and Patricia Reder, Gwendolyn Sears, Tim and Nancy
Smith, and ths Mildred L. Zimmerman Trust, to comment on the
proposed Consent Decree among and between the United States, the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the State of Connecticut and the
General Electric Company with respect to PCB contamination in and
near Pittsfield, Massachusetts and along the Housatonic River.

Our clients object to the entry of this Consent Decree,
which they believe is inadequate and puts them, and the
environment, at risk of continuing harm from exposure to PCBs.
The Consent Decree does not require abatement of all
contamination which exists at levels acknowledged by EPA to be
potentially harmful. The Decree also fails to address important
sources and potential sources of contamination.
accepts and preserves unacceptable risks of exposure,
continued contamination, and of recontamination.



COM*“*l7ON  s.tlEcT  NO. 2 T O Bryan Olson
Asst. Attorney Gen.
February 22, 2000

Recent news reports and other evidence underscore the
inadequacy of the proposed consent Decree. The Decree was
drafted with the assumption that there was no contamination, or
sources of contamination, in or near the West Branchrof  the
Housatonic, which is one of that river's principal tributaries. -
In December 1999, however, news reports announced that
significant levels of PCB contamination had been found in soil
and sediment samples that EPA had taken from the West Branch in.
the hopes of obtaining "background" levels to compare to samples
that were to be taken below the confluence of the East and West
Branches of the Housatonic River.

In addition, PCB levels found in the West Branch near
Dorothy Amos Park - an area thought to be Vlean" and appropriate
for children - were alarmingly high, with one hotspot alone
measuring over 7,000 ppm of PCBs  at or near the surface. The
severity of this situation is underscored by the fact that, just
recently, that Park was reopened (with new playground equipment
installed for children) after a two-year "cleanup" effort by GE.
According to a letter to GE from the Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection, NAPL plumes in groundwater under the
park may be to blame for this newly discovered contamination.

In addition, the decision to completely write off any
future use of Pittsfield's groundwater supply is irresponsible,
and demonstrates the short-sightedness of the Consent Decree.
Not only doesthat decision foreclose Pittsfield's residents from
ever being able to utilize their groundwater as a source of
potable water, but this groundwater flows almost entirely toward,
and into, the Housatonic. Thus, over time, even if GE were to
completely remove all PCBs from the riverbed and riverbanks,
there would be recontamination and future migration 6f PCBs
throughout the watershed and floodplain.

Accordingly, the parties' compromise is simply
unacceptable and defeats the.purpose  for the Decree. Indeed,
federal courts have rejected similar consent decrees because of
this same problem.

In addition, our clients object to the fpllowing
defects in the Consent Decree:



1.

2.

3.

4:

5.

It only provides for removal and cleanup of the first
2.5 feet of the river's soils and sediments.
It accepts the use of an untested method of capping~the
river bottom with a geotextile material that has never
before been used in this sort of environment. _,
It unreasonably relies on spatial averaging for
sampling and testing, when recent events have
demonstrated the inability of this method to identify
and locate dangerous hotspots  of PCB contamination.
It leaves in place the landfill at Hill 78, which is
only yards from the Allendale public elementary school,
and which news reports have noted presents a very real
danger of threatened future releases of PCBs and PCB
migration into the environment and groundwater supply.
It leaves significant amounts of PCBs in Silver Lake, a
twenty-nine acre lake that overflows into the
Housatonic via a concrete conduit.

Our clients are not oblivious to the fact that GE is a
tenacious and obstinate corporation, which has been fined for
Pittsfield PCB-related duplicity. They also appreciate that it
has taken years just to get to this point. However, the future
of many, many Berkshire County families, as well as the
environment, including over one hundred threatened or endangered
species, is at stake. If EPA cannot convince GE to undertake a
more comprehensive effort at cleaning up the area, then EPA
should pursu.~the plan it first announced, and then apparently
dropped, several years ago - place the area on the National
Priorities List, undertake the cleanup, and then send GE the
bill. The largest corporation in the world can afford to do a
more comprehensive cleanup; indeed, it is unlikely that,the
cleanup contemplated in the Consent Decree is even material to
GE's financial performance. GE should not benefit from a deal it
cut at the expense of our clients, the Housatonic River, the
Pittsfield community and the environment.

Asst. Attorney Gen.
February 22, 2000

Again, on behalf of our clients, we urge you to
withdraw the current proposed Consent Decree and demand from GE a



T O Bryan Olson
Asst. Attorney Gen.
February 22, 2000

safer, cleaner solution to this environmental and public health

disaster.
yyfir  __,

Neil L. Glazer

CC: Cristobal Bonifaz, Esquire
Martin J. D'Urso,  Esquire
Mickael  J. Boni, Esquire
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R PCB REMOVAL
c/o 20 Bank Row
Pittsfield, MA 01201
February 22, 2000

Mr. Bryan Olson
U.S. EPA
One Congress St. (HBT)
Boston, MA 02114

Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben  Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

RE: DJ#:  90-11-S-1479, 90-11-3-14792

Citizens for PCB Removal believes that PCBs  are harmful to public health. Not only are they probable
carcinogens, but they have been proven to be hormone disrupters and can cause lower JQs.  The studies -
reaching these conciusions  are not timited to the United States. Most of the world has banned the use of
PCBs  and we believe that these chemicals must be removed  from our environment.

Citizens for PCB Removal (“CPR”) believes any settlement concerning PCB and other contamination
in Pittsfield and Berkshiie  County, Massachusetts must accomplish a few basic goals: 1) it must provide for
a thorough clean up; 2) it must leave open options for dealing with future problems when they arise; 3) it
must not balance the settlement on the backs of innocent property owners and taxpayers. The Consent
Decree and the appended work plans are a good start to accomplishing a thorough clean up; but are just that
- a beginning. The Consent Decree is lacking in many ways. Our comments are informal, not technical,
but state our passionate belief that the Consent Decree needs modification.

1. The settlement burdens innocent property owners in a way that is not in the public interest.

The Consent Decree (“CD”) contains 68 pages of cross covenants not to sue and grants of
contribution protection which protect the United States government and the governments of Massachusetts
and Connecticut and the defendant, General Electric, while leaving all other property owners who own land
containing General Electric fti or which was contaminated by the river exposed to potential future liability.
Those owners are not only innocent of any role in causing the pollution, but have abeady  been victimized
by it. Leaving them exposed to future liability while letting General Electric off the hook is not in the
public interest.

The CD provides, in paragraph 189, that all parties to the CD preserve all their rights against all
others not parties to it. Thus innocent property owners may be heid  liable under CERCLA or MGL c. 21E,
.for  future problems caused by General Electric’s pollution. While the law may allow liability to be
imposed on innocent property owners, it is our understanding that the public policy behind the law seeks to
ensure that there is some party available who can be held responsible for cleaning up the pollution. The
need to hold someone liable, even an innocent  someone, simply does not apply here. This is not a case
where the polluter is unknown, or is bankrupt, or whose assets are for some other reason unavailable for
clean up. The polluter here is a party to this agreement and is not only
wealthiest companies in the world. A policy designed to ensure that funds ar
pollution is not served by shifting the future burden from a wealthy culpable
with vastly fewer resources.



. .

Citizens for PCB Removal: Comments
DJ#:  90-I N-1479, 90-l I-3-14792
Page 2 of 6

The potential for future liability is very real. Many properties are beiig cleaned only to a depth  of a
few feet. Deeper contamination is not being addressed. ~Particularly  for the “oxbow properties” (see #7)
which are filled to a depth of as much as 20 plus feet and which have not been thoroughly tested, the
potential exists for future releases which could impact the river. Liability for that clean up, should it be
needed, should not fall on the property owners. Tf the plaintiff government agencies are confident that the
solution they have agreed upon is indeed protective of public health and safety for the long term, they
should, in this CD or an appended document, grant immunity from future Iiabiity to ah contaminated
property owners.

In addition, in paragraph 189, the CD specifically sites the right of contribution as one of the rights
reserved by the parties against all others. Moreover, in paragraphs 194 and 195, the CD grants to the State
of Massachusetts and the City of Pittsfield, the same contribution protection it grants to General Electric,
should those entities acquire an interest in land that is the subject of this CD. Government  agencies entered-
into negotiations that did not permh  other interested parties to participate, then secured for themselves
protection from liability while sp&ficaIly preserving the potential for future liability of innocent property
owners who were not allowed to participate. If forced to fund a clean up under CERCLA or MGL c.21,
these property owners could not then seek contribution from General Blectric. General Blectric,  however,
can still seek contribution from them. Defending oneself is expensive; and where, as here,. the polluter is
being exonerated from future liability, there is no need for them to retain a right to contribution.

2. The Consent Decree does not appear to leave the agencies the flexibility they need to deal
with inadequate cleanups or subsequent recontamination of residential and commercial
properties.

One of our longstanding concerns has been the use of widespread discrete testing to investigate fill
which could have been deposited in very small areas but with high concentrations, and at shallow depths
with clean material above. Our  concerns have been borne out on two properties where homeowners, &X

”t h e i r -i “,  have found transformer parts while digging holes to plant shrubs or

t
erect clothesline poles. CPR has, on several occasions, asked what will be done in these situations, in
terms of retesting or further remediation and has mWe would lie one now. Do
the CD and the Administrative Consent Order (ACO) prevent the government agencies from~  taking
administrative action on those properties ever again or would the post remediation discov.ery  of evidence of

contamination allow further investigation and clean up? If further action against General Electric is
completely foreclosed, then once again the settlement lets the culpable party off the hook and shifts the
burden to the innocent property owner in a way that is not in the public interest.

Furthermore, for properties along the water bodies,  Silver Lake, Goodrich Pond, Unkamet Brook
and the Housatonic River, the CD and the AC0 appear to preclude cleanup of recontamination. Again this
shifts the burden of clean up to innocent property owners who are unlikely to have the resources to
undertake a clean up while absolving the wealthy polluter. This is particularly problematic for properties
along Silver Iake  because the remedy selected for the Lake itself is suspect (see #8 below).

3 . The liability relief granted to General Electric is unreasonably broad.

The General Electric facility contains a vast number of chemical contaminants in, on and  under the
entire site. There is much more than PCB contamination  to be addressed: Dioxin, Trichloroethylene,
Benxine,  and Toluene, to name a few, are documented as present. Much of this contamination will be here



forever because of the agreement to “cap” some of the  most contaminated locations and turn them  over to
PEDA, as well as to leave Hill 78 in place. Under the CD, it appears General Electric will never be liable
for clean up of these areas in tbe future, even if they are impacting the river or may be found to be a
greater health risk in the future than they  are considered to be today, and even though GE will do no clean
up initially. Since one of the primary arguments in favor of the CD seems to be that funding the cleati  up
could be problematic if we have to rely on government resources, we are concerned that the CD will put
our community in the future position of being recontaminated and without the resources to clean up. A
grant of immunity from future liability for areas that are not being cleaned is overly generous and not in the
interests of our community.

4. The Hill 78 Landfill poses au unacceptable risk.

rOne of the elements of the proposed Settlement between  EPA and GE that  is most disturbing and
unpalatable is the plan to locate  a toxic wastedump  IN THE MIDDLE of our city: surrounded by an
elementary school, family neighborhoods, retail businesses, industries including tbe potentially volatile US
Generating plant, Silver Lake, Goodrich Pond, Unkamet Brook, and our long-suffering river!

The EPA and DEP have not conducted a thorough investigation of the contents of the Qmeral
Electric landfdl  known as W 78; instead they  propose to cap this  landfiR  without ever obtaining that
information. While  the cap will be an improvement of the existing situation, it leaves an unacceptable risk:

1s  not hued.  There is apparently no paper trail to indicate what was disposed of in there.
Without knowing what the landtill  contains, EPA and DEP cannot possibly assess  the impact of this
solution’s failure. They do not know what contaminates might be released or what impact those releases
could have. While the agencies believe an “early warning” system of test wells provides adequate
protection, we are well aware of other areas where the agencies were confident the existing army  of test
wells and borings provided adequate information, but were subsequently proven wrong. For example:
1) The plume under the Newell street parking lot was not discovered through early and fairly
comprehensive testing; it took further investigation of a type that will not be performed on Hill  78 to locate
the plume: 2) The plumes on the residential side of Newell Street were not discovered through initial
testing; we were given repeated assumnces  that testing had been done and there was nothing  to worry about;
3) Tests at the Pittsfield Municipal landfill revealed nothing of concern, but a bulldozer attempting  to cap
the landfill uncovered barrels of toxic waste; a discovery that has yielded over 800 barrels of GE associated
waste; 4) Dorothy Amos Park was tested and cleaned and found not to be impacting the river; had it not
been for testing to attempt to establish background levels, the hot spot in the river next to the park would
not have been  located. The cap over Hill  78 and the test wells around it are not an adequate solution for a
landfill adjacent to an elementary school and a residential neighborhood and which could potentially impact
a “cleaned” river in the future.

The worst part about this is that it will be designated as a “permanent” solution. Despite man’s best
efforts, the evidence that Mother Nature is relentless in her ability to destroy whatever man creates is all
around us. Every homeowner knows the struggle it takes to keep one’s property in good repair, especially
the parts exposed to the harsh New England winters. Every gardener marvels at how the earth constantly
changes, moves, evolves; rocks reappear yearly in flower beds that have been meticulously stripped of such.
Roads and bridges crumble, majestic trees are felled, monuments wear away. Even in this  area we are not
immune to tornadoes, hurricanes, even the occasional earthquake. The forces of nature are ongoing,
permanent; landfills, dumps - ‘though they may be humans’ ” state of the art” - are, at best, temporary.
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Citizens for PCB Removal: Comments
DJ#: 90-l  1-3-1479, 90-l  I-3-14792
Page4 of 6

5. TheBuilding  71containmentan%%is notan acceptablelong term solution forriddingour
community of contamination when treatment is not only possible but also feasible from a cost
perspective for this defendant.

The CD also provides for a separate, lined landfill adjacent to Hill 78, known as Building 71 _’
containment area. It will house higher levels of known PCB contamination. Not only have there been
problems with other containment facilities in places such as North Carolina and Colorado where failures. .
have occurred within two years of their construction, but also p

m. We have a local business which has CLEANED PCB's  from other sites around this county. It
has been estimated that treatment of PCB contaminated material in fhis  case would cost about 40 million
dollars. While this may seem like a large sum, it is almost insignificant to the largest company in the
world. In fact, it is less than HALF of what General Electric paid Jack Welch in salary and bonuses ($87 y
million) for 1999 alone. Clearly treatment is a feasible option for this defendant. Construction of the
‘Building 71 facility, if it expedited the clean up of Allendale  School, was justifiable as a short term option,
but treatment should be evaluated, and pmiodically  reevaluated as the long  term solution.

We plead that the decree he changed to name these facilities as .temporaxy
and that a final time limit he set on the complete treatment of the waste
contained therein. While we prefer immediate treatment, a maximum time
l imi t  shou ld  no t  exceed  th i r ty  yea r s .

6. The clean up options offered to the commercial property owners are inadequate and insulting.

At public and other meetings with EPA and DEP, commercial property  owners were promised
repeatedly that the agencies would support their needs even though they themselves were excluded from the
negotiations. But the CD gives these  owners only two options, neither of which allows them to operate
their business without the cloud of contamination impacting their operations. Neither option will allow
them to engage in future construction or expansion without finding themselves in negotiations with General
Electric and the regulatory agencies. Furthermore, while the banking community has pronounced itself
more comfortable with the idea of lending money to.these  property owners, assurances that PCB
contamination will not affect lending in the future have not been forthcoming. These property owners still
may not be able to grow, alter or sell their business in, the future. We are not proposing specific solutions
to this problem, but instead insist that this portion of the CD be reconsidered in a process that includes the
affected property owners.

7. Better  investigation and clean up of the "axbows'  is needed to protect the river from the risk
of recontamination.

Along the river, in several places, are areas called “the oxhows”,  which were filled with General
Electric facility “material” by the Army Corps of Engineers in the 1930’s and ‘40’s in ti effort to
straighten the flow of the river and reduce widespread area flooding. Again there is no paper trail  of what
maierials  were actually placed in these oxbows, but PCB laden fluids have been discovered and are being
pumped from one of the oxbow areas. We ask for a complete investigation of these oxbows and that all
clean up options be considered, including treatment and removal. It is not logical to spend millions
cleaning the river and flood  plain properties and then leave them subject to potential recontamination
because known areas of fill were not properly  explored.
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8. The proposed solution for cleaning Silver Lake is not credible.

The proposed remedy for the multi-comaminated  Silver Lake, as we understand it, is to place a sand
cap on the bottom of the lake. We are not aware of any engineering to back up that proposal. From a
lay-person’s perspective, however, we cannot believe that a sand containment layer can prevent ,..
recontamination of a spring fed lake while 3 layers of plastic liner are needed to keep contaminated particles
from  filtering up into the river.

9. Natural Resource  damages are unreasonably low.

The report by Industrial Economics estimated the maximum probable natural resource damages at
well over 200 million dollars. The government has asserted that the uncertainty involved in proving those
damages justifies settling for a reduced  amount. It does not justify settling for approximately 10% to 12% -
of that amount.

10. The extent (lack) of cleanup  is based upon possibly overly optimistic science.

As stated in our opening paragraph, CPR believes PCB’s  and the other contaminants found with the
PCB’s are a substantial health risk, as does EPA and DEP. However, standards and levels of cleanup,
including decisions of how deep to excavate, levels of ppms in soil, water, and air, and even the concept of
“averaging” levels of contamination to varying amounts dependent on usage are based upon a very complex
science called “risk assessment”. Our objections to many of the risk assessment conclusions are based upon
the concept of environmental and human blood serum “background levels”. We question whether the
background levels cited for this Settlement are a valid standard for this state, country and the world, in
general, or are they higher and specific  to what is “normal” in this area, in particular, based upon the long
term, widespread contamination throughout Berkshire County and adjacent areas specifically from the
General Electric plant.

Numerous world wide studies support them suspicions, as well as evidence that even very low levels of
contamination pose serious threats to the safety and well-being of certain populations, in particular the
unborn and very young, most notably in the areas of homone disruption, intelligence, behavior and learning
capabilities. We suspect a long-anticipated study by an Expert Panel commissioned bye the Mass
Department of Public Health which we believe will  confirm these health threats and will outline further
toxin dangers has been ved bevond this  CD Ce.  This Settlement should not
be confirmed without this further scientific data and unless the calculations upon which it is based are
verified, confirmed and validated as reasonable by recent and ongoing world-wide research.
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11. Citizen participation has not been enhanced by the Citizen Coordinating Council and the
existence of that body should not influence the review of this settlement.

interested  citizens groups were invited to participate in an enhanced public participation process,..
though the Citizens Coordinating Council. The council has not enhanced participation, and in retrospect, its
failure should have been anticipated. For many months the council meetings proceeded in the following
fashion: a public member would make a comment which might be picked up on by Some  other  public
member but EPA, DEP-  or General Electtic  would not respond because they were bound by confidentiality
rules of the ongoing negotiation. Clearly, a forum to enhance communication can not succeed where the
parties who are charged with determining the solution are precluded from communicating. In addition, the
single productive session of the council, concerning the remediation of the first half mile of the river,
demonstrated strong opposition to a plastic liner being used in the river and that opposition was backed up -
by an expert from the Army Cot-p  of Engineers who deemed it unnecessary. However, when the revised
plan for the river was published it provided for not 1 but 3 layers of plastic liner. The public’s concerns
had been discounted without explanation and were clearly no more effective than if they had been made in
writing and hadn’t had expert support. In fact, becausemembers of the CCC are volunteer activist with
limited time to devote to reviewing the issues surrounding the clean up of our community, the time spent on
the CCC feels more like misdirection than enhanced participation.

In conclusion, we submit that this Consent Decree, as it is now written is solely in General
Electric’s best interests in terms of liability, and economic responsibility. It fails to protect the
interests and principles of the general public and federal, state and local governments and their
agencies, the environment, and the directly affected property owners  and their communities for. .
which it is intended. Therefore, we ask that substanhal be made in this document, as based
on these comments, with many more opportunities for the interested public to submit effective input, or to,
ultimately, go back to mediation with all affected and interested parties well-represented at the bargaining
table for another effort at a more equitable and long-term public-protective outcome.

We would honor the-opportunity to have a representative of Citizens for PCB Removal appear before
the Court for the purpose of addressing these commentsand  concerns.

Respectfully Submitted,

Dorothy M. Mara
Charles P. Cianfarini
Barbara E. Cianfarini

Comment Committee representing
CITIZENS FOR PCB REMOVAL
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1 Congress St (HBT) U.S. Department of Justice
Boston, MA 02114 P.O. Box 7611

Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

DJ#:  90-ll-3-1479,90-11-3-14792

Dear Bryan Olson & Assistant Attorney General,

I would like to take the opportunity to comment on the GElHousatonic  River Consent
Decree. As one of many citizens that live near the Housatonic River, I have been very
disappointed in the lack of opportunity to be allowed to impact the outcome of any
agreement, which ultimately  effects all citizens in our community. In an effort to do so, I
joined the Citizens Coordinating Council, attending meetings regularly but remaining
frustrated that agreement took place behind closed doors. No citizen that is directly
affected was given the opportunity to alternatives to a toxic waste site. Considering the
tremendous profits tbat GE has seen, it seems the proper thing to offer our community
treatment and removal -not insult to injury in the form of a toxic dump.
In addition, I would like to comment on the independent study that was arranged by the
Massachusetts Department of Public Health. This study was to complete a report on PCB
levels in members in our community. The independent study committee, having
completed its findings, has not signed off as yet and will not do so until after the Consent
Decree deadline. How can we, as citizens, properly comment without including all
findings, especially those of such importance as public health?
This entire process has left me feeling a deep distrust for the government that is supposed
to be “of the people”. I can not help but feel that the government is “of the corporation” -
not the people. It is certainly not of the people itithis community. The state of
Massachusetts has not represented the people of this community. Please give us the voice
we deserve in this settlement. Treatment and removal should be in the final agreement.

Sincerely,

Kate Ryan
Citizens Coordinating Council
Alternate for Town of Stockbridge

LANDS DIVISION
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Ms. Lois Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources

D i v i s i o n
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Washington, DC 20044

Mr. Bryan Olson
Environmental Protection Agency
One Congress Street
Boston, MA 02114

Re: United States v. General Electric Co., DJ Ref. 90-l 1-3-1479
Comments on Proposed Consent Decree

Dear Ms. Schiffer and Mr. Olson:

I enclose Comments on the proposed GE Consent Decree submitted on behalf
of Get REAL, Roberta Orsi. and Marygrace Brown.

75 Smte  Streq  Bosron,  Massachusetts 02109 (617) 439-3939 Fax (617) 439-0134



Get REAL Comments on Proposed Consent Decree
Between the United States, Massachusetts, Connecticut and General Electric

February 23,200O

These comments are being submitted on behalf of GetREAL,  a group of

approximately seventy families whose properties have been affected by General

Electric’s years of contamination in the City of Pittsfield, and its co-founders Roberta

Orsi and Marygrace Brown.

By these comments, we urge the United States, and to the extent applicable, the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts to withhold their consent from the Proposed Consent

Decree because it is inadequate, improper, inappropriate and contrary to law. As more

fully set forth below:

1. The Proposed Consent Decree is inadequate, improper, inappropriate and
contrary to law because it attempts to disguise remedial actions required
by.the Comprehensive Environmental Compensation & Liability Act
(“CERCLA”) as CERCLA “removal” actions, without the necessary
disclosure of remedial alternatives, without the appropriate opportunities
for public involvement and comment, and without fully enforceable
“applicable or relevant and appropriate” clean-up standards (ARARs).

2 . The Proposed Consent Decree is inadequate, improper, inappropriate
and contrary to law because it proposed to extinguish claims against
General Electric with respect to releases or threatened releases of
hazardous substances at properties, including residential fill properties,
that are not addressed by a remedial action in the Decree, and does not
take care to preserve claims for property damage and emotional distress
by the affected property owners.

3 . The Proposed Consent Decree is inadequate, improper, inappropriate and
contrary to law because it proposes to grant contribution protection to
General Electric with respect to residential properties that will remain
contaminated or that will be re-contaminated in the future, and with
respect to residential properties not yet even identified.



4. The Proposed Consent Decree and Proposed Administrative Consent
Order are inadequate, improper, inappropriate and contrary to law
because they purport to formalize procedures for the clean-up of
residential till properties that give property owners no say in how their
property will cleaned up, that provide absolutely no mechanism for
resolution of disputes before, during or after clean-ups, and that provide e”
inadequate opportunities for public involvement and comment.

5 . The Proposed Consent Decree and Proposed Administrative Consent
Order are inadequate, improper, inappropriate and contrary to law
because they relinquish, and do not replace, existing regulatory authority
to require General Electric to investigate, remediate, and restore
properties not already identified as recipients of contamination from GE.

6 . The Proposed Consent Decree and Proposed Administrative Consent
Order are inadequate, improper, inappropriate and contrary to law
because they do not provide adequate compensation for natural resource
damages.

These points will be addressed in turn.

1. The Consent Decree Disguises Remedial Actions as Removal Actions
Without Providing Comparable Protections.

The Proposed GE Consent Decree is modeled after EPA’s model

Consent Decree for Remedial Actions from sites listed on the National Priorities Site

List. The problem is that, with the exception of the remedial actions to be undertaken

with respect to the “Rest of the River,” all the response actions to be taken under the

terms of the Proposed Decree are removal, not remedial actions and do not-carry  with

them the important procedural protections required for remedial actions. Yet, GE is

being given all of the procedural and legal protections, including releases of liability, that

attend the performance of remedial actions. In other words, GE is getting the benefits,

but not the burdens of conducting remedial actions under CERCLA.

The distinction between remedial and removal actions is set forth both in the

statute and its implementing regulations, and has also been elucidated by the courts.



Removal actions are short term measures taken to counter immediate threats to public

health and the environment, such as “security fencing or other measures to limit

access, provision of alternative water supplies, temporary evacuation and housing . ”

See  42 U.S.C. $j  9601 (23)i  Minnesota v. Kalman W. Abrams Metals. Inc., 155 F. 3d

1019, 1024 (8th Cir. 1998). Remedial actions are designed to be “longer term, more

permanent responses,” such as “dredging or excavating, repair or replacement of

leaking containers, collection of leachate  or runoff, on site treatment or incineration . . *

42 U.S.C. § 9601 (24); Kalman Abrams, 155 F. 3d at 1024.

As explained by the Court in Kalman Abrams, the significance of the distinction

between removal and remedial actions is that “[t]he NCP [National Contingency Plan]

prescribes more detailed procedures and standards for remedial actions.” Kalman

Abrams, 155 F. 3d at 1024, comparing 40 C.F.R. §!j  300.400-415  (removal actions)

with 40 C.F.R. 5s 300.420-435 (remedial actions).’

In particular, the procedures for remedial actions require the development of

detailed remedial action alternatives and a record of disclosed that must be published

and opened to the public for comment. See 40 C.F.R  5 300.430. There is no

comparable requirement for removal actions, which also afford no opportunity for public

comment. See  40 C.F.R. 3 300.415. There is also a distinction in the standards

applied to remedial actions as opposed to removal actions. As noted in Exhibit E to the

proposed Decree, “removal actions must attain  ARARs  only to the extent practicable

considering the exigencies of the situation (40 C.F.R. 300,415(j)).” Under Section 121’

1 The removal regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 300.415 also provide for ‘non-time critical removal
actions.” However, these removal actions, like remedial actions, carry with them more procedural
requirements, such as the development of an engineeringevaluationlcost analysis (EEKA) and
oppportunities  for public comment, than is provided for in the proposed Consent Decree. &=  In re Circle
Smeltina  Site, 6 E.A.D.  410 (1998).
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oft CERCLA, remedial actions “shall attain” ARARs. See also 40 C.F.R. 300,430

(f)(ii)(c)  (remedial actions “must attain” ARARs).

The significance of this distinction here is that almost all of the actions that are to
-.’

be taken under the Proposed Consent Decree, including clean-up of the Housatonic

River, clean-up of the GE Plant Site, and clean-up of the oxbows,  are in fact lona terrri

measures that are designed to serve as a permanent remedy, and this fairly should

have been characterized as remedial, not removal actions. However, because these

actions are disguised as removal actions, there will be no presentation of alternative

remedies, there will be no Record of Decision and the public is being deprived of a full

opportunityto comment on the remedies (other than through the opportunity to

comment on the Consent Decree as a whole).

Significantly, the scope of work for the proposed removal actions also makes

clear that the “applicable and relevant and appropriate” clean-up standards will be

followed “only to the extent practicable considering the exigencies of the situation,” not

in all cases, as would be required for remedial actions. This is particularly important

because the ARARs proposed for the clean-up of residential properties, as it is, do not

contemplate removal of all contamination. Residential properties with PCSs  in soils at

concentrations above two parts per million are going to continue to have them, and GE

is going to be allowed to average concentrations from one to fifteen feet below the

surface, even though the top three feet of soil is considered relevant and appropriate

under the Massachusetts Contingency Plan. As the Proposed Decree is written, GE is

going to be required to meet even this standard “only to the extent practicable.”



indeed, the proposed Consent Decree impermissibly  provides, even for the one

remedial action it does contemplate (the “Rest of the River” work) that, if the EPA

improperly waives an ARAR, GE will not be required to redo the work it has already

done that is inconsistent with that standard.*

2 . EPA May Not Give GE A Covenant Not to Sue With Respect to Prooerties
as to Which No Remedial Action is Required.

For months, residential fill property owners were told that they should not be

concerned that they were being left out of the secret negotiations on the Consent

Decree because their interests were not going to be dealt with in the Decree. Then,

when the Consent Decree was announced, these property owners were shocked to Rnd

that almost every one of their properties was listed in an Appendix to the Decree

(Appendix T) and that the EPA was giving GE a covenant not to sue with respect to

their properties (Proposed Decree $161  (a)).

As a matter of law, however, EPA may Q give GE such a covenant. Section

122 (f) of CERCLA is the statute that authorizes the agency to grant covenants not to

sue. That statute is quite clear that a covenant not to sue may be given only for

liabilities resulting from releases of hazardous substances that are “addressed by a

remedial action.” Here, there is no remedial action (or even a removal action) proposed

in the Decree that will address the release of hazardous substances at residential fill

properties.

Residential fill properties are dealt with through the inartful attachment of a draft

Administrative Consent Order running between the Commonwealth and GE (Appendix

2 The proposed Decree also  improperly requires the Commonwealth to agree not to
challenge a decision by EPA to waive AfWFQ  with respect to the planned “removal” actions.
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H). The Consent Decree does not require GE to perform any actions at the residential

fill properties under the Administrative Consent Order. Likewise, the residential fill

properties are specifically excluded from the operative definition of the “Site” in section _,

4 of the proposed Decree.

Thus, we have a situation where the EPA proposes to release GE from liability

with respect to the residential fill properties, but asks GE to do nothing with respect to

the clean-up of those properties (other than pay some of EPA’s testing costs).

CERCLA simply does not authorize this,

Moreover, the EPA and the Commonwealth have repeatedly told the owners of

residential fill properties that there is nothing in the Consent Decree that extinguishes

the property owners’ own claims for loss in property value or emotional distress (or

other injury) resulting from exposure to contaminants. However, there is nothing in the

Consent Decree to prevent GE from arguing that the Consent Decree does extmguish

their claims. In fact, the only reference to such claims in the proposed Decree is a

release of the Commonwealth’s ability to pursue such claims on behalf of its citizens!

Thus, GE is free to argue, for example, that section 113(h) of CERCLA bars

residential property owner’s private claims. See. e.q.,  Fort Ord Toxics  Project. Inc. v

California Environmental Protection Agency,  189 F.3d  828 (9” Cir. 1999); McClellan

Ecolooical  Seeoaae Situation v. Perry, 47 F.3d  325, 329 (91h  Cir. 1995); Heart of

America Northwest v. Westinahouse Hanford-Co., 820 F. Supp. 1265, 1278 (E.D.

Wash. 1993). GE is also free to argue that it is protected against property damage

claims under M.G.L. c. 21E because of the contribution protection it is getting for “all

work performed and to be performed pursuant to this Consent Decree.” These



arguments easily could have been precluded by an explicit statement in the Decree

preserving property owners’ private claims. This is something the governments simply

must insist upon at this point.

3 . The,Proposed  Consent Decree Grants GE Contribution Protection Where
It Should Not.

The Proposed Consent Decree grants GE “contribution protection” under

CERCLA for “matters addressed” in the Decree. In its most troubling form, the

contribution protection proposed to be provided to GE may operate to shield the

company from having to fully account for damage it has done to properties along the

Housatonic River, Silver Lake, and any other area “to which waste materials that

originated at the GE Plant Area have migrated.” The clean-up standards provided for in

the Consent Decree will allow GE to leave quantities of PCBs,  dioxin, and other

hazardous materials on these properties, and the owners of these properties--  who

bear absolutely no responsibility for the pollution - will face a choice between paying (if

they can) to remove the contaminants themselves or living with the contaminants

indefinitely

It is clear from other terms of the Consent Decree that contaminants will be left
-~

on these properties. Most notably, the clean-up standards for residential properties

abutting the River and Silver Lake do not require removal of all PCBs  above 2 parts per

million (as was done in the clean-up of Allendale School or the first 17 residential fill

properties that were remediated in Pittsfield), but will entail “averaging” of PCB

concentrations. Moreover, although soils at a depth of three feet are considered

accessible under the Massachusetts Contingency Plan, the clean-up standards for



properties abutting the River and Silver Lake contemplate “averaging” concentrations of

PCBs from one to fifteen feet below ground surface.

That this contribution protection is to be given to GE is all the more astounding

because our regulators have themselves documented that properties cleaned up along

the Housatonic River can and have become re-contaminated within a matter of years:

Thus, even property owners who get a clean-up under the terms of the Consent Decree

may soon find themselves with renewed contamination, and no one to help them clean

it up. It is possible that the Commonwealth will help such property owners; but if the

Commonwealth doesn’t help, these people will simply be stuck.

It is also astounding that contribution protection is to be given today for

properties that have not yet even been identified, and whose owners therefore cannot

meaningfully evaluate how they will be affected. It does not seem too hard to imagine

that, ten years from now, a property owner will discover that “waste materials that

originated at the GE Plant Area have migrated” to his or her property, but will be unable

to recover from GE for even the costs of testing the extent of that contamination.

Indeed, it will be entirely in the discretion of regulators as to whether that person’s

property gets cleaned up at all.

As noted above, it, is also not difficult to anticipate an argument by GE that even

the owners, of residential fill properties that did not receive PCB contamination by

“migration” are subject to the contribution bar. The “matters addressed” by the Consent

Decree include “all work performed and to be performed by [GE] pursuant to this

Consent Decree.” If the obligations GE has under the proposed Administrative Consent

Order are considered work “to be performed under the Consent Decree,” these



properties too will be subject to the contribution bar (again despite assurances from

regulators that they are not).

In a fact sheet disseminated by the Massachusetts Attorney General’s Office

concerning the scope of the proposed contribution protection, the Attorney General’s

office acknowledges that the scope of the claims that will be barred “remains somewhat.

unresolved.” The fact sheet also acknowledges that GE may well take the position in

court that claims the regulators think are not barred by the proposed contribution

protection are in fact barred. If regulators truly want to protect the interests of innocent

property owners, they must insist on a specific agreement by GE on what “contribution”

and “cost recovery” claims are to be barred and require a covenant by GE that it would

not advance a different interpretation in court. Indeed, given the equities, we believe

they should refuse contribution protection with respect to ar-~~  residential property. I

4 . The Proposed Administrative Consent Order Formalize Procedures for the
Clean-Up of Residential Fill Properties That Give Property Owners No Say
in How Their Prooerties are Cleaned Uo.

After promising that they would not affect the interests of residential property

owners in the proposed Consent Decree, the EPA and the Commonwealth then did just

that. As noted above, SPA proposes to releases any claims it has for clean-up of the

residential till properties, and the Commonwealth proposes to address them through a

new Administrative Consent Order. The proposed Administrative Consent Order, while

purportedly ensuring “public involvement” in the actions it requires, in fact excludes the

public, and especially affected property owners. from decisions affecting their properties

F and neighborhoods. This is contrary to the Massachusetts Contingency Plan.



The Proposed Administrative Consent Order gives property owners no role in

whether contaminants are identified on their properties, no role in how their properties

are tested for the presence of contaminants, no role in whether further testing is done,
,~

no role in how their properties are excavated or otherwise cleaned up, no role in

assessing whether the clean-ups are property performed, no role in dealing with the

discovery of unexpected conditions, and no role or say in approval of Response Action

Outcome Statements.

Moreover, the Administrative Consent Order, while providing detailed “dispute

resolution” procedures under which GE can resolve any disputes it may have in

connection with residential fill properties, contains absolutely no provision for resolution

of disputes or concerns of the affected property owners! In fact, the Commonwealth

proposes to give a colvenant  not to sue to GE upon its comp!e?ion of a satisfac?ory

remedial action plan for these properties, and thus even the Commonwealth may be

without recourse against GE for any problem that arises in the performance of the

clean-up work.

In order to obviate the need for these objections, GetREAL  asked GE to

negotiate changes in these procedures that would take account of the interests of

affected property owners. GE refused to do anything other than to put the language of

their letters to property owners into plain English. Thus, it is time for the governments

to insist that changes be made.



5 . The Proposed Administrative Order Relinquishes Existing Regulatory
Authority to Require GE to Investigate, Remediate and Restore Properties
Not Alreadv  Identified as Recipients  of Its Contamination.

The Proposed Administrative Consent Order would, by its terms, supplant two

existing Administrative Consent Orders entered into between GE and the

Commonwealth in 1990. Most significantly, these Administrative Consent Orders

provided express authority to the Commonwealth to require GE to investigate

contamination and perform response actions upon “notice” by the Department of

Environmental Protection (“DEP”)  to GE.

The proposed Administrative Consent Order relinquishes this broad authority

and does not replace it. For example, with respect to residential fill properties, DEP has

authority to require sampling and, ultimately, clean-up by GE only if “GE obtain[s]

credible evidence that Fill from the GE Facility may be located on [the] Property.” There

is no provision requiring GE to perform actions if the evidence independently comes to

the attention of DEP. Similarly, the Administrative Consent Order provides for

streamlined clean-ups of residential properties, but only if “GE agrees.”

Perhaps even more importantly, the proposed Administrative Consent Order

contains no provisions requiring action by GE if the contamination that is discovered is

not contaminated “fill.” This large hole is not filled by the existence of provisions in the

proposed Consent Decree and the proposed Administrative Consent Order for the

governments to act if they discover “new information,” because there is so much

information that GE has now produced. GE can argue that a reported new problem

r was disclosed on page 5,027 of the documents it produced in 1997 and 1998, and the

governments will be precluded from acting.



.

Conclusion

For all of these reasons, we resp&tfully  urge the United States and the

Commonwealth to withhold its consent to the Consent Decree, and turn their attention

to ensuring that the concerns of residential property owners are addressed and

resolved as part of this settlement.
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Get REAL Comments on Proposed Consent Decree
Between the United States, Massachusetts, Connecticut and General Electric

February 23,200O

These comments are being submitted on behalf of GetREAL,  a group of

approximately seventy families whose properties have been affected by General

Electric’s years of contamination in the City of Pittsfield, and its co-founders Roberta

Orsi and Marygrace Brown.

By these comments, we urge the United States, and to the extent applicable, the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts to withhold their consent from the Proposed Consent

Decree because it is inadequate, improper, inappropriate and contrary to law. As more

fuiiy  set forth beiow:

. . .

1. The Proposed Consent Decree is inadequate, improper, inappropriate and
contrary to law because A attempts to disguise remedial actions required
by the Comprehensive Environmental Compensation & Liability Act
(“CERCLA”) as CERCLA “removal” actions, without the necessary
disclosure of remedial alternatives, without the appropriate opportunities
for public involvement and comment, and without fully enforceable
“applicable or relevant and appropriate” clean-up standards (ARARs).

2 . The Proposed Consent Decree is-inadequate, improper, inappropriate
and contrary to law because it proposed to extinguish claims against
General Electric with respect to releases or threatened releases of
hazardous substances at properties, including residential fill properties,
that are not addressed by a remedial action in the Decree, and does not
take care to preserve claims fo.r property damage and emotional distress
by the affected property owners.

3 . The Proposed Consent Decree is inadequate, improper, inappropriate and
contrary to law because it proposes to grant contribution protection to

General Electric with respect to residential properties that will remain
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contaminated or that.will  be re-contaminated in the future, and with.
respect to residential properties not yet even identified.

4 . The Proposed Consent Decree and Proposed Administrative Consent
Order are inadequate, improper, inappropriate and contrary to law
because they purport to formalize procedures for the clean-up of
residential fill properties that give property owners no say in how their
property will cleaned up. that provide absolutely no mechanism for
resolution of disputes before. during or after clean-ups, and that provide
inadequate opportunities for public involvement and comment.

5. The Proposed Consent Decree and Proposed Administrative Consent
Order are inadequate, improper, inappropriate and contrary to law
because they relinquish, and do not replace, existing regulatory authority
to require General Electric to investigate, remediate, and restore
properties not already identified as recipients of contamination from GE.

These points will be addressed in turn

1. The Consent Decree Disguises Remedial Actions as Removal Actions
Without Providinq Comparable Protections.

The Proposed GE Consent Decree is modeled after EPA’s model

Consent Decree for Remedial Actions from sites listed on the National Priorities Site

List. The problem is that, with the exception of the remedial actions to be undertaken

with respect to the “Rest of the River,” all the response actions to be taken under the

terms of the Proposed Decree are removal, not remedial actions and do not carry with

them the important procedural protections required for remedial actions. Yet, GE is

being given all of the procedural and legal protections, including releases of liability, that

attend the performance of remedial actions. In other words, GE is getting the benefits,

but not the burdens of conducting remedial actions under CERCLA.

The distinction between remedial and removal actions is set forth both in the

statute and its implementing regulations, and has also been elucidated by the courts.
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Removal actions are short term measures taken to counter immediate threats to public

health and the environment, such as “security fencing or other measures to limit

access, provision of alternative water supplies, temporary~evacuation  and housing . ”

See  42 U.S.C. § 9601 (23); Minnesota v. Kalman W. Abrams Metals. Inc., 155 F. 3d

1019, 1024 (8th Cir. 1998). Remedial actions are designed to be “longer term, more

permanent responses,” such as “dredging or excavating, repair or replacement of

leaking containers, collection of leachate  or runoff, on site treatment or incineration . ”

42 USC.  § 9601 (24); Kalman Abrams, 155 F. 3d at 1024.

As explained by the Court in Kalman Abrams, the significance of the distinction

between removal and remedial actions is that “[t]he NCP [National Contingency Plan]

prescribes more detailed procedures and standards for remedial actions.” Kalman

Abrams, 155 F. 3d at 1024. comparing 40 C.F.R. §§ 300.400415 (removal actions)

with 40 C.F.R. §§  300.420-435 (remedial actions).’

In particular, the procedures for remedial actions require the development of

detailed remedial action alternatives and a record of disclosed that must be published

and opened to the public for comment. See 40 C.F.R  § 300.430. There is no

comparable requirement for removal actions, which also afford no opportunity for public

comment. See  40 C.F.R. 5 300.415. There is also a distinction in the standards

applied to remedial actions as opposed to removal actions. As noted in Exhibit E to the

proposed Decree, “removal actions must attain ARARs  only to the extent practicable

1 The removal regulations at 40 C.F.R. $j 300.415 also provide for “non-time critical removal

’
actions.” However, these removal actions, like remedial actions, carry  with them more procedural
requirements, such as the development of an engineering evaluation/cost analysis (EVCA) and
oppportunities  for public comment. than is provided for in the proposed Consent Decree. a In re Circle
Smeltina  Site, 6 E.A.D.  410 (1998).
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considering the exigencies of the situation (40 C.F.R. 300,415(j)).”  Under Section 121‘

of CERCLA, remedial actions “shall attain” ARARs. See also 40 C.F.R. 300,430

(f)(ii)(c)  (remedial actions “must attain” ARARs). _,’

The significance of this distinction here is that almost all of the actions that are to

be taken under the Proposed Consent Decree, including clean-up of the Housatonic

River, clean-up of the GE Plant Site, and clean-up of the oxbows,  are in fact h term

measures that are designed to serve as a permanent remedy, and this faidy should

have been characterized~as  remedial, not removal actions. However, because these

actions are disguised as removal actions, there will be no presentation of alternative

remedies there will be no Record of Decision and the public is being deprived of a full

opportunity to comment on the remedies (other than through the opportunity to

comment on the Consent Decree as a whole).

Significantly, the scope of work for the proposed removal actions also makes

clear that the “applicable and relevant and appropriate” clean-up standards will be

followed “only to the extent practicable considering the exigencies of the situation,” not

in all cases, as would be required for remedial actions. This is particularly important

because the ARARs proposed for the clean-up-of residential properties, as it~is,  do not

contemplate removal of all contamination. Residential properties with PCBs  in soils at

concentrations above two parts per million are going to continue to have them, and GE

is going to be allowed to average concentrations from one to fifteen feet below the

surface, even though the top three feet of soil is considered relevant and appropriate

I under the Massachusetts Contingency Plan. As the Proposed Decree is written, GE is

going to be required to meet even this standard “only to the extent practicable.”
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Indeed, the proposed Consent Decree impermissibly provides, even for the one.-

remedial action it does contemplate (the “Rest of the River” work) that, if the EPA

improperly waives an ARAR;  GE will not be required to redo the work it has already

done that is inconsistent with that standard.’

2 . EPA May Not Give GE A Covenant Not to Sue With Respect to Prooerties
as to Which No Remedial Action is Reauired.

For months, residential fill property owners were told that they should not be

concerned that they were being left out of the secret negotiations on the Consent

Decree because their interests were not going to be dealt with in the Decree. Then,

when the Consent Decree was announced, these property owners were shocked to find

that almost every one of their properties was listed in an Appendix to the Decree

(Appendix T) and that the EPA was giving GE a covenant not to sue with respect to

their properties (Proptised  Decree §161  (a)).

As a matter of law, however, EPA may a give GE such a covenant. Section

122 (f) of CERCLA is the statute that authorizes the agency to grant covenants not to

sue. That statute is quite clear that a covenant not to sue may be given only for

liabilities resulting from releases of hazardous~substances  that are “addressed by a

remedial action.” Here, there is no remedial action (or even a removal action) proposed

in the Decree that will address the release of hazardous substances at residential fill

properties.

2 The proposed Decree also improperly requires the Commonwealth to agree noi  to
challenge a decision by EPA to waive ARARs  with respect to the planned “removal” actions.
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Residential fill properties are dealt with through the inartful attachment of a draft

Administrative Consent Order running between the Commonwealth and GE (Appendix

H). The Consent Decree does not require GE to perform any actions at the residential

fill properties under the Administrative Consent Order. Likewise, the residential fill

properties are specifically excluded from the operative definition of.the “Site” in section

4 of the proposed Decree.

Thus, we have a situation where the EPA proposes.to  release GE from liability

with respect to the residential fill properties, but asks GE to do nothing with respect to

the clean-up of those properties (other than pay some of EPA’s testing costs).

CERCLA simply does not authorize this.

Moreover, the EPA and the Commonwealth have repeatedly told the owners of

residential fill properties that there is nothing in the Consent Decree that extinguishes

the property owners’ own claims for loss in property value or emotional distress (or

other injury) resulting from exposure to contaminants. However, there is nothinq in the

Consent Decree to prevent GE from arguing that the Consent Decree does extinguish

their claims. In fact, the only reference to such claims in the proposed Decree is a

release of the Commonwealth’s ability to pursue such claims on behalf of itscitizens!

Thus, GE is free to argue, for example, that section 113(h) of CERCLA bars

residential property owner’s private claims. See, e.a.,  Fort Ord Toxics  Project, Inc. v

California Environmental Protection Agency,  189 F.3d  828 (9” Cir. 1999); McClellan

Ecoloaical  Seepaae Situation v. Perw,  47 F:3d  325, 329 (9’h  Cir. 1995); Heart of

t Americas  Northwest v. Westinahouse Hanford Co., 820 F. Supp. 12651278 (E.D.

Wash. 1993). GE is also free to argue that it is protected against property damage
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claims under M.G.L. c. 21E because of the contribution protection it is getting for ‘all

work performed and to be performed . . pursuant to this Consent Decree.” These

arguments easily could have been precluded by an explicit statement in the Decree

preserving property owners’ private claims. This is something the governments simply

mu&insist  upon at this point.

3 . The Proposed Consent Decree Grants GE Contribution Protection Where
It Should Not.

The Proposed Consent Decree grants GE “contribution protection” under

CERCLA for “matters addressed” in the Decree. In its most troubling form, the

contribution protection proposed to be provided to GE may operate to shield the

company from having to fully account for damage it has done to properties along the

Housatonic River, Silver Lake, and any other area “to which waste materials that
.

originated at the GE Plant Area  have migrated.” The clean-up standards provided  for in

the Consent Decree will allow GE to leave quantities of PCBs,  dioxin, and other

hazardous materials on these properties, and the owners of these properties -who

bear absolutely no responsibility for the pollution - will face a choice between paying (if

they can) to remove the contaminants themselves or living with the contaminants

indefinitely.

It is clear from other terms of the Consent Decree that contaminants will be left

on these properties. Most notably. the clean-up standards for residential properties

abutting the River and Silver Lake do not require removal of all PCBs  above 2 parts per

. million (as was done in the clean-up of Aliendale School or the first 17 residential fill

properties that were remediated in Pittsfield), but will entail “averaging” of PCB
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concentrations. Moreover, although soils at a depth of three feet are considered

accessible under the Massachusetts Contingency Plan. the clean-up standards for

properties abutting the River and Silver Lake contemplate “averaging” concentrations of .’

PCBs  from one to.fifteen  feet below ground surface.

That this contribution protection is to be given to GE is all the more astounding

because our regulators have themselves documented that properties cleaned up along

the Housatonic River can and have become re-contaminated within a matter of years.

Thus, even property owners who get a clean-up under the terms of the Consent Decree

may soon find themselves with renewed contamination, and no one to help them clean

it up. It is possible that the Commonwealth will help such property owners: but if the

Commonwealth doesn’t help, these people will simply be stuck.

It is also astounding that contribution protection is to be given today for

properties that have not yet even been identified, and whose owners therefore cannot

meaningfully evaluate how they will be affected. It does not seem too hard to imagine

that, ten years from now, a property owner will discover that “waste materials that

originated at the GE Plant Area have migrated” to his or her property, but will be unable

to recover from GE for even the costs of testing the extent of that contamination.

Indeed. it will be entirely in the discretion of regulators as to whether that person’s

property gets cleaned up at all.

As noted above, it is also not difficult to anticipate an argument by GE that even

the owners of residential fill properties that did not receive PC6  contamination by

. “migration” are subject to the contribution bar. The “matters addressed” by the Consent

Decree include “all work performed and to be performed by [GE] pursuant to this
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Consent Decree.” If the obligations GE has under the proposed Administrative Consent

Order are considered work “to be performed under the Consent Decree,” these

properties too will be subject to the contribution bar (again despite assurances from ___

regulators that they are not).

In a fact sheet disseminated by the Massachusetts Attorney General’s Office

concerning the scope of the proposed contribution protection, the Attorney General’s

office acknowledges that the scope of the claims that will be barred “remains somewhat

unresolved.” The fact sheet also acknowledges that GE may well take the position in

court that claims the regulators think are not barred by the proposed contribution

protection are in fact barred. If regulators truly want to protect the interests of innocent

property owners, they must insist on a specific agreement by GE on what “contribution”

and “cost recovery” claims are to be barred and require a covenant by GE that it would

not advance a different interpretation in court. Indeed, given the equities, we believe

they should refuse contribution  protection with respect to ~JJ  residential property.

4. The Proposed Administrative Consent Order Formalize Procedures for the
Clean-Up of Residential Fill Properties That Give Property Owners No Say
in How Their Prooerties  are Cleaned Uo.

After promising that they would not affect the interests of residential property

owners in the proposed Consent Decree, the EPA and the Commonwealth then did just

that. As noted above, EPA proposes to releases any claims it has for clean-up of the

residential fill properties, and the Commonwealth proposes to address them through a

new Administrative Consent Order. The proposed Administrative Consent Order, while

purportedly ensuring “public invdlvement”  in the actions it requires, in fact excludes the
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public, and especially affected property owners, from decisions affecting their properties

and neighborhoods. This is contrary to the Massachusetts Contingency Plan.

The Proposed Administrative Consent Order gives property owners no role in

whether contaminants are identified on their properties, no role in how their properties

are tested for the presence of contaminants, no role in whether further testing is done,

no role in how their properties are excavated or otherwise cleaned up, no role in

assessing whether the clean-ups are properly performed, no role in dealing with the

discovery of unexpected conditions, and no role or say in approval of Response Action

Outcome Statements.

Moreover, the Administrative Consent Order, while providing detailed “dispute

resolution” procedures under which GE can resolve any disputes it may have in

connection with residential till properties, contains absolutely no provision for resolution

of disputes or concerns of the affected property owners! In fact, the Commonwealth

proposes to give a covenant not to sue to GE upon its completion of a satisfactory

remedial action plan for these properties, and thus even the Commonwealth may be

without recourse against GE for any problem that arises in the performance of the

clean-up work.

In order to obviate the need for these objections, GetREAL  asked GE to

negotiate changes in these procedures that would take account of the interests of

affected property owners. GE refused to do anything other than to put the language of

their letters to property owners into plain English. Thus, it is time for the governments

t to insist that changes be made.
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5 . The Proposed Administrative Order Relinquishes Existing Regulatory
Authority to Require GE to Investigate, Remediate and Restore Properties
Not Alreadv Identified as Recioients  of Its Contamination.

The Proposed Administrative Consent Order would, by its terms, supplant two

existing Administrative Consent Orders~  entered into between GE and the

Commonwealth in 1990. Most significantly, ~these  Administrative Consent Orders

provided express authority to the Commonwealth to require GE to investigate

contamination and perform response actions upon “notice” by the Department of

Environmental Protection (“DEP”)  to GE.

The proposed Administrative Consent Order relinquishes this broad authority

and does not replace it. For example, with respect to residential till properties, DEP has

authority to require sampling and, ultimately, clean-up by GE only if “GE obtain[s]

credible evidence that Fill from the GE Facility may be located on [the] Property.” There

is no provision requiring GE to perform actions if the evidence independently comes to

the attention of DEP. Similarly, the Administrative Consent Order provides for

streamlined clean-ups of residential properties, but only if “GE agrees.”

Perhaps even more importantly, the proposed Administrative Consent Order

contains no provisions requiring action by GE if the contamination that is discovered is

not contaminated “fill.” This large hole is not filled by the existence of provisions in the

proposed Consent Decree and the proposed Administrative Consent Order for the

governments to act if they discover “new information,” because there is so much

information that GE has now produced. GE can argue that a reported new problem

~ was disclosed on page 5,027 of the documents it produced in 1997 and 1998, and the

governments will be precluded from acting.
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Conclusion

For all of these reasons, we respectfully urge the United States and the

Commonwealth to withhold its consent to the Consent Decree, and turn  their attention

to ensuring that the concerns of residential property owners are addressed and

resolved gs  part of this settlement.
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M E S S A G E :

The information in this facsimile message is confidential information
intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above.
If you have received this communication in error. please notify us
immediately by telephone. Thank You.

Petricca Industries, P-0.  Box 1145,550 Cheshire Road, Pittsfield,  MA. 01202



Petricca  Industries
&grated  Construction

P.O. &X 1145 - 550  Choshin Rd.
Pinsfield.  MA 01202
(413) 442-622s
Fax:  (413) 499-0930

February  23.2000

Lois J. S&i&r
Assistant Attornc~  General
Environment  and Natural Rcsomes  Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Fraoklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

Re: Consent Decree

Dear Ms. S&if&r:

I am writing on be&&f  Pet&x Industries, one of the largest employers in Berkshire County, with
regard to the proposed settlement between the EPA,  the City of Pittsfield,  General Electric Company
and other government entities.

I have been following with keen  interest the details of Consent Decree the! has been  prepared and
while I understand that a number of parties have oballcnged  tbc adequacy  of it, I believe that it is a fair
compromise of the interoSts  of all parties.
solution was ever to be found.

It is not a perfect solution, but then I doubt B perfect
The solution that has been found is in the best interest of the City and

this cormmmity  and will help to promote the long-term economic prosperity of The Be&shims a&
will help bring to closure a vmy seriotis and sensitive issue within the canmuni~. I believe tha the
Consent Decree, as proposed, adequately addiwses the health and enviromnental issues raised by the
prosence  of PCB’s  and that the standards set in tbc Consent Decree will  provide the appropriate
safeguards for the health and well-being of this community.



If1 can be of any assistance, please feel f&e to contact me.

Perri  C. Petricca

PCc/jep

PC: Bryan  Olsen - U.S. Emimmnmtal  Protection &ency
Mayor Gerald S. Doyle - City of Pittsfield
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THE CITY OF PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSE?TS
Mayor Gerald S. Doyie,  Jr.

M&23
February 23,200O

Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Dear Ms. Schiffer:

I am writing to restate my absolute support of the draft Consent Decree, as I firmly  believe that its
approval is inthe best interest ofall of us in Berkshire County. Without the approval, we not only
lose our positive momentum, but we also risk slipping back to the inactivity that stalled Pittsfield’s
progress for nearly a quarter of a century.

In good faith, General Electric has already started work on the river remediation, which would
not have happened without the negotiated agreement in principle and subsequent filing of the
decree. Also with the understanding that the decree would be approved, the Pittsfield Economic
Development Authority (PEDA) has formed and made progress - including employer recruitment
activities. We risk the continuation of those activities without the approved consent decree.

Ultimately, if the two years of hard work is set aside, and the consent decree isn’t approved, I
predict that the only progress we’ll see will happen in our court rooms - not making our
environment better, not making the economy better.

I stand fast on my stated belief that we want a negotiated settlement -not a Superfund site.

? JcGziid/~~:.
Gerald S. Doyle, Jr.
Mayor

City  of Pittsfield -City Hall - 70 Allen Street-Pittsfield, MAO1201
(413) 499-9321 or  (413) 442-8043  fax



/ cc: Mayor John Barrett
Representative Daniel  Bosley
Governor A. Paul Cellucci
Dave Colby, Chamber of Commerce
Representative Christopher Hodgkins
Representative Shaun Kelly
U.S. Seoator Edward Kennedy
U.S. Senator John Kerry
Representative Peter Larkin
Senator Andrea Nuciforo
Bryan Olson, EPA
Congressman Joho Olver

Nani F. Beccalli, General Electric Pl&cs
Mick  Callahan, Callahan Companies
C. Jeffrey Cook, Cain, Hibbard,  Myers i Cook
Laosmg  Craoe, Crane  & Company, Inc.
John Cronin, North Adams Regional Hospital
J. Williar Dunlaevy,  City Saviogs Bank
Donald Feigenbaum,  General Systems
Nancy Fitzpatrick, Rad  Lion Ion
Michael Glazer,  Kay-Bee Toys
William Hines, Interprint,  Inc.
James Lynch, Greylock  Federal Credit Union
Steven Massicotte,  Fii Massachusetts Baok
Andy Mick,  The Berkshire  Eagle
Cynthia Niekamp, Mead Specialty Papers
Perri  Peticca, U&tress Corporation
David Phelps, Berkshire Health  Systems, Inc.
Scott Robinson,  The Bed&ii  Gas Co.
Randy Stratton, Litctield Fibuncial  Services
Robert Trask,  COUSIQ  Curtains
Robert Wells, Berkshire Bank
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THE ClTY  OF PITTSFIELD, bf&SACHUSETTS
Mayor  Gerald S. Doyle, Jr.

February 23,200O

Lois 5.  S&if%
As&rant  Attorney Gad
Environm&ai  and Natural Resources  Division
U.S. Depamneat ofJustice ’
P.O. Box 7611
Bat  Franklin Station
Wa.&h@m, D.C. 20044

Dear Ms.  Schiffer

1 am writing to rearate  my absolute  support  of tba draft Consatt Dice, ~19  I firmly  believe that its
approval is in the best imereet of all of us in B&shire  County. Without tha approval, we not only
lose our positive momentum,  but we also risk slipping back to the inactivity that stall@ PittAdd’s
progrew  for nearly a quaxtcr  of a centwy.

In  good tilh General Electric has already r.mrted  work on the tiver icmdation, which would
not have happened without the ncgotiat.ed  agrecmem in principle and subsequent filii of the
decree. Also with tha w&c&n&g  that the decree  would ba approved, the Pitt&ld  Eumomic
Development Authority (PEDA) has fotmed and made pro-  - including employer recruitment
activities. We risk the continuation of those activities without the appmvad  consant decree

Ukimately,  if the two years of hard  work is set aside. and the consent dexae  isn’t approved, I
predict that the only progress  we’ll see will happ& in our coon  rooms - not msldng  our
mvlnmmcnt  belter, Ilot  r!ml&g tbe ecclmmy better,

si-iv,

&JJf,.
Gcmld S. Doyle.  Jr.

City of Pit&field - City Hall - 70 Alla SIrsa - Pittsfield, MA 01201
(413) 499-9321  or  (4l3)  442-8043  fax
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CC Mayor John Bnmtt
Rqmentah Dank1  Bosley
Governor  A. Pad CeIluc.45
Dave Colby, Chamber  of Cozmmce
Represmtath  ChxGtophHod~kIns
Rqxesmtative  Sbmn  KelIy
U.S. smstor  Edward Kmoedy
U.S. Smabx  John Kerry
Repmsmtive  Peter Jxkin
Smamr hdma Nuciforo
Bryah tkn, EPA
Congressmm  John OIwr

E  ‘ d  .IZOP’ON

Nmi F. BewIIi,  GanmI  EIectric  PIestIes
h&k CaIIahm,  CaIIabm  Companies
C. J&lay  Cook Cain, HJbbard, Myers & Cook
LadbIg chne,  claoe & company,  lim.
John Crooh,  Nod Adams R.egiond  Hospital
J. Wdlii Jhlmy, Cii Savings Bank , ,.
Dodd Feigmbaum,  General Systems
Nancy Fitapahi~  Bad  Lion Inn
Michael  Glaser,  Kay-Bee Toyr
William Hines. haprlut,  Inc.
James  Lynch, Greylock  Federal Credit Union
Sbvm Massicotra, First blmsachusam Bunk
AJldyMid5BBeslrzhLeEogle
Cynthia  Nlekmp. Mead  SpeciaIty  Pqm
Pti Petxicc& u- axpomion
David Pbeips, Bcrkshte Halti  Symns,  Inc.
Scott Robiion,  l-be  Berkshii  Gas Co.
Randy Shttoa,  Liield Pi  Services
JMcrtTra&Co~~~nyCutains
Rob& Wells, Berksbk  Bank



Lois J.  Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural  Resources Division
U.S. Department  of Justice
Post Office Box 761 I
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

Dear Ms. Sshii

Subject: Case File Numbers, DJ#90-1  1-3-1479.90-l l-3-14792

On behalf  of the Board of Diiors and employcs of Berkshii  Bank we support the scttkment  relative
to the General Electric-Pittafield!Hous&onic  River Site as embodied in the consent decree between the
United States and General  Eleotric  Company, and otha  government entities.

The signing of the consent decree brings closer to reality a browdields  agreemeat  between tha Cii of
Pittsfield and GE aimed at helping the city rehabilitate  the 25O-acre  formcx GE site The rejuvenation of
this industrial site is critical  for the fotom camomic  growth of our region. Most signifkatly,  the conseat
decree proteas  the health of rll residera of Bcrkshirc  County. This action also paves the aray  for
business development and encourages compania and individorkto relocate to the Be&hirs.

Berkshire Bank extends its appreciation to all members  of the govunmaxt teams who diligently worked
to finalize the corwnt decree and related docum&s. The focused and prolonged et%rts througbom the
negotiations are  already paying dividends. They have helped to create a new wave of excitement  in
Berkshire  County contriiutkg  to ‘the momentum for other tourism and economic development
opportunities. such as a nmway  extension project at the Pittsfield Municipal Airport, a new ballpark, and
r&oration of the Colonial Thatre.

In conclusio&  as  the leading  lcally-based financial institution, it is in the best interests ofthc  Berkshire
region that wa give the consent decree, as presented our vote of confida

JAClrb

CC: Bryan Olsen, U.S. EPA
Mayor Gerald  S. Doyle

RO.  Box 1308,  Fittsfteld, MA 01202-1308  (413)  236-3195 - FAX (413) 443-3587.  l-800-773-5601



February 23, 2000

Lois' J. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
US Department of Justice
PO BOX  7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

Deaf Ms. Schiffer:

I have followed the GE-Pittsfield brownsfield negotiation closely, and believe
the consent decree provides a solid foundation for redevelopment of the GE
site. Having dealt with more than a fair share of environmental remediation
issues (at  the former Sprague Electric Company, the site of MASS M&A), I
applaud the comprehensive nature of the consent decree provisions. Pdblic
safety,  adaptive re-use, and economic development all are well-served under
this umbrella agreement, and I hope the plan moves forward expeditiously.

cc: aryan Olsen
Project Manager
US Environmental Protection Agency



Date 2t25lO

To: Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attornev General

c/o Cvnthia Huber
Senior Attornev

Food 532 Lodging Since  1 ii3
Stodibridge.  Massachusetts 01262

Phone 4 13-298-5545

MA-26
From: Nancv Fftzoatrick

Fax 4 13-298-4058 Pages (including this page)2

; Subject:

F a x  :  202-514-25&L

I I have ammended  my letter of February 23 2000 to include
Case File Numbers: DJ#90-11-3-1479  &90-11-l-14792.



li!dEDLdsNINN
STOCKBRIDGL  MASSACHUSETTS 01262

S I N C E  1773 TEL. ,I,  *sm.,111

I
Lois J.  Schiffer ,.
Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.0.  Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
WashingtonD.C.  20044 23 February 2000

RE:Case  File Numbers: DJ#90-11-3-1479  & 90-11-l-14792

Dear Ms. Schiffer,
I would like to express my support of the settlement that was

negotiated between the EPA and other government entities and GE.
regarding PCB contamination in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. The consent
decree adequately addresses the health and environmental issues that the
EPA considers to be a “probable cause” of health problems.

In addition, the decree ensures use of the latest scientific standards
and technologies during the remediation and containment processes. The
decree also facilitates the rejuvenation of brownfields in the heart of
Pittsfield’s industrial neighborhood. It is central to the economical
development of Berkshire County and the rehabilitation of a once-proud
city that has languished for many years.

All parties worked very hard and in good faith to come up with
solutions. The settlement has buoyed the general population in our area
and there has been a great spirit of collaboration and moving forward. It
would be terrible blow if this effort did not move ahead.
that the consent decree will be approved,

I fervently hope

Sincerely yours,

m+-y.JJ*~~&&
Nancy J. Fitzpatrick
President/ Owner

CC B. Olsen, E.P.A.; Mayor Doyle
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FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
?M-27

Cain, Hibbard, Myers 81 Cook
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

COUNSELORS AT LAW ,.’

66 West street
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201-5764

Voice Phone:
General Fax:

(413) 443-4771
(413) 443-7694

FaxNzy  C. Jeffrey Cook

Voice Number:  413-499-6679

To:
.Name:  Cynthia Huber,  Sr.  Any.

compqi
FaxNumber  l - 2 0 2 - 5 1 4 - 2 5 8 3
voice Phone:

Client: OFFPOO
Maser  0 0 0 3

The attached should be delivered to Cynthia Huber.  Senior Attorney
who is receiving the fax for Lois J. Schiffer. Assistant Attorney

General. Thank you.

.
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C. Jeffrey Cook

February 23, 2000

VIA TELECOPIER 202-5143583
At&&on:  Senior Attorney Cynthia Huber

Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attoroey  General
Environmental and Namral  Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
PO Box7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044\

Re: Case File Nos. DJKJO-11-3-1479, 90-11-3-14792

Dear Ms. Schiffer:

As a member of the business community in Berkshire County and of the Concerned Citizens
Counsel (the “CCCL), established in connection with the settlement process, I am writing to
express my support of the settlement between the United States and General Electric Company
as the best possible solution to this very complicated situation.

I have sat through monthly meetings of the CCC and have been very impressed by the
extraordinary efforts made by the federal and state environmental officials to explain fin detail
the various aspects of the settlement and respond sympathetically to the concerns raised at
those meeting by the members of the Housatonic  River Initiative (“HRI”) and other local
environmental groups. Bryan Olsen and his staff, representing the EPA, and Lynn Cutler and
her staff, representing the Massachusetts Deparlment  of Environmental Protection (the “Mass
DEP”), have engaged in a detailed discussion of all of the major concerns raised. Those of us
representing the community at-large in the process are convinced that the EPA and Mass DEP
have done as much as could reasonably be expected to address the legitimate health concerns of
the residents of Berkshire County. I cannot imagine how the Super Fund process advocated by

HRI and its supporters could accomplish so much in such a short period of time.
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Lois J Schiffer
Assistant Attomy  General
February 23,ZOoO
Page 2

I know I speak for the vast majority of the citizens of Pittsfield when I say that we support the
work that was done and ask that you oppose the efforts of HRI  to intervene in the conscnt
decree proceedings and unravel the comprehensive settlement which has already done so much
in the way of accelerated clearrup of the Housatonic  River and support of important economic
development for this community.

Respectfully yours,

C Jeffrey Cook

cc: Bryan Olsen, via telecopier 617-918-1291



G E N E R A L  D Y N A M I C S
Defense Systems

Ddel P. S&mutts

President MCI-ae
February 23,200O

Lois J. Schiffer
Ass&ant Attorney General
Environme&  and Natural Resourocs Division
U.S. Dcpartmcnt  of Justice
PSI.  Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC.  20044
FAX:202/514-2583

Case File Numbers, DJ#90-ll-3-1479,90-11-3-1479

Dear Ms. Schiffer,

I am writing to express my support of the Consent Decree that articulates the negotiated
settlement betweeo federal and state governmem entities and General Electric regarding the
GE-Pittsfield site and the Housatooic River.

As an employer of 1,050 people in Pitt&Id,  I want to see progress on the PCB clean up and
the resultsnt improvement of the Berkshire County mvironment and economy. Such
progress impmves  the quality of life for my highly skilled workforce and improves my
ability to amact  and retam the people I need to grow my business.

I believe that the Consent Decree adequately addresses any health and cnvironmcntal  issues
associated w&h  PCBs, which EPA considers to be  a “probable cause*’  of health problems.  The
decree also msures  use of the latest scientific standards and technologies during the remediation
and containment processes. And, the decree  facilitates the rejuvenation of the Brownfields in the
heart of Pittsfield-key to economtc development of Berkshire County

Finally, I cncouragc you and other approvers to sign off on the Consent Decree and let the
remedistion,  restoration and redevelopment go forward tn strengthm Pittsfield’s prospects
for a prosperous fuhue.

100 Plastics Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 01201
Tel 413 494  6500
Fax 413 494  4442
daniel.p.schmune8gdds.com



LAURIN  PUBLISHING CO. INC.

Teddi C. Laurin
Executive Publisher _,

February 23,2ooO

Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General MA-gq
Environment at&Natural  Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin  Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Re: Case File Numbers, DJ#90-ll-3-1479,90-11-3-14792

Dear Ms. Schiffer:

This is in response to the request for comments on the General EJectric
(Pittsfield)/Housatonic  River consent decree in regard to redeveloping some 250 acres
that were polluted by PCBs  [case file numbers DJ#90-11-3-1479,90-l  l-3-147921.

As a member of the Mayor’s Economic Task Force, I continue to strongly support
the aforementioned consent decree, even though it has some imperfections. The reason
for our support is that it is -on  the table” and ready to move forward, whereas any
alternative plan would take a long time (perhaps years) to achieve the necessary
negotiations and agreements.

This is of vital importance, because a consent decree that is acceptable to all
concerned and that can be implemented quickly is of urgent importance in Pittsfield’s
present economic situation. Redevelopment of the central area of the city - and indeed
Berkshire County - is essentiai  to our economtc  well-being.

Teddi C. Laurin
Executive Publisher

TCL/bp
cc: Bryan Olsen, U.S. EPA publisher of DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Pnotoni~s  Spectra Mqpzine  * Bco~ho+onics  international  Magazine - EuroPhotonics, agazi  e
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Photonics Design  and A~piica+ions  Handbook  * Photonics Dictiomry  - Pholonics  Literotur  She cas? Es  2 5 zc;!’ I*-’

Photonics Product Portfolio * Photonics European  Directory * Pnotonics Pacific Rim/Asia Dire ory
Photonics Career Bulletin  * Photonics  Spectm  Postcards
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To: L.ois  J. Schiffer - Assistant
Attorney  General

Date: F e b r u a r y  2 3 . 2 0 0 0

Faxk 202-514-2583 Pages: 2 , including tJ&  cover sheet.

From: Michael Glazer

Subject: Case File#‘s:  DJ90-1  l-3-1479,90-11-3-14792

coMMENTs:

To follow is a letter supporting the PCB clean up agreement

Thank you,



February  23,ZOW

Lois J. Schiffer

Sent Via fax #202-5142583

Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natuml  Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

RE: Case File Numbers: DJ#90-U-3-1479  and #90-11-3-14792

Dear  Ms.  Schiffer:

We at YB Toys support the settlement between EPA and other government entities
and the General Electric Company as it is set forth in the consent decree awaiting final
approvals.

Thezonsent  decree adequately addresses health and e&ironmental  issues
associated with PLB’s,  which EPA considers to be a “probable cause” of health problems.

The decree also ensures the use of the latest scientific standards ond technologies
during the remediation and containment processes.

The decree also facilitates the rejuvenation of the Brownfields in the heart of
Pittsfield - key to the economic development of Berkshire County

Sincerely,

Michael Glazer

cc: Bryan Olsen, Project Manager - US Environmental Protection Agency
Mayor Gerald Doyle - Pittsfield City Hall
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Indisputably

n February 23.2000

Ms. Lois I. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural  Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P. 0. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Dear Ms. Schiffer:

*’ b?,c-;L

FAX:  202-514-2583

lw3l

1 .\
Ref Case File Numbers: DJ#90-11:3~~479,  90-! l- !4792

As a member of the Chamber of Co
%

erce  s@ud”erkshues’  Board  of Directors, Economic Development
Committee and the Mayor’s Task Force, tiongly suppa?  the General Electric-Pinsfeld/Housatonic  River
site settlement as embodied in the consent decree between the United States and General E&tic  Company
and other government entities.

It is my opinion that the consent decree adequately addresses the environmental c~ncems of our  region. It
ensures that work on the cleanup of the river, the GE plant site, and numemns  other properties will proceed
on the expedited schedule outlined by the EPA more than a year ago with many of the cleanup projects
already undenvay.

The signing of the consent decree brings closer to reality a brownkields  agreement between the City of
Pinsfield and GE aimed at helping the city rehabilitate the 250~acre  former GE site. The rejuvenation of
this industrial site is critical for the future economic growth  of our region. Most significantly, the consent
decree protects the health of all residents of Berkshire County. This action also paves the  way for business
development and encourages companies and individuals to relocate to the  Be&shires.

I extend my appreciation to all members of the government teams who diligently worked to fmalize the
consent decree and related documents. The focused and prolonged efforts throughout the negotiations are
already paying dividends. They have helped create a new wave of excitement in Berkshire County
contributing to the momentum for other tourism and economic development opportunities.

In conclusion. it is in the best interests of the Berkshire region that we give the consent decree, as
prcsmwd,  our vote of coniidence.  This expeditious and comprehensive solution will bnng the closure
necessary to continue in the rebirth  of a key industrial site as we reclaim our environment and create a new
furure  for Pittsfield and Berkshire County.

Sincerely,

INTERPRINT, MC,

&illiam  M. Hines
President and CEO

WMHIdjk

c: Bryan Olsen, U.S. EPA
Mayor Gerald S. Doyle, City of Pittsfield

INTERPRINT. IXC. 1%  Perks  Road, Pin&Id,  hth  01201 * Telephone 413.4434733 se  Far 413443.6w  * wmh@nrcrprintcom
;:_



PAX:  202-5 14-2583

ind/s,ufebly
a Febmary  23, ZoaO

Ms. Lois J. Sshiffsr
AsWant  Attmney  Genc~?J
Environmental zmd Nsrunl Resauccr Division
U.S. Department of hutice
P.O.Box7611
Ben  Franklin Station
Washington,  D.C. 20044

Dear  Ms. Schiffer:

Ret: Ca!e File Numbers: DJ#90-11-3-1479,9C-11-3-14792

As a member  of the  Chamber of Commerce of the  Berkvhires’  Board of Dtitors.  Economic Devciopmat
Committee and the  Mayor’s Task Force,  I strongly  support  the  General  Electric-Pittsfieldic  Rim
site rcnkment  as  embodied in the ccmsent  dwxw betwgn tie United St&es  and General  El&c Company
and other  government entities.

The  signing of tbc  consem  decree  brings clmcr  to reality  a bmnnftclds  agrammt  betwem  tbc  City of
Pittsfield  and GE aimed mt helping the  city nhabilihh  the 25ouoC former  GE site.  Tbc  rcju~lotion  of
this industrial site is critical for the  fuhue  ~onomic  gmwth  of our  regimx Most significantly. the consent
dcnce  protects  the health of a11 residmm  of Berkshire county,  ‘Ihis action aLw  paves the way  for btuita.s
dwebpmcnt and  cnsmuagcn  sompaniu and  individual, m relocate to tbc  Berksbires.

1 cxrrnd  my appreciation to all membnr  of the  govunmcnt teams  who  diligcnuy  worked  to tidizc  the
consem  decree and related  documam.  The focused .andpmlo,nged  &arts  thmughout  tbc  negotiations m
alrady  pnyiog  dividends. Tbey  lawa helped crc~tc  D  mw wwc of excitement in Berlcrhire  County
contributing to tha.momenhlm  fm  other  tourism and cconomis  dcvdopmentoppormnitio.

In conclusion,  ir is in the bcsr  i&rests  of rhe  Berkshire  region that  we give the consent decree.  as
prcrentrd,  our vote of contidence.  This expcditiow  and  mmpr,hensivc  solution will bring the  closwe
nccesrnry  to continue in the  rebirth of a key induskial  site as  we reclaim  OUT  environment and c~atc  a ocw
future for Pittsfield and Bc&shire  CoutCy.

1 TERPRINT,  MC.

i
w

dliam  M. Hints
President and CEO

WMH/d;k

c:  Byan Olsen, U.S. EPA
Mayor Gerald S. Doyls,  City of Pitwield
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February 23,ZOOO

Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. ‘Deprtment ofJustice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklii Station
Washbigton,  DC. 2.0044

Dear Ms. Schiffer.

Subject: CaseFileNumbers,  DJ#O-11-3-1479,  90-l  l-3-14792

As a long time member of the Be&shire business community and resident of the
Berkshires, I stroogiy  support the settlement relative to the General Elect&
Pittsfield/Housatonic  River Site as embodied in the consent decree between the United
States and General  Electric Company, and other govumment entities.

In my opinion the consent decree adequately addresses the environmental concerns  of our
region and is a very s&s&tory  compromise which will allow for an expedited solution
to the environmental problems. Significant work is already underway, protecting the
health  of residents and providing for future business development and relocation of jobs
to the Berkshires. .  .

_’  ’

All parties involved in this consent decree are to be commended for their efforts to
resolve a very complex set of problems with a solution which is fair for all sides and
provideslor  a near term solution to the mvironmental  clean-up required.

Please help expedite final approval of this consent decree so that clean-up efforts will
continue and the Be&shires can continue to be a desirable place to live and work.

Steven F. Pierce
Executive Vice President

cc: Bryan Olsen, ‘U.S. EPA

ZQJZQ  S09’ON  SE:91  00, iZ/ZO 8600  299  EL’, 9NINNW  SS3NISllg  853



THE 6ERKsHlRE  GAS COMPANY
115 CHESHIRE ROAD. P.O. BOX  1388
PI,-,-SF,-.  MASSACHUS”TS  01202
TELEPHONE: (413) 442-15?1
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February23,2000

Mr. Bryan Olsen
Project Manager
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
JFK Building HBT
Boston, MA 02203

Re: DJ#@O-ll-3-1479,90-11314792

Dear Mr. Olsen:

I would like to take this opportunity to reaffirm our support of the negotiated settlement contained in the
pending consent degree in the matter of General Elecbic’s  remediation  of contaminated property in
Pittsfield and along the Housatonic River.

GE hasexpressed  its willingness to aid in the restoration of these parcels in an effort to get the City of
Pittsfield growing again. This is ctfttcally important to all of us in Pittsfield. The consent decree is the
product of two years of hard fought negotiation and compromise and representa  the best possible solution
to a problem that has draggti  on for more than 20 years. To delay would be nothing but opportunity lost.

I would respectfully urge you to support this negotiated settlement and to bring the inhuence of your good
oflices to bear on this matter.

Sincerely,

Robert M. Atlessio
President and COO
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February 23,200O

Mr. Bryan Olsen
Project Manager
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
JFK Building HBT
Boston, MA 02203

Re: DJ#90-I  I-31479,90-113-14792

Dear Mr. Olsen:

I would like to take this opportunity toi&ffinn  our support of the negotiat~~I  settlement contained in the
pending consent degree in the matter of General Electric’s remedia6on  of contaminated properly in
Pittsfield and along the Housalonic Riier.

GE has expressed its willingness to aid in the restoration of these pa& in an effort to get the City of
-Pittsfield growing again. This is critically important to all of us in PiWield.  The consent decree is U-IL?
product of two years of hard fought negotiation and compromise and represents the best possible solution
to a problem that has dragged on for more than 20 years To delay would be nothing but  opportunity lost.

I would respectfully urge you to support this negotiated s@lement  and to bring the influence of your@
offices to bear on this matter.

Scott S. Robinson
President and CEO
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February 23,200O

Mr. Bryan Olson
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
One Congress Street (HBT)
Boston, MA 02114

Re: GE/Housatonic  River Consent Decree and the Reissued RCRA Permit

Dear Mr. Olson:

This firm represents El Paso Energy Corporation (“El Paso Energy”), and its
subsidiary company, the Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company (“Tennessee”). On behalf of El
Paso Energy and Tennessee, we are pleased to submit the enclosed comments to the Consent
Decree for the General Electric Company-Pittsfield/Housatonic  River Site (the_“Site”)  to
assist the U.S. Environmental-P~~l~.~g~cyl’LE~~Vo~l~~o meet with -
you to discuss any of the comments and information described herein and to further assist
you with your mission. We reserve our rights to submit additional comments, asnecessary
and appropriate.

Our comments pertain to the proposed response actions for PCBs  in Unkarnet Brook
Area and all other areas subject to the Consent Decree that involve or potentially involve
Tennessee’s easement. In  particular, our comments relate to the proposal to require or allow
GE to seek Grants of Environmental Restrictions and Easements (EREs), or implement
Conditional Solutions at properties where EREs.cannot be obtained. & SOW at 2.2.2.

I. Introduction

Tennessee supports, in principle, the Consent Decree. The proposal to permit GE to
obtain EREs or Conditional Solutions for certain contaminated properties is practical and



Mr. Bryan Olson
February 23,200O
Page 2

may be necessary at properties where future uses of those properties can be restricted, and
where the remaining public health and safety risks are minimized. However, we believe that
EPA should reconsider the approach of allowing EREs on easement properties, and, in
particular on existing and active utility easements. A requirement to impose EREs or
Conditional Solutions on easement properties is inconsistent with fundamental legal property
rights of easement owners, including Tennessee. ERE’s,  by nature, impose incompatible
conditions which interfere with current uses of the easements, including emergency
maintenance and expansion of Tennessee’s pipeline. Under applicable federal requirements,
Tennessee is prohibited from subordinating or altering its easement property rights in any
way that will restrict or interfere with access for these purposes.

As set forth more fully below, the application of EBEs to existing active utility
easements is inconsistent with the goals and requirements of the Consent Decree, aswell  as
the State’s cleanup program, Mass. Gen Laws, Chapter 21E and the MCP, that would, absent
the Consent Decree, otherwise govern the release of hazardous materials at the Site. Chapter
21E,  and the MCP require that active utility easements, involving “current use” scenarios, be
cleaned up to levels that do not require imposition of property use restrictions, referred to
under the MCP as “Activity and Use Limitations” or “AULs.”  We believe that the
fundamental purposes and goals of the Consent Decree do, or should, be consistent with this
approach.

For the reasons set forth more fully below, it is our position and recommendation that
EPA clearly prohibit application of land use restrictions or “EREs”  on existing active utility
easements. Instead, EPA should require GE to set forth detailed cleanup plans, protocols,
and procedures specifically for these easements, in advance of scheduled pipeline
maintenance or expansion projects. As we have discussed with you in our meeting on
February 8,2000, Temessee  will conduct maintenance on the pipeline easement in the
Unkamet Brook Area during the summer of 2000. Tennessee is limited to short time periods
when maintenance can be carried out and cannottolerate  the additional cleanup delays and
costs thatmay  be imposed by GE.

In connection with these utility easement cleanup plans and protocols, EPA should
also reconsider the sampling methods and exposure point concentrations to account for
easement worker exposure at depth in the pipeline trenches. This may require cleanup
standards at depth that are equivalent to surface standards for similar exposures at other areas
of the Site and consistent with worker exposure limits under other federal laws governing
pipeline maintenance and construction. We further suggest that federal pipeline safety
regulations, and worker safety regulations (OSHA) be considered ABARs under the Consent
Decree with respect to easement cleanup levels.

Without such procedures and protocols, Tennessee will be left with little time and
few options outside of costly and time consuming litigation to resolve the private property
disputes that will arise out of the imposition of EREs by GE. We believe that it is not EPA’s
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or GE’s intention under the Consent Decree to encourage or foster litigation between
landowners and easement owners in Pittsfield.

For reasons set forth more fully below, EPA should also consider coordinating with
other utility easement owners and the Department of Telecommunications and Energy
(“DTE”) before permitting any ERE’s  that may complicate or impede the process of
redeveloping existing utility and transportation easements. Existing easements, particularly
utility and transportation easements, now play an important role in the continued growth in
the telecommunications and energy industries in Massachusetts. As encumbrances on
easement property rights, EREs may result in significant negative impacts on
telecommunication and energy projects in the Berkshire region and the entire
Commonwealth.

II .  Background

A. Tennessee’s Easement Property

El Paso Energy Corporation, headquartered in Houston, Texas, owns the nations
largest integrated coast-to-coast natural gas transportation system, consisting of over 26,600
miles of regulated mainline natural gas transportation pipeline across the United States. With
over $9.5 billion in assets, El Paso Energy operates one of the most reliable and safe natural
gas pipeline transportation systems in the world. El Paso Energy’s pipeline operations
include two interstate subsidiary companies. The Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company operates
the eastern half of the regulated transmission system (including East Tennessee N.atural  Gas
and Midwestern Gas Transmission), which includes over 16,000 miles of pipeline connecting
supply regions in Texas, Louisiana and the Gulf of Mexico to gas markets in 20 Eastern and
Midwestern states, as well as major metropolitan areas such as New York, Boston, and
Chicago.

-T...Ea.-;  . _._  .Tenn ‘5seec m?mrsnd  maintains hundreds of miles of natural gas transp&&an..~
pipeline in Massachusetts. Since the early 195Os,  TeMessee  has owned the perpetual and
exclusive right to install, operate, and maintain its pipeline along its easements without
unreasonable interference. These perpetual rights are valuable assets of Tennessee and El
Paso. El Paso regularly protects and defends these rights.

Tennessee’s use of its easements necessatily.involves  routine and emergency
maintenance. Interstate natural gas by companies like Tennessee are regulated under the
Natural Gas Act, 15  USC.  55  717 et a.; the Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act, 49 U.S.C. §§
60101 a seq.;  and the Pipeline Safety Regulations adopted thereunder at 49 C.F.R., Part 192.
The federal natural gas pipeline laws establish exclusive authority in the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (“FERC”), and the Oftice of Pipeline Safety (“OPS”) within the
U.S. Department of Transportation (“DOT”) to develop regulations applicable to interstate
natural gas pipelines. The regulations adopted by these agencies control all aspects of
pipeline siting, construction, operation, maintenance, and environmental protection.
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Tennessee is obligated under these federal laws to constantly maintain its easement in order
to protect against safety-related problems.

The federal pipeline safety laws and regulations require Temressee  to have
unencumbered access to perform safety-related maintenance activities at all times, and at a
moment’s notice. Tennessee must, and regularly does, enforce against any unreasonable
interference with its obligations, right and ability to perform mandatory pipeline
maintenance.

Tennessee also uses its easements in connection with significant new construction
and pipeline expansion projects. These projects are a key factor in the new Massachusetts
utility deregulation initiative. The success of this initiative, and the major environmental
benefits it offers the Commonwealth, depend on successful siting and development of new
clean natural gas-tired powerplants.~~  Tennessee has recently completed major expansions of
its pipeline in key areas of Massachusetts to accommodate these new plants. More
expansions are planned. The placement of encumbrances in the form of property use
restrictions such as EEEs, before or during planned construction, may prevent, or force delay
or cancellation of these pipeline expansion projects.

III. Our Detailed Comments and Suagestlons

Set forth below are detailed comments regarding the current proposal to allow or
require GE to apply EREs or Conditional Solutions on casement property. These comments
are preliminary. Due to the seriousness and complexity of the issues set forth below, we are
interested in working closely with EPA on this issue, and in reviewing the other comments,
particularly those of other major utility easement owners in Massachusetts.

A. EREs on Existing Utility Easements Are Inconsistent with Massachusetts
Easement Law.

Imposition of EREs on existing easements, by GE or other landowners by agreement
with GE, without consent and compensation, is inconsistent with the rights of easement
owners. The owner of a property burdened by an easement may not use his land in any way
that interferes with the easement owner’s right of use. ti eg. Texon. Inc. v. Holyoke
Machine Co., 8 Mass. App. Ct. 363,365366; 394 N.E. 2d 976,918 (1979). The owner of
the burdened property must not interfere with the use of the easement in a way which would
lead to a material increase in the cost or inconvenience to the easement holder’s exercise of
its rights. Further, the owner of property burdened by an easement whose use of that
easement impairs the rights of the owner of the easement may be enjoined from the
infringing activity or required to take measures at his expense to accommodate the easement
owners.rights  of use. Id.

Tennessee’s rights of use arising out of its easements are superior to the landowners’
property interest. Tennessee is prohibited under federal law from subordinating its easement
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property rights in any way that would restrict its access to the easement. The landowner
must avoid activities which are inconsistent with Tennessee’s use of its easement.

Under Massachusetts law, easement owners are entitled to enjoin any landowner from
applying an ERE to easement property where that ERE will permit the landowner to avoid -.’
cleanup and to pass on the cleanup obligations and costs to the easement owner. The
imposition of an ERE which allows the landowner to avoid cleanup of an easement would
likely constitute actionable interference with the easement property interest and, where
permitted by governmental action or regulation, a taking compensable under the U.S. and
Massachusetts constitutions.

B. EREs on Existing Active Utility Easements Are Inconsistent with the MCP
and the Fundamental Purposes and Coals of the Consent Decree.

EREs may be used to permit contaminated waste and soils to remain in an easement
area at concentrations that may prohibit certain utility maintenance or construction work, or
require utility easement owners to use special handling procedures and equipment to protect
the workers and the public. The application of EREs in this manner, especially on existing
active utility easements, is inconsistent with the MCP. EREs cannot prohibit or restrict in
any way the construction and maintenance activities that must take place on these
easements.’ We believe that the fundamental purposes and goals of the Consent Decree do,
or should, be consistent with this approach. The MCP provides that:

[t]he purpose of an Activity and Use Limitation [form of restriction
analogous to an ERE] is to narrow the scope of exposure assumptions
used to charactenze risks to human health from a release . by specifying
activities and uses that are prohibited and allowed at the disposal site in
the future.310  CMR 40.1012(l)  (emphasis  supplied).

It is implicit under the MCP that ihe onl~~hi~soub+t  m-an&P&.
are possible future uses, changes in use, or uses that may otherwise be prohibited or
restricted. It appears that the Consent Decree follows this approach. ,‘$c.e  Consent Decree at
p. 136. An ERE is not appropriate where the uses to be prohibited or restricted are current
uses of the property and where uses cannot, as a matter of law, be so restricted or
conditioned. As a matter of law, Tennessee’s maintenance activities, which are mandated
under federal law, are uses that cannot be~prohibited  or restricted pursuant to any form of
ERE under the Consent Decree, or pursuant to CERCLA or Chapter 21E and the MCP.

’ Of cause,  an  ERE may be  used to notify persons interested in acquiring subsequent easement rights of any
WC  restrictions, and any duty to evaluate and respond appropriately to risks associated with prior conditions.
Seg  310 CMR 40.1012(S).  This section, 40.1025, is inapplicable to prior easement holders whose interests are
superior in time and right to an  AUL.
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The MCP does not contemplate use of EREs to narrow the scope of exposure
assumptions or eliminate exposure points for any activities considered “current uses” of a
property. We believe that the Consent Decree does, or should, follow this approach. Under
Chapter 21E and the MCP, the Massachusetts DEP considers all rightful uses on active

-”utility easements, including maintenance activities, to be consistent with the “current uses” of
the easement. Thus, EREs cannot be used to restrict any rightful uses on active utility
easements in order to avoid cleanup. & Guidance on Implementing Activity and Use
Limitations, p. 7-9, (Draft, January 22, 1998). DEP’s  AUL guidance provides, in pertinent
part that:

[a]t  property where an easement (e.g. for utility lines or rights of passage)
is held the site mst be cleaned UD  to a level consistent with the activities
associated with that easement.S u c h  a c t i v i t i e s  [ e . g .  m a i n t e n a n c e ]  a r e
consistent with the current conditions of the site and would thus be
evaluated in a risk characterization of the cunent  use of the property.
Alternatively, the property owner could negotiate to formally modify the
easement with the holder, or seek to obtain a Grant of Environmental
Restriction. u. (emphasis supplied).

Accordingly, instead of permitting EREs in lieu of cleanup, the DEP policy and the
MCP both require cleanup of active utility easements, and other easements where workers
will be exposed, to a level that does not require an ERE. The cleanup must be sufficient to
support a finding of ‘?\To Significant Risk” based on the “current uses,” so that future
maintenance activities and other rightful uses of the easement will be unencumbered by any

‘risks associated with Site contamination. We believe that the Consent Decree does, or
should, require the same results.

Under the MCP, the only available options for restricting use of an existing active
utility easement are to: (1) negotiate with the easement owner to incorporate a modification
of the easement rim(2)purchas.e  a&transfer  the cmeiit~easement  rights by way of a -
Grant of Environmental Restriction. $z 3 10 CMR 40.1071. For obvious reasons, these
options are not available with respect to Tennessee’s easements. As stated previously,
Tennessee is prohibited under federal pipeline law from subordinating its easement rights.

-_

We recently confirmed the above interpretation with John Fitzgerald and Attorney
Carol Wasserman of the DEP. Attorney Wasserman agrees with the above interpretation and
takes the position that the imposition of AULsiEREs  on active easements is “completely
contrary to the MCP.” According to Mr. Fitzgerald, it is DEP’s position that AULsIEREs are
not appropriate on active utility easements, in particular, because maintenance activities are
assumed to be uses which will, or must, occur (“current uses”), and thus cannot be restricted
or limited as if they are “future uses.” Rather, according to Mr. Fitzgerald, active easements

t must be cleaned up to Method 1 or Method 2 standards, unless a Method 3 risk assessment,
based on proper characterization oftheand analysis of its exposure point
concentrations, proves thatB workers will be exposed to contaminant levels
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representing a condition of “No Significant Risk” under the MCP. At that point, an
AULIERE would not be justified for the maintenance activities.

While an ERE in lieu of cleanup might present a cost-saving approach to reaching a
“permanent” solution for the non-easement portions of a Site, it is not an available solution
for Tennessee’s pipeline easements. Tmessee fails to see any reason for EREs on an
easement other than the reason of avoiding the costs of cleanup. There is nothing located on
Tennessee’s easements that would prevent GE from remediating the waste’and contaminated
soils. By theirnature, Tennessee’s easements are totally accessible for excavation of soils,
and Tennessee regularly cooperates with responsible parties in similar situations to provide
access and direction necessary to safely perform activities required under the MCP.
Accordingly, there can be no practical or legal basis for avoiding remediation of such
easements on grounds of unfeasibility, or on other grounds consistent with the Massachusetts
Brownfields legislation or the MCP.

Tennessee will object to, and bring court actions as necessary to prevent any ERE
that restricts its use of the easements. Such EREs will unfairly shift the costs and other
burdens of response and management of the contamination from GE, as the party responsible
under the Consent Decree, to Tennessee. A fundamental principle of the
Consent Decree, Chapter 21E  and the MCP is that the burden of cleanup and response must
rest on the responsible party.

c . EREs Conflict ‘with Federal Pipeline Safety Requirements.

To the extent that EREs may be used to impose requirements that are additional to or
different from requirements under the federal pipeline safety laws outlined above, the
Consent Decree ERE provisions and may be preempted under the supremacy clause of the
U.S. Constitution. &e  U.S.C.A., Const. Art. 6, cl. 2. By their nature, EREs may specifically
prohibit, regulate, interfere with, or alter the manner in which land use activities may be

can&I  out %EPs re&ictedansa.~&&O  GM4%&@%099  (AUL Form 1075). constructions-
maintenance, and emergency maintenance at pipeline and other utility easements may be
prohibited, physically prevented, or otherwise constrained by an ERE. .-~

We recommend that GE and EPA review, in detail, the potential for EREs to conflict
with federal pipeline safety laws and regulations, and other federal laws and regulations
applicable to utility and other easements. We also recommend that EPA include regulations
governing pipeline safety and pipeline worker exposure limits as ARARs under the Consent
Decree. We are happy to provide additional information regarding these issues.

D. Utility and Transportation Easements Must Be Unencumbered for New
Telecommunications and Energy Projects.

Existing utility easements now play a major role in the development of our
telecommunications and energy industries in Massachusetts. These industries are
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responsible for our current healthy economy, and are critical to our future growth and
competitiveness.

GE and EPA should investigate other state initiatives.that may be impacted by
imposition of EREs on utility easements, and coordinate with the relevant state agencies. For -
example, the Massachusetts Departments  of Telecommunications and Energy (“DTE’Y  is
currently investigating the potential for redevelopment of inactive transportation, railroad,
and utility easements for the creation of new utility and telecommunications corridors in
Massachusetts: & Massachusetts Acts and Resolves, 1997, Chapter 11, Section 99.

Additionally, telecommunications and energy companies throughout Massachusetts
are working privately to expand use of their existing active and inactive easements. GE and
EPA must become familiar with these initiatives and work closely with utility companies and
other agencies in order to avoid imposing land use restrictions that will conflict with or
obstruct these important publics  benefit projects.

E. EPA Should Require GE to Establish Special Easement Cleanup Plans

It is Tennessee’s position that all PCBs  must be removed t?om its easements so’that
maintenance activities can proceed unencumbered, without Temressee  incurring additional
costs, and without subjecting Tennessee’s workers to health risks. Tennessee’s position is not
unique to Tennessee. We are aware that other utility companies take the same position with
respect to their easements, active or inactive. Tennessee and other utility easement owners
are currently requiring responsible parties to perform cleanup under the MCP at locations
throughout Massachusetts. Tennessee will not tolerate PCB contamination that may
seriously delay essential maintenance activities, potentially subject Tennessee workers to
health risks, and totally shift significant costs of cleanup from GE to Tennessee.

EPA should require GE to establish easement cleanup plans and protocols for utility
easements, considering  current use and the unique-worker exposure scena&&Jhese  plans, _ ~__ _
and protocols should involve sampling and cleanup protocols based on spatial averaging on
the easement area exclusively. These plans should also establish exposure point
concentration standards for PCBs  and other contaminants that are protective ofworkers  in
the pipeline trench, at depth of approximately 1 - 7 feet, or to the bottom of the existing
pipeline, and do not trigger state or federal cleanup requirements and additional costs and
delays for Tennessee. ln any event, the levels must be no less protective than the maximum
exposure levels under pipeline safety regulations and OSHA as ARARs under the Consent
D e c r e e .

IV. TV & Conclw

Imposition of EREs is inconsistent with existing pipeline and other active utility
easements. The property interests of easement owners, such as Tennessee, are superior to the
rights of the property owner and cannot be subordinated. Easement owners may sue to
enjoin any actions which will interfere with the easement property rights.
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EREs may be used to impose land use restrictions that create costly and dangerous
barriers to maintaining natural gas pipeline structures and other utilities. Easements are
valuable property interests that play a critical role in our State economy, particularly now
that these property interests are being utilized  for expansion or redevelopment for the

‘.’telecommunications and energy industries. These industries are critical to the continued
economic growth  and prosperity in Massachusetts.

GE and EPA should establish special cleanup plans and protocols that are protective
of utility workers under the unique exposure scenarios presented by current uses of the
easements, which include routine maintenance,and  pipeline expansion. This may require
EPA to establish additional AlL4R.s  under the Consent Decree, including pipeline safety and
OSHA requirements. EPA and GE should coordinate and cooperate with other federal and
state agencies, particularly DTE, to ensure that the goals of the Consent Decree are consistent
with other regulatory programs and state economic development initiatives.

Sincerely,

DSB

cc: El Paso Energy Corp.
Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co.

BOSl #lo19414 v2
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M. CALLAHAN~NC.
P. 0. Box 526

Pittsfield, Massachusetts
(413) 443-5931

M-37

Ms. Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin-Station
Washington, DC 20044

Dear Ms. Schiffer:

Subject: Case File Numbers, DJ#90-11-3-1479,90-l  l-3-14792

First of all I want to congratulate all parties which successfully negotiated a settlement
which addresses both our economy and our environment. After years of hard work a final
work product was agreed upon and filed with the court.

I urge your continued support relative to the General Electric, EPA and our City of
Pittsfield agreement. Our company is a four generation family business that is proud to
call Pittsfield and the Berkshire’s home for well over 125 years. The large majority of our
citizens have renewed hope for our region. which was created by this model agreement,
and it is important that we do not turn back now. Our communities have many new
exciting projects on the horizon and we do not need to return to the days of uncertainty
about our future.

Please continue to fight for us and deliver the promise that we all deserve - a negotiated
settlement addresses public health, gets our river clean and provides economic benefits to
everyone with the restoration of the GE plant. Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

M. CALLAHAN INC.

M.E. Callahan, Jr.
President

cc: Bryan Olsen; Project Manager-EPA



. . Western MassachusettsIi&c&
February 23.2000

Ms. Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural  Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC.  20044

RE: Case File Numbers DJ#90-I l-3-1479,90-11-3-14792

Dear Ms. Schiffer:

MA-  38 _

On behalf m Western Massachusem  EIectric  Company (WMECO),  ye  support the settlement relative to the
General Electric-Pittsfield/Housatonic  River Site as embodied in the consent decree between the United States  and
General Electric Company, and other govemme~~  entities.

It is our  opinion that the consent decree adequately addresses the environmental concerns of our region. It ensures
that work on the cleanup of the river, the  GE plant site, and numercms  other properties will proceed on the expedited
schedule outlined by the EPA more than a year  ago. We are pleased many df the cleanup projects are already
underway.

The  signing of the consent decree brings closer to realii  a brownfields  agreement between the City of Pittsfield and
GE aimed at helping the city rehabilitate the 250~acre  former GE site. The rejuvenation of this industrial site is
critical for the future  economic gmti  of our region. Most significantly, the consent decree protects the health of
all residents of Berkshire County. This action also  paves the way for business development and encourages
companies and individuals to relocate to the  Berkshires.

WMECO  extends its appreciation to all memben  ofthe  government teams who diligently worked to finalize the
consent decree and related documents. The  focused and prolonged efforu throughout the negotiations are already
paying dividends. They  have helped create a new wave of excitement in Berkshire County contributing to the
mcnnemmn  for other  tourism and economic development opportunities.

in conclusion, it is in the best interests of the Berkshire region that we give the consent decree, as presented, our
vote of confidence. This expeditious and comprehensive solution will bring the closure necessary to continuing the
rebirth of a key industrial site as  we reclaim our environment and create a new future for Pittsfield and Berkshire
COUllty.

Sincerely,

General Mm&
Pittsfield District

CJD/kjl
CC:t Bryan Olsen, U.S. EPA

Kerry 3.  Kuhlman,  President, WMECO
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NORTHERNBERKSHIRE
INDUSTRIALPARK&
DEVELOPMENTCORPORATION

MA-40
Lois 1.  Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department~of  Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC.  20044

Dear Ms. Schiffer:

Subject: Case File Numbers, DJ#90-11-3-1479,90-l  I-3-14792

On behalf of the Nortixm  Berkshire Industrial  Park and Development, we support the settlement relative to
the General Elec~c-Pirtsfieldatonic  River Site as embodied in the consent decree between the United
States and General Electric Company, and other government entities.

It is our  opinion that the consent decree adequately addresses the environmental concerns  of our  region. It
ensures that work on the cleanup of the river, the GE plant site, and numerous  other properties will proceed
on the expedited schedule outlined by the EPA more than a year  ago. We are pleased many of the cleanup
projects are already underway.

The signing of the consent decree brings closer to reality a browniields  agreement between the City of
Pittsfield and GE aimed at helping the city rehabilitate the 250 acre former GE site. The rejuvenation of
this industrial site is critical for the future  economic growth of our  region. Most significantly, the conscnt
decree protects the health  of all residents of Berkshire County. This action also paves the way for business
development and encourages companies and individuals to relocate to the Berkshires.

The Chamber extends its appreciation to all members of the government teams who diligently worked to
finalize the consent decree and related documents. The focused and prolonged efforts throughout the
negotiations are already paying dividends. They have helped create a new wave ofexcitement in Berkshire
County contributing to the momentum for other tourism and economic development opporhmities,  such as
a runway extension project at the Pittsfield Municipal Airport, a new ballpark, and the restoration of the
Colonial and Mohawk The&es, and the Adams Corporate Park.

In conclusion, it is in the best interest of the Berkshire region that we give the consent decree,~as  presented,
our vote of confidence. This expeditious and comprehensive solution will bring the closure necessary to
continuing the rebirth of a key industrial site as we reclaim our  environment and create a new future for
Berkshire County.

JJL/sm
cc: Bryan Olsen, U.S. EPA

57 Main Street * North Adams, MA 01247 . (413) 6
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The Eagle

February 24,200O

Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
U. S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Dear Ms. Schiffer:

/- ‘.  : .~ /’

75 South Church’Street
PO.  Box 1171

Pittsfield, MA 01202

(413)447-7311
Fax (413) 442-7611

RE: Case File Numbers, DJ#90-1  I-3-1479
90-11-3-14792

As the owners and operators of both The Berkshire Eagle and the North Adams
Tnm.wript,  we wish to voice our support of the settlement outlined in the consent decree
between the United States and General Electric Company and other government bodies.

We believe that this consent decree adequately addresses the environmental concerns of
Berkshire County. It provides for work on the cleanup of the river, the GE plant site and
various other properties to proceed on the schedule outlined by the EPA over a year ago.
In fact. we are pleased to see that many aspects of the cleanup are already underway, and
it is my personal feeling that it would be a shame to allow a few malcontents to bring that
good work to a standstill.

The consent decree prepares the way for a brownfields agreement between the City of
Pittsfield and GE, aimed at the rehabilitation of the 250-acre  former GE site. That project
is of critical importance to the future economic growth of our region. More significantly,
however, is the protection of the health of all of the residents of Berkshire County. This
decree works toward that end and thereby paves the way for business development as
companies and individuals are encouraged to relocate to the Berkshires.

The extensive efforts of all parties involved in finalizing this decree and related
documents have already begun to bear fruit. There is a new excitement in Berkshire
County, which contributes to the development of tourism and economic d&e]opment

~,_ ,, !

opportunities such as the runway extension project at the Pittsfield Ivhmicip&Airport;+he  .--~.



plans for a new multi-purpose stadium in downtown Pittsfield and restoration of the
Colonial Theatre.

Jn short, it is imperative to the best inter&s of the Be&shires that we continue to support
the consent decree as presented, in order to move forward on the restoration of a key
industrial site for Pittsfield and a clean, healthful environment for Berkshire County.

AHMIpl
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MA-4a
February 24,200O

Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environment r&d Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

Subject: Case File Numbers DJ#90-l l-3-1479,90-11-3-14792

Dear Ms. Schiffer:

We support the settlement relative to the General Electric-PittsfiekK-Iousatonic River site
as explained in the consent decree between the United States and General Electric
Company, and other government agencies.

It is imperative to Berkshire County that the consent decree be signed, as it is. Please do
not let a small group of individuals, who have misinterpreted the decree and have only
their own self interests in mind ruin the chance for the Berkshire County area to be like it
once was.

We implore you to please sign the consent decree and let Berkshire County move
forward!

Joseph McBride
Carter Road
Becket,  MA 01223 5~ ;: -. ,‘--~

;.: q ‘., I!
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Lois J. schiffer
As&taut  Attorney General
Enviromnental  and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Fmnklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Dear Ms. Schitfer.

I am writiug  to express my full support of the draft consent decree, as I Iirmly
believe its approval is iu the best interest of all residents iu Berkshire County. Without the
approval of the consent decree, we not only lose our positive momentum, but risk slipping
back to the inactivity that stalled Pittsfield’s progress for nearly a quatter of a century.

In good faith, General Electric has already started work on the river remediation,
which would not have happened without the negotiated agreement in principle and
subsequent tiling of the decree. Based on the understandhtg  that the decree would be
approved, the Pittsfield Economic Development Authority (PEDA) has formed and made
progress-including employer recruitment activities. We risk the contbmation of those
activities without the approved consent decree.

As a State Representative for Pittsfield, I have witnessed the city dedicate two
years of hard work to reach a settlement with General Electric. Based on the above
mentioned reasons, I again strongly believe a negotiated settlement is the best for all of us
iu Berkshire County.

J
SHAUN P. KELLY
State Representative

q,j _,/  i L ! : , I

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

LANDS DIVISION
ENFORCEMENT  R E C O R D S
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Housatonic River Initiative
20 Bank Row
Pittsfield, MA 01201

February l&2000

Ms. Cindy Huber
Assistant Attorney General,
EnvironmentaI and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Frankhu  Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Re: DJ#:  90-11-3-1479;  DJ#:  90-11-3-14792

Dear Ms. Huben

Enclosed please find a copy of the Comments of the Housatonic River Initiative (HRI)
regarding the Consent Decree between GE, the United States, Connecticut and
Massachusetts. There is an accompanying videotape that includes some supporting
commehts,  historical observations etc.

Sincerely, Y

Tim Gray,
-4  G-p-

Executive Director
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February l&l999

Mr. Bryan Olson
U.S. EPA
One Congress Street
HBT
Boston, Massachusetts 02114

Ms. Cindy Huber
Assistant Attorney General,
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20’%4

Re: DJ#:  Mll-3-1479; DJ#:  YO-U-3-14792

The Housatonic River Initiative (I-IRI)  is a broad-based, non-profit community
organization concerned with the clean-up of PCBs  and other toxic substances from the
Housatonic River, Silver Lake and the Berkshire County community. Our members
include sportsmen and women, environmentalists, town and county political leaders, and
concerned Berkshire County residents. Based on our decade-long advocacy and our
ability to represent a wide variety of stakeholders, the Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection (MADEP) has recognized HRI “as apr~mory  citirens  advisory
group for these sites” suggesting that “interested citizens and otherparties are
encouraged toioin forces under the HRI umbrek. ” (Revised PUBLIC
INVOLVEMENT PLAN for the Housatonic River and the General Electric Company
Pittsfield Disposal Sites, prepared by Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection, April 1995, Pg. 66.)

When negotiations began betweenthe  United States, Massachusetts, Connecticut
and General Electric, we strenuously but unsuccessfully argued that representatives of
HRJ  and the Berkshire County community other than the Mayor and City Council
President of Pittsfield be invited to participate. We were told that appropriate members
of the USEPA,  DOI,  NOAA etc., and MADEP  could adequately represent and advocate
for the public interest.
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We were told, additionally, that the Citizens Coordinating Council‘(CCC)  would
serve as the appropriate forum where community input could be offered As active, and
often frustrated members of this Council, we were repeatedly told at CCC meetings that
the most critical and substantial matters  regarding the cleanup were covered by the
confidentiality provisions of the negotiating process, and could not be fully or openly
discussed. True, substantive public participation was thwarted by this closed-door
negotiating process.

Before we comment in detail about the Consent Decree, we would like to make
several general comments about our experience dealing with the tremendously
complitited  issues pertaining to the GE/Housatonic Site. HRI began its public advocacy
for a cleanup in 1992 after more than a decade of widespread public frustration. We felt
that only by marshaling a broad-based citizens group could we propel the clean-up
process forward. We were frustrated by the fact that USEPA  had made the critical
strategic decision to handle this site under RCRA, rather than CERCLA. In addition,
state and federal environmental off%%&, Andy  Massachusetts public health officials  had
allocated few resources to addressing the problem. For years, MA DEQE and USEPA
were engaged in disputes about authority, and non-action was the order of the day..
HRl’s loud and consistent advocacy was met with a change in attitude and perso~d at
both the state and federal level.

Subsequently, the Agencies’ personnel, including but not limited to, USEPA
ofilcials  Douglas Luckerman. Bryan Olson, and John DeVillars; MADEP officials Alan
Weinberg, Mary Holland, J. Lyn Cutler, Robert Bell; MAEOEA officials Leo Roy and
Dale Young; MA Attorney General Scott Harshbarger, and his assistant, James Mielke;
Anton Geidt of NOAA; and Mark Barash  of DOI  worked together to fashion a
coordinated approach to the problem. While we have never hesitated to express our
critical judgmemS,  we are aware that there has been progress in this respect..

Nevertheless, our absence at the negotiating table and our resultant inability to
adequately put forth alternative solutions and remedies to those fashioned at the table,
means we are .left only with this public comment period to advocate for some important
revisions to the proposed Consent Decree;

The courts have ruled, on more than one occasion, that Statute of Limitations
concerns have precluded former GE employers and residential and commercial property
owners from pressing some of their claims against GE. It is our belief that public
ignorance and inaction stemmed from a complex mix of regulatory  inaction, a
widespread desire not to agonize the principal employer of Berkshire County, and the
very slow process of the scientific and public health community to fully appreciate, and
adequately communicate, the dangers of relatively small dosages of the PCBs  and other
contaminants used on a daily basis at GE.
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Unfortunately, it has been our experience over the years that from the,initial
discovery of contaminated milk coming from the DeVos  farm in Lenox  in the late 197Os,
state and federal regulators have been extremely slow to fully comprehend the vast extent
of PCB-contamination that moved from GE’s Pittsfield plant to the surrounding areas,
either directly through storm drains and storage tank leakage to the river, or, in the form
of contaminated materials, transported from the GE facility to locations throughout the
County. The Agencies were also extremely slow to take corrective action. A single
example involves the estimated amount of PCB-contamination in the Housatonic River,

For more than a decade and a half, GE’s 1982 Stewart Report estimate of a total
of 39,000 pounds (less than 20 tons) of PCBs  in the entire river system prevailed. It took
years and years of advocacy - including presenting testimony of Ed Bates, the former GE
Manager of Tests at Power Transformer that a million and a half pounds of PCBs  due to
daily spillage and loss at Power Transformer alone went down the drain and into the river
-to ensure that the Agencies reviewed GE’s sampling protocol and revised their
estimates of the contamination. Indeed, during the Building 68 Removal of a SSO-foot
section of bank soil and river sediment, we learned from the December 2, 1997 issue of
The Berkshire Eagle: “If GE’s estimated average concentrdon  of 1,SSOparts  per
ndllion  for the sediments in the hot spot is even close, then at least IO tons of puce
PCBs  were removedfrom the river bed off Building 68. That would represent more
than harfof  the 39,OOOpounok  a GE consultant &bnated was in the Housatonic River
sediments above the Connecticut border in 1983.”

Unfortunately, while the USEPA  and MADEP  have made positive strides in the
last few years, we believe today that they are still playing catch-up with GE, both in fully
delineating the scope of the problem and in their remediation plans. Because of the
respect we have earned in the community over the years, many former and present GE
employees or employees of GE contractors have informed us of additional areas of
contamination. We have always communicated these concerns to the Agencies. We
notified h4ADEP  about Dorothy Amos Park, about our concerns with possible
contamination of the West Branch of the Housatonic, the King Street Dump, Goodrich
Pond, possible till contamination at the Super Stop and Shop, Downing Industrial Park,
and the softball complex, to name just a few sites. Unfortunately, because these
recollections were anecdotal, and without hard evidence, and contradicted what GE had
reported, the Agencies were slow to recognize how pervasive PCB distribution had been
throughout our community.

We are quite aware that GE has been able to marshal great resources to delay and
influence  remediation decisions. And we understand that it is against this complicated
backdrop, that the Agencies made the decision to seek a negotiated settlement, rather than
face a protracted legal battle and adelayed  cleanup. Nevertheless, we are convinced our
absence at the negotiating table has resulted in a settlement that needs to be strengthened.
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Notwithstanding their best efforts, while the Plaintiffs  declare, as a mat?er  of fact,
in V.8.b that they have “determined that: (ii, The Removal Actions, when implemented
and completed in accoraimce  with this Consent Decree, the SOW, and the Work Plan for
the Upper l/2 Mile Reach Removal Action (inchaiing  achieving and maintaining
Pe$ormance  Standards are protective of human health and the environment with respect
to areas addressed by those Removal Actions: and (ii) Except as expressly provided in
this Consent Decree, no further response actions for the areas addressed by such
Removal Actions are necessary to protect human health and the environment” we believe
a careful reading of the Consent Decrecreveals  several critical instances where the public
health and welfare, and the well-being of the environment, can be better protected. In
these respects, this Consent Decree can be more fair, reasonable, and better  serve the
public interest. As it stands, the proposed settlement is inadequate to the task of
guaranteeing that the public health and environment will be fully protected from future
releases of contamination stemming from the GE~site  and/or GE’s off-site dumping
actions.

CERCLA Section 9621(b), General rules for cleanup, clearly states:
“(1)  Remedial actions  in which treatment which perntanently  and signifcantly

contaminants is a principal element, are to be preferred over remedial actions  not
involving such treahnent The offsite  transport and &posal  of hazardous substances
or contandnated  maten’als  without such treatment should be the lemtfavored
alternative remedial action where pracdcable  treatment technologies are  avnilable.
The President shall conduct an assessment ofpermanent solutions and alternative
treatment technologies or resource recovery technologies that, in whole or in part, will
result in a permanent and signrjicant  decrease in the toxicitv  mobi&.  or volume of the
haxrdous  substance. pollutant, or containment. In making such assessment, the
President shat?specifically  address the long-term effectiveness of various  alternatives. In
assessing alternative remedies, the President shall, at a minimum, take into account:

(A) the long- term uncertainties associated with land disposal;
(B)  the goals, objectives. and requirements of the Solid Waste Disposal Act (42
L!S.C  6901 et seq.):
(C)  the persistence, toxici&  mobility,  andpropensity to bioacrumulate  ofsuch

ha;ordous  substances and their constituents;
(D)short-  and long-term potentialfor adverse health effects from  human

exposure;
(E) long-term maintenance costs;
(F)  the potentialforfuture  remedial costs ifthe  alternate remediate action were,
to fail: and
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“(G) the potential threat to human health and the environment associated with
excovotion.  tromportotion.  ond redisposol,  c. containment. Tke  President shall
select  a remeakl  action that i3protective  of human health  and the environment,
that is cost eflecdve,  and that utilizes permanent solutions and aiternative
treatment technologies or resource recovery technologies to maximum tSent
practicable. If the President selects a remedial action not appropriate for a
preference under this subsection, the President shall  publish on explanation as to .
why a remedial action involving such reductions was not selected
(2) The President may select an alternative remedial action meeting the objectives

of this subsection whether or not such action has been achieved in practice at any  other
facility 6r site that has similar characteristics. In making such a selection, the President
may take into account the degree of support for such remedial action by parties
interested in such site. ” (Emphasis added).

The Housatonic River Initiative believes that this Consent Decree fails to meet
these standards. This site calls for a range of remedial actions and treatment “which
permanently and significant& reduces the volume, toxicity, or mob,%@  of the
hazardous substances. ” The Defendant and Responsible Party is more than able to meet
the costs associated with alternative, remedial actions and treatment “whichpermqently
and signifiantly  reduces the volume, toxicity, or mobility of the hazardous substances”

The decision to exclude the Housatonic River Initiative and other public .
representatives from these negotiations has ensured the fact that the great public support
for selecting these alternative remedies has been discounted by the parties. And this
exclusion all but ensured that, contrary to Section 962 l(2), the President has
unfortunately failed to “take inio account the degree of support for such remedial action
by parties interested in such site. ”

Critical to this Consent Decree are the Plaintiffs’ covenants not to sue. Section
9622 (f) (4) of CERCLA states:

“ln  assessing the appropriateness of o covenant not to sue under paragraph (I)
and any condition to be included in (I covenant not to sue under paragraph (I) or (2). the
President shall consider  whether the covenant or condition is in the publicinterest on the
basis of such fOrtom  as the following:

(A) The effectiveness and reliobiliry  of the remedy, in light of the other alternative
remedies consideredfor the fociliv  concerned
(B) The nature  of the risks remaining at thefacility.
(C) The extent to which performance standard ore included in the order or
d e c r e e .
fD)  The extent to which the response action provides n complete remedyfor the

facility.
(E) The extent to which the technology used in the response action is
demonstrated to be effective.
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(F Whether the Fund or other sources offunding  would be available for any
additional remedial actions that might eventuaIIy  be necessary at the foci&.
(G) Whether the remedial action wiI1  be carried out. in whole or in signijicam
part, by the responsible parties themse&zs.

As we will demonstrate in our wmments below, this Consent Decree fails the
public interest in several respects:

“The eflectiveness  and reliability of the remedy, in light of the other
aIternative  remedies consideredfor  the faciliry  concerned.
The nature of the-risks remaining at the facility.
The extent to which performance standard are included in the order or
d e c r e e .
The extent to which the response action provides a complete remedy for
the facilip.
The extent to which the technology used in the response action is
demonstrated t6  be effective. ”

And because of these failures, we believe it is premature for the Plaintiffs to agree
to covenants not to sue.

In light of these concerns, we suggest specific improvements to provisions
regarding:

1) Upper 112 Mile Reach Removal Action
2) The Hill  78 and Building 71 Consolidation Areas Removal Action ,
3) The Silver Lake Area Removal Action
4) Removal Actions at the Former Oxbow Areas
‘5) The Natural Resources Damage Award

In June, 1988, the Office of Technology Assessment of the U.S. Congress
published its report, “Are We Cleaning Up? 10 Superfund Case Studies.” The OTA
concluded: “This report examines twofundamental  questions about using technology to
cleanup toxic waste sites. First, is the Superfundprogram  consistently selecting
permanently effective treatment technologies which, according to SARA, are preferable
because they reduce “toxicity. mobility, or volume” of hazardous wastes? The answer
OTA finds is that it is not. Second, are land disposal and containment. both
impermanent technologies, still being frequently used? The answer we find is yes.
Future cleanups are likely for the was!es  lef in the ground or shipped to lana~lls.  ”
(NTIS order #PBS9-139018,  pg. 1.)
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Unfortunately, the decisions EPA has made these twelve years later,  regarding
both its decision not to utilize treatment technologies in its Removal Action Work Plan
for the Upper 112 Mile Reach  of Housatonic River and its decision to landti11 and.contain
wastes at the Hill 78 and Building 71 disposal sites show that we have not made
significant enough progress in seeking permanent remedies. EPA’s decisions are all the
more regrcttabfe,  precisely because of the strides made during these twelve years with
alternative remedial technologies.

These decisions translate to moving large volumes of hazardous waste - the
contaminated bank soils and sediments - from one section of this site, the Housatonic
River, Allendale School, and the GE facility, to another section of this site, Hill 78 and
Building 71. Once more, truly permanent solutions are rejected in favor of untreated
containment.

Let’s examine some of these decisions in greater detail.

1.) User  l/2  Mile Reach Removal Action

According to Appendis  F to Consent Decree: Removal Action Work Plan  for
Upper l/2  Mile Reach of Honsatonic  River, dated August  1999, and EPA approval
letter dated August 5,1999, October 1999,  the following remedies have been chosen:

“1.3.1  Sediment-R&ted Activities

‘LGEproposes  to remove and restore (i.e., replace with cap and armor) certain river
sediments in the I/2-Mile Reach. Within this reach, the v&t&l  etien!  of removal in the
majority  of these areas where removal will occur will be up to 2 feet, with removal to a
depth of 2.5 feet proposedfor one area In areas of low PCB concentr&ons,  no oclion
is planned. For example, a stretch of the River downstream of Newell Street contains
sediment withtitle  to no detectable levels of PCBs;  thus no action is requiredfor this
section. . . It is anticipated that approximately 8,100 cubic yards (cy)  of sediment will be
r e m o v e d . .  . The removed sediment will be permanently consolidated with other GE
site-related materials at USEPA-approved  locations at the GE facility. Following
removal, the sediment removal areas will be capped and armored using a multi-layer
cap system. .  .

“...  The current spatial  average PCB concentration for the top foot of sediment in the
I/2-Mile  Reach is approximate[v  55 ppm. Following implementati&  of the sediment
removal and repkxement  activities, the sediment with the highest PCB concentrations
will have been removed and the spatial average PCB concentration in the surfcial
sediment (top foot) will be reduced to less than 1 ppm Further, the proposed sediment
replacement activities will effectively isolate any remaining PCB-containing sediment
and minimize the potentialfor  resuspension of sediments, desorption  of PCB from the
sediments into the water column, and direct contact of humans and biological
receptors with PCB-containing sediment. (pp. 14  to l-5.) (empbasis,added)
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In our June 1999 public comments to EPA regarding GE’s proposed remediation
for the Upper l/Z Mile Reach we addressed the interconnected issues of permanently
effective technologies vs. land disposal or containment, and raised several issues
regarding the limits of the remediation Today, we reiterate our concerns that:

1) unnecessarily high levels of contaminates are being left tmremediated  in the
sediment and bank soil;

2) a geotextile liner will be placed above that unremediated and remaining
contaminated layer of river sediment in an attempt to cover over contaminants that may,
in later years, re-contaminate the river system;

3) geotextiles have only been used for twenty-five years; there is significant
disagreement among technical experts as to its efficacy in riverine  systems. There has
not been an adequate pilot test in situations similar enough to the Housatomc to justify its
use here without such a pilot test;

4) the Agencies have decided to allow GE to place contaminated river sediment
and contaminated soil from the banks from  the Upper l/2-Mile  Reach of Housatonic
River, as well as contaminates from the Allendale School and Newell Street  properties in
an existing, unlined non-TSCA approved hazardous waste dump with existing PCBs
averaging 498 ppm,  and with levels as high as 120.000 ppm, 50 yards across the street
from the playground of the Allendale School;

5) even though the costs of completely treating and removing the overwhelming
bulk of the contaminated sediments and bank soils of the Upper K&Mile Reach of
Housatonic River from the local environment are reasonable and certainly affordable by
General Electric - the Agencies have chosen instead to allow GE to landfill these
contaminates in our community; and

6) the Agencies haven’t followed their own guidelines regarding a thorough
examination of ail remcdiation options.

EPA’srcsponse to these concerns can be found in its Responsiveness Summary
for Allendale  School Removal Action. l/2 Mile Removal Action and Consotidation,
October 1999:

“Comment: Two commenten  expressed concerns about the use of spatial
averaging and also asked how EPA determined the cleanup levels for the sediments and
bank soils.

“ R e s p o n s e :  S e d i m e n t s . EPA did not  explicitly specify  a cleanup level for PCBs  in
sediments nor did EPA approve the use of spatial averaging for the sediments in the l/2-
Mile Reach: rather a cleanup approach was used to determine the limits of excavation.
Based on the experience of the Building 68 Removol  Area (a SO-foot section of the
n’ver  located  within the I/2-Mile Reach), EPA determined that  the complete remowl of
PCB-contaminated sediments in the Ilt-Mile Reach is notfeosible.  For example,
during the Building 68 cleanup. the sediments in some sections of the River were
excavated to a depth of eight feet and PCB levels as high as 2,240 remained.
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“Therefore, EPA based its review of the limirs of sediment excoyation  on the following
criteria: removing a significant mass  of PCB-contaminated sediments: reducing surficial
PCB sediment levels to less than I ppm; excavating sediments to a st@cient  depth to
allow  for the installation of an appropriate caplbackfll configuration that would
effectively prevent the residual  PCBs  that remain in the uruierlying  sediments from
migrating up to the surface sediments or water column. Although EPA did not rely on
spatial averaging, GE calcuhzted  that a spatial average of 0.164 ppm PCBs  will remain
in surficial  sediments afrer  the cleanup is completed.” (emphasis added)

This is the first time that we  have heard so clearly that the most critical decisions
regardmg the Agencies’ cleanup strategy for the l/2-Mile  Reach were determined by~the
experience of the Building 68 remediation. Considering the critical role the Building 68
Removal Action has played in the Agencies’ decision-making process, we believe it is
necessary to look back at the Building 68 experience.

According to GE: ‘ln the late 1960s. a PCB storage tank (containing liquid PCB
Aroclor  1260) located at Building 68 collapsed, releasing a portion of its contents of
liquid PCBs  . . . to the river bank. . . . This release, and the subsequent cleanup effort, were
described in a 1982 report prepared by GE and submitted to the Agencies. . . . In May
1996. nearby sediments and additional bank soils were sampled as part of ongoing
supplemental Phase IIIRFI  activities. These &a were submined  to the Agencies during
June and July 1996 as part of GE’s  monthly reporting for the ongoing supplemental
Phase IBRFI  activities. ” (Building 68  Area Removal Action Work Plan, February 1997,
Pp. 1-I  to I-2.) Later GE documents specify that the accident took place in 1968.

According to the MADEP: “General Electric Company provided verbal
notification on July 15 to the Department of Environmental Protection (“the
Department”) of levels ofpolychlorinated  biphenyl’s  (“PCBs”)  in Housatonic River
sediments in excess of 15,tNOppm  at a location adjacent to Building 68 in East Street
Area II. The Department  had been previously notijied  of elevated levels of PCBs  in
adjacent bank deposits up to 37,ooOppm.”  (July 24,  1996 Letter from J. Lyn Cutler of
MADEP  to Ronald F. Desgroseilliers,  GE).

Upon determination that the levels at the Building 68 Area posed an imminent
hazard  to human health and the environment, the Agencies’ requested the submission of
an Immediate Response Action Plan (IRAP)  from GE by July 30, 1996 “to address
complete removal of the potential source areas, rather than propose temporary
measures. such as capping or armoring, to abate the imminent hazard. “.  GE challenged
the Agencies’ determination of an imminent hazard, yet continued further sampling, and
posted warning signs etc. After commenting on problems with GE’s first proposed
remediation, the Agencies requested a revised IRAP  from GE.
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GE’s IRAP of October, 19%  stated: “GE continued thefieldprogram  until
October 9,1996,  when the Agencies agreed that the extent of the affected area had  been
defined. . . PCB concentrations  in bank  soils ranged from 8.6 to 5,500ppm  at the
surface (0 to 6 inches) andfiom  less than  I to 102,ooOppm  in subsurface soils. . . . the
relatively  higher concentrations of PCBs,  notably Aroclor  1260, in sediments of this area
generally encompass the northern approxbnately  two-thirds  of the river bed enending
from the area immediately adjacent to Building 68 downstream for approximately 520
feet . . . The spmially  weighted average PCB concentrmions  in this affected area are
2.042 ppm ‘overall and 2,041 for surfme (i.e., 0 to 6 inches) sediments only. The vertical
extent of PCBs  in this area generally ranges from 2 to 4 feet. However, at several
locations where core samples were collected to refusal and analyzed ai depth, relatively
high lev&  were detected in the deepest sample cok’ected”  (emphasis added)

GE proposed to excavate contaminate bank soils over an area  of 4,400  square feet
to a depth of 2 feet, and install a geotextile layer over the contaminated river sedinknt  in
an area of approximately 20,000 square feet, and add to that a 6-inch layer of silty sand
and an S-inch stone protective layer.

GE concluded its arguments for its IRAP  by declaring: “We believe that requiring
more extensive removal m that time is unwarranted and would inappropriately turn  M .
Immediate response Action into a premature decision about final remedial options for
this area.” (October 21, 19% letter from Ronald Desgroseilliers, GE to MADEP and
USEPA).

The Agencies response to GE’s October 1996  IRAP raised a series of critical
concerns about the strategy of partial soil removal, containment, and inspections, and
concluded that “the IRAP  is not suficient  to abate the imminent hazards andpotential
threats to releases posed by the PCB-contaminated sediment and riverbank soils adjacent
to Building 68.”

HRI believes that the concerns voiced by the Agencies were valid in 1996 and
remain valid today. While the Agencies were specifically responding to the October
19% IRAP,  and GE’s proposed solution to an imminent hazard, we believe their
comments can fairly be applied to the most recent decisions for &l/2 Mile Reach . In
the November 22, 1996 letter from MADEP and USEPA  to GE, the Agencies wrote:

“Crirerion C:  elimination ofa uotential source
Covering over the large volume of extremely elevated levels of PC% in Nre

sediment of a dynamic n‘ver  system does not eliminate the potential source of PCBs lo
that river system. In the event offailure  of the armoring system, the PCBs would
remain a threat  to receptors and resources both at the Site and downstream.
Downstream areas -including many sensitive resource and residential areas, some of
which hove been remediated-  would be subJ.ect  to recontamination orfurther
contamin&ion  in the event of exposure and migration of the contaminated sediment
from the Site. For these reasons, the ZZ?AP  does not sorisfy  crirerion C.”  (emphasis
added).
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Criterion F: consistencv  with. and not an imwdiment  W. final remedial actions
. . . armoring the grossly-contaminnfed  sediments in this area would be an

impediment to any subsequent removal and disposal  of grossly-contaminated sedimenf
Moreover, anioring these sediments would  make subsequent sediment removal  and
disposal more expensive (because of both the cost of timoving the added  sand and rock
as well, as added disposal costs), more complicated, more d#icuU,  and less efficiient
Therefore, GE’s armoring is not consistent with, and would  like& be an impediment to,
final remedial adions  . . . Removal of the majority of the grossly-contaminated
sediment would  be more consistent with the Agencies’ goah  with respect  to the very
high levels of contamination found in a relatively discrete area. Thus, the IRAP  fails
to saiisfi Criterion F with respect to the river sediments.” (emphasis added).

We want to reemphasize the main concerns  raised by the Agencies:

l foirure  of the armoring

l covering over the large volume of extremely elevated levels of PCBs  in the
sediment of a dynamic n’ver  system does not eliminate the potential source of
PCBs  to that river system

l armoring the grossly-contaminated sediments in this area would be an
impediment to any subsequent removal and disposal of grossly-contaminated
sediment

Negotiations between the Agencies and GE over the remediation  of the Building
68 site continued through 1996 and into 1997, as GE insisted its IRAP  met the Agencies’
criteria to prevent human and ecological exposure to the contaminants. In February
1997, GE issued its draft Buildihg  68 Area Removal Action Work Plan. In section 3.7
Off-Site Disposal Facility (To be Selected), GE stated:

“At thistime,  GE is considering the possible use of on-site treatmenf
technologies (including thermal desorption)  in lieu of {or to supplement) off-site
disposalfor the materials  removedfrom the Building 68 area. The concept of on-site
treatment and disposal of the treated materials was briefly discussed with the Agencies
during a review meeting on February 18,1997. During that meeting, the Agencies
indicated a willingness to consider on-site treatment as a disposition altem’ve and
will  notify the Agencies of thefinal  appr&zch  to materials disposition aft.% selection of
the confractor(s).”  (emphasis added).

Unfortunately, GE decided not to implement on-site treatment. And the Agencies
have not insisted upon treatment.

Because of the results of additional sampling required by the Agencies, and their
insistence on more removal rather than simply capping the contamination, GE presented
a revised Building 68 Area Removal Action Work Plan in May 1997.
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In Section 5.2 Removal Limits/Quantities, GE stated:
“The Agencies’ March 27,1997~omment~letter  stated that the initial sediment

removal depth in the eastern portion of the removal area adjacent to Building 68 should
be 5 feet. Eowever,  in subsequent conversations, the Agencies agreed that the initial
removal in that mea could be to a depth of somewhat less than 5 feet (e.g., 3 to 4 feet);
provided that GE samples the remaining sediments and conducts additional removal at
deeper iniervak  if the Agencies so require. Based on that understinding  (as further
discussed in Sections 5.5 and 5.6),  the initial removal depth in the area adjacent to
Building 68 will be 3 to 4 feet as shown in Figure 5.1. Similarly, the Agencies’ letter
stated that the initial removal in the upstream area where GE had proposed an initiai
excavation of 1.5 feet should be’modijied  to a depth of 2.5 feet. Based on similar
rntionnlp to that noted above, the initial removal depth in the upstream area has been
modified  to 2 feet, as OLFo  shown on Figure 5-I. “ (Pp. 5-l to 5-2.) (emphasis added).

The Work Plan called for rcmediation of contaminated river sediments at depths
of six inches in the shallower depths to up to 4 feet in the vicinity of Building 68. In the
event that post-removal sampling revealed additional significant contamination, GE’s
sheetpiling wall would allow them to go as deep as 8 feet.

The Plan stated:
“For the &sign of the sheetpiling in this area, an allowance for addirional

removal has been identified based on available information. Specifically, from the
sediment probing performed in January 1997. it was determined that the average depth
of refusal for a metal rod driven into the underlying materials was approximately 8 feet
(as measuredfrom  the top of the sediment layer). Based on this information, the
sheetpile installation  & been designed to allow sediment removal up to a dep!h  of 8feet.

“Although the preliminary sheetpiling &sign supports the possible removal of up to 8
feet of the sediments, the need to remove sediments to this depth is contingent upon the
results of postemoval  sampling, as well os the technical practicabilities of continued

further removal. These considerations arefurther discussed in Section 5.6.”

‘<In determining the technical practicability offurther excavation, the stability of such
excavation is a CriticalfaCror. As discussed in Section 5.3.3, the sheetpiling installation
has been designed to allow  for an additional depth of sediment removal beyond the
initial removal depth. Speczjically,  the sheetpiling  has been designed to s&port
possible sediment removal to a maximum depth of 8 feet in the eastern poriion  of the
removal area in the vicinity of Building 68 and to a ma.ximum  depth of 5 feet in the
western portion of the removal area. GE does not believe that excavaiion  in excess of
those maximum depths would be appropriate.” (Pp. 5-5  to 5-6.) (emphasis added).
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According to the GE’s February 1998 Report on Supplemental &aracterization
Activities - Building 68 Area:

“During the course ‘of sediment remowl activities within the river, oil and sheens
were observed within certain areas of the ercavarion  limits on three separate occasions. ”

Responding to the Agencies’ concerns, GE and its contractors discovered in well
3-K-EB-25  extremely high levels of PCBs  at 18 feet - a new, previously unlmown .”
source of contaminated oil with PCB levels as high as 624,000 ppm. While we’re aware
that in his March 7.1997 letter Steve Simmer of the United States Army Corps of
Engineers (US ACE) reviewed and commented upon GE’s written Action Plan, we
wonder -whether the Corps or EPA engineers conducted any independent on-site
engineering studies in the Building 68 Area US ACE made detailed comments about
GE’s calculations of water flow, but we wonder if, with more time and effort put to
engineering and design, the sheetpiling could have been sunk more deeply. Or,.  if that
was impossible, whether an alternative plan might have been implemented that called for
a slurry ditch constructed on the GE riverbank.property.  Perhaps with either better
engineering or an alternate strategy, the Building 68 remediation might have been able to
more  effectively remove the contamination at depth.

Faced with this new source of almost pore PCB product, and unanticipated high
levels of contamination at depth, removal efforts were modified. The January  20,1998
letter from Andrew T. Silfer to USEPA  and MADEP reviews GE’s removal actions at
Building 68:

Excavation activities in Area A were performed on July 31,1997 through August
8. 1997 and were completed to an approximate depth of 3.5 feet. Despite stability
concerns with&e footings of Building 68. excavation of this area did not proceed to the
depth of the stormwater  pipeline. Addirionally,  a wedge of soil was left against the
building foundation due to stability concerns. As requested b.y the USEPA,  five  PCB
samples were obtained on August 27.1997 at the base of the wedge of soil for
documentation purposes. These samples were obtained at the base of the sloped soil
against the south wall of the building. The results of these samples rangedfrom  891 to
63,700 ppm. Based on these results, the USEPA  requested that GE place a geotexiile
on the sloped surfhce  and bonom of this excavation  prior to bac@lling. Addirionally,
at the request of the VSEPA, some a&iitional  soil was removedfrom  the top of the soil
wedge at the western end of the building (to ensure that a minimum of 6 inches of
clean backjill  would be placed  over the PCB-containing  soils).”
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GE’s February 1998 Report on Supplemental Characterization Activities -
Building 68 Area states:

“3.5  NAPUSarface  Water Characterization

“_.. NAPL sample 68-Cell I  was collected from several locations
approximately three to four feet below original grade (i.e., the top of the pre-removal __.
sediment layer) in Cell 5 on October 7, 1997. The oil contained PCB quantified as
Aroclor 1260 (930 ppm),  chlorobenzene (100  ppm), tetrochloroethene (16 ppm -
estimated value), pentachlorobenzene (31,000 ppm - estimated value), 1,2,4,5-
tetrachlorobenzene  (21,ooO  ppm - estimated value), and 1,2,4trichlorobenzcne  (250,000
ppm).  The specific gravity of the oil was reported to be 1.5295. The viscosity values at
100°F  and 210°F were 45.77 and 33.13 SUS, respectively.

‘The DNAPL sample from well 3-6C-EB-25  (sample 3-6C-EB-25-l)  was
collected December 3,1997.  The NAPL exhibited Aroclor 1242 aad  Aroclor 1260
concentratioas  of 10,700 ppm and 613,000 ppm, respectively, and a specifw gravity
of 1.550. The compound  1,2&richlorobenzene  was detected at a concentration of
190,000 ppm. No other SVOCs  or VOCs  were present above qnantitation  limits.

“NAPL sample 68 Cell-CO&l, wkcted  September 25,1997  from Cell’6
excavation area, containing 251,000 ppm of PCB Aroclor 1260 as reported
previoosly  in Building 68 Removal Action - Assessmen!  of Observed Oil and Proposed
Acfivilies.”  (Pp. 3-3 to 34.)  (emphasis added).

The Building 68 chronology mimics our experience with every other aspect of
this site. A 1968 GE spill that goes unreported until 1982. 14 years of regulatory

inaction that leads to a sampling program in 1996. Remediation in 1997, and additional
remediation  in 199830  years after the spill, that still leaves large amounts of
contaminationm  place.

The underestimation of contamination led to an engineering plan that was
ultimately unable to support dredging below 8 feet, and extremely high levels of
contaminants were left unremcdiated. These remaining contaminants are a continuing
potential threat  not only to the river but to Pittsfield’s groundwater.

What we now understand is that GE’s difbcult  experience with the Building 68
Removal Action has, in effect, determined the limits of remedial action for the entire l/2-
Mile Reach. USEPA’s  analysis of the Building 68 Removal Action has affected all the
subsequent decisions concerning the l/2-Mile Reach, including the decision not to obtain
PCB and Appendix IX+3  constituents samples in the river beyond a depth of 2.5 feet.
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As the USBPA  states on page 41 of Appendix F:  “Recent sampling performed by
the USEPA  (August - October 1998) involved establishing 63 transects, appr&nately
50feet apart, along the River in the I/2-Mile Reach, andgenerally obtaining samples
(when retrievable) from three locations along each transect at 6-inch  depth intervals, to a
maximum depth of 2.5 feet. Samples collectedfrom  this reach between 1981 and 1998
indicate the presence of PCBs  in sediments ranging from less than 1 part per million
(ppm)  to 9,411 ppm.” (Emphasis added). _.’

Why obtain deeper samples when a de facto decision had already been made for
the l/Z-Mile Reach to limit all activity to 2.5 feet. Unfortunately, we believe that this
decision will leave extremely large quantities of FCBs  untouched below the 2.5 feet
level. And this strategic decision has pled inevitably to the determination to employ a
multi-layered computer-designed cap system.

The engineering limitations of the Building 68 Removal, and discovery of an
unexpected source, led to the decision to leave contaminated bank soils with PCB levels
as high as 102,000 ppm at a depth of 6 to 8 feet deep and river sediments with F’CB levels
of 2,240 ppm at a depth of 8 feet.

Many, many times during the last decade we have requested that the Agencies set
up a pilot project for remediation - a site-specific project to better test the specific
conditions of the river system and to do side by side comparisons of remediation choices,
including several treatment modalities.

We believe that more extensive engineering, a&or a pilot project, ought to be
considered as an alternative to the proposed plan for the l/2-Mile  Reach. The Building
68 Removal Action revealed the existence of an unanticipated source of DNAF’L -
wouldn’t it make sense now to consider a range of remediation strategies, including the
construction of_a slurry/ditch and pumping system deep enough to capture and drain the
DNAPL plumes that continue to endanger the river system. There is certainly room
enough on the extensive GE property which bordersthe l/Z-Mile Reach for such a
drainage ditch and pumping system to ensure that the deep plumes heading to, and
possibly travelling  below, the river itself are immobilized and remediated. Such a system
would not only prevent any possible future recontamination but would enable the
remediation efforts in the 112 Mile Reach to go deeper and remove greater quantities of
contaminated sediment.

GE has already constructed a slurry ditch 380  feet long by 30 feet deep to aid its
efforts to recover oil from the’massive plume in East Street Area 2.
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Let’s review the main concerns raised by the Agencies on November 22,1996

1. when and ifthere is any  ftilure  of the armoring

2. covering over the large  volume of extremely elevated levels of PC&
in the sediment of a dynamic river system does not eliminate thepotentiui
source  of PCBs  to that river system

3. annorinp  the Erossly-contaminated  sediments in this area would be

sediment

Now let’s examine some of the features of the Removal Action Work Plan for the
Upper l/2 Mile Reach:

Capping and geotextiles: We have several comments about the decision of the
Agencies to allow the use of GEs proposed cap for sections of the Upper 112 Mile Reach
of the river without an adequate pilot-project under the real conditions of the Housatonic.
Thus far, all major decisions regarding the cap are based on computer-modeling.

Our technical consultant, Joel Loitherstcin of LEEI,  has stated: ‘ZEEI  W(IS  not
able to find other locations where a cop and armor has been placed beneath a river. The
available literature refer to caps being placed beneath relatively calm sur&ce  waters
such (IS harbors and lakes. There is a similar project being proposed in New York, but a
pilot test is being performed before it is put in place.

“‘It is the opinion ofLEE  that these remedial decisions are based on entirely too
little data, and that the &a itselfare  highly questionable. Given GE’S  proposedplan to
cap the remaining river sediment subsequent to excavation, we seriously question the
benefit that suck  on exercise will have on the ecological vstems andpotential  human
receptors when compared to Ihe disruption and wcerrointies  that the exercise will entail.

It is also the opinion of LEEI  that capping the sediment should be further evaluated as
a remedial option before it is implemented over the entire l/,2-mile  stretch. W e  h a v e
reviewed many articles on capping, including some cited in BBL’S  report .

According fo  one stu$ %apping is4ikely  to be used only in environments where
the long-term integriry  of the cop can be guaranteed. Typically this would mean  low
hydrodynamic energy environments such as harbours,  estuaries and lake bottoms.’ .__  It
is the opinion ofLEEI  that  the Work Plan should also involve o pilot test of a high
velocity and scouring orea  before the cap is implemented over the entire 1)2-mile  reach
It is our opinion that, rather than a prediction of PCBfrw  based on computer models
(Appendix G of BBL’S  report), that GE be required to obtain actual data on flux and PCB
concentrations using seepage  meters placed at key locations on the river bottom. T h e s e
data could then be used to calibrate the model to make more accurate predictions of the
cap’s use&l  life. I’
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On February 11,1999,  at the request of HRI,  the EPA brought their river
remediation consultant from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to address the
Community Coordinating Council. Michael Palermo, Ph.D.,  Director of the Center for
Contaminated Sediments, who has extensive experience with a range of projects, said :

‘I don’t know of that many ttverine  sites - once again, rivers present a set of
site conditions that are a little d@rent  say than an estuarine  or open ocean tvpe of
site -you have d@erent  things to design for, for instance, flood  events, or in this case,
even ice, you know, formation and ice effects, but no, we have mt seen caps
constructed in many rive&e situations”  (emphasis added).

rn  response to HRl and CCC member Benno Friedman’s question about what it
would cost to go back into the river to fix,the cap in the event of cap failure, Palermo
said: ‘Well, I’m not a good cost estimator, but I wouldjust  guess it would cost more
than it did to do it the first time for sure. It would not be an easy proposition to do, it
would not be an inexpensive proposition to do. ”

When Benno Friedman continued to ask whether complete removal and
treatment, even though it might cost more, made more sense than a system that might
fail, Palermo added:

‘1  have no way of knowing that because I don’t know what the cost estimatq
are to remove, you know, even what they propose to remove -I haven‘t seen those

figures. ”

We were disturbed to learn that even the EPA’s own consultant hadn’t been told
what the most reasonable alternative to landfilling and capping might cost! And we
wonder whether this indicates that the Agencies haven’t adequately examined all the
other remediation options!

Because-of the Agencies’ decision to allow GE to leave significant amounts’of
PCBs  in the river, the ability of the cap to perform  perfectly is critically important, and
the fact that there has not been significant past experience with capping a similar
riverine  system is very significant.

Palermo continued:
‘:.. in this particular half-mile reach. you know, the objective is going the next

step - this cap has got to not on1.v  phvsically  stab&e  what sediments are left in place,
it’s also got to isolate those contaminants from moving up, you know, up through the
cap and back into the river system. This cap design has that  added level of concern in
the design, another process that has to be looked at very closely.‘”

“II’s  easier to design the armoring layer to resist scouring or erosion than it is
to design a cap to contain the contaminants under certain circumstances. ”

HRI  and its consultants believe that these decisions arc too important to
be made by a computer modeling program. We need a pilot project to prove it
will work.
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2. The Hill 78 and Building 71 Landfills:

According to GE’s June 1999 Detailed Work Plan for On-Plant Conro[idation

‘% GE may use the on-plant consolidation areasfor thepermanent
consolidation of materials  that are excavated or otherwise removed (IS part of Removal ”
Actions to be conducted by GEfor  areas outside the Housatonic River, the Upper 1,‘2-
Reach of the Housatonic River, and building demolition debrisfrom Brownfields  re-
development acth4ties,  subject to the limitations identified  below.

3. USEPA  may use the on-plant consolidation areas/or  thepermanent
consolidathnt  of materials that are ercayafed  or otherwise removedfrom  the Housatonic
River sediments and banks as part of a Removal Action to be conducted by USEPA  for
the 1 I/2-MileReach  of the Housatonic River between the Lyman Street bridge and the
confluence  of the East and West Branches of the River...

4. Material  to be consolidated within the Hill  78 ConsoIidation  Area shall be
limited to rmueriah  that contain lass than 5Oppm  PCBs  . . .

5. Materials to  be placed in the on-plant consolidation areas shall not include
free liquids, free product, intact drums  and capacitors, or other equipment that
contains PCBs  within its  internal components Such materials,  if any, shall be sent to
an appropriate off-site facility  for disposal . . .

7 . Upon completion of use. GE shall cover the on-plant consolidation areas
with an engineered landj~l/consolidation  aren  cap

8. GE shall  perjorm  post-closure inspections and maintenance of the pn-plant
consolidation areas in accordance with CI  Post-Removal Site Control Panelfor such
areas to be submitted by GE. ns approved by USEPA.

9.. GE shall conduct groundwater  monitoring associated with the on-plant
consolidation meas (emphasis added).

The Agencies’ plan is to put PCB-contaminated material less than 50 ppm on
top of the existing unlined landfill of Hill 78, and to create a new landfill for higher-
level contaminated materials above 50 ppm in the nearby Building 71 Site. These
sites are adjacent to an elementary schooiand  a residential neighborhood.

In describing what will be placed in the Building 71 Site landfill, Bryan Olson,
the EPA Project Manager stated at its public meeting of May 18,  1999: ‘We’re not
going to allow any liquids. so that outomaticollyputs  II maximum concentration on it
. probably  when youget  above tens of 1.000s ofppms  you have some kind of liquid
we Ze  not going to put in any drums. any transformers. any capacitors. or anything
like that .__  IIS long as there’s no liquids in there, it doesn’t matter what . the
concentration is because we’d be doing the same thing, the same kind ofprotective  cap
and liner system. ”
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As regards the use of the existing Hill 78 landfill, he stated:
“One of the main reasons why  we chose specificaIiy  the Hill 78 site is that  it is

on existing landfirr - it’s a lam@1  that contains high levels ofPCBs,  probabIy  much
higher than we’re going to be putting in there, andyou can’t remove it, h’s  not the
kind of project that anyone does -you don’t remove IandjiIh,  you can cause many
more problems by doing that, than just by capping it and leaving it in place . . . from a
risk  standpoint you can use it, we have parks on top of Ian@lLs  in other parts of the
country  in similar situations to this one ” (emphasis added).

The 1988 EPA RCRA Site Assessment delineates the extent of the problem:
‘Building 78 Landfill  - The unit was formerly LI ravine which has been fiNed with
waste  material. . . Former employees stated in an interview that drums  and liquid
containing ‘Pyranol’  were disposed in the landfiu  in the 1950s and 1960s. PpanoI
is composed of 60% PCBs. Sampling ofthefirr has revealed  some areas  with PCB
concentrations at several hundredppm. . . . DEQEithe  Massachusens  Department of
Environmental Qua@  and Enginearing  - which preceded the DEPJ  suspects an oil
layer erists  in the Iandfdl. Former employees stated PCBkontaining  liquids we&
poured on the ground ” (emphasis added).

The APRIL 1994 Public Involvement Plan document by the Massachusetts
DEP states: “The Hill 78 Ian&II is approximateIy  two acres  in size with a maximum
depth of approximately 40 feet. ._. The school property is within 50 feet of the Hill 78
site fence tine. From approximately 1940 to 1980, GE used the Hill 78 orea  as a
landfillfor demolition or construction debris, excessj?II  and solid (reportedly non-
haxrdous) waste. GE also  aIIegedly  used the land$Il  to dispose of drums containing
PCBs  andfuller’s  earth saturated with PCBs  in the 19SOs  and 1960s. The EPA RCRA
Facility Assessment stated that former GE employees disposed ofPCB  oil in the
landfill. From 1980 to early 1990. GE used this area to store soils containing less
than 5Oppm  PCBs  from  routine,, faciIi~-wide excavations. Sampling of thefilr
revealed areas  with PCB concentrations up to 120,OOOppm  in subsurface soiL  n
(emphasis added).

“In 1991.  GE’s consultants conq&ed  a Phase  I investigation of the site . . .
Results conjirmed  that the landfill area is  the most contaminatedportion  of the site
Ground water in the viciniv  of the IandfiIl  orea is contaminated with PCBs  at
concenhations  up to 9ppb. In addition, VOG were detected in ground-water samples
col<ectedfrom  weUs  located downgradient  of the landjill  area and south of the
Altresco  power plant at concentrations of less than 1,OOOppb. Ground-water samples
collectedfr~m  a w&l in the southwestern corner of the site contained concentrations
of less than 30ppb of dioxins  ondfurans.
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“The Department cias@iid  the site  as a prior@  and GE submitted Phase  II
Scope of Work proposingfurther definition of ground-water contanrinntion  at the
site and assessment of contaminaiion  potential& attriiutable  to  abandoned
tram-former oil lines ertendingfrom  the East Street Area IIsite across this site and
to Building  51 @art  of the Unkamet  Brook site)“. (emphasis added).

And then from the DEP’s  Public Involvement Plan, Volume 5, Page 12:
“Table I: Descriptions and Characteristics of GE Pittsfield Disposal Sites

HiIl78  LandfilI  Area; 57 acres; DEP & EPA jurisdiction - Contamination: PCBs  in
subsurface soils (average concentration 498ppm:  maximum  concentration: 120,000
ppm).  ”

Members of the public and HRI kept reminding the EPA and DEP regulators
that the existing Hill 78 landfill was already filled with all kinds of toxic materials,
including liquid plumes, many barrels of PCB-contaminated  liquids, solvents, and
probably metals - precisely the kind of high-level, dangerous waste that the EPA
wasn’t willing to add to Hill 78 or put in the newly-lined Building 71 landtill.

HRl  and many members of the public are very concerned that GE and the
Agencies are adding tons and tons of more waste on top of extremely dangerous toxic
wastes in Hill 78, ensuring that any potential problems of leaking barrels will be that
much more difftcult  to deal with.

We believe public health and safety will be unnecessarily threatened by the
Agencies’ decision to not only leave such high-level contamination in place at Hill 78
but to add to it and make more difficult any efforts that may prove necessary at a later
date to deal with potential problems. Previous reports detail the presence of buried
barrels of liquid PCBs,  contaminated fullers earth, possible metals, solvents, VOCs,
and SVOCs.  -

Bryan Olson’s response at the May 18, 1999 public meeting to some of these
concerns was that: ‘ke  have monitored this Iandfilr  for a fairly long time and we
don’t see any impactsfrom  the landfl,  going awayj?om  the landfill  ___ we’re
expecting that they’re probably drums in that landfill, but we think that the~solution
will  work no matter what’s in the landfill. ” We recognize and appreciate that the
Agencies have set up a long-term monitoring program for this containment facility.
But monitoring, unfortunately, will only confirm that migration has occurred; and that
a problem exists.

The Agencies are quick to tell the public that this is a “public perception”
issue, not one of public health. But our concerns are not based on a generalized,
uninformed fear, or a typical not-in-my-backyard “NIMBr’  response. We have
conducted extensive research, and contacted other communities who have had serious
problems with landtills that release contaminants.
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There are valid reasons to doubt the long-term  ability of these proposed
containment measures for both the Hill 78 and Building 71 landtills. First, it’s
necessary to reiterate that the Hill 78 landfdl,  the repository of PCBs  in subsurface
soils at an average concentration of 498 ppm and a maximum concentration of
120,000 ppm, has no base liner.

Here’s some of what other EPA scientists have said about landfills in the past:
“There is good theoretical and empirical evidence that the ha?ardous

constituents that areplaced in land disposalfacilities vety  likely will  migratefrom  the
facility into the broader environment. This may occur several years, even many
decades; affer  placement of the waste in the facility, but &ta andscientific  prediction
indicate that, in most cases, even with. the application of best available land disposal
technology. it will occur eventwily.  ‘I (Federal Register, Feb. 5, 1981, pg. 11128)

“Manmadepermeable  materials that ml& be usedfor liners or covers (e.g..
membrane liners or other materials) are subject to eventual deterioration, and
although this might not occurfor IO, 20 or more years, it eventually occurs and, when
it does, leachate  will migrate out of the facility. ” (pg. 11128)

‘X liner is a barrier technology that prevents or greatly restricts migration ,of
liquids into the ground No liner, however, can keep all liquiris into the ground.
Eventually liners will either degrade, tear, or crack and will  allow Iiqui&  to migrate
out ofthe unit. ” (Federal Register, July 26. 1982, Pg. 32284)

“‘Some have argued  that liners are devices that provide a perpetual seal
against any migration from  a waste management unit. EPA has concluded that the
more reasonable assumption based on what is known about the pressures placed on
liners over time. is that any liner will begin to leak eventuaiiy.  ” &x32284-32285)

“Since disposing of hazardous wastes in or on the land inevitably results in the
release of hazardous constituents to the environment at some time. any land disposal
faciliry  creates some risk ” Federal Register, May 26, 1981, Pg. 28315)

‘The longer one wishes to containwaste, the more dlrficult  the task fiecomes.
Synthetic liners and caps will degrade: soil liners and caps may erode and crack . .
EPA is not aware of anyfield data showing successful long-term containment of waste
atfacilities which have not been maintained over time.” (Pg. 28324)

‘*First,  even the best liner and leachate  collection will ultimatelyfail  due to
natural deterioration, and recent improvements in MSWLF  containment technologies
suggest that releases may be delayed by many decades at some landjills. For this
reason, the Agency  is concerned that while corrective action may have already been
triggered at many facilities, 30 years may be instffjicient  to detect releases at other
landfills. ” EPA, Federal Register, August 30, 1988, Vol., 53, No. 168.
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Joel Hirschom, a technical consultant and advisor to citizens in Warren,
County, North Carolina who were concerned about their hazardous waste landfill, has
written:

“Data obtainedfiom  ~11983  EPA study showed wncrtlsively  that uncontrolled
releases ofPCBs into the air were occurring. NeMer  EPA or the stnie  analyzed the
dato properly, and EPA made incorrect statemen& In fact*  the levels of PCBs  found
by EPA in the air near the Ian@1  and in the yard of a residential house more than o
halfmilefiom  the IandfZi  were several times greater than the level of health
sign$cance in EPA’s own risk assessments. . .

‘IAn  analysis of the only state documents referring  to the 1983 study by EPA
and the tin&  information given to the public has shown that the state intentionally
m&represented the findings of the 1983 t&s  for PCB air reIeases  from the IandflL
For exaniple,  the highest levels  of PCBs  found at the lan@l’s main vent were not
reported by the state, and the state indicated that no measurable amounts of PCBs  had
been found around the site, which was not the case. The state has persistently
deceived the public about PCB air releases and. more importantly, the significant
public health risks resultingfrom  them.” (emphasis added).

Given EPA’s own admission of the many problems that characterize landfill
liners, and the inability of landfills to guarantee the long-term isolation of these toxic
chemicals, we renew our advocacy for the treatment of these wastes. And respectfully
remind the Agencies of their stated commitment to the treatment option.

We quote from the Joint letter from USEPA  andMassachusetts  DEP to Ronald F.
Desgroseilliers,  General Electric Company, Area Environmental and Faciliry  Operations
- January 6, 1995 - re: GE/Ho&tonic River and Silver Lake, PICMProposal  comments
and requirements for resubmittal:

“Corremive  Measure Evaluation

9. According to the federal register of July 27, 1990, Corrective Action for Solid
Waste Management Units at Haxrdous  Management Facilities; Proposed Rule (Subpart
S).  there are four standards used in evaluating Corrective Measure technologies.

Thefour  evaluation standards are:
1) overall protection of hunm  health and the environment;
2) ability of the technology to attain media cleanup standards;
3) the ability of the technology to  control the sources of releases;  and,
4) the technology’s compliance.with  standordr  for management of
Wastes
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“If  two or more technologies meet the evaluab’on  standards then there are five
evaluation decision factorswhich  mast be considered Thefive  evlrluaton  de&ion
factars  are:

I) ability of the remedy to provide long-term reliobilv  and @i?ectiveness;
2) ability to reduce the toxicity, mobility, or volume of wastes:
3) short-term effitiveness;
4) ability to inlplement;  an&
5) cost

IO. In accordance with the Permit and the proposedSubpart  S regulations.
econondc  considmntions  shall not be the sole standard or criterion applied to any
technology  in the Corrective Measures  e@mztion  process.

General Determinations
12. In general (especialb in view of existing DEP andEPA  pohcies and TSCA),

GE needs to givefill consideration to removal technologies coupled with a-situ,
treatment amUor  disposaL As required by the Permit, the PICMProposaIproposes  to
stu& a selected number of these technologies. After sediment  is removed, potential nert
steps include,  at a ndnimamz dewatering,  treatment and a%posaL  In the CMS  GE  shall
better evaluate these next steps and evaluate them on a reach-by-reach basis. ”
Volume 5, Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection Public Involvement
Plan (Pp. 4-6) (emphasis added).

While the decisions to enlarge the Hill 78 Consolidation Area  and construct the
Building 71, and possibly the New York Avenue/Merrill Road, Consolidation Areas meet
the criteria for short-term effectiveness, ability to implement, and cost, it certainly fails
the criteria for reducing the volume of waste. And there is reliable testimony and good
reason to doubrthat  this decision provides either long-term reliability or effectiveness.

Hill 78 is 50 yards from  an elementary school and a block from a populated
residential neighborhood. School children, teachers, local residents are without
protective clothing or respirators. An unexpected fire or explosion at Hill 78, with its
large quantities of liquid PCB oil , buried barrels, and other toxic liquids would represent
a public hazard. We appreciate that the Agencies have designed a ground water
monitoring system and an inspection regime to ensure the integrity of the cap, but what
about unanticipated fires, explosions, and tornadoes. Wby needlessly expose
schoolchildren to such risks?
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The Alternative: Treatment

HRI believes that there is a far more protective alternative: treatment.
Unforhmately, the Agencies have not adequately considered the clear benefits of a
complete removal/treatment plan rather than the partial removal/capping/landfilling  plans
they have endorsed. When we have asked  the EPA for comparative figures for treatment
vs. landfilling options for the clean-up of fust  half mile of the Housatonic, we were given
an estimate based on their experience with the remediation at the Loring Air Force  Base.

There, we were told, dumping on site, or very close to the site, was estimated
to cost $30 a ton, as opposed to $300 a ton or more to treat it In that scenario,
treatment costs ten times as much as landfilling.

Let’s examine the costs of landfilling versus treatment for this site:
GE, in its revised Removal Action Work Plan  - Upper I/2 Mile  Reach of

Housatonic River states that “It is anticipated that approximately 8,100 cubic yards
(CY) of sediment will be remo<ed. “(Page 1-5). Add to that GE’s estimate of bank soils
to be removed: ‘lr is estimated that the bank soil removal activities involve the
removal of approximately 4,300 cy of banksoils _.. An addrrronai 340 cubic yards of
bank soils will be removed between the sheetpiling and the River at East Street Area 2
to help complete source control activities in that area. ” (Page l-5). Together, that.
comes to 12,740 cubic yards of contaminated soil and sediment.

If one cubic yard is equal to a ton and a half, 12,740 cubic yards equals 19,110
tons. Multiplied by $300, the estimated cost of treating these soils and sediments, the
total is $5,733,000.  Let’s assume that the $300 a ton is a low estimate. If trea*ent
costs average $400 a ton, the added expense for treatment comes to 167,644,OOO. If the
treatment costs average $500 a ton, the added expense for treatment comes to
%9,555,000.

The EPA says the remcdiation decision was not simply about the contaminated
wastes from the first half mile of the river: their decision encompassed the next mile
and a half of contaminated sediments and bank soils, the contaminated soil from the
Allendale School, and anticipated contaminated soil from the Newell Street properties.

Let’s attempt to estimate the total volume. According to GE’s June 1999
DetaIled  Work Plan for On-Plant Consolidation Areas:

“For the removal actions to be performed by USEPA  in the I I.‘2  Mile Reach
of the Housatonic River, it is d&Quit  to make any reliable estimate of the volume of
maferiais  to be subject to removal, since USEPA  has not yet proposed the removal
actions for that reach Nevertheless, based on discussions with the USEPA GE has
assumed a maximum removal volume of 50,000 cy for EPA s use in the on-plant
consolidation areas in connection with response actions for this reach. ” (Pp’2-2  to 2-
3.)
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that: “the volume of soil subject to possible consolidation as TSCA  material is
approximately 5,000 cubic y&k ” (Page 3-7.)

GE also plans to landtill  building debris associated with the demolition
activities it will undertake as part of its Brownfields agreement with the City of
Pittsfield. GE states:

“Using: I) the information available for each BAA;  2) GE’s~understamiing  of
the response action requirements established in the sediments; 3) information
provided by the USEPA;  and 4) several assumptions (summarized below), the volume
of materials potentialry  subject to on-plant consolidation is estimated to be
approximately 230,000 cubic yards (q). Of this total. it is CurrentIy  estimated that
approximately half of the materials would be regulated under TSCA,  while the other
halfwould be considered non-TSCA material containing less than 5Oppm  PCBs.  ‘I
GE’s June 1999 Detailed Work Plan for On-Plant  Consolidation Areas (Page 2-2.)

Using the estimate of 230,000 cubic yards brings the total volume of
contaminated soil and sediments subject to possible treatment up to 345,000 tons. At
$300 a ton, the costs oftreating 345,000 tons equals $103,500,000.  At $400 a ton, +e
costs rise to %138,000,000.  At $500 a ton, the costs rise to $172,500,000.

So we’re talking about a range of $103 million to S172  million dollars to treat all
this waste rather than bury it across from the Allendale School. The additional $103 to
$172 million to ensure a permanent remedial solution would be an impossible burden for
many Responsible Parties, but we believe, given the enormous profits General Electric
made with its Power Transformer and Capacitor divisions in Pittsfield, and its continuing
status as one o@-re  world’s most profitable corporations, that this extra expenditure can
be met. In years past, no one could reasonably expect that this much money could be
allocated to redress environmental grievances. But in an era where basketball players are
awarded $100 million dollar contracts, and corporate CEO are awarded multi-million
dollar bonuses, why should public health and the environment be sacrificed when the
financial resources are available.

According to the Berkshire Eagle of April 9, 1999, Jack Welch, CEO of General
Electric doubled his annual earnings in 1998 to $83.6 million dollars. According to a
March 17, 1999 press release from the.United Electrical Workers, CEO Jack Welch’s
total compensation package for 1998 equaled $97 million dollars, averaging about
$50,000 an hour. Clearly, GE has the tinancial wherewithal to treat this contamination. (

For less than what GE’s Board of Directors will compensate Jack Welch for two
years’ work, GE can treat the total 230,000 cubic yards of contaminated sediments, and
bank soils from two miles of the Housatonic River, the Allendale School and the Newell
Street area.
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The Berkshire community has endured irreparable damage because GE allowed
PCBs  and other tonics to escape its industrial facility and move to the Housatonic River,
Silver Lake, adjacent neighborhoods and other towns. For an additional S 172 million we
can treat this waste, and almost completely reduce its volume and toxicity. Given the
financial price we have paid, it is incumbent upon the~Agencies  to not allow this
additional cost to stand in the way of the most thorough cleanup.

We remind the Agencies of the strictures of CERCLA Section 962 1:
“‘In  making such assessment, the President shall  specijicalry  address the Iong-

term eff&tiveness  of various alternatives. In assessing alternative remedies, the President
shall, at a minimum, take into account:

(A) the long- term uncertainties associated with land  disposal;
(B) the goals, objectives, and requirements of the SoIid  Waste DisposaI  Act (4.2
US.C  6901 et seq.):
(C) the persistence, toxic@,  mobility, andpropensity  to bioaccumulate  of such
hazardous substances and their constituents;
(D)short-  and Ions-term potent&for  adverse health effects from  human
e x p o s u r e :
(Ej long-term maintenance costs;
(F) the potentialforfuture remedial costs tithe alternate remediate  action were
to fail: and

(G) the potential threat to human health and the environment associated with
excavation. transportation, and redisposal,  c containment. The Presiiient  shall
se&t a remeakl  action that is protective of human health and the environment,
that is cost effecdve,  and that utiIizes  permanent solutions and alternative
treatment technologia  or resource recovery technologies to maximum ertent
practicable. If the President selects a remedial action not appropriate for II
preference under this subsection, the President shaIIpublish  on explanation as to
why a remedial action involving such reductions was not selected.
(2) The President may select on alternative remedial action meeting the objectives

of this subsection whether or not such action has been achieved in practice at any other
facilrty  or site that has similar characteristics,  In  making such a selection,~  the President
ma.v  take mto  account the degree of support for such remedial action by parties
Interested in such site. ” (Emphasis added)
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And we believe that our position on treatment rather than landfillling  is supported
by the very mandates of the Agencies and an objective review of the standards regarding
Corrective Measures:

1) overall protection of human health and the environment;
2) ability of the technology to at+ medie  cleanup standards;
3) the ability of tbe technology to control the sources  of releases; and,
4) the technology’s compliance with standards for management of

wastes

We believe a critical examination of these four factors leads to the treatment
optionr&her than the decision to landfill across from a public school. As prior EPA
testimony states, sooner or later landfills will discharge contamination ido  the
environment and the landfdling  option cannof therefore, guarantee “ro control rhe
sources  of releases. ” Therefore, neither can it guarantee the “overaNprotection  of human
health and the environment. ”

To the extent that EPA and DEP believe that landtilling  meets those standards,
they have the added burden of comparing the effectiveness of treatment and landfilling:
“If two or more technologies meet the evaluation standards then there are five evaluation
decisionfactorswhich  must be considered. The fwe evaluation decision factors  are:

1)  ability of the rem+  to provide long-term reliabiliq  and effectiveness:
2) ability to reduce the toxicity, mobility, or volume of wastes;
3) short-term effectiveness;
4) ability to implement: and.
5) cost. I’

HRI  believes that treatment - thermal desorption, for example - will greatly
reduce the large volume of toxic contaminants. By destroying much of the
contamination;rather  than burying it, the treatment option better provides ‘long-term
reliabiliry  and effectiveness. “ It clearly better meets the standard of ‘Fedwing  the
toxiciry. mobility. or volume of wastes.” Treatment is not only effective in the short-term,
it is a far more effective option for the long-term. GE has proven its ability “to
implement” the treatment option in its remcdiation of the Rose Superfund site in
Lanesboro, Massachusetts. Similarly, GE~Canada  is utilizing thermal desorption
treatment in Canada Only when it comes to cost, and the ability to implement, does
landfilling  have advantages.
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3. The Silver Lake Area Removal Action

Section 30.a.(i) of the Consent Decree sets out the removal requirements for
residential properties in the Silver Lake Area: “Settling Defendant  shall either: (A)
remove and replace bank soils to achieve a PCB average of 2 ppm in the top foot and in
the depth from one foot to the depth at which PCBs  have been detected (up to a maximum
of IS) in the bank soils, remove and replace soils to achieve a RX average of 2 ppm in
the top foot and in the dkpth from  one foOr  to the depth at which PCEs  have been
detected (up to a maximum of IS) at the overall property (or designated averaging areas
if less than the entire property).

W&  support the Agencies’ decision to require a spatial average of 2 ppm in the
bank soils~of residential properties abutting Silver Lake, but are disappointed that a
similar aierage  is not required in the non-residential properties abutting the Lake.

Section 30.a.(ii) states: “For each remaining bank soil averaging area (as
described in Section 2.6.2 and Attachment E of the SOW . . . ifan ERE is obtained in
accordance with Section XIII  of this Consent Decree, Settling Defendant shall remove
and replace bank soils to achieve PCB averages of 10 ppm in the top foot and 15 ppm in .
the l-3 foot depth increment. If an ERE is not obtained for such an area, Settling
Defendant shall implement a Conditional Solution at such bank soil area in accordnnce
with Paragraphs 34-38  of this Consent Decree.

According to Section 34.~.  (iii): “For each averaging area at riverbanks and the
banks of Silver Lake (where Conditional Solutions app1.v).  Settling Defendant shall
remove and replace soils as necessary to achieve an average PCB concentration of 10
ppm  in both the top foot and the O-3 foot depth increment.”

Older Pittstield  reside&  remember the days when they swam in Silver Lake in
the summer, and skated on it in the winter. A rcmediated  and renewed Silver Lake will
once again attract  Pittsfield residents in great numbers. Clearly, a clean lake can s&ve as
the centerpiece to the commercial renaissance envisioned by the Pittsfield Economic
Development Authority (PEDA).  Unlike other areas of the site, such as the more
industrial l/2-Mile Reach where public access has not been easy in recent years, we can
reasonably anticipate large numbers of people taking advantage of Silver Lake: walkers,
picnickers, teenagers, men and women fishing.  As Figure 2-25 of the Scope_?f  Work
indicates, Recreational Areas 1 through 5 circle Silver Lake, and provide the best access.
If. in fact, the City of Pittsfield invests time and energy in encouraging a renewed public
appreciation of Silver Lake, these areas will experience great use. Why allow levels as
high as 10  ppm when it is likely that children will be active in this area? We urge the
Agencies to find some middle ground between. their residential and normal recreational
scenarios in the Silver Lake  Removal Area.
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According to Section 30:
b. “Settling Defendant shall remove approximately 409  in situ cubic yards of

sediments from an area of Silver Lake near the outfall from  the GE Plant Area, as
specified in Section 2.6.2 and Attachment K to the SOW and as generally depicted on
Figure 2-25 of the SOW. Settling Defendant shall repkice  such removed sediments with
clean soil and restore and vegetate the portion of the affected area that is not under
water, in coordination with the installation of the sediment cap described in Paragraph
30.~ and consisteti  with the requirements of Paragraph 118.~ (Restoration Works)  of .’
Section XXI  (Natural Resource Damages) of this Consent Decree.

c. Settling Defendant shall install a cap and armoring system in Silver Lake,
which shall include a cap over t&  entire  lake bottom (approximately 26 acres) and
armoring over the cap around the perimeter of the lake, which shall meet the design
standards  set forth in Section 2.6.2 and Attachment K to  the SOW. To the erfent  that  dze
condi~ions~specified  in Attachment K to th; SOWforfurther evaluation or corrective
actions  such furrher  evaluations and!or  corrective actions  subject to and accordance with
EPA approval. In the absence of those conditions, no Juther  response actions shall be
requiredfor this system (except as otherwise  requiredpursuant to Section  XIX
(Emergency Response) or Paragraphs 162,163.167andlor  168 (Pre- and Post-
Certifiration  Reservations) of this Consent Decree).”

Attachment K to the SOW details the nature of the cap intended for Silver Lake:
“b.(i) This cap shall include on is&tion  Iayer  positioned directly above the

sediments over the entire kke  bottom. This layer  shall  consist of silty sa4 with a
presumptive thickness of 10 inches, ifgeotexrile  is placed between the sediments and
the cap (or 12 inches, installed in hvo six-inch lips,  ifo  geoteti’k is notplaced between
the swiiments  and the cap), an organic carbon content of 0.5 percent (as total organic
carbon) and concentrations of PCBs  at non-detectable  levels  and other constituents at
background levels as approved by EPA. (The presumptive thickness of the cap is based
on use of a 6-inch  isolation layer  to control PCB  migration from the underiying
sediments into the sueace water of the lake, plus an additional  4 inches of silty sand 17
geotexiile  is n&used),  to accountfor uncertainties associated  with  biotwbation. GE
shall perform pre-design investigations to confirm rhe  design parameters which supporr
the above presumptive thickness and organic carbon content assumptions presented in
this Attachment, then the isolation lover.  If those pre-design investigations confirm the
design assumptions presented in this Attachment, then the isolation layer will consist of a
silty sand &yer  with a thickness of 10  inches, ifgeoterrile  is placed between the
sediments and the cap (or twelve inches. ititalled  in two six-inch lifr, if a @ote.xtile  is
not placed between the sediments and the cap), and an organic content of 0.5 percent (as
total organic carbon). If the pre-design investigations indicate that a thicker cap a&or
a higher organic content is necessary, then the.cap thickness at&or organic content will
be modified using revised input parameters based on the results of rhe  pre-design
invesrigations and the procedures/equations presented in Exhibit  K-l. GE shall ensure
that the design cap thickness is achieved over the entire bottom of the lake.”

“(ii) The capping system shall also include an overlying armoring layer of stone,
incorporated along the shoreline as necessary to prevent erosion of the isolation layer
due to wind-induced wave action.
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“d.(i) If the periodic inspections and monitoring of rke  cap rkickness  and the
shoreline armoring layer indicate tkat the design stana?u&  for those components of the
capping system are no1or achieved or maintained, GE shall  evaluate and propose 10 EPA
appropriate corrective actions to achieve those design standards, and shall  implement
suck corrective actions upon approval by EPA.

(ii) If the sampling of the isolaion layer indicates that rhat layer is nor
performing in general accordance with the predicrionr  on which  rke  isolation layer
design was based in terms  of controlling PCB migration from  the underlying sediments
into rke  surface water  of rke  lake, GE shall evaluae  corrective actions and submit the
results of suck evaluation lo EPA for approval, and shall implement suck corrective
actions, if any, upon approval by EPA.” (Technical Attachment K, pp. 2-3) (emphasis
added).

The Agencies’ decision to limit remediation of Silver Lake to a 10 to 12 inch
layer of silty sand is one of the most disappointing decisions we have seen at this site in
the last decade. Let’s examine~this  decision in greater depth.

GE summarizes the conclusions of its Supplemental Phase WRCRA Facility
investigation Report for Housatonic River and Silver Lake  (Bouck & Lee, Inc., January
1996):

“More than 200 sediment samples have been collectedfrom  Silver lake and
analyzedfor  PCBs. The results of the analyses indicae PCB concentrations in lake
sediments a concentraions  at concentrations up fo  20.700 ppm and averaging
approximate 330ppm (based on spaial  average of all samples obrainedfrom  the upper I
foot of sediment. e&lading  those proposedfor removal, e.g. 20,7oOppm).“.  @aher
research reveals that 125 of those samples were conducted in 1980  and 1982 as part of
the Stewart investigations, the same GE study that claimed that the Housatonic River
from the GE plaut down to the Connecticut border was contaminated with only 39,ooO
pounds of PC&  Subsequent sampling by GE took place in 1991 as part of the initial
MCP Phase II activities and in 1992 by Blasland and Bouck, then as part of the
Supplemental Phase II activities.

GE’s Supplemental Phase IIlRCRA  Facility Investigation Report For Housatonic
River and Silver Lake, Volume I, January 19% stated:

“As  for Silver Lake. investigations have shown PCBs  to be present in sediments a
an average concentration of 402 ppm, and a an average depth of approximate1.v 5 feet.
Aroclor 1254 is found to be the principal Aroclor detected in Silver Lake sediments
(averaging 57percent of the total), with  Aroclors  1242 and 1260 also being detected
(each averaging about 21 percent  of the total). .._  In addition, recent (1990 and 1994)
invesrigaioris  of Silver Lake have idenrifed  the presence of other hazardous  constituents
in sediments possibly related to the GE faciliq.  * (Page 2-8).
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About Silver Lake bank soil, GE stated:
“PCBs  have also been de&wed  in the bank soils around Silver Luke in a fairly

narrow strip around the lake. PCB concentratitins  in this area average approximately  21
ppm. The  analy&zl  &ta  indicate that the PC&  detected in Silver Lake bank soils
consist of an approximarely  equal combitiion~  of Aroclor 1254 and Aroclor  1260.”
(Page 2-10).

We’ve previously stated our longstanding concern with GE’s  sampling program.
We renew these concerns when it comes to Silver Lake. GE stated:

“Similar to the Housatonic  River, although  the vertical extent of PCBs  has n6t
been defined to non-detectable levels at (I number of locafions  in Silver Lake, the
existingilotn  on the~extent  of PCBs  in deep sediments we adequate to characrerize  the
PCB concentrations in such sediments for risk assessment purposes and are sufticient  to
allow reasonable volume estimares  to be made for purposes of assessing remedial
alrernatives.”  (Pp. 3-38 to 3-39) (emphasis added). We restate our call for testing which
clearly delineates the depth at which non-detect levels are found.

Based on its previous testing, GE estimated  the following approximate volumes
for sediments and bank soils:

Approximate Volumes (cubic yards) - Silver Luke
Containing Greater than 1 ppm PCBs: 175,MW
Conraining  Greater than 10 ppm PC&:  140,ooO
Conraining  Greater than 50ppm PCBs: 70,ooO
Conraining  Grearer than IOOppm  PCBs: 60,ooO
Conraining Greater than  5OOppm  PCBs: 46,GOO  1
(Page 346)

5.5 Estimation of Volumes of Imvacted  Flood&in  Soilx

Approximate Volume (cubic yards) Silver Lake
Containing Greater than  I ppm PCBs: .  .  . 5.000
Containing Greater rhan  IOppm  PCBs: . ..3.200
Conmining  Greater than 50ppm  PCBs: _.  . ..800
(Page 5-34)

If GE were to remove PCB-contaminated sediments above10 ppm from Silver
Lake, the approximate volume involved would be 316,ooO  cubic yards. 316,OMl  cubic
yards is 474,000 tons. Let’s use the high end estimate of what it costs to treat this
contaminated sediment: at $.500  a ton,474,000  tons at $500 a ton comes to $23,7OO,COO.
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It’s not surprising that faced with a cost of $24 million  that GE would forcefully
advocate for a far less thorough and costly remediati~on. Their position was tidy stated
in their March 1995 revised Proposal for the preliminary Investigation of Corrective
Measures for Housatonic River and Silver Luke Sediment. (PZCM).  At that time, GE
was arguing that natural recovery, and re-silting of sediment, could eventually remove the
threat posed by Silver Lake sediments.

GE argues in the PICM that there are potential problems with an armoring
scenario in waters as deep as Silver I.&e:

“The armor layers  are pkzced  eitherfrom  a barge, from a floahizg  plnybnn,  or
from the  banks of the river or lake. The depth of the water  affects the abilie  to
effectively pZace  the armoring. In  shallow wafer  depths, the armoring can be placed
with more control, reducing sediment resuspension. However, as discovered in the New
Bedford Harbor pilot Sh&iy  described below, armoring is d@icult  to place  effectively in
deeper waters  (depths greater tZmn  approximately 10  feet). ” (Page 2-3) (emphasis
added).

G E  c o n t i n u e d :
“On occasion, phcement of armoring at depth is diJicuU  to control and can

result in mixing of contaminated sediment with the clean cap material. In  the New
Bedford Harbor Pilot Study, one to three feet of &an  sediment was pkzced  on sediment
contaminated with PCBs  in an aquatic disposlrl  area. Four months after  capping,
sediment cores &ken from the capped area and  nnaZyzedforPCBs  indicated that the
capping effort was not successful flerbich  (undoted)  and USACE  199Obl. This was
due to the method of placement and tZze  fact that the site was in deep water, resting  in
little control of pkzcement  of the capping mate& This site is in relatively deep water,
and thus, is generally applicable only to the deeper areas of Silver Lake and Woods
Pond” (Page 2-5) (emphasis added).

The Agencies performed extensive independent testing in the Upper 2-Mile Reach
of the Housatonic River. This did not happen with Silver Lake: the Agencies did no
independent testing, nor, as far as we can tell, did they perform any independent analysis
of remediation options. After a review of the publicly available records concerning
Silver Lake, it appears to us, that with the hectic year and a half of difficult negotiations,
the Agencies seem to have regarded Silver Lake  as an afterthought.

At the least, HRI  requests a pilot project for the Silver Lake remediation to see
whether or not complete removal of contaminated sediments is possible. If the Agencies
are serious about their desire to restore Silver Lake so that people can fish and swim in it,
it is vital to restore pubiic contidence.  It is commonplace for older Pittsfield residents to
reminisce about the years that the highly contaminated Silver Lake wouldn’t freeze or the
time it caught tire. We do not, nor do we believe that the public will, regard as adequate
a clean-up scenario limited to dropping twelve inches of sand from a barge thirty feet
down to cover contaminated sediments with levels as high as 20,700 ppm.
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We, again, remind the Agencies of the strictures of CERaA Section  62 1 I :
“‘In making such assessment, the President &II specifically address the Iong-

term effectiveness  of various alternatives. In assessing alternative remedial actions,  the
President shaII  at a minimum. take into acwunt:

(A) the long- term uncertainties associated.with  land  disposal:
(B) the goals, objectives, and requirements of the Solid Waste Disposal Act (42
U.S.C  6901 et seq.): _

(C)  the persistence, toxicity, mobility. andpropensity to bioaccumulate  of such
hazardous  substances and their constituents:

(0) short- and long-term potentialfor adverse health effectsfiom  human

(E) long-term maintenance costs;
(F) the potentialforfiture  remedial costs ifthe alternate remediate action were
to fair;  and
(G) the potentiaI  threat to human health and the environment associated with

excavation, transportation, and redisposal,  c. containment. The Presbient  shall
select a rem&al  action that is protective of human health and the environment,
thut is cost eflective,  and that utifizespemmnent  solutions and alternative
treatment technologies or resource recovery technologies to maximum ex!ent
practicable. If the President selects a remediaI  action not appropriate for a
preference under this subsection, the President shallpublish an explanation as to
why a remedial action involvtng  such reductions was not selected. ”

We do not understand how the proposed remediation of Silver Lake adequately
meets any of these important goals. This remediation plan can easily fail. It does not
utilize permanent solutions. It does not reduce the quantity of toxic wastes in any large
or material way.

4. Removal Actions at the Former Oxbow Areas

As we address the issues of the Former Oxbow Areas,  it is interesting to reflect
upon the words of an internal public relations plan generated for GE by EIM in 1991.
“Part B, Housatonic River Sites” of that plan addresses the problems posed by the Former
Oxbow Areas:

“The activities in this section apply to all former Oxbows  which werejlied  in,
including Newell  Street, the Lyman Street parking lot, the la@ilI  areas on Da-v  street,
Sacred Heart School, the Itahan  American Club, the Marchetto  properry,  and Hibbard
p l a y g r o u n d .

A significant amount of activity will be taking place related to the Oxbows  in the
immediate fitture. There is a strong chance that these areos  could become more
problem&k during the course of the remedial investigation as more evidence of the
presence of heavy metals and other industrial debris comes to light The major issues
related to this site are the economk impact on the landowners, the potential health
effects of the materials of concern, and the threat of their release to the Housatonic.
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. . . We will  also focus on providing information to the pmties  about the bene$ts  of
capping versus removal, which isparticularly  imporhnr  since some members of the
local community and the Con.vervation  Commission have expressed supportfor
removal and destruction.” (Page 16) (emphasis added)

In its May 26.1998 Combined Action and EEfCA  Approval Memorandum, the
USEPA  notes: “‘During the 1930’s,  approximately one mile of the Housatonic River
from Newell Street to Elm Street was straightened and channelized  to reduce flooding.
This action resulted in eleven oxbow being isolatedfrom  the River channel. Some of
these channels werefilled with material from GE (see November 27.1996 letterfrom  GE
to the h4assachusetts  DEP RE: Request for Information regarding Properties That May
Have Received  Fill from  the General Electric Facility in Pittsfield) later  found to contain
PCBs.”  (Appendix B, Page 5.)

The Agency goes on to list these oxbow  as Potential Sources of PCBs  to the
Housatonic River:

“6. Heavilv  contaminated soils in the bar&s of the Housatonic River including
the filled in nortiom  of oxbows  A throuph  I. GE has documented high levels of PCBs  in
contaminated soils in the riverbanks in the subject mea, especially in the former oxbow.
. . . In addition, PCBs  have been detected in former oxbow soils in ConcentrtioRT  as high
as 290,OOOppm  (both at Lyman Street, sampling location U-11 and  Newell Street I,
sampling location QP-9). The contaminated bank soils pose a threat of release of FCBs
into the Housatonic River via erosion and storm runo~  ” (Appendix B, pp. 7-9).

In its Action Memorandum for Removal Action Outside the River at the GE-
Housatonic River Site, Appendix D, the Agencies state: “Inparts  or all of the Unkamet
Brook Area, Oxbow A and C, Oxbow J and K,  . . . access is unrestricted and the land
use is residential, recreational, or commercial. Therefore, the potential exists for
residents, recreational users. wdrkers.  and trespassers to come into contact with
contaminated soil. Direct contact with contaminated surficial  soil could result in the
ingestion, inhalation a&/or  dermal  absorption of hazardous substances. In &it&.
any disturbance of subsurface so&  which is currentl,y not prohibited, could expose
people to contaminated sibsurface  soils.

“Other areas of the Site, such as Newell Street I, East  Street Area I andportions
of the Lyman Street Area, are non-GE owned commercial/industrial properties. Access
in many of these areas is not restricted. Therefore, the potential exists for workers,
customers. and trespassers to come in cow-act with contaminated surface sdils.  Also, any
disturbance of subsurface soils (e.g., for building expansion, installation offence  posts,
regrading of parking areas. repaving, etc.) could result in the uncovering and exposure
of contaminated soils.” (Page 24).

We are concerned that extremely high levels in the Oxbow at both the surficial
and subsurficial levels pose a threat to humans and the environment.
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Section IX PERFORMANCE STANDARDS AND RELATED
REoUIREMENTS,  23  e. of the Consent Decree sets the clean-up standards for these
areas. It allows GE to select one of three options for determining spatial averaging of
contamination for the top foot of soil at a property: “(i) considerarion offhe  overall
property as an averaging area . . . (ii) esrablishment of irveraging areas which do nor
exceed I .O acre for GE-owned industrial portions of the GE Plant Area. 0.5 acre for
other commercial/indusninZ  properties or recreational properties, or 0.25 acre for

.‘.residential properties . . . (iii) proposal of other specific averaging areas to EPA for
approval. “ If GE selects the first option, it must “remove and replace all soils in the top
foot in unpaved portions of such proper@  or area in which PCBs  hove been detected in
excess  of the following ME concqmations:  125 ppm at a commerciaUitistria1
properg-  or area; 5Oppm  at a recreotionol  property or area: or IO ppm at a residential
property. ‘* (Page 116, Consent Decree)

HRI  urges a downward revision of these allowable not-to exceed (NTE)
concentrations for Removal Actions Outside the River for the top foot of soil: current
levels of125 ppm at commercial/industrial properties; Xl  ppm at recreational properties;
and 10 ppm at residential propedes  should all be lowered.

Appendix E provides further details, For GE-owned commercial/industrial
properties in the Former Oxbow Areas, or properties for which an ERE has been
obtained, cleanup levels are as follows: 0 to 1 foot, a spatial average of less than 25 ppm;
1 to 6 feet, less than 200 ppm; and if aviraged levels at 0 to 15 feet, incorporating
anticipated response actions, will exceed 100 ppm, then GE shall install an engineered
barrier.  For properties where an ERE cannot bc obtained, cleanup levels are as follows: 0
to 1 foot, a spatial average of less than 25 ppm; if the spatial average, after incorporating
anticipated response actions, will exceed 25 ppm at 0 to 3 feet, then shall remove and
replace soils to achieve a less than 2.5 ppm average; from 1 to 6 feet, after inc&porating
anticipated response actions, less than 200 ppm; and if averaged levels at 0 to 15 feet,
incorporating anticipated response actions, will exceed 100 ppm, then GE shall install an
engineered barrier. (Page 50).

For recreational properties within the Former Oxbows  “ifthe  spatial average
PCB concentration exceeds IO ppm in the top foot or 15 ppm in the l- to 3-foot  depth
increment. GE shall  remove and replace soils os necessa?  to achieve spatial average
PCB concentrations at or below those lev& . GE shall then calculate thFSpatia1
average PCB concentration for the 0- to IS-foot depth increment . . . If that spatial
average PCB concentration exceeds IOOppm,  GE shall install an engineeredbarrier . ..”
(Page 51).

We do not believe that these decisions fully protect public health or the
environment. GE and the Agencies arrived at an averaged cleanup level of 2 ppm for
residential fill properties. While we do not challenge that there is some difference
between 24 hour a day residential exposure and less constant occupational or recreational
exposure, we do not believe leaving PCB contamination at levels up to 25 ppm in the top
foot in commercial areas like Newell Street.
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Newell Street  is a perfect example of an area that transcends simple
categorization. The same area  is home to the workers  and management of Moldmaster
Engineeiing,  the members of the Italian American Club, and borders many homes.

Similarly, a sampling and remcdiation regime which allows averaging arcas  of
half an acre  does not adequately serve to either discover or remove potential hotspots.

Finally, we do not believe that a remediation strategy which calls for an
engineered barrier when and if high levels of contamination are found at depth is an
adequate solution to the potential  dangers of buried barrels,  new-found potential plumes
and free product in the oxbows.  ‘Former GE workers have spoken often of buried barrels,.
and yet to be discovered GE dumpsites. Only a more comprehensive testing regime in
the Former Oxbows  and a commitment to remove ail high level contaminants at depth
can adequately protect the pubbc  health for years  to come and ensure that the Housatonic
River will not bc recontaminated.

Recent experience reveals that the Agencies and GE have yet to detect all possible
sources of contamination within the Former Oxbow areas. For several years HRJ  has
been questioning the reliability of GE’s demarcation of the .DNAPL and LNAPL plumes.
For several years we questioned whether or not it was possible that the plumes had
migrated below and to the other side of the Honsatonic River, and were assured that this
had not happened. The recent discovery of a new plume in the Newell Street area reveals
that our concerns are well-founded. And since July 1999, they’ve pumped out at least
9,CKKl  gallons of PCS-contaminated oil from this previously undetected plume. This is a
significant amount of oil. According to Technical Attachment H of Appendix E,
Groundwater/NAPL  Monitorinp. Assessment. and Resoonse Proarams.,  GE recovered
1,750 gallons of LNAPL and 6CO  gallons of DNAPL from 1990 to March 1999 from the
Lyman Street Area, and 700  gallons of LNAPL from 1991 to the present in East Street
Area 1.’  This new plume has already greatly exceeded those outputs. Hopefully it is far
less extensive than the large plume at East Street Area 2, from which, since the 1970s.
GE has removed t303,OCO  gallons of NAPL.

We are very concerned by the highly contaminated groundwater in these areas.
The Combined Action and EUCA  Approval Memorandum (Appendix B) recognizes this
problem as it relates to the Housatonic River: “7. Dissolved contamination in
groundwater  miwatinp  into the Housatonic River. Due to the presence of several
DNAPL plumes, WAPL  plumes, and heavily contaminated soils, PCBs  are present in
low levels in the grotmdwater  . Although the concentrations of PCBs  are low, the
volume of groundwater  discharging to the Housatonic River may  be large, and the total
loading of PCBs  may be significant. Therefore, this represents a potemial  source of
PCBs  to the Housatonic River.” (Page 9).
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Appendix C of the Consent Decree gives a sense of how compro’tised Pittsfield’s
groundwater has become. Within Groundwater Management Removal Action Area tl
(GMA #l),  which includes the GE Plant, East Street Areas 1 and 2, Newell Street I and II
and the Silver Lake area, the groundwater contains “PCBs  in levels  as high as 51,600
ppb (unfiltered) and 420 ppb Gltered)  in the Lyman Street Area and 3,700 ppb in
unfiltered swnples  mui  770ppb in jiltered samples along the cart  edge of Silver Lake . . .
Lyman Street  Area LNAPL  that contains up to:27,ooOppm  PCEts,  1,280ppm  1,2.4-
tricholorobetuene,  . . .up to 20,ooO ppm  trichloroethene  . , Newell Street Area II:
DNAPL that contains up to 388SoOppm  PCBs,  430,OOOppm  1,2,4- nichlorobenzene  ..,
l&APL that contains up to: 24,OOOppm  PCBs,  7,300ppm  1,Cdichlorobenzene  . . . “ (pp.
17-18).

The Agencies seem to have made the decision that Pittsfield’s groundwater has
been so thoroughly contaminated by GE’s PCBs  and other toxics~~that  it will never serve
as a source for drinking water. Therefore, their remediation decisions at the GE plant,
East Street Area 1 and 2, the first two miles of the Housatonic River, Silver Lake,  the
Oxbows  etc. consist of limited removal/capping scenarios rather thau complete removal.
The Agencies also believe that for now the City has sufficient alternate sources of water
so that it won’t have to tap this groundwater.

Let’s review some recent history as regards Pittsfield’s groundwater. Concerned
about future water needs in the early 1970s. the City of Pittsfield took land in Windsor
for a reservoir. During a court battle, when this supply was in jeopardy, the city was
assured by consultants that even if the court ruled against them, the city had plenty of
usable groundwater available in the southeastern quadrant of the city.

In 1974, the Vincent property on East Street, not far from GE and the Housatonic
River and 2,OW  feet from the old city landfill in that section of town, was identified as
one of the best sources for water. In 1977,  the city was informed by the state that PCBs
were found inthe groundwater at the Vincent property. Afterwards, the City of Pittsfield
in the late 1970s  and the 1980s was so concerned about its limited water reserves, that it
began a testing pro-m  to search for usable groundwater. During a drought in 1981, the
City was considering pumping water from I.ake  Onota. The city’s concern for future
water sources was quite clear. Based on that concern, the Berkshire Regional Planning
Commission sought in 1983  a $250,000 state grant for expanded monitoring to determine
the extent of contamination under the Vincent property on East Street, and for a possible
clean-up program. The application was rejected because the state felt that the site was a
poor choice for potential drinking water, and that Pittsfield was competing against towns
and cities forced to close already existing water supplies because of contamination.
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The October 1999 Safe Water Act Ground Water Report to Congress speaks
about the economic and ecological impacts of contaminated groundwater:

“Ground water contamination can also impair the economic well-being of the
nation through the following:

I. Removal of contaminants from &inking water sources through remediation  or
at the point of supply through treatment can be vet-y  costly.
2..Relocating  wells  andfinding  new ground water supplies is expensive and may
not be technically feasible.
3 . The presence of contaminants in ground water adaYs  liability to the land
owners of the property that is the source of the contamination.
4 . Loss of ground water due to over-pumping and contamination can lead to loss.
of drinking water, agricultural and industrial supplies, and recreational uses.

. . . Contaminated ground water discharging into surfnce  water can degrade
surface water quality and affect surface water ecosystems.” (Page 19)

The August 4.1999 Request for Removal Actions Outside the River at the GE-
Housatonic River Site Action Memo, Appendix D of the Consent Decree states:

“The groundwater  at the Site discharges to either Unkamet  Rrook.  Silver Lake or
the Housatonic River. Currently, control of the groundwater discharge to these sur@ce
waters consists mainly of groundwater  extraction and treatment in support of preventing
the migration of NAPL.s. At a majority of the groundwaterisurface  water interface, there
is no hydraulic control to prevent discharge to the surface water. Therefore. there is a
potential threat of release of these hazardous substances to surface waters (i.e., sensitive
ecosystems). Part of the proposed actions contained in this Action k4emorandum  are
procedures to further characterize the groundwater  contamination, the magnitude of the
threat to the surface waters, and if necessary. to conduct aaditional  response actions.”
(Pp. 27-28).

We hawe always advocated the most through clean-up strategies. And while we
apprecrate  the cost constderations involved in thorough removal scenarios rather than
partial removal and capping, we nevertheless question the wisdom and long-term efficacy
of a policy that abandons a community’s ability to utilize its groundwater to meet its
growing needs for water in the years to come.

HRI  therefore suggests an expansion of the provisions of the Consent Decree
regarding groundwater and NAPL. Not only should GE implement an increased
monitoring and assessment program but should immediately expand its Groundwater
Treatment Program to begin a systematic and comprehensive treatment regime of
Pittsfield’s PCB-contaminated ground water throughout the Former Oxbow arcas.
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5. The Natural Resources Damage Award

HRI would like to challenge the provisions of Section XXII. Natural Resource
Damages  of this Consent Decree.W e  b e l i e v e  t h e  a m o u n t  o f  m o n e y  n e g o t i a t e d  b y  t h e
Agencies and the Trustees and the Settling Defendant for Natural Resource Damages
fails to adequately reimburse the nation, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the State
of Connecticut and the people who live within the reach of the Housatonic River and
Silver Lake for the almost 70 year loss of these resources, and future losses until full
restoration; and for the damages to them.

Unlike the typical CERCLA  process, the expedited nature of these negotiations
created a pressing need for the Natural Resource Trustees to quicken the process of
assembling the Natural Resource Damage Assessment. We believe, as a result of this
time crush, that the Trustees and their contractors, Industrial Economics, Incorporated of
Cambridge, Massachusetts failed to adequately quantify lost availability to the public of
the Housatonic River and Silver Lake,  and damages to these natural resources, and
therefore underestimated the natural resources liability of the Defendant

By excluding the Housatonic River Initiative from these negotiations, some of
whose members have a lifetime experience with these resources, as hunters, fishermen,
sportsmen, canoeists, hikers, etc. the Trustees failed to involve some of the most
important and informed stakeholders. These stakeholders ought to have been involved in
the critical discussions between the Plaintiffs and the Defendant regarding Natural
Resource Damages.

From the very beginning of these negotiations, HRI has been asking to see both
the raw data and estimated amounts of the Natural Resource Damage Assessment that the
Trustees had prepared. We were told continually that these documents could not be made
public during the negotiations and were considered to be privileged documents under the
rules of the process.

On January 3.2000 HRI  received a copy of Industrial Economics, Inc.‘s
Housnronic River Prelimincuy  Normal Resource Damage Assessment. Without having
the pertinent data, we have, up to now, been unable in a timely manner to critically and
competently offer an alternative assessment. While we will offer preliminary comments
about the substance of this report, we can more generally speak to the failure of the
Assessment process to reasonably involve a wide range of stakeholders with critical
knowledge and experience with regard to the issues of the injuries these resources
sustained as a result of GE’s release of PCBs  and other toxics,  and to recreational and
passive use losses. At a public meeting at the Lee Library, many informed members of
the Berkshire community challenged the Trustees and the representatives of industrial
Economics when they presented some of the preliminary estimates they had made
regarding lost usage, but that presentation was often marked by the Trustees invoking the
confidentiality provisions of the negotiations. We were given no figures.
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Section 114 of the Consent Decree: Pavment of Natural Resource Damages  be
Settling Defendant states:

“Within 30 days of the effective date of this Consent Decree, Settling Defen&mt
shall make the following payments:

a . $15,000,0OOfor  Natural Damages, plus interest from the dare of lodging of
this Consent Decree;

b . $tXW,ooO  as mirigarion  for wetlondr  impacts associated with PCB
contamination and with response actions at the Site, plus interest from the date of
lodging of this Consent  Decree;

c. $6O,OCO  as mitigation for additional h&rut impacts associated with  PCB
contamination  and Removal Acrions at the Site; and

d . $75,009 for Restoration Work to be performed by the Trustetis  in Silver
Lake. ” (Pp. 258-59)

Section 118. Restoration Work to be Performed or Funded bv Settling Defendant
sets forth a variety of restoration projects that are to accompany individual removal
actions at the site, and Section 123 delineates a Dam Integrity Study, all of which arc
subject to the review and approval of the Trustees, and which are to be considered part of
the Restoration award.

Section 12A  states: “PEDA shall pay to the Trustees a total of $4,ooO.#O
consisting of in-kind services a&or a percentage of Net Revenues. PEDA inteti.to  use
goodfaith  efforts to satisj)  this obligation as soon asfeasible.”

a. In-Kind Services. The Trustees mav  accept on-kindservices of any type that
may be offered  by or through PEDA, by the dir?,  of Pittsfield or by other entities,
including those  who may be involved in the redevelopment at the GE Plant  Area . . . S u c h
in-kind services may include,  but are not limited to.  building space for use b.y the
Trustees  (for restoration, coordituuion.  administration and public information) and
habitat  enhancements at the poriion  of the GE Plant Area to be redeveloped under the
Definitive Economic Development Agreement.”

HRI  objects to the consideration of in-kind services as a fultilhnent  of PEDA’s
.%.ooO,ooO  NRD obligation. This NRD award hardly begins to adequately compensate
the Berkshire community for the loss of such a major resource: to further reduce potential
financial compensation for building space, coordination; and administration, hardly
serves  the public interest. To the extent that the Trustees believe that these are pressing
needs, they ought to have negotiated appropriate reimbursement from the Defendant; not
reduced the public’s already meager compensation.
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Let’s examine the Industrial Economics, Inc. report On Page l-3, in the
Limitations section, the authors state: “The nature  of existbsg, readily available &ta and
information limited our ability to complete all of the objectives described in the
Statements of Work. In particular, our injury assessment does not identify  and qumrtify
all of the nutural  resources injurie?  likely to present iri  the Eousatonic  River . . .

. Contamin&s  of concern: Polychlorinated  biphenyls  (PCBs)are  the primary
contaminants of concern at this stage of the damage  awessment.  Though
there are other hazardous substunces  present in the Eousatonic  River that
may contribute to natural resource injuries, we have not addressed
potential injuries resultingfrom  exposure to substances other  than the

PCBs.

l eommhic  Scooe:  . . We h&e not assessedpotentki injuries und
danrages  associated with Silver L&e  and Unkzmct  Brook. Both may
require a&iitional  scnrtiny. In  addition,  we have  not o&iressed  specific
injuries and damages thqt  might be associated with the former oxbow
located in Pittsfield, though we do recognize the potentid importonce  of
these areas to a final determination of restoration and compensation
requirements. Furthermore, we recognize that these areas may be sources
of continuing cotimination  to the Eousotonic  River.

l lniurv  Assessment: Existirig  doto are available to characterize the nature
and exrent  of contamination in the Housatonic River environment but do not
in all  cases provide suficient information to document natural resource
injwy. As a result our injury assessment focused on a summary of the
existing contaminant concenfmhbn  a%& and the likelihood  that those data
are indicative of natural resource injuries (which could  be documented
through odditionol  data collection and/or  analysis).

. Restoration: Due to the limitations of the injury &ta and the dependence
of restor&on  planning on the injury assessment, we focused our efforts in
his area  on the preliminary ide@cation  of categories of activities as well
as spectJic  activities that might be approptiate  for the purposes of
compensatory restoration. These activities do not include primary, physical
restoration of natural resow&s (e.g., sediment removal), the s@&@cation of
which would be the prima?  outcome of a completed injuT assessment. (4.
1-3 to l-4) (Emphasis added).

The clearly stated limitations of the report itself buttress our previously stated
concerns that the Trustees entered the negotiations with insufficient data: limited natural
resource injury data; a failure to include potential injuries resulting from exposure to
substances other than the PCBs;  and the failure to assess past active and passive use loss
of silver Lake are the most glaring examples. We remind the Agencies that many older
residents of Pittsfield have spoken fondly of swimming in both the Housatonic River and
Silver Lake, and Silver Lake was also the site of winter sports and outings.
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The acceptance of a Natural Resource Damage Award absent a thorough
assessment for past use loss of an extraordinarily popular 26 acre lake in the heart of
Pittsfield reveals a major weakness in this settlement. Similar questions are raised by the
lack of sufficient data for the Housatonic River.

We have written about the ongoing struggle for reliable data concerning the entire
GElPittsfieldHousatonic  site. A quick look at the information sources that Industrial
Economics relied upon reveals why they’ve acknowledged the limitations of their work -
all the data they accessed was generated by GE, beginning with the MCP Interim Phase 11
Report of 1991 on through the May 1996  PICM that we’ve previously referred to. It is’
our belief that these reports have.systematically unreported the contamination at these
sites. The Building 68 remediation coupled with the EPA’s most recent acknowledgment
of the contamination of the West Branch revealed major PCB contamination at levels and
in places previously unreported. As this report reveals tbis lack of accurate data
regarding contaminated river sediments and bank soils is absolutely critical. The authors
state in Exhibit 2-l: Injmy Assessment Summary - Housatonic River NRDA,  on Page 2-3:

“Sediments are the !iey link in the pathway to biological resource injuries.
Sediment toxicity testing and/or  a comprehensive review of the sediment toxicity
literature is recommended. . . Contaminatedfloodplain soils may also be an important
fink  in the pathway to biological resource injuries. Toxicity testing may  be warranted.”

Because of the time rush associated with the negotiations, the Trustees were
unable to access data that only now is emerging as a result of the most recent EPA testing
and studies on the River.

.
The authors note in Exhibit 2-l: Injuly  Assessment Summary  - Housat&  River

NRDA,  their lack of sufficient injury data about birds on Page 2-3:

‘Ucknforganism-specific  dato limits the current value of existing toxicity
literature; expert opinion needed to judge likelihood of injury given PCB
concentrations to which birds arepotentially  exposed” (emphasis added).

New data generated by Susan Svirsky  and her team at EPA has just emerged
about the very high levels of contamination in young wood ducks is only one example.
These PCB levels were the highest levels ever found in wood ducks in the nation (more
than 17 times higher on average than levels found at the Lower Fox River Superfund Site
in Wisconsin). These levels triggered an immediate health advisory by the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health alerting hunters not to consume wood ducks from Pittsfield
south to Rising Pond in Housatonic, and for hunters to skin and remove fat from ducks
found in southern sections of the river. Those hunters were urged to limit intake to two
meals a month. These ducks accumulated these high levels in a very short time, as a
result of feeding on plants and small invertebrates.
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On Page 2-16, in their Data Review of Biological Resources -Birds, the authors
note once~more  their lack of data about birds:

“Previous investigations have not included the collection of organism-specific
data that could be used to assess the effects of PcBs  on bird populations that utilize
habitat provided or influenced by the Housatom~c  River.

“We note that a terrestrial ecosystem assessment (ChemRisk  1994) evaluated the
density. diversity and reproductive success of avian species in a 5.85 hectare portion of
the floodplain forest between New.L.enox  Road and Woods Pond. . . . This study
concluded that the weight of evidence in&c&es  that the ‘flwdploin ecosystem . . . is IM
impacted by the presence of PCBs.“’ (Emphasis added).

This is yet another perfect example of how a GEfunded  study either totally
ignored or drastically underestimated the quantity and/or the effects of PCB-
contamination. The same floodplain ecosystem they claimed in 1994  had no adverse
impact as a result of PCBs,  is the cause in 1999  for the highest known levels of ‘PCB
contamination found in wood ducks.

This lack of critical data also impacted the consultants’ ability to adequately
gauge injury to invertebrates and the authors have noted similar concerns about the lack
of organism-specific data regarding mammals. Additionally, the authors state: “In the
months to come more EPA studies will emerge with more critical information about a
whole  host of natural resource injuries.”

To quantify natural resource injuries, and gauge an appropriate restoration award,
it is necessary to first establish a baseline condition for the:resource,  the “conditions that
would have been expected at the assessment area had the . . release of hazardous
substances not occurred . . . ” While the authors note that GE began to use PCBs  in 1932
and continued their active use until 1977, they state that because PCBs  were first detected
in fish and sediments approximately 20 years ago, and because “many damage
assessments have limited the quantification of injury and damages  to the period that
began with the promulgation of CERCL4  in December 1980” they have chosen “the &te
of CERCLA promulgation as a conservative startingpointfor  injuy  determinahon  and
quanhfication”  (Pp. 24 to 2-6) (Emphasis added).

Section 9607(f)  (1)  of CERCLA  states:

“There shall be no recovev  under the authoriry  of subparagraph (C) of
subsection (a) of this section where such &ages  and the release of a hazardous
substance from which such damages  resulted wholly before December 11,198O.”
(Emphasis ours).

The fact of the matter is, that while GE stopped its use of PCBs  before December
11, 1980,  there has been since that time, and continues to be, a continuing release of
PCBs  and other substances into the Housatonic River and Silver Lake., GE, after all these
years, has not yet controlled the release of hazardous substances into these natural
resources and, as a result, there is on-going damage.
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We believe Industrial Economics, Inc. has misread the intent of CERCiA  in this
matter. And their decision to limit the ‘Temporal Scope” for injury determination and
quantification to the onset of CERCLA  does a grave disservice to all those whose
activities in and on the River and Silver Lake have been limited all these years by
contamination. Everyone in Berkshire County knew that pollutants had invaded the
River and Silver Lake beginning in the 1930s with the use of PCB-oil at the GE facility.

They smelled PCBs  in the air and they had friends and family working at GE who
spoke about the stench in the factory buildings and they knew men who suffered rashes
from contact with Pyranol.  They stopped swimming. Take a simple walk in the
Lakewood  community of Pittsfield and you can find people who can speak about what
happened to the river and Silver Lake. A truly accurate portrait of the baseline condition
can be drawn from the drastically changed actions of real people, not the compilation of
statistics or the promulgation of legislation in Washington, D.C. Hiring consultants from
Cambridge, Massachusetts may not have been the best idea when it came to accurately
establishing a true picture of how the Be&shires felt about and utilized its own natural
backyard.

Another important factor associated with an injury assessment is endangered and
threatened species. The authors note:

“As reported in the PICM (HE&C 1996), p! total of 120 species offrom andfauna
that have protected status at the state and federal level are luwwn  or likely to occur  in the
Housatonic River environment. We do not currently have information  thot would leod
us to conduct a focused injury  assessment of one or more of these species.“

As for “CoZlateml  Iniun,  Durinr  Remediotion”,  the authors state:

“Our arcessment  of injury focuses on the current state of resources associated
with the Housatonic River. However, for restomtion  planning purposes, it may be
necessary to estimate the extent of additional injury that might occur  as (I  result of
remedial acfivities  (e.g.. loss of wetlands due to dredging) and include this estimate in
the final accounting of injuT.” (Pg. 2-6) (Emphasis added).

There are many other examples where the consultants were hampered by the lack
of data: injury to mammals, including mink, reptiles and amphibians, and an assessment
of groundwater resources.

In light of concerns we’ve noted in the section regarding the Former Oxbows  and
Groundwater we note the authors’ statements on Page 2-21 concerning injury assessment
for Groundwater Resources:

“We have not yet reviewed the groundwater  data collected as part of the
investigations of the other GE-Pittsfield disposal sites.
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Vn gent?ro&  groundwoter  is in&red  if  COnCentnrtions  of hazmious substances
in the groundwafer  exceed existing stDn&rds  for a potable drinking water  supply.
Injury can also be established  z~concentmtions  of hazardous substances in the
gmntdwater arc  su~cicnt to cause injury to other natuml  resources (e.g., surfoe
water)  ($# CFR 11.62(c)(I)(iv)).

L‘As  noted in Chapter 5, injuv  to groundwater  resources would be a sign#icant
couceru  if  the injury were based  on the degm&tion  of a public water  supply. Without
such an occurrence, the groundwater  resource woubi  be important  only in the context
of its contiibution  to the contamination of sqface  water. ” (Pg. 2-21) (Emphasis
added).

Clearly, contaminated groundwater has and continues to be a threat to the
Housatonic River. But even beyond that clearly acknowledged injury to the River, we
contend that the Agencies have overlooked Pittsfield’s past desire to utilize its
groundwater. The de facto contamination and loss of a highly  valuable potential source
of potable water-a source the City invested funds to study and develop - surely needs to
be considered for possible natural resource damage claims.

Industrial Economics’ Assessment states on Page 2-22:
“The services that the Housatonic River provides can be divided into three

general categories: human use-recreational, human nonuse  (i.e., passive value). and
ecological (i.e., habitat). In terms of restoration, the first two services are addressed
separately through our calculation of a preliminary estimate of compensable values for
recreational and passive use losses (which relies largely on the observed injury to fish).
Aaiiitional  injury assessment must be geared toward the third category. Therefore, future
data collection ardor  ‘analysis must focus on the exposure of different resources to PCBs
through a variety ofpathways. This effort should emphasize the effects that PCBs  in the
environment have had or are having on biological resources.”

With yetanother caveat regarding inadequate data, Industrial Economics made
several estimates regarding damages:

“The preliminaty  estimates we present in this chapter are based entirely on
existing data, including interviews with resource managers and other knowledgeable
parties, a review of studies of recreational behavior on the Housatonic and other rivers
in Massachusetts and Connecticut. and a review of the economics literature. The results
presented are for settlement and case management purposes only. These &lyses  could
be extended and refined through primary data  collection and analysis at this site.”

“ . . . compensable damages for those categories for which preliminary
damage estimates  have been developed include $11 million to $32 million in direct
use losses and $25 to $250 million in passive use losses. Recreational fishing damages
are estimated to be on the order  of $10 million to $30 million. This range rejlects
uncertainty in the assumed recovery period (i.e., the date on which the human health risk
advisories will be lifted), as well a.s uncertainty in the damages  associated with fishing
trips still taken to the river, despite the presence of elevated levels of PCBs. Recreational
boating damages are believed to fall in the range of $1  million to $2 million; this range
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also reflects uncertainty in the assumed recovery period. Compensable losses associated
with changes in recreational behavior can also be expressed in terms of the number of
‘trips lost’ or ‘trips with diminished value, ’ as described in the following sections.
Passive use losses are thought to JnU  in the range of $25 million to $2.50  mSlion. This
range reficts uncertainty in the extent of the market ’ for passive use values for the
Housatonic environment, as discussed below.

While the presence of elevated IeveLs  of PCBs  has likely  had an effect on hunting
and trapping activities near the Housatonic River, the relatively small number of
participants involved leads us to conclude that this category of damages  is likely  to be
small. In aa%tion,  wildlife  viewing and other general outdoor activities may have been,
and conhue  to be, affected by the presence of PCBs. However, no dkta are available
to quatifi  this categov  of loss. Finally, economic damages may be tisociated  with (I)
reductions in the value of state-owned  land in the Housatonic Biverfloodplnin;  (2)
contamitdon  of groundwater  resources in the vicinity of the GE f~ility;  (3) the
increased cost of development in and near the river,  as a resuh  of the presence of
PCBs;  and (4) a diminishment in eeorogical  servkes provide (sic) by this resource.
These categories of damage, however, are outside the scope of this preliminary damage
assessment. ‘* (Page 3-l to 3-2) (Emphasis added).

As we have delineated, and will discuss farther, while we believe this report
reveals major flaws in the assessment process, we are nonetheless struck by the
preliminary figures of between $11 million to $32 million for Recreational Damages, and
$25 million to $250  million for Passive Use Losses. While Industrial Economics
cautions that these two categories cannot be automatically added because of possible
overlap the sums nevertheless exceed by a large factor the amounts the Agencies and
Trustees negotiated with the Defendant.

As an exercise let’s red& the combined sums by 25% to account for possible
duplications in accounting for lost use. We are left with a combined range of $27 million
to $211.5OO,ooa

Now let’s imagine a Resource Damage Assessment that takes into account the
newly acquired data being gathered by the EPA’s Susan Svirsky and~her team working on
the Ecological Risk Assessment. Add the emerging data about tree swalIows,
amphibians, small mammals and minks, etc. Add an accurate assessment about the lost
use and ecological damage to Silver Lake.Take  into account the fact that We  now know
the West Branch of the Housatonic River has large levels of PCB contamination, and
assess that ecological damage. Do the same for Goodrich Pond which we now know has
high levels of PCBs  in bank soils. Add the appropriate assessment for loss of Pittsfield’s
groundwater.
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And with a Berkshire-based comprehensive study, more accurately estimate how
wildlife viewing and other general outdoor activities have been, and will continue to be,
affected by the presence of PCBs.  This is particularly important because many of us who
have worked diligently to reawaken an appreciation for the Housatonic River, know all
too well that the Berkshire communjty early on understood how poisoned their river was.
While PCBs  cannot be seen, their presence was palpable throughout the County, and
extraordinarily large numbers of people turned their back on the River. That some poor

-”people and some particularly hardy and stubborn fishermen continued and continue to eat
fish from the River is quite different from the larger, more pervasive reaction of the
community, which early on considered the River damaged goods.

A similar dynamic occurred with Silver Lake. Because of this, a Resource
Damage Assessment that starts the clock on lost use with the passage of CBRCLA
legislationthoroughly  misperceives the everyday experience and history of Berkshire
County. Industrial Economics, Inc. made a good faith effort to fill its data gaps, but
much of the pertinent data regarding lost use requires knowledge of, and experience with,
Berkshire life.

On Page 3-3, the authors state:

“In order  to develop estimates of lost or diminished value, we generally look to
compare fishing pressure at a contaminated site prior to the issuance ofpublic health
advisories with current pressure (i.e., pressure  given the presence of contaminants).
Such comparisons of boseline  angler behavior given a contaminant problem al1ow.u  to
estimate, at a minimum, the number of trips lost or displacedfrom  the site. In this
instance, however, dato on fishing pressure prior  to the public he&h  advisories
generaUy  do not exist . . . “ (Emphasis added).

We respectfully submit that this information can be gathered by interviewing
older active andretired members of the many sportsmen’s’ clubs active in the County.
George Darey,  HRI Board Member and Chairman of Massachusetts Division of Pisheries
and Wildlife, is only one of several local residents who grew up near the Housatonic and
has fished and trapped for more than 60 years. An organized effort could gather the
extension anecdotal testimony that is available, and, in the process fashion an accurate
portrait of how many people fished before fish advisories were posted. In fact, it was
Massachusetts Pisheries and Wildlife who-posted the river when it becameapparent that
the other Agencies hadn’t gotten around to it.

Industrial Economics begins without accurate baseline data for fishing, then
compounds the problem by its choice of current data for various stretches of the River
from New Lenox  Road south:

“For each of these segments we consider both current and potential fishing
pressure based on various data sources and  assumptions. For example, for the New
Lenox  Road to Woods Pond segment ,we  use data from a 1985-86  Connecticut angler
survey to estimatepotenfialfihing  trips. Specifically, we use the data from Lakes
Lillinonah  and Zoar  given their comparability to the New Lenox  Road-Woods Pond
segment in terms offishery  type (warm water), jish species, andfishing  method (boat).
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We then assume that the 1985-86  data an aa%quute  appmximation  ofannualpotenfial
fishing  pressure from 1980 forward To estimate actualjishing  trips for the New
Lenox  Road-Woods Pond segment, we use data front  a 1992 creel survey that includes
fishing pressure estimates for Woods  Pond and for the river segment between Woo&
Pond and Pittsjield We calculate the fishing pressure per mile on the latter segment in
order to estimate the number of trips  on theporhon  of the segment downstream of New
Lenox  Road” (Pp. 34 to 3-5) (Emphasis added).

With all due respect, it is possible to gather accurate data for current use without
having to extrapolate from Connecticut surveys. George Darey,  in particular, has an
intimate knowledge of the New Lenox  Road to Woods Pond stretch; canoes it and fishes
it frequently. There are many people who have long-term past and continuing experience
fishing that stretch of ~the  river.

As Exhibit 3-3, Recreational Fishing Damages Due To PCB Contamination of
The Housatonic, demonstrates, all final estimates for fishing losses in Massachusetts
begin with 1980.  The lack of prior data severely reduces the estimated damages.

We appreciate the fact that the Trustees and Agencies settled for a significant
remediation package, and that such remediation fulfills in part the mandate of the
Trustees to ensure that the injured resources be restored. Nevertheless, the Plaintiffs’ and
public’s interest is ill-served by an underestimation of the damages these resources
incurred and an inaccurate accounting of the lost use of these resources.

We believe the public interest would be bener served by conducting a full-fledged
Natural Resource Damage Assessment that better incorporates the newly emerging EPA
data and more accurately accounts for past and future lost Massachusetts usage.
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SOME VERY RECENT PCB PUBLIC HEALTH DATA

HRl  would like to put our concerns about remediation levels in a larger public
health context Recent history has taught us that there  is almost always a lag between the
introduction of potentially-dangerous chemicals and a clearly demonstrated
understanding and quantification of the risks to human health.

The latest research on PCBs  reveals a trend: lower levels than previously expected
are causing cancers and creating developmental problems. Recent research seems to
suggest that neurodevelopmental  effects are the critical effects - the effects that show up.
first as exposure levels increase from zero. These results have been noted both in animal
study and human studies.

According to a June, 1998 article entitled “Assessing the Cancer  Riskfrom
Environmental PCBs”  by Vincent James Cogliano, Chief, Quantitative Risk Methods
Group, USEPA:

Twenty years after their manufacture was halted, polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs)  remain a major environmental concern.
Standards often have been based on cancer  risk, yet before 1996
only commercial mixtures with 60% chlorine had been adequately
tested. . . . A recent study compared the cancer potential of the
commercial mixtures Aroclors 1016, 1242, 1254, and 1260 (1)’ Its
results strengthen the case that all PCB mixtures can cause cancer,
although different mixtures have different potencies.
(Environmental Health Perspectives, Vol. 106, No. 6, Page 3 17)

Cogliano cites the 1998 Mayes  study which found that a variety of Aroclors
caused signiticaut  increases in liver cancer in rats. Some of the Aroclors were linked to
increased thyroid cancer in male rats. According to Cogliano, the 19%  Brunner rat study
found a 20% increase in liver tumors in females when they were exposed to doses of 2.5
ppm of Aroclor 1260; and a 48%  increase when exposed to levels of 100 ppm. The
Brunner study also revealed that less than lifetime exposure to the more persistent
mixtures~may  pose disproportionately high risks. Arocior  1260 is common to the
GUPittstield  site.

A December 18, 1999 article in New Scientist reports on a link between PCBs
and the death of harbour porpoises they studied since1990.  Peter Bennett and Paul
Jepson of the Institute of Zoology in London have found that harbour porpoises who died
stranded on British coast had an average level of PCBs  of 3 1.1 milligrams per kilogram
of blubber. They compared these levels to levels found in otherwise healthy porpoises
who suffocated in fishing nets. These healthier porpoises had an average level of PCBs
of 13.6 milligrams per kilogram of blubber.
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In a paper delivered at the December 1999  International Symposium on
Environmental Endocrine Disruption, Dr. John Peterson Myers noted:

The levels  of exposure known to cause serious efects  in laboratory
experiments  with animals is dmmatically  lower, thousands if  not
millions oftimes lower, than what was evenfiveyears  ago
toxicologists  thought was relevant.

Every hormone system that has been studied carefully has been
found vulnerable to one endocrine disruption or another. . . .
[and] the research is forcing us to ask about the adult
consequences offetal exposure. Niels  Skakkebaek’s  work with
testicular cancer, Fred vom &al’s  with prostate effects,  Dick
Peterson’s with dioxin impacts on sperm count, and many many
others, fundamentally chaUenge  gene&ions  of studies that
appear to refute the links between chemical exposure and human
health. (Emphasis added).

Fetal exposure seems to be increasingly critical. A Science News article of
November 27, 1997 entitled “Breast Milk: a leading source of PCBs”  by Janet Raloff
(Exhibit 24) reports that a Netherlands study of 137 Rotterdam pre-schoolers  found that
those children who were breast-fed had 3.6 times more PCBs  in their blood plasmathat
those who were fed formula.

A December 21,199 report by Reuters Health Information highlights an article
in the December 18/25  issue of The Lancet  that links organochlorines such as DDT and
PCBs  with gene mutations found in patients with cancer of the pancreas.

The Reuters report declares:
The study is the first to link a genetic alteration commonly found in

-pancreatic cancer patients and an environmental substance,
according to a statement issued by the editors of the journal.
‘The results . . . suggest new roles for organochlorines in the
development of several cancers in human  beings, ’ according to
Professor Miguel Portafrom  Institut  Municipal d’lnvestigacio
Medica  in Barcelona, Spain and associates. .
Pahents  who were already diagnosed with pancreatic cancer
were 5 to 10 times  more likely to show increased blood levels of
organochlorines than were patients  hospitalizedfor  reasons
other than cancer . . . (Emphasis added)

i
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The Lancet  article states:
Organochlorine compounds such as p,p9-DDT,  p,p9-DDE,  and
some PCBs  could play a part in the pathogenesis of exocrine
pancreatic cancer through modulation of K-ras activation.
(“Serum concentrations of organochlorine compounds and K-ras
mutations in exocrine pancreatic cancer” Miquel  Porta,  etc. The
Lancef  December 18.1999, ~354  i91%, p2125.)

A January 3,200O  article on the WebMD  website  by Rochelle Jones reports that:
Rapidl.vfalling  sperm counts in the United States. Rising rates of
genital defects in male infants. Unprecedented numbers of cases
of testicular cancer among young American males. Scientists are
increasingly worried that these problems are being caused by
environmenlal  estrogens, man-& chemicals capable of
interfering with the hormones that regulate the male  reproductive
system. . . .
A review of data fronr  61 studies, published in BioEssays  in 1999,
found that the dramatic decline of average sperm density in the
United States and Western Europe may be even greater than
previously estimated. An earlier review, conducted by researchers
at the University of Copenhagen in 1992, found that sperm density
had  fallen by SO  percent between 1938 and 1990. In the I999
reanalysis of the controversial studies, Shannn  Swan, PhD., a
professor at the University of Missouri-Columbia, confirmed the
findings and concluded that the decline may  be more than 50
percent. (Emphasis added).

The people of the GUPittsfield  site have had and continue to have many routes of
exposure. According to Vincent James Cogliano, Chief, Quantitative Risk Methods
Group, USEPA

Capacitor manufacturing workers exposed to a series of
commercial mixtures with 41-54%  chlorine  hod  increased
mortality from liver. gall bladder, and biliary tract cancers.
gastrointestinal tract cancers, or malignant melanoma. An
analysis of these and a smaller study found the combined results.
significant for liver, gall bladder,  and biiiary  tract cancers and for
malignant melanoma. Earlier, petrochemical refinev  workers
exposed to Aroclor  1254 and other chemicals had signifcantlv
increased mortaliv from increased melanoma. More recently,
electric utility workers exposed to PC&  had significantly
increased mortality from malignant melanoma and brain cancer.
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Recent case-conrrol  srudies  have found a significant association
between non-Hodgkin’s  tymphoma  and PCB concentr~~ons  in
adipose tissue and serum. In a general population, dietary
consumprion  of rice oil accidentally  contaminated with PCBs  and
chlorinated dibenzofurans,  which can be formed when PCBs  are
heated above 2WC,  WCLF  associated with sigm~cantly  increased
mortality from liver cancer and lung cancer. (Id, Pg. 317)

PCBs  bioaccumulate, and as the chemical works its way through the food chain,
the most potent PCB congeners, and the most difficult to eliminate, are passed on and up.
Along the way PCBs  can undergo a chemical transformation, where they no longer
resemble the original Aroclor. Cogliano writes:

. . . ingesting contaminated sediment or soil or inhaling
contaminated dust can pose relatively high riskr.  _..
Bioaccumulated  PCBs  appear to be more toxic than Aroclors and
more persistent in the body. The Aroclors tested in laboratory
animals were not subject to prior selective retention of persistent
congeners  through the food chain. For exposure through the food
chain, therefore, risks can be higher than those estimated in this
assessment. . . . Eariy+fe  exposure is treated  with special
concern because ofthe poteruklfor  higher exposure during
pregnancy and nursing and the possibility of greaterperinatal
sensitivi+ Metabolic pathways are not  fully developed in human
infants: for example, some nursing infanr receive a steroid in
human milk that inhibits the activity of glucuronyl transferase,
reducing PCB metabolism and elimination. In animals, Aroclor
1260 induced high incidences  of liver timors when exposure
began early in l$e and Insted  a short time. . . . It is, therefore,
important to assess early-life exposure through human milk and

&her  pathways. . . . Finallv,  the EPA’s assessment proves thar
good research can improve risk assessments. (Id, Pp. 320-322).
(Emphasis added).

Recent studies have found a link between low levels of PCB  exposure with
immune system suppression and developmental neurotoxicity.  Research in then,.
Netherlands has linked dietary exposure to PCBs  and dioxins -found in dairy products -
with decreases in cognitive functioning. Negative effects were found at levels as low as 3
ppb in maternal plasma. This 3 ppb level corresponds with our current background level
in the United States.

The fact that levels as low at 3 ppb have been linked with observable problems in
cognitive functioning is troubling given the results of the September 1997 Massachusetts
Department of Public Health study, “Housatonic River Area PCB Exposure Assessment
stu+  ”
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HRI  was critical of this study and questioned its methodology and the fact that
only 79 participants had blood drawn. Nevertheless, the results are illuminating. Serum
PCB levels ranged from not detect to 115 ppb, with a mean of 9.07 ppb and a median of
6.60 ppb. 53 of the 69 participants who had no opportunity for occupational exposure
had a mean serum PCB level of 5.77 ppb (median 4.86 ppb). Those with opportunities
for occupational exposure had a mean level of 15.79 ppb (median 8.81 ppb).

Participants had a range of exposure scenarios: fish-eating, eating fiddlehead ferns
from the watershed, canoeing in the Housatonic, birdwatching, other recreational
activities along the River, hunting, etc.

When evaluating these results, the Massachusetts Department of Public Health
relied on an outdated estimate of U.S. background serum PCB levels of 4 to 8 ppb. They
therefore found that these levels fell within the normal background range.

HRI  believes the most recent data shows background serum levels at 1 to 3 ppb.
In which case, Berkshire County levels range from 2 to 8 times higher than national
levels, and there is serious reason to be concerned that as much contamination as possible
is removed from our comrmmity.

CONCLUSION

As with much legislation, RCRA and CERCLA attempt to confront and
‘provide remedies for extraordinarily complicated problems. And there are various
interpretations about how best to implement the intentions of the laws in the real world of
hazardous waste sites,.and  the competing interests of the public, the regulatory agencies
charged with statutory responsibility, and the responsible parties.

The intrinsic problem with excluding knowledgeable members of the public from
settlement negotiations is that they are without an intimate understanding of what might
have been better negotiated. Compromise is strongest when it is forged by all the parties
who must live with its consequences.

That said, HRI  believes a better settlement can be crafted. HRI  specifically calls
for:

. More extensive removal of contaminated sediments z&d hank soils in

the 1st l/2-Mile  Stretch of the Housatonic River

. A remedlltion  strategy that does not require a geotexlile liner for the

River

. Constraction of a slurry ditch, wherever technically feasible, to more

effectively guarantee source control along the l/2-Mile  Stretch of the

Housatonic River
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. Treatment  of the contaminated sediments and bank soils instead of

bmdt3ngatHill78andBaikBng7lIamIfWs

. Excavation and removal of all contaminated  sediments and bank soils

in silver Lake

. An extensive sampling program, at depth, for the West B~;tach;  and a

tboroogb  removal of all contaminated  sediments and bank soils

. A thorongh  investigation of tbe GE contaminated wood giveaway

program and complete deannp  of affected properties

. A thorough investigation of b&Bugs  with PCB-contamiaated  earth

floors and a complete cleanup of affected properties

. Excavation and removal of atl  PCB-contaminated sediints  and bask

soils in the former Oxbow Areas, and especially the Newell Street

properties, to the Massachasetts  DEP Default Standard of 2 ppm

. Immediate treatment of PCB-contaminated groundwater  throughout

the GJQPittsfie~d  site-

. A more accmate  Natural Resoarce Damage Assessment and a Nataral

Resoarce Damage Award from the Defendant that better compensates

the Trastees  for damages and lost use.

Therefore, HRI  respectfully &ks  you to modify this Consent Decree to better
protect human health and the environment.
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Respectfully submitted by:

Tim Gray,
Ekcutive  Director

Mickey  Friedman
Board Member

For the Board of Directors and Members of the Housatoaic River Initiative
20 Bank Row
Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
(413) 499-6112



CLEAN WATER ACTION

3/9/00

Ms. Cindy Huber
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Ms. Huber,

I am writing on behalf of Clean Water Action members in Pittsfield Massachusetts regarding the
PCB clean up consent decree between EPA Region 1 and GE. Specifically, .we  would like to
comment on five specific areas of concern.

1. Protecting the health of children attending Allendale Elementary School.

It is our understanding that PCB’s  will be consolidated in a “landfill” approximately 50 yards
from the school. EPA’s proposal to concentrate a known neurotoxin and endocrine disrupter 50
yards from children is simply unconscionable and unacceptable. instead of moving forward  with
the current plan, EPA should engage local citizens in a decision making process to secure a safer
alternative.

2. Hill 78

It is our understanding that Hill 78 is a Tier One hazardous waste site. Furthermore, it is our
understanding that GE will not be required to remediate Hill 78. Hill 78 obviously poses a
serious health threat to the elementary school children at Allendale Elementary Schools and the
community at large. EPA should absolutely require GE to employ the most modem clean up
technologies to prevent PCB’s  in Hill 78 from threatening public health.

3. Contaminated Oxbows

It is our understanding that EPA is not (a) requiting GE to detect and clean up all oxbow sites,
and (b) plans to use tax payer dollars to subsidize GE’s efforts to clean up specific sites such as
the GE Newell Street parking area

L EPA should implement a “Polluter Pay” principle and require GE to locate, assess and clean all
t oxbow sites. Furthermore, under current agreement GE appears to be guilty of a land “takings”.

EPA should require GE to compensate land owners for loss of property values.



4. Silver Lake

EPA should adopt a “precautionary principle” approach to protecting public health. Given that
Silver Lake is heavily contaminated with PCB’s,  EPA should implement a ban on fishing and
swimming until more data is available post remediation. Again it is important to note the serious
health threats PCB’s  pose to the developing fetus and to children.

5. Natural Resource Damage

EPA should promote fuaher  dialog with the citizens of Pittsfield and allow a public assessment
of the preliminary natural resource damage report. From our perspective, an assessment of
damage caused by PCB contamination throughout the city of Pittsfield as well as a river that
travels through two states must be determined in the light of public discourse before settling on a
final cost.

In closing, I would like to remind you that the EPA’s main function should be to protect the
environment and public health. GE has been extremely irresponsible with its handling of
extremely dangerous pollutants and with informing the public. EPA should hold GE 100%
responsible for cleaning up it’s mess. EPA should employ the “polluter pay” principle and not
force tax payers to subsidize a multi-million dollar company.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to comment on these critical areas of concern. I look
forward to your response.

Cle n

f

water Action Alliance of Massachusetts



DATE: March 8,200O

TO: Xl Signatories to the Housatonic  Rivet / GE Site Consent Decree

RE: Recommendation for Support to Consent Decree _ -MA-G
Ladies and Gentlemen:

It is time to flex some bueaucratic  muscle. You all worked very hard to achieve what was
b&eaed  :o be impossible. The agreed to Consent Deuce  is clearly a solution which
accommodates the vast majority of Berkshire County residences and the momentum you
created should not be stopped or slowed because of the  baseless actions of a few
individuals.

I moved my young family to the area three (3) years ago because I felt there was great
potential here. The potential and future  of Pittsfield and Berkshire County greatly depends
upon the timely clean up of this prime commercial and indust&  real estate. The sooner’the
site  is cleaned, the sooner we can market the opportunity foor  new businesses to come into
Pittstield,  Massachusetts. With new  business will come stability and the outlook of a bright
future foor  Berkshire County.

We’ve come  so far; don’t second-guess this landmark agreement that provides so much
oppormmty to both Berkshire County. and the state of Massachusetts.

Sincerel\;,

Mark McKenna
VT?  Commercial Loan Officer

CC The Chamber of Commerce of the Berkshixs,  Governor Cellucci, Lieutenant
Governor Swift, Senators Kennedy, Kerry and Nuciforo, Congressman Olver,
Representatives Bosley,  Kelly, Larkin  and Hodgkins

i 1 6  N o r t h  Srrecr,  Pirrsfield,  Massachucm  01201-5149  413-443-4421  fax:  4 1 3 - 4 4 2 - 0 0 9 8  r o l l  free  in  MA:  800-292-6634

-
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All Signatories to the Housatonic River/GE Site Consent Decree

DATE: March 3.2000

TO: FOR THE UNITED  STATES OF AMERICA
Lois I. S&i&r,  Assistant Attorney General
Cynthia S. Huber,  Senior Attorney
Catherine Adams Fiske
Donald Stem, United States Attorney
Karen Goodwin, Assistant United States Attorney
Mindy Luber,  Regional Administrator, Region 1
Timothy M. Conway/John W. Kilbom, Senior Enforcement Counsels
Steven A. Herman. Assistant Administrator *

FOR THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Honorable Thomas F. Reilly, Attorney General
Dean Richiin, First Assistant Attorney General
James R. Milkey, Assistant Attorney General
Matthew Brock,  Assistant Attorney General
Nancy E. Harper, Assistant Attorney General
Lauren A. Liss, Commissioner
Robert Durand, Secretary

FOR THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT
Honorable Richard Blumenthal, Attorney General
John M. Looney, Assistant Attorney General
Richard F. Webb. Assistant Attorney General
Arthur J. Rocque, Jr., Commissioner of Environmental Prorection

FOR GENERAL ELECTRJC COMPANY
Stephen D. Ramsey, V&e  President
Michael Carroll. Manager of Pittsfield Remediation Programs

FOR THE CITY OF PITTSFIELD
Honorable Gerald S. Doyle, Jr., Mayor $iY r

Thomas E. Hickey,  Jr., Interim Director, PEDA
Jeffrey  M. Bernstein, Esquire

Chamber of Commerce of the Berkshires



FyAIijlFER OF COMMERCE
BERKSHIRES

DATE: March 3,200O

TO: AI1 Signatories to the Housatonic River/GE Site Consent Decree
(Please see distribution cover  sheet.)

FROM: The Chamber of Commerce of the Be&shires

SUBJECT: Recommendation to Suooart  the Consent Decree

We are disturbedby  the actions ofa  fix people -ho  are taking steps to undermine  your
conscientious and thoughtful efforts to achieve an historic settlement to remediate
environmental issues associated with the Housatonic River and the former General Electric
site in Pittsfield. On this procedural issue, please take the position that tie petitioners have no
staading in this case and oppose their petitions for intervention.

The Chamber of Commerce of the Berkshires,  with more than 1,200 member companies,
urges you to support the Consent Decree -as it stands - and keep the positive momentum
going. In fact, OUT Board of Directors unanimously voted this week to approve the folkowing
motion:

The Chamber of Commerce of the Be&shires continues to support the negotiated
PCB settlement and Consent Decree. We oppose any intervention that would allo\\
re-negotiation of the Consent Decree

Attached is an advertisement that we ran in The Berkrhim Eagk  on March 2.2000 in support
of the Department of Justice’s approval of the pending Consent Decree We hope that it
ckdy  states  our desire for you to oppose any intervention. If you have any questions on this.
don’t hesitate to call  us.

In~closing,  we encourage you to stand by vour  landmark agreement. which protects the best
intereas  of the thousands of employees w&n  OUT Chamber. Thrre  is too muchar stake  to ler
this Consent Decree unravel.

(Greyl&k Federal Credit Union)
4 13123614 109

David B. Colby
President & CEO
413/499-4000

L
cc:

r
Senator Kennedy. Senator Kerry, Congressman Oiver.  Governor Cellucci.

Awmns: Lieutenant Governor Swift,  Senator Nuciforo,  Representatives Bosley.

Cm”arB,nr”,,a  cauny Kelly, Larkin,  and Hoclgkins
Ds”mPmo”r  cDm,mo”
,c8cDc,  d ouaimq
Ea”canD”ai  sin.,.oc
irur!  1°C.  @“ES,,



Chamber of Commerce of the Be&hires  supports
EPA’S participative approach to clean up environmental problems

Far better  than a Superfond  designation, the pending consent decree offers the promise of a timely clean  up of the
Hottsatottic River and brownfields  in Pittstield.

The Envim~lental hotcction  Agency (EPA) engaged couoUess  resources,  using state-of-the-art scientific knowledge and
remediation  technology to protect the best interests of the residents of and visitors to our region. And. our communiv  was
well  rcprcsexttcd  in the process.  During  two lengthy  public comment periods, citizens had the oppononi~ to comment on
the content of the negotiated agreement. In addition two doten  people  - about a fomtb  of them Chamber members - arc
participating on the Citizens Coordinating Council for regularly scheduled briefings by EPA and  dialogue with EPA about
the core elements of the settlement.

Members of the Chamber are concerned that relatively small groups,  who are not representative of the large populace  that
EPA is trying to protect, are taking steps to unravel  the progress to date. Through  the leadership of EPA. elected officials.
local bosinesses,  and area residents.  we have seen amazing progress - clean up of schwl  grounds. homes.  and properties to
name a few. We don’t want to lose  that mome.ntmn. We don’t want to risk losing the year 2000 construction season (short
as it is in our  climate). We don’t want to lose tbe jobs that were created for the River and GE-site clean up either. We
believe that EPA needs to continue to demonstrate its vision for a healthier Berkshire County and stay the course that
technical experts  so carcfblly  formulated for us.

To that end, the Chamber sent a letter to EPA (and others) during the comment period  that ended  last week. Excerpts of
that letter follow.

The 1,200 member Chamber of Commerce of the Berkshircs  supports the settlement nlative to the General Electric.
Pittsfield/Housatooic  River Site as embodied in the consent decree  between  the United States and  General Electric
Company, and other govwmnent  entities.

It is our opinion that the consent decree adequately addresses the environmental concerns of our region. It ensures that
work on the cleanup of the river, tbe GE plant site, and numerous other propetties  will proceed  on the expedited  schedule
outlined by the EPA more than a year ago. We arc pleased many of the cleanup projects are already underway.

The sighing  of the consent decree  brings closer to reality  a brownfields  agreement between the City of Pittsfield and GE
aimed at helping the city rehabilitate the 25Oscrc  former GE site. The rejuvenation of this industrial site is critical  for tbc
future  economic growth  of our region. Most signiticantly,  the co&w-it  decree protects the health  of all residents of
Berkshire  County. This action also paves the way for business development and encoomges  companies and individuals  to
relocate to the B&shires.

The Chamber extends its appreciation to all members of the government teams who  diligently worked  to finalize the
consent  decree and related  documents The focused and prolonged efforts throughout the negotiations are already paying
dividends Tbey have helped cmate  a new wave of excitement in Berkshire County contributing to the momeotm,,  for other
tourism and economic development opportunities.

It iS in the best iotemsts  of the Berkshire  region lbat  we give the consent decree. as presented. our  vote of confidence. This
ewditious  and comprehensive  solution will bring tbe~closure  necessary to continuing tbe rebirth  of a key industrial  site as
we  reclaim our environment and create a new future  for Pittsfield and Berkshire Couory.

Fl$Ayl33R  O F  C O M M E R C Ee



CITY OF NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTX

Office  of the Mayor
John Barrett III

MA-r/g

Febnwv 29.2000

Lois J.  Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

Dear Ms. Schiffer:

I am writing to express my full support of the Consent Decree, believing strongly that it well
serves the public interest, in both the City of Pittsfield and all of Berkshire County.

As Pittsfield moves forward to rehabilitate the 250-acre  former GE site, and to revitalize its
economy, the results effect not only the city but also the surrounding region. We all share in the
environmental and economic concerns of Pittsfield and will benefit as a region from the
negotiated settlement. The Consent Decree protects the health of all residents in Berkshire

Cwnty, ES  well 8s  paviflg  the wy for 0coQo.m ic development and a higher quality of life.

As the Mayor of a neighboring city, I fully support the Consent Decree and the efforts of Mayor
Doyle in negotiating a settlement.

Sine rely,
/Mm

10 Main Street. North  Adams, Massachusetts 01247
(413) 662-3000



Link toLife,

Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Dear Ms. Schiffer:

Subject: Case File Number, DJ#90-1  l-3-14792

March 112000

As president of a company that recently relocated to the Be&shires,  and as a resident of “South
County” I heartily support the settlement relative to the General Electric-PittsfieldRIousatonic  River
Site as embodied in the consent decree between the United States and General Electric Company, and
other government entities.

I feel strongly that the consent decree adequately addresses the environmental concerns of obr  region.
It is heartening that many of the cleanup projects are already underway.

The signing of the consent decree brings the rehabilitation of the 250 acre former GE site much closer
to reality. The rejuvenation of this ind+rial site is critical for the future economic growth of our
region. This renaissance of a once proud site paves the way for business development and encourages
companies and individuals to relocate to the Berkshires.

I and most other Berkshire residents are grateful to all members of the government teams who
diligentiy  worked to finalize the consent decree. It is already paying dividends. It has already
contributed momentum for needed community facilities,~  such as a runway extension project at the
Pittsfield M!micipal  ,A.iq.wrf,  which wi!l  allow II to h?ve commercial air carrirr  servi&

It is imperative to the best interests of the Berkshire region that the consent decree, as presented
becomes a “fait accompli”. I urge you to do everything within your power to bring this about.

Sincerely,

t cc: Mayor Gerald S. Doyle, Jr.
President.?;,-.!,  - -177 j

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
r 1

297 North Street, Pittsfield, MA 01201 l phone: 413-442-6363 I
email:  ltl@Imrgroup.com  l fax:

GTL, Incorporated



Berkshire Life Insurance Company

James W. Zilinski
President and Chief Executive Officer

February 23,200O

Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

Dear Ms. Schiffer:

Subject: Case File Numbers: DJ#QO-11-3-1479, 90-l l-3-14792

A great deal of work has been done to create a quality settlement relative to the
GE-PittsfieldlHousatonic  River site. With this in hand, the Berkshires is better
positioned to solve its environmental problems while improving the economy that
has languished for too long.

I endorse the consent decree, and urge you to move forward on this agreement
ASAP. Your work here has meant a great deal to the region. Thank you.

JZ:cw

cc: Bryan Olsen, EPA
I



GENE&AL  DYNAMICS
Defense Systems

Daniel P. Schmutte

April 6,ZOOO

Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
U.S. Department of Justice
Environment and Natural Resources Division
P.O. Box 7611
Washington, DC.  20530

Case File Numbers, DJ#90-113-1479,90-11-3-1479

Anomey General Schiffer,

After reading an article in yesterday’s &&shire  Eagle about another delay preventing
approval of the Consent Decree, I am writing to restate my support of the decree. I am
disturbed by the actions of three small groups of people who are taking steps .tb
undermine your efforts that achieved a historic settlement to remediate environmental
issues associated with the Housatonic River and the former General Electic site in
Pittsfield. On this procedural issue, please take the position that the petitioners have
no standing in this case and oppose their petitions for intervention.

My company employs 1,050 people in Pittsfield, and we are in a hiring mode - adding people
with salaries ranging from $35,000 to $70,000 a year. They are well-educated people coming
to work in ultra-high-tech software and systems engineering positions. As you may imagine,
it is far easier to recruit such talented (and highly sought after) individuals to a place with a
promising fatme.  Without the Consent Decree, and resultant clean up and economic
development, we can’t offer much promise in Pittsfield.

I believe that the Consent Decree adequately addresses health and enviroomental~~issues
associated with PCBs, which EPA considers to be a “probable cause” of health problems. The
decree also ensures use of the latest scientific standards and technologies during the remediation
and containment processes. And, the decree facilitates the rejuvenation of the Brownfields  in the
heart of Pittsfield -key to economic development of Berkshire County.

Please stand firm and oppose the petitions for intervention.

Sincerely, I’

100 Plastics Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 01201
Tel 413 494 6500
Fax 413 494 4442
daniel.p.schmutte@gdds.com



The Berkshire Eagle, Wednesday, April 5, 2000

Deadline delayed
for responses to
decree motions

By Greg Sukiennik
B*hilc  Eagle sL?ff

PI’ITSFIELJI  - The extension
to the extension has been extend-
ed - aeai”~

-v--.

The period in which the En-
vironmental Protection Agency
and others can respond to three
notions to imervene  in the co”.
sent decree. the proposed settle-
ment for cleanup of the Hou-
satanic  River and the General
Electric Co. plant, has been ex-
tended.

The response pericd,  originally
slated to end March 17 and re.
scheduled to end  yesterday, has
been pushed back again in U.S.
District Court in Springfield.

‘&esday  is “cw  the date by
which EPA, the city of Pittsfield
and other state and federal age”-
ties may fde  opposition to three
motions to intervene in the con-
sent decree.

The Housatonic River Initi-
ative. a group of Newell Street
~ommercid propsty ounen  and
a group of residents whose prop.
erties  lie in the flood plain of the
Housatonic. have all tiled motions

to intervene in the decree, cl&n-
ing  it did not in&de  enough pub.
lit  input and that the cleanup it
proposes  is inadequate.

The date was pushed forward
one more week so that all three
motions could be responded to at
one  time by parties to the consent
decree. The 1Cday  opposition
period  for the most recent motion.
that filed by the l&d &in  “row

But Bryan Olson EPA’s project
manager for the Pittsfield GE-

.iHousatonic cleanup, said this
extension is likely to be the last
one. He also said that EPA will

‘likely make a decision on what
stance it will take on  the motions
by the end of this week.

Those motions, two  of which
were made just as the  public com-
ment period for the consent
decree was ending,  seek.to  admit
the plai”tiffs as interveners  in the
formal  complaint brought by U.S.,
Connecticut and  Massachusetts
agencies.

Key issues the interveners  want
DECREE, continued on B4



Decree fromB1

addressed include the removal of
PCB contamination many believe
was  used as  tw  in the former
oxbows  of the East  Branch of the
Housatonic  River,  elimination of
the Hill 78 landtIll,  and assur-
antes  that residential property
owners will not be left on the
hook, and GE off the hook, after
the cleanup is completed.

Attorney  Cristobal.Bonifaz  o f
Amherst is representing the flood
plain group and the commercial
street property owners, and ad-
vised HlU on its motion.

Olson said that EPA is still talk-
ing with  those who filed  motions
to intervene, as well as those who
tiled public comments on the con-
sent decree, in an effort to clai@
both the decree  and resident con-
cerns about what it will and won’t
d o .

“I think we have been able to
address some of the issues with
interveners  and [those who fded
commentsl.”  Olson said. “But
w&e still ;;orking on that to see
how far we can get.”

The EPA  is compiling and re
viewing those public comments.
and now expects that it will make
a decision on whether to continue
pursuing the agreement or not by

M a y .
Meanwhile. lawyers for the city

of Pittsfield have completed a
draft of the city’s  comments on
the motions to intervene, said
Mayor Gerald S. Doyle Jr.

“Every day that goes by jwp-
ardizer  the emnomic  situation
and the economic opportunity we
have with  [the  GE1 site,” Doyle
said.

And although officials of EV
Worldwide, which plans to build
electic  vehicles at  the old tras-
former plant and create up to
1,000 jobs over a five-year  period.
have said it remains committed to
locating in Pittsfield, Doyle is
concerned that the business must
keep its options  open in case the
GE site is unavailable.

In a related development. ac-
cording to Olson, GE is preparing
to resume  cleanup operations in
the East Branch of the Housa-
tonic. The cleanup had halted for
twm  weeks. Olson said, as the
conlpany  completed investigation
and removal of oil found in the
bed of tbe river.

The contractor, Maxymillian
Technologies, drove new sheet
piling iii the river, at greater
depth. and has already siphoned
or removed 900 gallons of oil.

lb date. that oil has not tested
positive for PCBs,  Olson said.



CONNECTICUT MUST NOT SIGN ANY AGREEMENT THAT FAILS TO CLEAN UP
GENERAL ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMINATION IN THE

HOUSATONIC @VER

”  Concentration  ofpolychiorinated  bipknyls (PCBs)  in streambed  sediments adah  in tk  Hourntonic  River  were
among  some of :k highest detected in tk  Nationoi  Water Quality Asswmenr Program (.%‘A WQA). Concentratiorn
oftrace  ekmentr  and organic conkaminonts  in streamkdsexibnmt  andjsh  were higkst  in tk  soutkm  pan of the
Study Unit (Massachuseltr  and Connecticu$  cU.S.  Geological Survey C&u& 1155. Last  modified 23 August  1998.

“Top Twenty @zuro’ou Substances” 1999 notice of tbe fkdeml  Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Regisby
(ASTTIR),  has  PC% listi  as the  #6 hazardous substance in the counay.  See “Public Health Implications of
Exposure to Polychlorinated  BiphenyLv”  (1999). Both avaikbk  at hqxJiwnv.atsdr.cdc.gov

The consent Decree:

1)

2)

3)
4)

5)

-5)

7)

The consent  decree Urnits  the  tights  of C.mnecticut  pmpeny  owners audresidmtc  by absohhg  General
Ekctric  of criminal and partial  civil liability. This is done witbout  a formal public beming  in Conneoticut.
A Natural  Resource Damage Study (NRD)  has  not been petformed  on tbe Cormccticnt  potion  of the
Honsatonic  River as required in Depanment  of Interiti regulations.  No analysis inch&s  the recent
waterfowl contamimtion  study. No appropriate  contingent vsluatiott  study or use  loss  stody  has ban
performed for Conwctkut.  A tubing and swimming  use-loss smlysis is excbdcd.  Recent data would
substantially add to tbe highly speculative and conservative estimates suggested,
No flood plain or thorougb  PCB  study has  been performed in Connecticut.
The basehe  dates in the  reports  arc  arbitrary. Data available for Connecticut would push  these  back
substantially in time.
Appendices G and J reflect the extent  Connxticut is an  afterthought.  No provision i+ made for’Comwcticut
to receive notice (no CT moiect  cwrdinator~  of a Gmcctive  Measures  Studv  ICMSL  althoueb  these  are. _ I ~~~ ,,  ~~-
required for tbe “rest of tbe river.” Tbe “Peer Review Process” is to take place in Pittsfield only,  with  no
consideration given to Connecticut participation.
There is no plan  to &an  up tbe “rest of tbe rivd’(mad  Connecticut), but instead there is an  agreement for a
“process.” Pages 88 thmugBll4  (KU) create a process that  will ensure  litigaior, over tbe consent decree
itself, for years  to come, mtber  man  *  focus on the  ckan up  of PCBS.
In the background analysis, the intent of the consent decree  is stated to be avoidance of prolonged and
complicated Iitigation.  No cost benefit analysis has  been done to determine which is more expensive and
complex; a government remediatioo  and restoration of the Housatonic  and  billing of General Electric, or
impkmemin&e  consent decree.

Why is Connecticut part of this package deal? why is Connecticut a deal breaker  if it backs out? Pittsfield is held
hostage tbe city won’t be remediated  u&ss  Connecticut signs tbis outrageous document.

If 1) you do not want  Connecticut to be a pany  to this consent decree, or 2) request a public bcaring~and  six month
extension for written  cormnents,  please sign  below and pmvide  your name, address and contact numbers.
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SCHAGHTICOKE TRIBAL NATION

SCHAGHTICOKE TRIBAL NATION
CONNECTICUT

Richard L. Velky
Chief

@!V‘
t’ Office Tel. (203) 459.2531

601 Main Street Fax (203) 459.2535
Monroe. CT 06466 &na,t  cn,e~el*y~~hagh,,=3*e  mm

January 4,200O

Mr. Edward  Parker
Chief for Bureau of Natural Resources
Department of Environmental Protection
79 Blm street
Hartford, CT 06106

RE: United States of America, State  of Connecticut, Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, Plaintiffs Vs. General  Electric Company, Defendant
CONSENT DECREE

Dear Mr. Parker:

On behalf of the Schaghticoke Tribal Nation, which is an American Indian Tribe,.
whose current State of Connecticut Reservation is located in Kent, Connecticut with Tribal
offices located in Monroe, Connecticut, this letter contains the Tribe’s preliminary comments
concerning the Draft Consent Decree.

Since time immemorial, the Tribe has used and occupied lands within and without.the
State of Connecticut. The Tribe is recognized by the State of Connecticut pursuant to
Connecticut General Statutes 547-59(a)  and has an active petition for federal recognition
pending before the United States Department of Interior Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The land defined in the Dtaft  ConsentDecree  as “Rest of River” includes land which
abuts and/or is part of the existing Tribal Reservation in Connecticut. Further, the Tribe has
claims currently in litigation against CoMecticut  Light and Power (“CL&P”), with respect to
one of the Tribe’s ancient burial grounds located on land adjacent to the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission regulated, CL&P Housatonic River Project. Due to its proximity to

I the CL&P  Bulls Bridge Dam, the burial ground and its adjacent land is flooded throughout
much of the year and therefore may be included in the definition of lands to potentially be
remediated under the definition “Rest of the River”.



ESased  on the hereinabove, the Tribe  has signiticant  and important economic, uthural
and environmental interests in the proposed  Consent Decree, and further has an interest in the
mamrer  in which expemlitum.s  are made with respect to the natural resource damage funds,
which are contemplated to be paid by the “Settling Defendant” General Electric under the
proposed Consent Decree.

Since the ultimate impact upon Tribal land could be significant, the Tribe initially is
concerned regarding the limited  amount of time for public comment with respect to the
voluminous and complex CONSENT DECREE  and would at the outset request additional time
to comment upon the Draft Consent Decree prior to its final  approval by the court.

In this matter, the Schaghticoke Tribal Nation is being presented by Attorneys, Thomas
Van Lenten and Ted D. Backer of PINNBY,  PAYNE VAN LBNTBN,  BUPBBLL,  WOLFE
AND DILLh4AN,  P.C.

RBSPECTPIJLI.Y  suBMIl-rED,

THE SCHAGHTKOKE  TRIBAL NATION

By:



Januaq  4.2000

Bryan Olson
U.S. EPA
1 Con- St (HBT)
BostcqMAM114

GT-  3

Mr.  Olsm,

Ch behalf  of the liowtuonic  Envimnmm~ Action Leqtue (HEAL). I E3lBphntically
request a sbt month extension for the commmt  period on the Houatonic  River wnwnt decree,
and use the EPA to hold at least two more public hearin@  in Connaticut. The xcaann  for this
rqJ&e  8s follows:

1, WC  f!nd it highly suspect that the comtnent period, along with public heariqs, was conducted
duriq  the holiday season In addition, holding the only public hearing in Connecticut just thtee
~bcforrthemdof~commentpriodhanllygivuthccltizenrofthir1MetimcmnadUle
~~motthymaycommenton~tinmtntelligmt~.E%llWCMBil
orgmization-me  that has followed this issue in great detail-have found precious little time to
ryatmatically  examine the agreement. Layms 410 arc  helping us would especidly  like more
rime to exadne those sections of tbe d- that pemin  to iixure  IiabiUty.

FwUtem~ore,  we  have RI& that citizens, as well 85  elected offkials,  in the mntnmnides  along the
Houwonic  have been wo&lly ignorant about tbe fkt that an agmmcat  was  evm  reached. lo
short, tnom time is needed to inform the public about the ratnificatio~  this consmt  decree  will
have on the  Connecticut section of the Housatonic.

2 . We believe that b&a  my consent decree is signed, indepmdmt baseline testing of the
Connecticut portion of the Howatonic  should be performed. Omernl Ekactric  hw done the
majority of tenting to date.  and frankly, we do not trust my of their results. Siinply  put, we redly
do not know wimt WC  am  dceling with in regards to PCB pollution in the Connecticut section of
th8  rhr.  Therefore,  we mquest  an  extension  so systematic testing can be done before the decree
la approved.

Thomas J. Sevigny
H E A L

cc: Ashbutt Attorney General
U.S. Dept. of Justice



9 VASSAR STREET l POUGHKEEPSIE.  NY 12601 - (914) 473.4441~  - FAX (~14) 473-2646

sbtcmat k
The U&cd St8ta  .Entirommemtd  Pn 4afion Agency

mdtbc
cone D8pwtmc8t  of cnvcronmcntd  Procction
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CONNECTICUT MUST NOT SIGN ANY AGREEMENT THAT FAILS TO CLEAN Up
GENR4L ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMINATION IN THE

HOUSATONC RIVER

” Concenhutiom  ofpolychlorinated  b@henyls  (PC&) in streambed  sediments andfih  in the Houratonic  River were
among some  of the highest detected in the National Wa!er  Quaky Assessment Program (NA  WQA). Concentrattonr
of trace elements and organic contaminants in streambed sediment and&h were highest in the  southern part  of the
Shuiy  Unit  (Massochhuseltr  and Connecticu+  w U.S. Geological Survey Circular 1155. Last  modified  23 August 1998.

“Top Twenty Ha.zardow  Substancer”  1999 notice of the federal Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
(ASTDR), has PCBs Listed  as  the #6 hazardous  substance in the cow&y.  See  “Public Heaftb  Implications of
Erjmsure  to Po2ychkvinated  B@henyk”  (1999). Both  available at hrrpJhvww.atsdrxdc.gov

The consent Decree:

1)

2)

3)

4)
5)

6)

7)

8)

The  amsetlt decree  limits the rights  of Connecticut property  owners andresidents  by absolvin8  General
Eleceic  of criminal and  partial civil liability. Tbis is done  without  a public hearing  cut  the  matter.
A Natural Resource Damage Study (NFtD)  has not been performed on  the Comtecticut  potion of the
Housatmic River as required in Department of Interior regulations. The  NRD study perfmmed in 1996 by
Indwbitd Economics of Cambridge, MA, is for Piifield  and hksachusetts  only.
No analysis includes the.  recent waterfowl contamination study. No appropriate  contingent valuation study
or use loss  study  has been  performed for Connecticut. A tubing and swimming use-loss analysis is
excluded. Recent  data substantially adds to the highly speculative and conservative estimates suggested.
No fltwd plain or  tbomugh  PCB study has been performed in Gxmecticut.
The baseline dates in the reports are  arbitwy. Data available for Connecticut would push these back
substantially in time.
Appendices G and  J reflect  the extettt  Connecticut is an  afterthought, No provision is made for Connecticut
to receive notice of a Corrective Measures Study (CMS), although  these  an  required  for the “rest  of the
river.” The “Peer Review Process” is to take place in Pittsfield only, with no  consideration given to
Comecticttt  participation (no CT project coordinator).
Then2  is no  plan to clean up the  “rest of the tiver”(read  Comtecticttt),  but instead there is an  agreement for a
“process.’ Pages 88 thrcntgbll4  create  a process that will ensure  litigation over  the consent decree itself, for
years to come., rather  than a focus on  the clean up of PCBs.
In the preamble, the intent of the consent decree is to reduce costs by avoiding litigation. No cost benefit
analysis has  been done to determine which  is more expensive; a government remediation  and restoration of
the Housatonic  and billing of General Electric, or implementing the consent  decree.

Why is Connecticut part of this package deal? Why is Connecticut a deal  breaker if it backs  out? Pittsfield is held
hostage the  city won’t be remediated  unless Connecticut signs this outmgwus  document.

If 1) you do not want  Connecticut to be a party  to this  consent decree, or  2) request a public heating  and six month
extension for tine0  cotnrnents,  please sign below and provide your ~tne,  address and contact numbers. ,

Date r&44  t #,  -2-cPeo

1) Connecticut not party to decree OR, 2) Six month extension/public hearing ‘//

bfd f0:  Audrey Cole, 270 West Cornwail  Road, West Co,,,wail,  CT 06796 or  Fart (860)  672-6557
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. Northwestern Connecticut Council of Governments

\17 SACKETT HILL ROAD\ WARREN \ CT 06754

Telephone (860)  868-7341
\

Fax (860)  868-1195

January 7, 2000

Bryan Olson
U.S. EPA
One Congress Street (HBT)
Boston, MA 02114

CT=-5

Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

Re: Proposed GE Settlement Agreement for Housatonic River

Dear Sirs:

The Northwestern Ct. Council of Governments (NWCCOG) consists
of the 1"  Selectmen of nine towns - Canaan, Cornwall, Kent,
North Canaan, Roxbury, Salisbury, Sharon, Warren and
Washington. All of the towns are within the Housatonic River
watershed and six of the towns have frontage along the River.

To date, the NWCCOG has not received any information from the
Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection regardrng
PCB test results in the Housatonic River. The NWCCOG has
serious concerns about the PCB levels in the Housatonic River
- especially behind the Falls Village dam and the Bulls Bridge
dam. Until these concerns are addressed, the NWCCOG cannot~
support the proposed consent decree with the General Electric
company. The NWCCOG fully supports the proposed clean up in
Massachusetts and urges that it proceed without delay.

The NWCCOG requests that the public comment period be extended
until at least February 29, 2000. The NWCCOG believes that
the Connecticut public has-not been given sufficient time to
review  and evaluate the consent decree.

The NWCCOG also requests that the proposed consent decree
agreement be changed to include the following



. .

1 * .
2

First, the consent decree should require that all compensatory
restoration funds be used only for projects along the
Housatonic River. No funds should be used for projects on
other rivers.

Second, the consent decree should state that no compensatory
restoration funds are to be used to reimburse the Connecticut
Department of Environmental Protection for its costs ins
administering the fund.

Third, the consent decree should require that all,compensatory~
restoration funds be used to supplement - not replace - funds-
that the State of Connecticut is currently spending on open
space, fisheries, and other natural resource programs in the
Housatonic Valley.

Fourth, the NWCCOG and the Housatonic River Commission should
be represented on the committee that the Connecticut
Department of Environmental Protection is proposing to
establish to advise it on spending the compensatory
restoration funds.

Fifth and last, for more than twenty years, the residents.'of
Northwestern Connecticut have had their use of the Housatonic
River restricted because General Electric dumped PCBs  in the
River. They have lived with the constant worry about the
threat PCBs  have posed for their health and their children's
health. In view of this, the NWCCOG believes the compensatory
restoration fund is woefully inadequate.

While the NWCCOG appreciates the efforts government agencies
have made to insure the clean up of the Housatonic River, the
NWCCOG remzns  concerned that the proposed consent decree does
not go far enough to insure that the complete restoration of
the Housatonic River.

Sincerely,

&& R, 3’cLJ
GaDolores Schiesel, Chairman, NWCCOG

lst  Selectman, Kent

cc: file, Gov. Rowland, Ct. DEP, Sen. A. Eads, Rep. A.
Roraback, Rep. J. Garvey,  Rep. P. Prelli, Housatonic River
Commission
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CONNECTICUT MUST NOT SIGN ANY AGREEMENT THAT FAILS TO CLEAN UP
GENR4L  ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMINATION IN THE

HOUSATONC RIVER

”  Concenlratiom  ofpolychlorinoted  biphmyr (PC&) in  sbeambedsediments  andJ.sh  in  the Houwionik  River were
among some of the high& detected in the NnliomI  Water  Quality Assessment Rogmm (NA  WQA).  Concentmiiom
of trace  eimentr and organic cnntaminants  in sreambedsediment  andJ%h  were hi&e  in the  so&em  port of the
Shdy Unit (Mawzchuvetts  and Connecticut). “U.S. Geological  Survey  Circular  1155.  Las modified 23 August 1998.

“Top Twenty Hmrdous  Subxmces”  1999 notice of the federal A&wy  for Toxic Substmces  and Disease Registry
(ASTDR), has PCBs listed  as  the #6  hazardous  substance in the couUry.  See “Public Heal:h  Implications of
Exposure to P&chlorinated  Bipbenyls”  (1999). Bc.6  availat.le  at  btQ:/&v.w.atsdr.cdc.gov

The cotlsmt  Lkcree:

1)

2)

3)

4)
5)

6)

7)

8)

The consem  decree  limits the  rights  of Comecticol  properly owners  and residents by absolving General
Electric of criminal  and pmial  civil IiabiIity.  This is done without a public hearing on the malter.
A Natal  Resource Damage Study  (NRD)  has  not ban  performed on the colmccticot  portion  of the
Hoosatonic  River as rqoircd  in Department of Interior  regulations. The NRD study  performed in 19% by
Industrial  !Zcommics  of Cambridge, MA, is for Pittsfield and  Massachosms  only.
No analysis includes the  recent  wamfowl  contamination smdy.  No appqniate  cor&tgent  valuation  study
or use  loss study has  been performed fqr  Commticut  A tubing  and  swimming use-loss analysis is
excluded Recent data substantially adds to tbe highly speculative  and c txsmvative  estimates suggstu.i.
NoflwodplainmdmooghPCB  studyhasbeenpafbmedinCommticut.
The  hasdine  dates in the reports  arc  arbitrary.  Data available for Connecticut would push  these  b&k

Appendices G and  J reflect the  extem  Gmnecticut  is an  &erthought  No provision is made for Comaicut
to receive notice of a Corrective Measures  Shulv  ICMSI althowb tbcsc  me muired  for the ‘Vest  of the

.  .  I,  -

river.” ‘Ike  “Pm Review Process” is to take place in Pittsfield only, with  no cokeration  given to
Connecticut participation (no CT project coordinator).
Tbm  is no plm to clean  up the ‘rest ofthe rivef(md  Ccmecticot),  but instead there is no  qreemmt  for a
“process.” Pages 88 through1  14 create 8  process tba  will emm litigation over the consent decree  itself, for
years to come,  rather  than  a focus  on  the  cleao  up  of PCBs.
In the preamble, the intent of the consent  decree is to reduce costs by avoiding Litigation. No cost  benefit
analysis has beeo  done to determine  which is more expensive; a go- remediation  aod  restoration of
the Hoosatoniiacd  billing  of General Electric, or  implementing the  consent decree.

Why is Connecticut part of tbis package deal? Why is Connecticut a deal breaker if it backs out? Pittsfield is held
hostage the city won’t be remediated  mless  Connecticut signs  this outrageous dommmt.

If 1) you do not want  Comc&ot  to be a party to this conseot  decree, or 2) request a public hearing  @ six month
extension for witten comments. please sign below and  provide yoxu  name,  address and contact numbers.



CONNECTICUT MUST NOT SIGN ANY AGREEMENT THAT FAltS  TO  CLEAN UP GENERAL
ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMINATION IN THE HOUSATONIC  RIVER.

The Consent Decree:

The Consent Decree limits the rights  of Connecticut property owners  and residents by absolving
General Electrtc  of climinol  and partial  civil liability. This is done without o formal  public hewing  in
Connecticut.
A Natural Resource Damage Study (NRDJ  has not been pertormed  on the Connecticut portion of
the Housafonic River os  required in Department of Infefforregulotions.  No analysis  includes the
recent waterfowl contamination study. No appropriate contingent valuation study w use loss study
has been pertormed  for Connecticut. A tubing and swimming use-loss analysis b excluded. Recent
data would substantially odd to the highly speculative and  conservative estimates suggested.
No flood plain or thorough PCB study has been performed  in Connecticut.
The baseline dates in the reports ore orbitraw.  Data  available for Connecticut would push these
bock substantially in time.
Appendices G and J reflect the extent Connecticut is on afterthought. No provision is made.for
Connecticut to receive notice (no CT project coordinator) of o Conecfive  Measures Study (CMS),
although these ore required fw the “rest of the rtver.“The  ‘“Peer Review Process”ir  to take place in
Pittsfield only, with no consideration given to Connecticut pariicipotion.
There is no plan to clwn  up the’rezt  of the rivet”(reod  Connecticut), but instead there is on
agreement for o “proCess.‘*  Pages 88  through1 14 (X22)  create  o process that will ensure litigation

lover  the Consent Decree itself. for yea to come. rather than o focus on the clean  up of Pas.
In the background analysis, the intent of the Consent Decree is stated  to be avoidance of
prolonged and complicated litigotion. No cost  benefit analysis has been done to determine which
is more expensive and complex; o government  remediafion  and restoration of the Housotonic ond
billing of Gener&Electric,  or implementing the Consent Decree.

Why is Connecticut part  of this package de&  Why is Connecticut o deal  breaker if it backs out?
Pittsfield is held hostage .__  the city won’t be remediated unless Connecticut signs this  outrageous
document.
If 1)  you do not want Connecticut to be o paly to this Consent Decree. M ‘2)  request o public
hearing and six  month extension for Mitten comments. please sign below  and provide your name,
address and contact numben.

Mall to:  Audrey  Cole,  270  Wesi  Cornwall  Road. West  Comwatl.  Cl 06796 M Fax (860)  672-6557



CONNECTICUT MUST NOT SIGN ANY AGREEMENT THAT FAILS TO CLEAX  UP
GENRAL  ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMINATION IN THE

HOUSATONC RIVER

”  Concenmuionr  ofpoiychkwi~ted  biphenyls  (PCBs)  in streambcd  sediments ondfih  in he  Hotuaionic  River were
ontong  some of :hr hi&&  detected in tk  Nationoi  Water Quo&y  Aseessmenr  Program (NA  WQA). Concenrrations
of race  eiemenlr  and organic  contaminants in streambedsedbnent  andfih  were highest in the southern port of the
shady  unir  (Marsachurenr  and  C~m.dicut).“u.s.  Geological  Survey  Circular  115s.  Lm moditied 23 ham 1998.

“Top Twenty Hozordous  SubstonceY  1999 notice of the federal Agency for  Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
(ASTDR), has PCBs  listed as the #6 hazardous  substance io the  country.  See “Public He&h Implications of
Exposure to PolychrOrinated  BiphenyLr”  (1999). Both  avtik  at hqzllsww.atsdr.cdc.gov

1)

2)

3)

4 )
5)

6)

7)

8)

The cooscnt  decree Iimits the rights of Coooecticot  property owners  attdresidmts  by absolving Gene&
Electric of ctimhl  and partial  civil liability. Tbis is done without  x p&lie bearing  on the matter.
A Nahml  Rcsouce  Damage  Study (NRD)  has not been  perfortmd  on the Connecticut portion of the
Housatotdc  River as ~qttired  in Lkpdnmt  of Interior repulmioms.  The NP.D  study  perfomed  in 1996  by
Industrial Economics  of Cmbridge,  MA,  is for Pittsfield and Massachusem  only.
No mlysis  iochhs  dte  recent watetfowl  contatoinatioo shtdy.  No Bppropriate contiogcnt  valuation study
or use  loss study has beeo  petformed  for Coooccticttt.  A tubiig and swimming use-loss aoalysis  is
exchtded.  Receat  data sttbstantielly adds to the highly speculative and cottsmmive  estimates suggested.
No flood phin or thorough  PCB study has beeo  performed ia Connecticut.
The baseline data in the reports  are  arbitmy.  Data available for Comwticut  would  push these back
SltbstantialIy irJ  time.
Appmdices  G ad  J reflect the cxtettt  Cottnecticut  is 811 aftmhoogbt,  No provision is made for ~otmecticut
to receive notice of a Corrective Measures Study (CMS),  altbougb  these are requited for the ‘rest of the
river.” The “Pen  Rwiew  Flvcess”  is to t&e place in Pittstield only, with no cmsidemion  given to
Conmcticut  participation (00  CT project cooniioator).
There  is no plan to clean up dte~  “rest of the  tivef’(read  Connecticut), but instead there is an agreemeat  for a
“proces.”  Pages 88 tlrooghI14  create B process  that will cosore  litigation over the  coosoot  decree itself,  for
years to come, rather  dml  I! focus  on die CleatI  up of PCBS.
In the preamble, the intent of tbe consent deuce is to reduce  costs by avoidiog  litigation. No cost ben&t
analysis  has been done to determine  which is more  expensive; a g o vcmmcllt  mmdiation  sod  restoration of
the Hoosatotdc  tid  billing of General  Electric. or implemmting  the coosent  decree.

Why is Comccticut  pan  of this package deal? Why is Comecticut  B deal breaker if it backs out? Pittsfield is held
hostage the city won’t be remcdiated  ~1cs.s  Ccmecticut  signs this oumgeous  docummt.

If 1) you do not want  Comccticut  to be a party to this conscot  decree, ot 2) request  B public  hearing  and six toot&
extension for mitta  comments, please sign below and provide your name, address and cotmct  numbas.

1) Cotmecticut  not party to decree OR, 2) Six mot&  exteosioa/pubtic  hearing 1,

Mail  to: Audrey Cole. 170  West Cornell  Road, West ConwaR.  CT 06796 or  Fax:  (860)  672-6557
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co~cncu~ MUST  NOT SIGN ANY AGRBBM‘BN~  THAT’ PAlLS TO CLEAN
Up GENJ3RAL  ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMINATLON  IN THB
HOUSATONIC  BIVER

I

* c~~trerions  of po&hlotitcd  biphenyis  (PCBs)  in manxbed
s.diments and fish in tbeHousatonic  Rivet weus amougm  some ofthe
highest detected iu the Natiod  Water &ahty  Asscssmeut  Program
(NAWQA). Concentrations of trace  clcments  and organic contaminants in
streambed  sdiment  and fish were highest iu the southern part of the
Study Unit (Massachusetts  aod Connecticut).” U.S. Geological Survey
Circular 1155. Last modiied  23 August 1998.

“Top Twenty EJCGSAOUS Substances”  .I999  notice ofthe tidersl  Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease  Registty (ASTDR).  1~  PCBs  listed as the #6
hazardous substance in the country. See “Public Health Implications of
Exposure to Polycblorinated  Biphenyls. (1999). Both available at
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov

The Consent Decree:

The Consent Decree limits the rights of Condcut property owners and
residents by absolving General  Electric of uiminal  and partial civil
liability. This is done without a formal public hearing in Connecticut.
A Natural Resource Damage Study (NBD)  has not been ptrformcd on  the
Connwticut  portion of the Housatonic River as required in Departroent  of
Interior regulations. No analysis iuchtdes  the recent wtiuerfon3
contamination  study. No appropriate contingent vahtation study or use
hs study has been performed for Connecticut. A tubing aud swiu&tg
-loss  analysis is er4uded. &cent  data would subsr.antiaUy add to
the highly speutkivr and conservative e&mates suggested.
No flood plain  or thorough PCB study has been performed in Connecticut,
The base&e dates in the reports arc  arbitrary. Data available for
Connecticut would push these back substantially in time.
Appendicw  G and I reflect the extent Conuectiuu  is an a&thought.  No
provision is made for Connecticut to receive notice ho CT project
cmdinator)  ofa Comctiw  Measures  Study (CUS),  although these are
required  for the “test of the river.”  The “Peer  Review Process”  is to
take place in Pittsticld otdy, with no consideration given to
Comtecticut  part icipat ion

There  is no plan to clean up tbe ‘rest cf the river”(read  Cormectjcut),
but instead there is an agreement f&  a “process.” Pages 8S  through1  14
VW  create a process that will ensure litigation over the Consent
Dasc  itsoK  for Years  to come. rather than a focus on the clean un of

t



In the backgnwnd analysis, the intent of the Consent Decree  is stated
to be avoidance of prolonged and compkated  litigation. No cost bet&
analysis has been  done to dete+ne which is more expensive and Compk%
a govmunent  retnediatioa sod restoration of the Housatottic and billing
of General Electric, or impleme&og the Consent Decree.

Why is Gmneaicut  part of this package deal?  Why is Comwticut  a deal
breaker ifit backs out? Pittsfield is held hostage. the city won’t be
remediated  unless Connecticut Ggns this outrageous document
Ifl)youdonotwarltCorlneaicuttobea~tothisConsent~,
or 2) request a public hearing $d  six month extension tbr written
comments;  Please sign below a4 provide your name, address and contact
numbers. I
I) Conoecticot  not party to decree
extwionlpublic  hearing

OR, 2) Si month



CONNECTICUT MUST NOT SIGN ANY AGREEMENT THAT FAILS TO CLEAN UP GENERAL
ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMlNAllON  IN THE HOUSATONIC  RIVER.

” Concenhallonr  of polychlorinaled  biphenyis (PCSs) in sheambdsedlmeldsandti*,~NouratontcRtvef
wereamongromaoffhehi#wfdefecfedinfhe  ffalfmmfWafuQwfllyAssesnnenfPmgnx’n(NAWQAl.
toncmhdiwu  ot lmea elemmh  end  orgunk  cdl  in sireambed sedimeni  and fish were  highesl  in
fha  *wlhem  pad  0‘ the study “nil (Mcxsashusetk  and  cwnac(icvl>-  U.S. c+edogtcal  slnvey  clrcultx  1155.  Lad
modffad  21  A@ 1998.

T,p ,we,,ly  Hma,dour  S,tbsta,xd  ,999 nolice  of iha laded  Agency for Toxic Substances and Dimore
Ragshy (AgDR).  ha PC& lffd  01  the I4  hmndoln  rubrtance  in the covnhy.  sat  “hhlic HeaM lmplicaliom
o, Exposure  to PolycMorinafed Siphan,+-  (VW).  Mh  evaflaMe  ai  hlfpz//ww.uMr.cdraov

The Consent Decree:

The Consent Decree limits the rights of Connecticut properly  owners and residents by absolving
General Electric of c:riminol  and partial civil liability. This is done without a formal public hearing in
Connecticut.
A Natural Resource Damage Study INRD) has not been performed on the Connecticut portion of
the Housotonic  River as required in Department of lntertor  regulations. No analysis includes the
recent waterfowl contamination study. No appropriate contingent valuation study cf use loss study
has been perfomxd  for Connecticut. A tubing and swimming use-loss  analysis  is excluded. Recent
data would substantially odd to the highly~speculotive  and conservative estimates suggested.
NO flood  plain or thorough  PCB study has been performed in Connecticut.
The baseline dotes in the reports are arbffrary.  Data  available for Connectffuf  would push these
bock substantially in time.
Appendices G and J reflect the extent Connecticut is on afterthought.  No povision  is mode’for
Connecticut to receive notice (no CT project coordinator) of o Corrective Measures Study (CMS),
although these are required for the”rest  of the river:‘The”Peer  Review Process” is to take place in
Pittsfield only, with no consideration given to Connecticut participation.
There is no plan to clean up the ‘Vest of the river”(read  Connecticut), but instead there is on
agreement for 0”process.”  Pages 88 through1  14 (#22) create o process that will ensure tffigotion

over the Consent Decree itself, for years to come, rather than a focus on the clean up of PCBs.
In the bockground analysis, the intent of the Consent Decree is stated to be avoidance of
prolonged and complicated litigation. No cost benefit analysis has been done to determine which
is more  expensive and complex: a government  remediation  and restoration  of the Housatonic  and
billing of Gener~hElecttic,  or implementing the Consent Decree.

Why is Connecticut port of this package deal?  Why is Connecticut a deal breaker r R backs out9
Pittsfield is held hostage ._. the city won’t be remediated  unless Connecticut signs this outm~eous
document.
If I) you do not wont Connecticut to be a party to this Consent Decree, or 2) request a public
hearing and six month extension for written comments. please  Sign  below and povide  your name,
address and contact  numbers.

Print  N.,mc; r?,c,.bs,a sm\+h  Ha/q
J

Signature: =4la,=+ 1% n--?--q
d

Ad&err: d-7 )J  csr\t~r,  Rd t..  cL&,q  c c ObOJ4

conlact/r&phone  Y !bo. 37-f  -?jbq D0t* I-13. 00

1) Conwcticui  not patty  to decree &3.-  OS, 2)  Six monfh  sxfemion/public  heating h

Mail to:  Audrey Cole, 270 West Cornwall  Road, West  Cornwall. CT 06796 or Pax (860) b72.6557





CONNECTICUT MUST NOT SIGN ANY AGREEMENT THAT FAILS TO CLEAN UP
GENERAL ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMINATION IN THE

HOUSATONIC RIVER

”  Concentrations ofpolychlorinated  biphenyls  (PCBs)  in streambed  sediments andfish in the Housntonic  River were
among some o/the  higheri  detectedin  the National Water  Qualily  Rrsessment  Program (NA WQA). Concemmtionr
oftrace  &menu  and organic contamimmts  in streambedsediment  and&h  were highest in the southern part  of the
Study  Unit (Massachtcrertr  and Connecticut). ”  U.S. Geological Survey Circular  I 1SS.  Last modified 2.3 Aqust  1998.

“Top Twenty Hazardous Substances” 1999 notice of the federal Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registq.
(ASTDR).  has PCBs listed as  the #6  bazar&us  substance in the counuy.  See “Public Health Implicarions  of
Exposure to Polychlorinated  BiphenyLs”  (1999). Both available at !xtp:/hww.afsdr.cdc.gov

The Conseat  Deciee:

1)

2)

3)
4)

5)

6)

7)

The cottseut  decree limits the tights of Cottneaicut  property owners  and residents by’absolving  General
Electric  of criminal and pattial  civil liability. This is done without a formal public hearing  in Connecticut.
A Natural Resource Damage Study (NRD)  has  cat  been performed OII  the Connecticut portion  of the
Housatonic  River  8s required in Department of Interior regulations. No analysis includes the recent
waterfowl contamination study. No appropriate contingent valuation study or  use loss study has  been
performed for Conttecticut.  A tubing and swimming use-loss analysis  is excluded. Recent data would
substantially add to the highly speculative and c~ttservativc  estimates suggested.
No flood plain or tborougb  PCB study has been  performed in Cotmecticut.
The baseline dates in the rqmts  are  arbitrary.  Data available for Connecticut would push  these back
substantially in time.
Appendices G and J reflect the extent  Connecticut is an  afterthought. No pmvision  is made  for 6otmecticut
to receive notice (no CT project coadiuator)  of a Corrective Measures Study (CMS).  although these  are
required  for the  “rest of the river.” The “Peer Review Process” is to take place in Pittsfield only. with oo
consideration given to Connecticut participation.
There is no plan  to clean up the “rest of the river”(read  Connecticut), but instead there is ao  agreement for a
“process.” Pages 88 through1  14 (#22)  create a process that will ensure litigation over the  conscot  decree
itself, for years to come,  tather  than a focus on the clean up of PCBs.
In the background analysis, the i&m  of the consent decree is stated to be avoidance of prolonged and
complicated litigation. No cost benefit analysis has been done to detemtitte  which is more expensive and
complex; a govonmmt  remediation  and restoration of the  Housatonic  and  billing of General Electric. or
impletnemin~-llx  consent decree.

Why is Connecticut part  of this package deal? Why is Connecticut B  deal breaker if it backs out? Pittsfield is held
hostage _. the  city won’t be remediated  unless Connecticut signs this outrageous document.

If 1) you do not  want Connecticut to be a party to this consent decree, or 2) request a public hearing aad  six moat
extension for written  commentr,  please  sign  below and  provide your name, address and contact numb&s.

/L5Lm/ Signature - -

A d d r e s s :  :~/f~?‘rcF/t-L~~~  m/n
-̂

u,
.-

Contactrrelcphone  # D a t e  i - / Y - ‘cijc-_

1) Connecticut not party  to decree x OR. 2) Six month  extensiotipublic  hearing

Mail  to:  Audrey Cole. 270 West  Cornwall Road, West Cornwall. CT 06796 or Far: (860) 672-6557



CONNECTICUT MUST NOT SIGN  ANY AGREEMENT THAT FAILS TO CLEAW  UP
GENERAL ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMINATION IN THE

HOUSATONIC RIVER

” Concentrotionr  ofpoiychlorinoted  biphenyis  (PCBs) in sneombed  sediments andfish in the Hotrrntonic  River were
nmong  xnne  of the highest detected in the Nntionol  Water Quality  Assessment Program  (NAWQA).  Concen~~otionr
of trace elements and organic  contominonts  in streambed  sediment andfsh  were highest in the southern pm? of rhe
Study  Unit (Mossachurettr and  Connecdcu:).  n  U.S.  Geological Survey  Circular 1155. Las modified  Li Augusf  1998.

“Top Twenv  Hazardous Subsmnces” 1999 notice of the federal Agmcy  for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
(ASTDR),  has  PCBs listed as the #6  hazard&  substance in the counny.  See “Public He&h  Implications of
Exposure IO  Polychlorinnted  BiphenyLr”  (1999). Both available at http:/hvww.atsdr,cdc.gov :

l-be  Consent Decree:

1)

2)

3)
4)

5)

7)

The  consent  decree  limits the  rights of Connecticut property owners and  residents by absolving General
Elefaic  of criminal and partial  citil  liability. This  is done  without a formal public bearing in Connecticut.
A Natural  Resource Damage Study (NRD)  has  not been performed  m the Cmmecticut  portion of the
Housatonic  River  as required  in Depatmtmt of Interior rcgulatioos.  No analysis includes tbe recent
waterfowl contamination study. No appropriate contingent valuation study or  use loss study has  been
performed  for  Connecticut. A tubing  and  swimming use-loss analysis is excluded. Recent data would
substantially add to the  highly speculative and  conservative estimates suggested.
No flood plain or  tborougb  PCB study has been  performed in Connecticut.
The basehe  dates in the  reports are wbiuaty.  Data available for Connecticut would push these  back
substatttially  in time.
App,endices  G and J reflect  the extent Connecticut is an aftertbougbt.  No provision is made for Connecticut
to receive notice (00 CT project coordiuato~)  of a Corrective Measures Study (CMS). although these are
required for the “rest of the river.” The  “Peer Review Process” is to take place in Pittsfield only. with no
consideration given to Cotmecticut  participation.
There  is no  plan to clean up the “rest  of the  river”(read  Connecticut), but instead there is an  agreement  for a
“process.” Pages 88 thugbl14  (#22)  create a process that  will o&e  litigation over  the  consent decree
itself, for years to come. rather  than a focus cm the  clean up of PCBs.
In the backgmund  analysis, the intent of the consent  decree is stated  to be avoidance of prolonged sad
complkatcd  litigation NO cost benefit analysis has  been done to determine  wbicb  is more expensive and
complex: a government remediation  and restoration of the  Housatonic  and billing of General  Electiic.  or
implementio~?he  consent decree.

Why is Connecticut pan of this package deal? Wby is Connecticut a deal breaker if it backs out? Pittsfield is held
hostage the city won’t be remediated  unless Comtecticut  signs this  outrageous document.

If 1) you do not want Connecticut to be a party to this  foment  decree, or  2) request a public bearing apd  six month
extension for written commems.  please sign below and provide your name.  address and comact  numbers.

1) Codoecticut  uot  pzny  to decree / OR, 2) Six month  extensionipublic  bearing

Mail to: Audrey Cole. 270 West Cornwall Road. West  Cornwall. CT 06796or  Fox  (860) 672-6557



CONNECTICUT MUST NOT SIGN ANY AGREEMENT  THAT FAILS TO CLEAN UP
GENERAL ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMINATION IN THE

HOUSATONIC RIVER

”  Comenmiioru  ofpoiychlorinated  biplmyk  (PCBs)  in streambedsediments  a&&h  in the Hmmtmic  River were
mong  some  of the highest detected in the Natimml  Water Quality  Ass asment I’rogmn (NA  WQA). Concentratiom
of trace  elementr  and organic contaminants in streambed  sediment nndfih were highest in the  southern  part  of the
Study Unit (Massachuwts  andConnectkxt).“U.S.  Geological  Survey  CircuQr 1155. Last  modified23  August  19%

“Top Twenty Hazardmu  Substances” 1999 notice of the federal Agency ior  Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
(ASTDR), has  PCBs listed as  the #6  bazardoti  substance in tbe country. See “Public Healfhhnpliutiom  of
Eqmure  to Polycblorinated  BiphmyLv”  (1999). &J&I  avaiiabk  at  hop:llmvw.atsdr&.gw

The consctu  Decree:

1)

2)

3)
4)

5)

6)

7)

The consent  decree limits the rights  of Connecticut property owners  and midem  by absolving General
Electric of criminal and  partial civil liability. Tbis is done without a fonml  pubtic  beating in Conraticut.
A Natural  Resource Damage Study (NRD)  bar  not  bent  performed on  tbe Connecticut portion of the
Homatcmic  Riva  as required in Dqattment  of Uerim  q-&irm. No analysis incbtdes  tbe recmt
waterfowl contmimticm  study. No appropriate  cmtittgent  vabmtion  study or  use loss shtdy  has  been
perfmmd  for  Comecticut.  A tubiig and swimming  USC-loss  snalysis  is excluded. Recent  data would
substatdly  add  to the highly  spsculative  and conservative estimaes suggested.
No flood plain  or  tbmugb  PCB study has been performed in Connecticut.
Tbe baseline dates in the reports  are  arbbmy. Data available for Connecticut would push  these back
subscintiaIly  in time.
Appcndiccs  G and  J reelect  the extent Coanefticut  is m aftdmu&t.  No provision is made ,for  &mecticut
to receive tmdce  (no  CT pmject  cwrdbtator)  of a Gmectin  Measures  Study (CMS), abbou~ these are
required for the “rest of the river.” The “Peer Review Process”  is to take place in Pimtield  only,  with no
considaaticm  given to Gmnecticul  participation.
Thnr  is no  plan  to clean up the “rest of the  rivet”(read  Connecticut), but instead there  is an  agreement for  a
“process.” Pages 88 thmugbll4  (#22)  create a process that  will msiie  litigation over  the consent decree
itself, for years  to corn+  rather  tbm  a focus  cm  the  clean  up of PCBs.
In the backgtmmd  analysis, the  intent of the ccmsent  decree is stated to be avoidance at  prolonged and
cotnptieated  litigaticm.  No cost  benefit analysis has been  done to determine which  is more expensive and
complex; a govmmvnt  remediation  and restmation  of the Housatmic  and  billing  of General  Electric, or
implememi$be  c.lmsellt  decree.

Why  is Connecticut part  of this p&age  deal? Wby is Connecticut a deal breaker  if it backs out? Pittsfield is held
hostage tbc city won’t be remediated  unless  Connecticut signs this outrageous document.

If~l)  you da  not want  Connecticut to be B  party  to  this  consent decree, or  2) request a public hearing and  six mcmtb
extension for written commmts,  please sign  below and provide your  nam~c,  address and  contact numbers.

Cmta$elephone# 53.60 - yq/  L 2547 D a t e  24 ,?-?kT aO@

1) connectic”t  not party to .iecree OR, 2) Six month extension!public  heating

Mail to:  Audrey  Cole, 270 West ConnvaN  Rand.  West  Cornwall, CT06796 or Fax:  (860) 672-6557



CONNECTICUT MUST NOT SIGN ANY AGREEMENT THAT FAiLS TO CLEAN UP
GENERAL ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMINATNON  IN THE

HOUSATONIC  RIVER

‘I Concematiom  ofpolychlorinoted  bipknyls  (PCBs)  in streombed  sediments andjish  in tk Hourotonic  River we
among some  of the highest detected in tk National Water Qwlity Assessment Program (X4 WQA).  Concentrations
of mace elements and organic contaminants in streambedsediment  andflsh  were highest in tk southern  part of the
Study Unit (Mawchawtts  and Connecticut). “U.S. Geological Su~ey  Circular  1155. Lat  modified  23 August 1998.

“Top Twenty Hazwdorrs  Substance”  1999 notice of the  federal Agency for Toxic Substances and  Disease  Registry
(ASIDR), has PCBs listed  as the i% hazardous  substance in tbe counny.  See “Public Health Impiications  of
Exposure  to Polychlorinated  Bipknyls”  (1999). Both available at http://aww.atsdr.cdc.gov

The consmt  Ikcme:

1)

2)

3)
4)

5)

6)

7)

The cmsetu  decree limits the tights of Connecticut property owners  end  residents by absolving  General
Electric  of criminal and  partial civil liability.  This is done without a formal  public hearing in Coanecticut.
A Natural  Resource  Lhmage  Study (NRD)  has  nof  been pcrformea  on  the Connecticut portion of the
Housetonic  River as  required in Department of Interior regulations. No analysis includes the recent
watufcnvl  cmtaminadon  study.  No appro@te  contitqcat  valuation study 01 use  loss study  has beee
pafomed  for Connecticut A Nbing  sod swimming useloss  analysis  is exckded  Recent data would
suhstantiaUy  add to the highly  spenrla@ve  and  conservative estimates suggested.
No flood plain or  thorough PCB  shuiy  has  been performed  in Co~ecticut.
The baseline dates  ia the repm~  arc  arbitrary. Data available for Connecticut would push these  back
SubstentiaIly  in time.
Appendices G and  J reflect the extent Comwzticut  is an  aftenhougbt.  No provision is made.for  Connecticut
to receive  notice (no CT project coordi~~or)  of a Camctive  Mcasum Study (CMS),  altbougb  these are
required  for the “rest of the river.” The  “Peer Review Process” is to take place in Pittsfield only, with no
consideration given to Coenecdcut  participation.
There is no  plan  t&clean  up the “rest of tbe river”(read  Connecticut), but instead there is an  agreement fore
“process.” Pages 88 throughI  14 (#LX)  create B  process that will ensure litigation over tbe consent decree
itself,  for years to come, rather  than a focus  on  the &an  up of PCBS.
In the kkgmund  analysis, the intent of the consent decree is stated to be avoidance of prolonged and
c~mplkted  litigation. NO cast  henetit  analysis  has been done to determine which is more expensive and
complex; a go”unmen t n?mediation  acd  restotation  of the Housetonic  and  billing of General  Elechic, or
implemmtiag~e  consent decree.

Why is Connecticut part  of this peckage  deal? Why is Connecticut a deal breaker if it backs  out? Pittsfield is held
hostage the city won?  he remediated  unless Connecticut signs this outrageous document.

If 1) you do not want  Conoccticut  to be a party  to this consent decree, or 2) request a public hearing  and six inontb
extension for written  cormnents,  please sign  below and  provide  your name, address and  contact numbers.
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In tbr‘background  analysis, the intent of the Consent Dacroe  is SfPtcd
to bo avoidan~a  of prolonged and complicated 1itlgatiOn.  NO COSC bsnefit
analysis has been  done to determine which  is PIOZS  arpenSire  end OsrplsXi
a povwxxrm~t  remediation  and restoration of the NsuSltoniC  and  billing
of General Electric.  ox ipelsrontlng  ttw Coaaant  Oacree.

Why  is  Corm-ctisut  part of this prchqs deal? Why is counecticut  S deal
breaker if it  backS out? elttsfield  ia heid  hostage _ the city won't be
r*mediStod uul.eSS  Connecticut SignS this  outrageous do-1st.
If 11 you do not want Conn~ctlcut  to be 0 party  to thi* Cansent  Decree.
or 2) request a public hearing  and six month ertencion  for written
c-ts,  please  sipn below and pr.ovide  your name, od&eae  and contact
nmrs.

Ma91 to: Audrey  Cole. 270 Weat Co&nvdll  Road, West Corn~Sll,  CT 06796 or
Fax: 18601  672-6557



CONNECTICUT MUST NOT SIGN ANY AGREEMENT THAT FAILS TO CLEAN UP
GENERAL
ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMINATION JN THE HOUSATONIC RIVER.

” Concentrations of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)  in streambed
sediments and fish in the Housatonic River were among some of the
highest detected in the National Water Quality Assessment Program
(NAWQA). Concentrations of trace elements and organic contaminants in
streambed sediment and fish were highest in the southern part of the
Study Unit (Massachusetts and Connecticut).” U.S. Geological Survey
Circular 1155. Last modified 23 August 1998.

“Top Twenty Hazardous Substances” 1999 notice of the federal Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ASTDR), has PCBs  listed as the #6
hazardous substance in the country. See “Public Health Imphcations of
Exposure to Polychlorinated Biphenyls” (1999). Bothavailable at
hno:ilwww.atsdr.cdc.eov

The Consent Decree:

The Consent Decree limits the rights of Connecticut property  owners and
residents by absolving General Electric of criminal and partial civil
liability. This is done without a formal public hearing in Connecticut.
A Natural Resource Damage Study (NRD) has not been performed on the
Connecticut portion of the Housatonic River as required in Department of
Interior regulations. No analysis includes the recent waterfowl :
contamination study. No appropriate contingent valuation study or use
loss study has been performed for Connecticut. A tubing and swimming
use-loss analysis is excluded. Recent data would substantially add to
the highly speculanxe and conservative estimates suggested.
No flood plain or thorough PCB study has been performed in Co~ecticut
The baseline dates in the reports are arbitrary. Data available for
Connecticut would push these back substantially in time.
Appendices G and J reflect the extent Connecticut is an atterthougbt.  No
provision is made for Connecticut to receive notice (no CT project
coordinator) of a Corrective Measures Study (CMS), although these are
required for the “rest of the river.” The “Peer Review Process” is to
take place in Pinstield  only, with no consideration given to
Connecticut participation.

There is no plan to clean up the “rest of the river’(read Connecticut),
but instead there is an agreement for a “process,” Pages 88 through1 14
(#22)  create a process that will ensure litigation over the Consent
Decree itself, for years to come, rather than a focus on the clean up of

* PCBs.



In the background analysis, the intent of the Consent Decree is stated
to be avoidance of prolonged and complicated litigation. No cost benefit
analysis has been  done to determine which is more expensive and complex;
a government remediation and restoration of the Housatonic and billing
of General Electric, or implementing the Consent Decree.

Why is Connecticut part of this package deal? Why is Connecticut a deal
breaker if it backs out? Pittsfield is held hostage the city won’t be
remediated unless Connecticut signs this outrageous document.

If 1) you do not want Connecticut to be a party to this Consent Decree,
or 2) request a public hearing and six month extension for written
comments, please sign below and provide your name, address and contact
numbers.

Print Name:
-no m4 5 s4-h; er

Signature: <& a

/
Address:

/I\

ContactTelephone  # 56G - ‘-/76-ky+7

1)  Connecticut not party to decree
extension/public hearing

F--

OR, 2) Six month

--
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Mail  m:  hdmy C&  270 Wcn  thmdl  Rod,  War tZanma&  CT  067% cw Frr (IW)  672-6557



From: Judith Zaino <jzainoOl@snet.net>
To: Lavoie Charlene ccommunitylawyer@snet.net>
Date: Wednesday, January 12,200O  11:19 AM
Subject: cut/paste Extension Petition

Chsrlene,
Has lost only minor formatting. Thanks, Judy

CONNECTICUT MUST NOT SIGN ANY AGREEMENT THAT FAILS TO CLEAN UP
GENERAL
ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMINATION IN THE HOUSATONIC RIVER.

” Concentrations of polychlorinated  biphenyls @‘CBS)  in sueambed  sediments and
fsh  in the Housatonic  River were among some of the highest detected in the
National Water Quality Assessment Program (NAWQA).  Concentrations of trace
elements and organic contaminantz  in streambed sediment and fLsh  were highest in
the southern part of the Study Unit (Massachusetts and Connecticut).” U.S.
Geological Survey Circular 1155. Last modified 23 August 1998.

“Top Twenty Hazardous Substances” 1999 notice of the federal Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Registcy  (ASTDR), has PCBs  listed as the #6 hazardous
substance in the country. See “Public Health Implications of Exposure to
Polychlorinated  Biphenyls” (1999). Both available at htto://www.atsdr.cdc.eov

The Consent Decree limits the rights of Connecticut property owners and
residents by absolvingGeneral  Electric of criminal and partial civil liabiliy.
This is done without a forrnaj  public hearing in Connecticut.
A Natural Resource Damage Study (NRD) has not been performed on the Connecticut
portion of the Housatonic River as required in Departnwnt  of Interior
regulations. No analysis includes the recent waterfowl contamination study. No
appropriate contingent valuation study or use loss study has been performed for
Connecticut. A tubing and swimming use-loss analysii is excluded. Recent data
would substantially add to the highly speculative and conservative estimates
suggested.
No flood plain or thorough PCB study has been performed in Connecticut.
The baseline dates in the reports are arbitrary. Data available for Connecticut
would push these back substantially in time.
Appendices G and J reflect the extent Comiecticut  is an afterthought. No
provision is made for Connecticut to receive notice (no CT project coordinator)
of a Corrective Measures Study (CMS), although these are required for the “rest
of the river.” The “Peer Review Process” is to take place in Pitt&id  only,
with no consideration given to Connecticut participation.
There is no plan to clean up the “rest of the river”(read  Connecticut), but
instead there is an agreement for a “process.” Pages 88 through114 (#22)  create

l/13/00



a process that will ensure litigation over the Consent Decree itself, for yeats
to come, rather than a focus on the clean up of PCBs.
In the background analysis, the intent of the Consent Decree is stated to be
avoidance of prolonged and complicated litigation. No cost benefit analysis has
been done to determine which is more expensive and complex; a government
remediidon  and restoration of the Housatonic and biig of General Electric,
or implementing the Consent Decree.

Why is Connecticut part of this package deal? why is Connecticut a deal  breaker
if it backs out? Pittsfield is held hostage . the city won’t be remediated
unless Connecticut signs this outrageous document.
If 1) you do not.want  Connecticut to be a party to this Consent Decree, or 2)
request a public hearing  and six month extension for written commena,  please
sign below and provide your name, address and contact numbers.

Print Name:

Contact/Telephone # Date

1) Connecticut not party to decree
extension/public hearing

OR, ‘2) Six month

Mail to: Audrey Cole, 270 West Cornwall Road, West Cornwall, CT 06796 or Fax:
(860) 672-6557

l/13/00



TOWN OFNEW MILFORD ,/ - ;-,:
Town Hall

10  Main Street
New  Milford, Connecricut  06776

Telephone (860) 355.6010 . Fax (860)  35%00?

Office of Arthur J. Peitler, Mayor

January 12,200o

Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources
United States Department of Justice
Box7611~
Ben Franklin Station
‘r&ia+<>@*, pc 2n!j‘tq

RE: GE PittsfiekVHousatonic River Consent De&e
D/J #90-l 1-3-1479,90-l  1-3-14792

Dear Sir:

The Town of New Milford has approximately 30 nules of frontage on the Housatonic Riv& and is
vitally concerned about the pending GE PCB settlement. We have the following comments which
we feel are important not only to New Milford but to the entire river valley.

1 . Currently CL&P is being re-licensed under FERC. This is a one in fifty year event. It is vital
that the GE settlement people communicate with the FERC licensing people. There is far too
much overlap of interest and issues for these two events to occur simultaneously without
intimate and complete cooperation. As an example, over the years PCBs have built up behind
the various hydra dams along the river. For fear of stirring up the PCBs CL&P has resisted
dredging thesegarts of the river even though it is a necessary maintenance item. Now is the time
for the two agencies to communicate and arrange for this to be done under proper procedures
with GE undertaking its obligations and responsibilities. This leads to two further points.

2. This settlement is being concluded too rapidly for the people of Connecticut to comment
meaningfully. A six month extension is necessary in order to make the process work property.
if for no ouler reason it wiit require the six month delay so FEKC and iae Gti settlement can
communication effectively and coordinate effectively.

3 . Because of the deregulation of the power industry and the subsequent takeover of CL&P by
ConEd in conjunction with the FERC re-licensing there is a unique opportunity for the GE
settlement money to be applied to purchasing all the CL&P land along the Housatonic River.
This would serve the purpose of preserving and protecting the river in perpetuity. Never again in
our lifetime will we have the opporturiity to acquire such a large amount of land and have the.
financial vehicle in place to do so and a willing seller at the table. This opportunity must not be
lost. Any effort to divert the GE funds to another water body in the State of Connecticut, no
matter how worthy or needy, is absolutely unacceptable.

4. GE responsibility is commensurate with its damage to the river. We expect that a fond be
maintained so that ii at any time in the fuiure the technology is developed to remove all of the
PCBs from the river without damaging the river that this will be accomplished. We say ihis
keeping in mind that current remediation is limited by dredgir.g, techniques and therefore cenain

*c
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low levels of PCBs may have to be endured as preferable to the damage incurred if dredging is
undertaken.

5. Every day millions of gallons of water are pumped out of the Housatonic River and into
Candlewood  Lake for the hydra  plant at Rocky River. The outlet for this water is directly
adjacent to the New Milford Town beach. Before any settlement is reached it is imperative that
thorough and complete testing of the lake bed, the suspended silts and the biological life in the
lake be conducted. After the study has been completed if there is any pollution it must be
completely cleaned up and adequate compensation to the lake provided.

6 . No settlement that is reached will have any validity unless there is representation on the Board of
Trustees and the peer review committees of citizen groups that are both concerned and
knowledgeable. HVA is the most likely source of such individuals. We feel that without their
participation on both committees the settlement and remediation actions will be suspect.

7 . Finally Connecticut deserves no less than a complete and specific recitation of exactly what the
Housatohic River will receive in the form of remediation, study and compensation. In this
regard we feel 7.7 million dollars is a very small sum. We feel that the sum requiredto purchase
a!1 of the CL&P lands along the entire len-mh of the river. what ever that may be, would be a
good level of compensation.

Thank you very much for your attention in these matters.

c c : Tim Connelly, Senior Enforcement Counsel, EPA
Richard Blumenthal, Attorney General
Ed Parker, Chief, Bureau of Natural Resources, DEP
Richard Velky, Chief, Schaghticoke Tribal Nation
Ted Backer, Esq.
HVA
Jon Chew, HVCEO
Congressx6inn  Nancy Johnson
Congressman James Maloney
Jeanne Garvey,  Representative
Dell Eads, Senator
Mz.7  .4nn  Czrsw, Rcprenentative
Lou DeLuca,  Senator
Mayor Gene Eriquez
Martin J.  Foncello Jr., First Selectman Brookfield
Donna Tuck, First Selectman Shennan
Patricia Gay, First Selectman New Fairfield
First Selectman Kent
Northwestern Council of Gbvernments
Arthur Roque, Commissioner of DEP
Weantinogue  Heritage Trust
Washington Environmental Trust
Grassroots Coalition
David P. Boergen, FERC

Audrey Cole
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TOWN OF KENT,  CONNECTKX?-  Od757
41 KenIGreenBoulevXd

P.O. BOX 678
Kent. CT  0675743678

(660)  927-4627

FAXlFSQ)927-1313

January 13, 2000

Bryan Olson
U.S. EPA
One Congress Street (HBT)
Boston, MA 02114

Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.C. 92x  7511
Ben Franklin Square
Washington, DC 20044

RE: Proposed Consent Decree for GE and Housatonic River
DJ#90-11-3-1479,  90-11-3-12792

Dear Sir or Madam:

Please enter the comments of the Town of Kent in the record of
the above referenced proceedings.

First, the Town supports those portions of the Consent Decree
which address clean up of the GE Plant Site and its vicinity and
the 1% Mile Reach. It recognizes that the sooner the
contamination is remediated in those areas, the sooner the river
as a whole benefits.

Second, the Town is concerned with the settlement's failure to
specify GE's obligations in the lower portions of the Housatonic
River or what is termed "Rest of the River". The .town  would
like the final consent decree to include the following:

1. All compensatory restoration funds for the State of
Connecticut be used for projects along the Housatonic
River, and not for its tributaries or feeders in the
watershed.

2.'The  peer review board and/or citizen coordinating
council should include elected officials from
municipalities in Connecticut that have river frontage
and representatives(s) from the Housatonic River
Commission (HRC).



U.S. EPA page 2 January 13; 2000

3. The amounts designated as natural resource damages (NRD)
is inadequate to fully compensate for the loss of
enjoyment of the river due to actions of GE.

4. The trustees in charge of expenditure of NRD funds
should be required to consult with municipalities and
the HRC prior to expenditure.

5. If studies indicate primary restoration is necessary in
the Rest of the River, municipalities and HRC should be
provided with testing reports and consulted prior to
issuance of the Statement of Basis.

The Town of Kent appreciates the efforts EPA has made toward
resolution of this difficult environmental problem. We support
resolution now rather than prolonged litigation, but ask that
the concerns of the lower sections of the river be addressed.

-, .
Dolores R. Schiesel
First Selectman

DRS/drs
cc: Richard P. Levy

Edward L. Matson III
NWCCOG (by e-mail)



TOWN OF KENT
41 KENT GREEN BLVD.
9.0.  BOX 678
KENT, CT 08757.0675

Askistant  Attorney General
Environmental and Natural
Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Square
Washington, DC 20044
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130 Wallens  Street
Winsted,  CT 06098
January 14, 2000

Assistant-Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Div.
U.S. Dept. of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Dear Sir:

Please extend the deadline for ending public comments on
the GE Pittsfield/Housatonic  River Consent Decree listed as
DJ#: 90-11-3-1479, 90-11-3-14792 for three to six months beyond
the January 24, 2000 date.

Such an extension of time would give the people of
Massachusetts and Connecticut an opportunity to study the decree
and to prepare for a knowledgeable discussion of its provisions
which is so important to the health of the inhabitants and the
environment of the river valley.

Thank you for your consideration.







Thomas J. Doyle
I8  I Sherwood Road
Bristol, CT 06010



January l&2000
cTI2s

Assistant Attorney General
Environmental & Natural Resources Div.
US Dept..of  Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC. 20044

RE: DJ#z90-ll-3-1479,90-11-3-14792

Dear Madam /Sir:

I am writing to ask for your assistance in extending the period for public opinion on the
General Electric/State of Connecticut settlement regarding the Housatonic River.

The period is for public review and comment is January 24. 2000 and that is not l&g
enough for thorough review of concerned citizens. I am asking that the period please be
extended for six (6) months.

Thank you for your assistance. Should you like to contact me on this issue I may be
reached at (860) 738-9926.

DEPA9T:ENT  OF JUSTG
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PACE,  h. l 101  ~wton Road,  Cant& CTO6019-2209.  (860) 6934813
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HOUSATONIC,  RIVER COMMISSION

(203) 6664341 17 SACKEll  HILL ROAD l WARREN, CONNECTICUT 067.54

January 17,ZOOO

Bryan  Olson
U.S. EPA
One Congress Street (HBT)
Battin, MA 02114

Assistant Attorney General
Environment and NamraI  Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Fmnklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

Re: DJ#90-11-3-1479  and 90-111-3-12792
Consent Decree for PCB Remediiion of the Housatonic River

Dear Sirs;
The Housatonic River Commission consists of representatives from  the seven

Northwestern Connecticut towns bordering the Housatonic River (Sahsbury,  North
Canaan Canaan Sharon, Cornwall, Kent and New Milford).  The Commission is
responsible for advising member towns on issues involving the Housatonic River. The
commission’s objectives include monitoring development in the river corridor, preserving
its free flowing and scenic character, protecting and improving water quality, preserving
significant ecologkal areas, and monitoring and enhancing recreational uses of the river.
To achieve these objectives the commission fosters consultation and cooperation between
state agencies, the Towns, and local groups in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New
York, and Federal agencies concerned.

The primary concern of this Commission is that cleanup of PCB contamination
originating from  the General Electric plant in Pittsfield continue. To this end we applaud
the efforts that have been made in moving the Consent Decree forward to this point.
With this in mind we would Iike  to make the following comments about the pending
settlement in hopes that they could be incorporated into the final agreement.

Representatives from  the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection

(CT DEP) have informed us that their PCB testing funded by General Electric will end in
2004. We fee1  that a regulatory agency, either the EPA or the CT DEP, must continue
monitoring the PCBs  in the Connecticut portion of the
years. As it has been established that PCBs  are extremely stable
of twenty-tive years, the PCB situation in the Housatonic should
testing should be continued if necessary.

?
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For Connecticut, a significant aspect of the Consent Decree is the Natural
Resource Damages component. We feel that the monies GE will be providing for thii
state is inadequate for decades of damage both past and into the future. In addition we
would suggest that wording of the Consent Decree restrict spending of the Natural
Resource Damages timd to the Housatonic River which has endured the PCB
contamination.

Finally, as the governmental body charged wjth  advising on river issues in
Northwestern Connecticut, we would like to have the opportunity to assist and have input
on both the EPA’s rest of river evaluation and the spending of Natural Resource Damages
mnds  in this state. To this second aspect we should be represented on the committee that
the CT DEP proposes to establish to ~determine how the compensatory restoration mnds
will be spent.

Having been provided a period to comment on the proposed settlement between
GE andthe  EPA and other governmental agencies, we appreciate your efforts in
addressing the above issues. Our concern on this issue is that cleanup of contaminated
sediments and the surrounding watershed continue and be as thorough as possible. As
such we hope that our suggestions in no way delay this process, which offer the best hope
for recovery of the river in years.

Sincerely,

Jesse Klingebiel, Chairman
Housatonic River Commission

cc: HVA,  CT DEP, Gov. Rowland
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Housatonic  River Commission
17  Sack&l  Hill Road
Warren. Cl 06754



HOUSATONIC COALITION

Bryan Olson
US Environmental Protection Agency
1 Congress Street (HBT)
Boston, MA 02114

Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Dept. ofJustice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

DJ#  90-11-3-1479 and 90-11-3-12792
Consent Decree for PCB  Contamination of the Housatonic River

CT-=rq

Dear Sirs.

The Housatonic Coalition is comprised of eight angler/conservation organizations. We represent over
4.000 Connecticut residents who are concerned with the health of the Hoosatonic River and its trout fisheries.
The Housatonic Coalition has been active in Hoosatonic River environmental issues since its formation in 1994.
We have previously submitted comments to Industrial Economics, Inc. on the disposition of Nahiral Resources
Damage (NRD)  compensation in a possible PCB contamination settlement. Some of our member organizations
have been active participants in the Housatonic River PCB contamination issue since PCB’s were discovered in
the Hoosatonic River in Connecticut.

The Housatonic River in Connecticut is seriously impaired by ongoing PCB contamination and water
level fluctuations due to hydropower operations. Together, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s
(FERC’s)  hydropower relicensing process and the PCB Consent Decree afford us  an historic opporhmity  to
restore the Housatonic River in Connecticut. Our hope is that the result of these processes will be a Housatonic
River that is free flowingand is free  of the damaging health and environmental effects of PCB coritamination.
We support the Consent Decree  as a practical and timely solution to PCB contamination of the Housatonic
River. If the Consent Decree is not approved, we are concaned that continuing litigation will delay cleanup’for
several years with no guarantee that remcdiation  will take place and with no guarantee that Natural Resources
Damage funds will he available to compensate for damaged fisheries and lost angling opportunities.

A main concern of the Housatonic Coalition is the disposition of the NRD funds.
done by PCB’s in Connecticut is to the fisheries of the Hoosatonic River.

The primary damage
According to a 1985 economic study

of Housatonic River fisheries done by the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) and the
Conoecticut  Light & Power Company’s (CL&P’s) assessment of recreational use of the Housatonic River (in
their 1999 license application to FERC for their Housatonic River hydroelectric projects), the most intensively
used fishery on the Hoosatonic is the 9 mile long.Housatonic  Trout Management Area (TMA) in Salisbmy,
Sharon and Cornwall, CT. Though impaired by both hydropower flow manipulation and PCB contamination,
the TMA is a nationally recognized trout fishery. Unsafe levels of PCB’s have been found in trout in the TMA.

NRD funds  should be used to support projects and programs that will enhance Hoosatonic River
fisheries. especially TMA fisheries. We recommend the following projects and programs:



1. Bmtelemetry  Study of Tmut  Movement in the.TMA.
This study was proposed by DEP but was not completed due to lack of funding. This study will track
trout movement and will help determine how trout avoid elevated maiustem Housatonic River
temperatures during the crucial summer months. The primary factor influencing TMA trout survival is
elevated water temperature combined with hydropower water  releases. The knowledge gained from this
study will allow DEP to better  manage the TMA fishery so that trout survival will&  enhanced.

2. Hoosatosic Survivor Tmot  Program
This program was terminated by DEP. The Survivor Trout Program involved spawning Housatonic
River brown trout and puttiug  their progeny back into the TMA. This program will result in a strain of
trout equely  suited to Housatonic River conditions and will enhance trout survival.

3. Handicapped Fishing  Ramp
The Housatonic Fly Fishermen’s Association (HFFA) has long  advocated for a ramp in the TMA  that
would allow handicapped anglers to enjoy this fishery. The rugged terrain and volume of flow in the
TMA pr$udes  these anglers from using this area. NRD monies should be  used to fund construction of
a haudieap-accessible  fishing mmp  in the TMA.

4. Streambank  Restoration
The health of coldwater  tributaries is vital for trout survival in the TMA. These tributaries serve as
thermal refuges and spawning and nursery  areas for TMA trout. Some tributaries have degraded
streambanks  and are in need of restoration and enhancement. The HFFA is currently conducting a
streambank  restoration and tree planting project on Furnace  Brook, a TMA tributary. More work is
needed on Furnace Brook and additional work should be initiated on other tributaries.

5. Enforcement of FEbiog  RegoWkms/Monitoriog  of River Conditions
The TMA suffers from inadequate enforcement of angling regulations. The TMA is a “catch-and-
release” trout fishery where no trout may be kept, and its continued success is dependent on strict
enforcement of angling regulations. In addition, the Housatonic River is a large and popular river and is
subject to all the pressures of civilization. The potential for abuse of thii river is great. We propose that
a constable be funded  to patrol the Housatonic River, especially the TMA section. The constable would
be responsible for enforcement of angling regulations, public information and education, and monitoring
of river conditions. In the 1980’s,  a part time constable was funded  by the DEP and private sources.
This program s vary  successfid.  The constable should be a DEP employee and his activities should
be restricted to the Housatonic River.

6.  ‘PII )kction  of riverfront and watersbed  lands.
The current rapid pace of residential and commercial development in Connecticut threatens the health
and aesthetic quality of the Housatonic River. Many privately owned lands, includingthose  owned by
CL&P, are located on the river and its tributaries: Many of these properties are presently in a natural
state, and ensuring their continued protection is important for access to the river and to maintain the
quality of its waters. A portion of the NRD monies should be used  to protect these lands through
conservation easements or through purchase. The protection of CL&P owned riverfront lands in the
TMA in Cornwall and Sharon should be given special consideration, especially if these lands are not
protected in the FERC relicensing process.

7. Housatonic River Fisheries sikhgist
We propose the hiring of a Fisheries Biologist to oversee current Housatonic River fisheries programs
as well as the projects proposed in this letter. This position should be a long term position within
Connecticut DEP. The biologist’s work should be restricted to Housatonic River fisheries issues.



The HoosatonicCoaiition  and its member organizations have been involved in Housatooic River
environmental issues, including PCB contamination, for many years. We represent thousands of Connecticut
angler/conservationists who have been subject to the impacts of PCB contamination. We believe that the
Consent Decree should be approved. While not an ideal settlement, it allows for timely remediation and some
NRD compensation. We are strong advocates for directing NRD funds to the areas that were most directly
affected by PCB contamination. Housatonic River fisheries, especia!ly the Housatonic TMA trout fishery, were
the most heavily impacted resoorce in the state of Connecticut. That is where the damage was done. and that is
where the compensation should be targeted. Implementation of the projects and programs listed above will
ensure that the NRD funds will be used to compensate for damages done. The Hoosatonic Coalition and its
member organizations, because of their long standing involvement in this and other Housatonic River issues,
should also be a part of the “NRD Restoration Plan Advisory Committee” that that will advise the trustees on
where NRD funds are to be allocated in Connecticut. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Consent
Decree.

Housatonic Coalition
18 Lantern Hill Road
Trumbull, CT 066 I I
l/24/2000

cc: Commissioner Arthor Rocque, CT DEP
Bureau Chief Edward Parker, CT DEP
CT Attomey.Gencral  Richard Blumenthal



Mr. Biyan  Olson
U.S.~  Eotioomental Frotecti~~  Agency

1congressStreet(HBT)
Boston,  hfAO2114  ‘. ” ‘~

Assistak Attorney General
Envinmmentel  and  Nab&l  Re&wces  Division
U.S. Department of Jo&e
P.O.Fkx7611  ~.~~~~.‘.  ~,
BeoFmoklmSktion

Wcishingtcq  D.C. 20044

LW 90-11-1479 mid 9%11-3-12792
consent Decree  for PCB  cooteminntion of the HOwtonic  River

De&s,’

lbe Housatonic  Fly Fisherman’s Association (HFFA)  was fxmded  in 1961 with tbe mission to
“presRve  end protect  the trout  lisky”  and to~“aid  in the formukticm  and estabkhment  of solmd  policies
to conserve, restore  and  protect tbe Howtonic  River for&is and fooqgeneraticas.” : Oororgaoizatico
has been  involved witb  the protcctiti  of the river prior to the time thet  pews  we&  iirst  disxov&ed  in the
trout  +md  other SF-X&  that&habit the Howatonic. The HFFA continues to provide guidance and

~assistence  to both local end state agencies  and volunteer  organi&oos  whose  mission  it is to m&&o  the
scenic and envir~eotal  he+%  of the I-iousatoaic  River and ,its  klxxy.

llx Housaonic has  been  seriously  and pamaneotly damaged  because  of the PCB cordaminatiOn
caused  by the  Gaxral Electric Company at its maoufktudng  facility in Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
Tlxoughout  the Housetonic  River  all species of fish have been  found to be contaminated with  PCB’s,  sane
at unsafe  levels. Because of this contaminetion,  e 7 mile portion of the Hoosakmic  Rk has been
designated e catch  end release Trout Management  Area (TMA)  by the Cooneoticot  Depertmmt  of
Environmental  Protection (DEP). ‘Ibis section of the Housetonic  River between the towns of Sheron  and
~w.11  is nationally.recognized  for its trout fishery.

The HFFA supports the Consent  Decree es a manageable  solution to the PCB contemination  of the
Howatonic  River. It is imperative  that the disposition of Natural Resources  Damage  (NRD)  compensation
provides for the current  end &tore  enhancement  end improvement ofthe Hwsatonic  River tbmoghwt  its
entire lqtb.

TheHFFAr
foods.

ecommends  t@t  the following.projeds  end programs be impkmeoted  with UwNRD
It is OUT  belief that  t&e  measures  will substantiaIly  expand the benefits:of  the Housetonic  Rives  to

all residents of Conneaiau



Eandicarmed  Accessible Fishins Ramp
lbe HFFA has  been  an active proponent  ofa ramp that
disabilities to enjoy the  Hoosatottic  River. We recomn
engineering and constroctioo  of this ramp.

Biotelemehv Studv  of Trout Movement in the TMA
This Departmeot  of Enviroomeotal  Rote&m  prop

. ~~.,.
. ProtecthofRtverfronthmds

Tbroogboot  Coonedicot  sod  Lit&field ‘County the  pace of&&al  and ~6sid&al
:i. ,.

.  .

involved the stocking  of the  saain of twot  that has  spawned  from H&to&  broom  troot. This
woold  result  io a sinin  of trout  that  is better able to survive the conditioos  of the  Hoosatooic
River.

~,
.,

l Streambank  Restoration and Tiibtirv  Enhancement
The ma&em  of tie Howetonic  relies on the  coldwater  triies  that  are located throoghom
the lqth  oftbe ThN T&e  hibotaria  provide ideal spavmiog  habitat far TMA  trout  and
require streambank  restoradoo  and aosioo con~ol  measwes  to insure  suaticient  habitat  and stream
protection. In addition, maoy  areas along the ThM sofkr  &III  bank  erosion  sod  require  tree
plantings and additional measures to restore  the sreogth  of the riverbank

l Monitorhe of River Conditions and Enforcement of Fishing ReWlations
The catch and release portion of the Hoosatooic  River suffers from a lackof orooer  eoforcemeot
of fishing regulations. As a catch sod  release river, all troot m&t  be released  wkwot  avoidable
injury  and no trout  may be kept. The TMA is a large and popular  fishing  destioatioo  for’maoy
anglers. It is imperative that current regolati~s  are eofwced  and river conditiarsare  mmitored
because  of the potential  for abuse  of the river. We propcse  that a coostable  lx hired  with NRD
fuods  those Ml time responsibility wouldbe  the monitoring ofthe Howatonic  and espacially  the
TM.4 portion of the river.
department.

Tbe  constable should be a DEP employee and  report~to  the fisheries

The damage sustained  by the  Hoosatonic  River because  of PCB comaminat&  is iocaklable;
The  Senlernmt  outlined in the Consent Decree  is the d&t  result of the harm and injory caused  by PCB
contamination to this valuable and importaot  river and tioot  fiskq. We recommend that the NRD funds
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ROBERT S. GREGORSKI

P. 0. Box 368
Middlebury,  CT 06762-0368

Telephone 203-7ss-g166
Fax 203-758-916‘



Ed Parker
CT DEP
Manager, Natural Resources
79 Elm St.
Hartford, CT 06106-5 127

Scott Drugonis
37 Kathy Drive
Seymour, CT 06483
203-888-1908

February 12,200O

Dear Ed,

I am writing you on behalf of the Naugatuck Valley chapter of Trout Unlimited
and the Naugatuck River Watershed Association.

My concern is with the recent settlement involving the Housatonic River for PCB
remediation with General Electric, EPA and CT DEP. This was for $7.75 million
for natural resources damages in Connecticut.

There have been several articles in area newspapers of late stating that Northwestern
environmental groups oppose the use of this money for anything other than the
Housatonic River.

The position of the organisations I represent is that the Naugatuck River is the
largest tributary to the Housatonic. Any improvement to the Naugatuck results
in a positive impact to the Housatonic watershed. On the Housatonic, there are
3 large impoundment’s; Lake Lillinoah, Lake Zoar  and Lake Housatonic. All
are contaminated with PCB’s  and virtually impossible to remediate.

Please advocate using a portion of this money on the Naugatuck River. Much
work has been done by the DEP and volunteer organisations. There could be
plans for water quality monitoring, anadromous fish restoration, darn removals
and park designs along riparian areas.

Please remember our watershed as being part of the Housatonic when making
policy decisions.

Director, Trout Unlimited Naugatuck Riverkeeper Volunteer Monitorin
Director, Naugatuck River Watershed Association ? ‘; c !7 : il c c:



ROBERT S. GREGOR,,,

P. 0. Uor 36s
~~iddlcbury,  CT 067G2-036s

CT-33.I



ROBERT S. GRJZGORSKI

Telcphanc  203-758-9166

P. 0. Box 368
Middlebury, CT 06762-036s

Fax 203-758-9166
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RIVERSCAPE
The voice of the Naugatuck  River Watershed Association, Inc.

Winter  1999-2000
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Naugatuck River Watershed Association, Inc.
1 Kathy Drive

Seymour, CT 06483
(203)-881-3018

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Scott Drugonis
Anita U. Gregorski
Robert S.  Gregorski
Neil Kingsnorth
David D. Leveillee
John K. McDonald, Esq.
Robert M. Perrella Jr.
John F. Ploski, Jr.
Jonathan Ploski
Joseph Savarese

January, 2000

Fellow Conservationist:

Weneed-  help. Your donation will help to: establish wildlife habitat and food sources, erect
bluebird and wood duck nesting houses, reduce erosion and thermal pollution, beautify the
environment, sponsor river clean-ups and support clean water and environment legisiation.
Wages/salaries paid out in 1994-99 to maintain NRWA, Inc. was $0.00. Volunteers work for
free; but, plants, tools, newsletters, postage, goods and services must be purchased. The NRWA,
Inc. cannot exist without the financial support of individual, business and corporate patrons.
Please help to support our work.

The Winter issue of Riverscape  highlights accomplishments for 1999 and previous years and
lists some of our projects for 2000. Please be a supportive conservationist.

Sincerely,

Robert S. Gregorski (Director, NRWA, Inc.)
_________________---____________________--------------------------

YES, I WANT TO PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT. Enclosed is my contribution/donation of:
---$20  Individual Member --$50  Friend
---935 Family -$lOO  Watershed Guardian --- Other

Please make your check payable to Naugatuck River Watershed Association, Inc. and return
it to: NRWA,lnc.  1 Kathy Drive, Seymour, CT 06483

Name: ~-~~~~~~--~~~---~.-,~-----~~------------~
Street: -_____----____--___-____________________-----
City: - - - - -  ---~-__ State: ___L______  Z i p :  _ _ _ _ _
Phones: (H)--------(W)- _________ FAX---  _____ E-mail __________

Please let me know if I can help in some other way.
The NRWA is a non-profit, tax exempt organization under IRS 501 (C)(3) and is committed to
preserving and enhancing the quality of the watershed’s environment.



YES,  I WANT TO PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT. Enclosed is my contribution/donation of:
---$20 Individual Member ---$  5 0  F r i e n d
---835  Family ---$lOO  Watershed Guardian ------ Other

Please make your check payable to Naugatuck River Watershed Association, Inc. and return
it to: NRWA.lnc. 1 Kathy Drive, Seymour, CT 06483

N a m e :  ___--______-______--____________________---------
S t r e e t :  ___--------_------______________________--------~
City: ----l--------------- State: ____________ Zip: _______ -
Phones: (H)-------~--(W)--~~----~-FAX--------E-maiI-----~~~~~

------Please  let me know if I can help in some other way.

The NRWA is a non-profit, tax exempt organization under IRS 501 (C)(3) and is committed to
preserving and enhancing the quality of the watershed’s environment.

NRWA, inc. -- Telephone: 203-881-3018
Naugatuck River Steward -- Telephone: 203-881-5030

Naugatuck River Watershed Association, Inc.
1 Kathy Drive
Seymour, CT 06483



Benjamin Silliman Gray
14 Bolton  Hill Road

Cornwall, Connecticut 06753-181

February 7, 2000

Mr. Brian Olson
U.S. E.P.A.
1 Congress St. (HBI)
Boston MA. 02114

Assistant Attorney General, Environment and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611, Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Re: DJ# 90-11-3-1479, 90-11-3-12972

Dears Mr. Olson et al:

As a good parent I teach my children to be responsible for,
themselves and there are consequences for our actions. Unfortunately, our
government has treated our corporations to a reduced standard of
responsibility. The shareowner’s of nuclear power generators waste are not
liable for the hazards, nor are the shareowner’s of General Electric
responsible for the full effects of their company’s PCB dumping in the
Housatonic River.

The settlement agreement does not provide for the complete,
elimination of the contamination or the restoration of the river. Were my
son to break a neighbor’s window, does he only have to buy the glass or is
he responsible for making it as good as it was? Will the river be safe to eat
and drink from? What happens to justice when we the people see you, our
government’s employees, let the corporations off so easy, it is only money.
There is no community service or’ physical clean up by the owners. The
river will still be unsafe when the settlement is fulfilled or is their still
further recourse?

I have heard “We bring good things to life”, at least 10,000 times. I
want those responsible to clean -the entire river until there are no more
PCBs.  “No son, you only have to buy the glass and not repair the window”.
Please act on behalf of us, who depend on you, to protec
You are only requiring the corporation spend X amount o

? their reponsibility is finished, regardless to the results.
Thank you.
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GRASSROOTS
Grassroots Caalilion, Inc.  P.O. Box 601 km  Milhd CT 06776

Grass Roots Coalition Of New Milford Opposes GE Consent Decree
D/J #90-l  l-3-1479,90-1  1-3-14792 February4,2000 CT-36

An Open Letter To:

Bryan Olson, US EPA Region 1
One Congress Street
Boston, MA 02114

Assistant Attorney General, US Department of Justice
Box 7611, Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044

Richard Blumenthal, Connecticut Attorney General
55 Elm Street P.O. Box 120
Hartford, CT 06141-0120

Dear Sirs:

The New Milford Grass Roots Coalition, Inc. who represents 11 citizen action
groups in New Milford, Connecticut stands strongly opposed to the
proposed General Electric Consent decree for Connecticut. We find the
consent decree to be inadequate on five basic points:
1. The 23 million dollars to be shared between Connecticut and
Massachusetts for natural resource damages is woefully inadequate. This
figure was developed horn a pmbminary  report by the Industrial
Economic Corporation that is based on a “lack of available data and
information” to determine the tinancial impact on PCB pollution on
Connecticut and Massachusetts. Their report acknowledges that their
study does “not identify and quantify all the natural resource injuries
likely to be present in the Housatonic River environment.” Despite this
they estimated the damages to be anywhere between 35 and 280 million.
Thus, we believe that COMeCtiCUt  should not be a party to this consent
decree until such time as a complete and accurate assessment of
financial damages to Connecticut and Massachusetts is completed.
2. The consent decree does not mandate that the 7.75 million Connecticut -(
would receive under the consent decree would necessarily be spent on the / : ’ -.
Housatonic River. We believe that Connecticut should refuse to sign the

-.

consent decree until such a provision is detailed in the consent
decree.

.



3. The consent decree does not give citizen environmental groups any
role in determining how and where the money Connecticut is to receive
under the consent decree is to be spent. We believe the consent decree
should be rejected until provisions that mandate a meaningfui roll for
citizen environmental groups is specified.
4. The consent decree does not clar$ the degree of testing or the form
of testing to be carried out by the EPA on the Connecticut section of
the Housatonic river. We believe that Connecticut should not be a party
to the consent decree until adequate and extensive analysis of PCB’s in
the Housatonic River is delineated.
5. The consent decree does note  specify the conditions under which the
PCB’s found in the Housatonic River shag be remediated. We believe
that the consent decree should not be signed by Connecticut until it is
agreed that General Electric will mediate  any and all parts of the
Housatonic River found to have levels of PCB’s  exceeding 2 parts per
million, or equivalent biological markers.

We thus recommend that the deadline for signing the consent decree be
extended by six months to negotiate these changes to the consent
decree. If these changes are not made we recommend that Connecticut not
sign the consent decree and instead initiate a class action law suit
against General Electric. We make these recommendations with the
understandii, contrary to public opinion, that Connecticut’s failure to
sign the consent decree will not stop the remediation of the first two
miles of the Housatonic River below Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

President, Grass Roots Coalition.

John R Battista,  M.D.
Board of Directors. Grass Roots Coalition
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B r i d g e w a t e r
Brookfield P-7

Newtown
Roxbury

Lake Lillinonah Authority

Mr. Bryan  Olson
US Environmental Protection Agency
One Congre.ss Street  (HBT)
Boston, MA 02114

Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natmal  Resources Division
US Department of Justice
PO Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

February 10,2000,

Re: DJ#9&11-3-1479  and 90-11-3-1279~
Consent Decree for PCB  Remediafion  of the Ifousatonic  River.

Dear sir%

This letter is written on behalf of the Lake Lillinonsh  Authority who is deeply
concerned abouf?he on-going PCB contamination and the future health ofthe  Housatonic
River and Lake Liliinonah  ecosystems.

While not all of our concerns are lily addressed by the Consent Decree, we
support the approval of the Consent Decree. We have the following comments:

1. For the last several years, Lake Lillinonah has actively supported efforts by
Housatonic Valley Association in strongly and publicly supporting the negotiated
settlement process. We believe that moving ahead with the Consent Decree now
is best for the health ofthe  Housatonic River and Lake Lillmonah because:

l The Consent Decree provides for the immediate and ongoing control and
removal ofheavily contaminated.sediments that, until they are removed,
will continue to be an ongoing sonrce  ofPCB  threat  and contamiv;tion  to
downstream  stretches of the River and Lake Liiinonah.

l Ifthe  Consent Decree is not approved it is very likely that tb
significant delays in PCB cleanup resulting in continued act
PCBs  in La&e  Lillinonah sediments.



. Under the terms of the Consent Decree EPA must, with public
involvement, put together a cleanup plan fbr the ‘Rest of River” that GE ’
will be ordered to cany out, at GE’s expense. Them is no cap on the
amount of money GE may be required to spend on cleanup in lower
Massachusetts and Connecticut Reaches of the River.

2 . Perhaps more  importantly is the concern about the fate of PCBs  in Lake
Lillinonah sediments that have accumulated behind the Shepaug Dam. The
Consent Decree does not speciticatly address this concern. We~understaud  that
the Consent Decree requires additional sampling, data collection and risk
assessments for the river below the first two miles in Pittsfield. However, the
Consent Decree does not spezitically  address those areas whem  higher levels of
PCBs  have accumulated in the Lake Lillinonab sediments. We request that EPA
specitically address the issue within the context of the “Rest ofRiver”  studies and
cleanup plans. At a minimum these studies should include:

l SurticaI  and deep core sediment sampling behind both the Shepaug Dam
and the Robertson Bleachery  Dam in New Milford.

l Impact analysis on the unended aeration implementation in Lake
Lillinonah on the fate and transport ofPCBs fium bottom sediments behind
the Shepaug Dam.

l Surtical  and deep core  sediment sampling in recently deposited sediments
in upstream  shallows of Lake  Lillinonah.

l Should PCBs  be detected, an analysis ofhow  hydropower operations and
anticipated Robertson Bleachery Dam renovations might impact the
resuspension and downstream transport ofPCB  contaminated sediments.

3 . We support the 50:50  split ofNatural Resource Damages between Massachusetts
and Conpecticut.  We urge, in the strongest possible terms, that these timds be
spent expressly within the Housatonic River ecosystem because it has been the
Housatonic River that has suffered  the ecological harm caused by the
contamination ofPCBs. Lake Lillinonah, as the timt large impoundment
downstream of the site of PCB discharge, has accumulated a large 6action~ of the
material, at approximately 6440 pounds, or 29%,  ofthe  total estimated PCBs  in
the river.

4 . We recommend that EPA publicize and conduct regular public meetings in
Connecticut because continued public involvement is crucial to the uhhnate
success ofthis  cleanup plan.

Lastly, Lake Lillinonah Authority wishes to forward its appreciation to those in state and
federal government agencies that have worked so hard to protect the future ofthe
Housatonic River while achieving this negotiated settlement.

.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment.



George W. Knoecklein, Ph.D.
Director, Lake Lillinonah Author@

CC: Mr. Wdliam  Stuart, Town of Bridgewater
Mr. Martin Foncello Town  of Brookfield
Mayor Art Peilter Town ofNew Milford
Mr. Herb Rosenthal Town  ofNewtown
MIX Barbara Henry Town ofRoxbury
Mr. Alfio Candid0 Town of Southbury

3



Bridgewaler
‘Brookfield
New Millard
NW.VlOW
AOXbUlY
Southbury

Lake Lillinonah Authority
22 Hidden Brook Rd.
Brookfield, CT 06804

Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
US Dedartment  of Justice
POBox7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20644



February 11,ZOOO &r-38

Mr. Bryan Olson
US Environmental Protection Agency
One Congress Street (HBT)
Boston, MA 02114

Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
US Department of Justice
PO Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Re: DJ#90-11-3-1479  and 90-11-3-12792
Consent Decree for PCB Remediation  of the Housatonic River

Dear Sirs:

This letter is written on behalf of the many organizations and elected officials who are deeply
concerned about the on-going PCB contamination and the future health of the Housatonic River.
These organizations include the Housatonic Valley Association (HVA),  Housatonic Valley
Council of Elected Offtcials, Valley Regional Planning Agency, Housatonic Coalition,
Housatonic River Sports Alliance, Trails Committee of the Appalachian Mountain Club (CT
Chapter), Candlewood Lake Authority, Lake Lillinonah Authority, Lake Zoar  Authority, Lake
Housatonic Authority, Audubon Council of Connecticut, Regional Plan Association Rivers
Alliance of Connecticut and Down to Earth. Elected offtcials  include U. S. Representative
James H. Maloney (CT 5* District), U. S. Representative Nancy L. Johnson (CT, 6’Districtt,
State Senator M. Adela Eads (CT 30’ District), State Representative F. Philip Prelli’(CT  63
District), State Representative Andrew W. Roraback (CT 64c’  District), State Representative
Jeanne W. Garvey  (CT 67”  District) and individual members of the Housatonic River
Commission.

While not ah  of our concerns are fully addressed by the Consent Decree, we support the approval
of the Consent Decree. We offer the foliowing comments:

_~~~
1: For the, last several years, HVA and others have strongly and publicly st+pported the

negotiated settlement process. We believe that moving ahead with nsent-Deereeffewl
is best for the health of the Housatonic River because:

II -
I

l The Consent Decree provides for the immediate and ongoing control hnd removal ofA
heavily contaminated sediments that, until they are removed, wi I con’fiii@to~nr,,
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going source of PCB threat and contamination tb downstream stretches of River in
Massachusetts and Connecticut.

l Ifthe Consent Decree is not approved,  it is very likely that the only way to compel any
future cleanup would be for the governments to seek legal remedies under the Superfund
laws in what would probably be a long and contentious court  battle. This would:

- delay PCB cleanup where it is most urgently needed;
- allow the continuing threat of on-going contamination to lower river reaches in

Massachusetts and Connecticut;
- possibly result in less cleanup and compensatory funds for the River than outlined

in the Consent Decree; and
- cost taxpayers many millions of dollars, with no guarantee of a more favorably

perceived settlement.

l Under the terms of the Consent Decree EPA must, with public involvement, put together
a cleanup plan for the “Rest of River” that General Electric Company (GE) will be
ordered to carry out, at GE’s expense. There is no cap on the amount of money GE may
be required to spend on cleanup in lower Massachusetts and Connecticut reaches of the
RiVW.

2. At the same time, for more than fifteen years many of us have raised concern about the fate
of PCB contaminated sediments that have accumulated behind dams downstream from
Pittsfield. The Consent Decree does not specifically address this concern. We understand
that the Consent Decree requires additional sampling, data collection, and risk assessments
for the “‘Rest of River” (below the first two miles in Pittsfield) and provides EPA with the
authority to order GE to clean up any portion of the Housatonic River where PCB levels are
found to exceed levels protective of human health and the environment. However, because
the Consent Decree does not explicitly call for testing behind impoundments in
Massachusetts and Connecticut, areas where higher levels ofPCBs are most likely to have
accumulated, wcrequest  that EPA specifically address this issue within the context of the
“Rest of River”studies and cleanup plans. At a minimum these studies should include:

l Surficial  and deep core sediment sampling behind all Housatonic River impoundments,
and in the canals and reservoirs associated with all the hydroelectric facilities such as
those at Falls Village, Bulls Bridge and Candlewood Lake in Connecticut.

l Should PCBs  be detected, an  analysis of how hydropower operations impact the
resuspension and downstream transport of PCB contaminated sediments.

3. We are not alone in desiring a more sutistantial monetary settlement for the Natural Resource
Damages (NRD)  component, However, for the reasons stated in (1) above, we support  the
amount .established  in the Consent Decree as a minimum. We also suppon  the 5050 split of

’ NRD funding between Connecticut and Massachusetts. We urge, in the strongest possible
terms, that the NRD fimds be spent along and within the Housatonic River only, and not for
projects on other rivers. Many of us are also requesting, under separate cover fo the
Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection, that the CT DEP “NRD  Restoration
Plan Advisory Committee” announced on January 4,200O  include representatives from  the
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entire Housatonic River community in Connecticut,~especiahy  those organizations that have
monitored and participated in the resolution of this issue such as HVA,  the Housatonic River
Commission, the Housatonic Fly Fishermen’s Association and other fishing organizations,
the Lake Authorities, and riverfront communities.

4 . Because of the substantial amount of misinformation that has circulated about this Consent
Decree we suppott  the extension of the public comment period to February 23” to enable
interested parties to assess and comment on the facts.

5. Continued public invoivement  is crucial to the ultimate success of this cleanup plan. We
recommend that EPA publicize and conduct regular public information meetings in both.
Massachusetts and Connecticut, and provide written updates, perhaps through a newsletter
and EPA’s website,  to all interested parties.

We appreciate the effort put forth by the state and federal government agencies that worked
so hard, for so many months - even years -to protect the future of the Housatonic River
while achieving this negotiated settlement. Whiie not all of our desires  are encompassed by
the agreement, we believe that on balance this Consent Decree includes the actions most
urgently needed to immediately reduce the threat of PCBs  in the river system, and to restore
the health of the Housatonic River over the long term.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

&&JLmer
Executive Director
Housatonic Vallep-Association,  a m-state,  nonprofit organization of more than 3,500 members
that works to protect the entire Housatonic River and its 1948 square mile watershed.

District

Nancy L. Jol(nson L/

U. S. Representative, Connecticut 6* District
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.

M. Adela Eads
CT State Senator. 30*  District

F. Philip Prelli
CT State Representative, 63”l District

Andrew W. Roraback
CT State Representative, 64” District

Seanne Garvey
CT State Representative, 67*  District

Helen Speck,
Director Connecticut Office
Regional Plan. AssGiation

DoMa  iuck,  Chairman
The Housatonic Valley Council of Elected Oflicials  representing the chief elected offtcials of
Danbury, Redding, Ridgefield, Bethel, Brookfield, New Fairfield, Sherman, New Milford,
Bridgewater and Newown



Valley Regional  Planning Agency representing the chief elected officials of Ansonia,  Derby,
Se,y  and Shelt

Margaret gner
Executive Director
Rivers Alliance of Connecticut a statewide coalition of residents, watershed and river groups
and local businesses working together for river conservation

u
Michael Piquette
Housatonic Coalition representing over 4,000 CT fishermen, including members of the
Housatonic Rainbow Club, the Connecticut Council of Trout Unlimited, the Federation of Fly
Fishers, the Housatonic Fly Fishermen’s Association and Housatonic River Outfitters

Marcus G. Organschi
The Housatonic River Sports Alliance, representing the river’s boating community

Ann Sherwood, Chairperson
Trails Committee
Connecticut Chapter Appalachian Mountain Club

Hubert Hawkins, Chairman
The Candlewood Lake Authority
Representing the towns of Danbury, New Fairfield, Sherman, Brooktield and New Milford
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Ed Kisluk,  Chairman
Lake Housatonic Authority
Representing the towns of Derby, Oxford, Seymour and Shelton

Ann Schissel,  Chairman
Lake Lillinonah Authority
Representing the towns of Bridgewater, Brooktield,  New Milford, Newtown,  Roxbury and
Southbury

Lake Zoar  Authority
Representing the towns of Monroe, Newtown,  Oxford and Southbury

Jane Kerin-Moffat, President
The Audubon Council of Connecticut representing the 14 chapters and 2 affiliates  of the
National Audubon Society

William R. Tingley v cl
Vice Chairman and Sharon Representative
Housatonic River Commission

Kent Representative, Housatonic River Commission
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Lynn Fowler
Cornwall Representative, Housatonic River Commission

V
James Krissel
Cornwall Representative, Housatonic River Commission

David Skovron
Falls Village Representative, Housatonic River Commission

Jessie Khngabiel
Teacher, kayaker, and aquatic ecologist

Down to Earth - -

cc: All signatories
The Honorable John G. Rowland, Governor of Connecticut
The Honorable Paul Cellucci, Governor of Massachusetts
Richard Blumenthal, Connecticut Attorney General
Bob Durand, Secretary, Massachusetts EOEA
Massachusetts EOEA Housatonic Basin Team Leader Tom O’Brien
Arthur Rocque, Commissioner, Connecticut Dept. of Environmental Protection
Edward Parker, Bureau Chief, CT DEP Bureau of Natural Resources
Charles Fredette, CT DEP.  Bureau of Water Management
Housatonic River Commission
Northwestern Connecticut Council of Governments
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Scott Drugonis
37 Kathy Drive
Seymour, CT 06483

Ed Parker
CT DEP
Manager, Natural Resources
79 Elm St.
Hartford, CT 06106-5127

February 12,200O

203~888-  1908

G% 39 ;

Dear Ed,

1 am writing you on behalf of the Naugatuck Valley chapter of Trout Unlimited
and the Naugatuck River Watershed Association.

My concern is with the recent settlement involving the Housatonic River for PCB
remediation with General Electric, EPA and CT DEP. This was for $ 7.75 million
for natural resources damages in Connecticut.

There have been several articles in area newspapers of late stating that Northwestern
environmental groups oppose the use of this money for anything other than the
Housatonic River.

The position of the organisations  I represent is that the Naugatuck River is the
largest tributary to the Housatonic. Any improvement to the Naugatuck results
in a positive impact to the Housatonic watershed. On the Housatonic, there are’
3 large impoundment’s; Lake Lillinoah,  Lake Zoar and Lake Housatonic. All
are contaminated with PCB’s  and virtually impossible to remediate.

Piease  advocate using a portion of this money on the Naugatuck River. Much
work has been done by the DEP and volunteer organisations. There could be
plans for water quality monitoring, anadromous fish restoration, dam removals
and park designs along riparian areas.

Please remember our watershed as being part of the Housatonic when making
policy decisions,

Sincerely

&
Scott Drugonis
Director. Trout Unlimited Naugatuck Riverkeeper Volunteer Monitoring
Director. Naugatuck River Watershed Association -:  n r ,- I, _



A River
Reborn:
Connecticut’s
Naugatuck

s U C C E S  5 0 N-T U E  5 T R E  A H

David Howard

gust.  ‘Growing up hcrc, the lax piace  in the world you3  wax 10  be is neaar

char  civer,”  said PI&.  Ar Seymour Middle School, which sirs on rhc  banks
of rhc  Naugaruck, hc recalled, “We used co make rhea  reacher shur  rhc  win-
dows because it srunk.”

Thari  all the folks of rhc Naugaruck Valley  knew of rhe  river da@ back

m the early 18OOs,  when pioneer indusrrialisrr  dammed rhe Naugaruck and
rhe  valley rhrummed  with the  prodigious produc&w.  of brass, clocks, rubber,
and orhcr  praducrs.  There were no cnvimnmental laws, and rhe river was  a

convenient place for massive facraries  to  unload oils, acids and chemicals.
Towns empried rheir sewer  lines into the  currem. Residents  joked about
sparring “lump fish”--raw sewage floaring  in the  poisoned currenrs.

When Trorour  Uniimired’s  Naugaruck Valley Chaprer  farmed in 1976,  rhe
river was  srill lifeless--a conrervarion long shot by any esrimarc.  Bur  rhe

chaprer  has  a philosophy about dead rivers:  ‘Those are the  ones,”  said chap-
rer  preridenr  Albin  Weber,  “where  you an make rhc most  difference.”

Many of rhe  dams arc  gone or slated for removal.  One key fish ladder has
been built,  and several orhcrs  are coming. Waste-rrarmenr  planrs  hwe  been~
upgraded up and down the v&y  Volunteers  led by-i-U  and the Naugaruck
River Watershed Asraciarion  have  planted hundreds of “hire  pines. hcm-

la&,  and  forsythia  bushes  along rhc  banks.They’w  builr  bluebird boxer  and
hauled out rons  of trash  each  year for thclasr dccadc as pan of biannual river
clean-up days.

The rurning poinr  can  be rraced  as far back as rhe grear  flood of 1955,

which ravaged  many of-rhc  facrories.  The Clean Warer  Au of 1972 ensured

that new planrs  cansrrucrcd on rhe  river  would harr ro treat  the  Naugaruck
much genrlcr.

Sb+e=  T R O U T  WINTERZOO



CORNWALL CONSERVATION TRUST
P.O. BOX 74

WEST CORNWALL, CONNECTICUT 06796

Mr. Bryan Olson
US Environmental Protection Agency
OneCongress  Street (HBT)
Boston, MA 02114

Assistmt Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Div.
US Department of Justice
PO Box 7611, Ben FrankLb~  Station
Wash.@@&  DC 20044

Be: D3#90-113  1479 End 90-113 1279z-- --
. . . .Deere PCB Rp

Dear Sirs:

I am writing to express the support of the Cornwall Conservation Trust for the letter
submitted to you last week by Lynn Werner, Executive Director of the Housatonic
Valley Association-

Ms. Werner’s letter was mailed before I had Gnashed  canvassing  the Trust’s Board of
Directors, but I can now report that our Board unanimously agreed with the position
expressed by the HVAI

Although the settlement contained in the Consent Decree is by no means perfect, it
should be accepted because

1. it offers immediate raediation for at least part of the co&mination
2. it avoids the akemative  of an arduous laws&, wasting money and causing

needless delay, and
3. it mandates w unlimi&d  sum to be spent on the re

compliance with a clew-up plan to be drafted
involvement.



We are also in ageement  with the remainder of the letter, the concerns about the
‘Rest of the River”, the restriction of the settlement mount to benefit the Housatmic
River alone, and the importance of continued public involvement.

‘l’bnk you for extending the period of comment, and for your aaention to the feelings of
those who wish to restore this damaged river to health.

Sincerely,

i hLyv+-/)  b-&$

Margaret D. Cooley, President
Cornwall Conservation Trust

February 17,200O
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,, February 18.2000

TRB CITY B P

SHELTON
CORlBCTlCUT

Office of the Mayor
Mock A heni

Mq0r
Mr. Ryan Olson
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
One Congress Street (HBT)
Boston, MA 02114

Assistant Attorney General
Environment & Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington. DC. 20044

RE: D.&MO-11-3-1479  and 90-11-3-12792
Consent Decree for PCB Remediation of the Housatonic River

Gentlemen:

This letter is written on ~behalf  of ‘the City of Shelton regarding the Consent
Decree for PCB Remediation of the Housatonic River. While not all of our
concerns are fully addressed by the Consent Decree, we support the approval of
the Consent Decree. The City of Shelton will support the letter dated February
11,  2000 submitted by Lynn Werner, Executive Director of the HVA (attached).

As Mayor of the City of Shelton, I am concerned that what happens upstream will
have an absolute impact on communities like Shelton with nine miles of riverfront
and with a whole host of recreational activities taking place on a daily basis.
Every precaution should be taken to be sure that people are not put in harm’s
way.

Sincerely yours,

Mark A. Lauretti
Mayor

chb
Attachment

cc: Ruth Malins, Housatonic Valley Association
David S. Carfo,  Shelton’s Long Island Sound Represent
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Review Appraisals, Inc.

270 West Cornwall Road, West Cornwall, CT 067% 860-672-2772

2 1 February 2000

Bryan Olson
U . S .  E P A
One Congress Street (HBT)
Boston, MA 02114

DJ#  90-II-3-1479,90-11-3-14792
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611, Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Re: “Consent Decree” between Connecticut and the General Electric Company regarding the
polychlorinated  biphenyi (PCB) contamination of the Housatonic River

Connecticut must withdraw from or renegotiate the “Consent Decree” that purports  to remediate  the
Housatonic River and compensate us for more  than fifty years of undisputed PCB contamination by the
General Electric Cotnnany  (GE). This document is a betrayal of the river, property owners. and people
who live, work, and play in the western part of our state.

Since 1977 we have been patient while deferring to state and federal officials. believing that a fair and
reasonable solution to this tragedy would eventually be achieved. As far back as 1981. the Housatonic
River Commission (created by town officials of the Housatonic River Valley) addressed the PCB
contamination issue by emphasizing in their management plan, “[wlhatever  solutions arc developed must
be with the full cooperation and involvement of towns along the river.”

Although some may confuse such patience with apathy. it is a reflection of our  traditional faith in
governnlent.

Nineteen years  later, with no time to allowed.to  analyze and voice
people of the Housatonic River Basin have been  egregiously
scheduled in this state. because. as a Connecticut Deparrment  of Environ
official declared “we are not legally required” to do so.
meedng  where public officials involved in this “negotiation” attempted to
they could get. It became evident at that meeting that GE is just too big. po
of our “negotiators.” This from a state agency that is



investigated by both  our state attorney general and federal investigators for undue influence and
corruption, and where their own staff employees describe this new policy as systematically dismantling
the state’s enforcement prograrm  to the direct detriment of public health (seem
article Asleep on the Beat: Why Arenk Our Environmental Laws  Being Enforced?. November 1999).

. . . .l)Disseminationof’”  tion
.

The Consent Decree was negotiated in secret, with no stakeholders present at the negotiating &ble:Not
for profit organizations and interested parties made repeated requests that they have a place al  the table.
These requests were denied. Repeated efforts made by the Housatonic Environmen@  Action League
(HEAL) eventually prodded the CTDEP to begrudgingly and halfheartedly participate and answer
questions during this so-called comment period. It is evident that the policy of our state government is
that the less the public Imows,  the better. This contempt for public participation has tainted the process,
with state government officials presenting the Consent Decree as a “done deal,” with any revisions or
additions as deal breakers. What a fraud to then call this a public “comment period,” the proper term
being a public “venting period.”

2) Natural

A NRD study has not been performed for Connecticut. The CTDEP has attempted to pass  off a
preliminary study  as an adequate substitute. This behavior borders on malfeasance, and exemplifies the
current agency practice of withholding public documents as drafts, preliminary, or legal work product
involved in negotiation, and thus not subject to disclosure. In April 1998, the Connecticut Freedom of
Information Commission (CTFOI)  denied GE access to a “preliminary” NRD study. This was wrong. if
not illegal. GE chose not to appeal this decision. The end result was that GE and the public were denied
the review of these documents as required by United Stales Department of Interior (DOI)  regulations.

Although there are repeated references to Connecticut in the NRD sNdy,  any  reading of the report would
show that the compilers made repeated efforts to disclose what was not included because of insufficient
data. A FOI request has been made of Massachusetts. and a one will shortly be made of Connecticut. to
obtain information on-the circumstances surrounding the creation of this document. I say “this” d&zument
because there are so many “drafts” that went back and forth between the compilers and CTDEP that it is
difficult to bow at present what fmal  report is referenced.

The NRD study fails to mention the Schaghticoke Indian Tribe that has lived and fished the Housatonic
for centuries, well before our  country was founded. They were denied a seat at the negotiating table. a
specitic requirement of DO1  regulations. The CTDEP seemed unaware that the Schaghticokes  even lived
on the river when this was brought to their attention during this “venting period.”

The NRD study fails to mention the Housatonic Meadows State Park in Cornwall Bridge. The CTDEP
has had exclusive control over this property, where campers and swimmers have recreated for years.
Inexplicably. no PCB signage  or warnings exist in this area of the river. How can  a purported NRD study
not take this important state propeny  into account?

No flood plain or thorough PCB contamination study has been done for Connecticut.

No analysis of waterfowl contamination was done.

No analysis of tubing and swimming was done.
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If anything the report should be retitled “Pr&minary  Study of Housatonic River PCB Contamination snd
Impact on Fisheries in tbe Central and Nortbem  Reaches of Connecticut and Lower Reaches of
Massachusetts.”

Even taken in a conservative light, the preliminary NRD study  hints at a much larger dollar amount than
the irrelevant figure  reached in this secretive negotiating process. The compensation dollar amounts for
both Massachusetts and  Connecticut should be counted in the billions. not millions.

3!The

The Consent Decree unjustly limits the rights of Connecticut property owners and residents by absolving
GE of criminal and civil liability. This has been done without a public hearing in our state. No adequate
provision is made for Connecticut to receive notice of Cone&e  Measure Studies. and no provision has
been made for Peer Review meetings to be  held in Connecticut. Indeed, the process is so convoluted as
outlined f& the “Rest of the River,” that the document ensures years of litigation over the Consent Decree
itself, rather than the remediation of the river (which will apparently only take place in the Pittsfield
region of the Housatonic).

.  . . .
4) Pavoffs.

The political context in which this Consent Decree has been negotiated can  not be understated. We have a
Republican Governor, and  in northwestern Connecticut our federal Congressional and statr
representatives are all Republican. GE and its employees have given large sums of money to the
Republican Party. As of the Federal Elections Commission January 1, X00  filing. General Electric’s
Political Action Committee has given Nancy Johnson $4500, the second highest contribution to any
member of the  House of Representatives,

The reporter who originally broke the story in Pittsfield, Massachusetts regarding schoolyard
contamination. was soon employed and silenced by GE.

In New York. in fighting  GE’s Hudson River PCB contamination. GE critics were hired (co-opted) by
GE.

Here in Litchfield County. a beloved environmental organization has been quietly convened into a
undisclosed lobbying srm  of GE by persuading groups and individuals to endorse the Consent Decree
without informing people that they have been accepting $35,ooO to $40.000 a year from GE.

In late January. I received an insidious recruitment letter from GE. concludin&  this to be another typical
strategy employed to see if I too could be “bought.”

in the months ahead. we will be vigilant in discovering what individuals are “rewarded” by GE for their
participation in this betrayal.

A not for protic  organization will be incorporated IO directly address the PCB issue and related
contaminates that pollute the Housatonic River in Connecticut.
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An international boycott of all GE goods and services (lightbulbs,  appliances, fmancing,.defense
conuacting,  NBC, etc.) will be mounted.

We request that a fmal  and complete NRD sNdy  be performed for Connecticut.

We will seek  to have~a  site area designated in Connecticut for all PCB  related issues. notices. and
meetings.

We ask that all interested psrties  in Connecticut be informed of all PCB remediation  efforts and proposals
performed in Massachusetts.

We will form a coaiition  with other national and international organizations to monitor and hold GE
accountable for all their PCB or toxic contaminated rivers and properties.

Finally. it is now apparent how important it is for GE to stifle  and control all debate and opposition to any
significant cleanup of the Housatonic River or adequate compensation to our  state for na~ral resource
damage. Unlike many other contaminated sites in the country, the criminal PCB contamination in our
river can  be attributed solely to GE. Without dispute. GE has the resources to clean  their mess up. This
sell-out is precedent setting. and will be used as a farcical model for the 40 to 80 PCB cleanup sights that
implicate GE throughout the country To that end. we ask that the Consent Decree be renegotiated in good
faith; that serious. consistent, and independent PCB testing studies be performed for the “Rest of the
River:” that stakeholders or their representatives be a party to all negotiations; and that GE compensate us
adequately for the years of damage to OUT beloved Housatonic.

Attached are some of the petitions chat  have been forwarded on to me. urging that we not sign off on the
Consent Decree or that the “venting period” be extended for six more months,

Presidem

Connecticut Real Estati Broker License # 130272
Massachusetts Real Estate Broker License #RE  139405-B
Connecticut Certified General Real Estate Appraiser License #00%X29
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ARGEO PAUL CELLUCCI
G O V E R N O R

Audrey Cole
270 West Cornwall Road
West Cornwall, CT 06796

Re: Public Records Request

January 20,200O

Dear Ms. Cole:

1 write regarding your requsst  dated January 9,200O  and officially received Mo!da$, January 10,
2000 for a copy of certain public records pursuant to the Public Records Law, section 7(26)  of Chapter 4
and section 10 of Chapter 66 of the General Laws of Massachusett>,  as well as the Public Records Access
Regulations, 950 CMR 32.00, promulgated thereunder. 1 respond on behalf of the Executwc  Office  of
Environmental Affairs (“EOEA”). As mentioned in your request, this office recently provided you with a
copy of a document described as the “Housatonic River Preliminary Natural Resource Damage
Assessment” in response to your public records request made to this office on December 17,  1999. This
document was mailed to you on December 27, 1999. Your current request seeks any “additional
documentation from Industrial Economics (IE)  of Cambridge, MA you have on file that falls under the
purview of a naturarresource  damage assessment claim of the Housatonic River in Connecticut.” In
addition, your request asks for a copy of the following:

,I,I., ?!x sta*ements  9fWork  (SOW) -xyent.. . ..-..  ~ . ~= -.d+  nt!E nfCazbridg.-,  M.4 that you  have
on file. I believe one is referred to as the  Proposed Technical Approach prepared undet
FWS Contract Number 14-48-0009-95-005, Delivery Order l-001. Any addition,
update, or amendment or new SOW order regarding the HRNRD [Housatonic River
Natural Resource Damage AsSessment]  is also requested;

(2) [T]he  cover/transmittal letters that were sent by IE when the HRNRD study or any
HRNRD studies were received, whether termed preliminary, draft or otherwise; and,

(3) [T]he  documentaiion  of the qualifications of the individuals (not the company) who
performed the HRNRD’s  that you have on tile.

EOEA is in the process of identifying documents, which may be responsive to your request.
EOEA’S  initial search of its documents, conducted in response to your request, identified approximately
six hundred and fifty pages of potentially responsive records. The Public Records Access Regulations,



Letter to Audrev  Cole,
Public Records*Requ&
January 20,200o;  Page  2 of 3

particularly 950 CMR 5 32.0613).  state that a “custodian shall provide a written, good faith estimate of
the applicable copying, search time and segregation time fees to be incurred prior to complying with a
public records request where the total costs are estimated to exceed ten dollars.” Accordingly, as the
custodian of the identified records, EOEA estimates the total cost associated with complying with your
request as S251.06,  which consists of 565.00 for copying charges (650 pages at SO.10 per page), $76.50
for estimated search time’ fees (2 hours of Natural Resources Damages Coordinator time), $101.56 for
estimated segregation time’ fees (1 hour of attorney time and 2 hours of Natural Resources Damages
Coordinator time), and approximately $8.00 for the cost of postage as allowed by 950 CMR 5 32.06(3).
Please understand that this is a good faith estimate and is subject to revision based upon any additional
search time or segregation time, which may prove necessary, and potential adjustments to the final
copying and postage costs.

The ten-cent per page copying charge provides for a black and white reproduction of one-side of
an 8.5” by 1 I” sheet of paper. Some of the documents, jdentiiied  to date, are oversize (beyond the
capacity of EOEA’s copying machine, e.g. site plans) and/or contain color. EOEA cannot copy oversize
documents or make color copies through its ordinary means of reproduction. Such oversize and/or color
documents must be reproduced offsite  at a higher cost. Of course, black and white copies of non-
oversize color documents can be made at a cost of ten cents per page, if you so choose. EOEA’S  cost
estimate did not include the actual cost associated with making any oversize or color copies.’ Such
oversize and/or  color reproduction costs would be in addition to this written estimate.

If, based upon this written estimate, you decide that you still want EOEA to proceed with
complying with your request, please contact me and advise me of your approval to proceed and your
acceptance of the costs as described. In addition, please forward paiment  for the estimated cost of
$25 1.06 to my attention by check or money order payable to the “Commonwealth of Massachusetts.”
Once payment is received, this office will (1) complete identifying, consolidating and copying the
responsive documents; (2) inform you of any additional costs associated with complying with your
request; (3) inform pdu of whether this office  will be withholding any of the documents as ez&mpt  from
disclosure under the Public Records Law in accordance with 950 CMR 32.08(  1); and, (4) forward the
copies of the non-exempt records to you by mail. If you choose to challenge EOEA’s response to your
public records request, including any decision made to withhold documents as exempt from disclosure,
you may appeal to the Supervisor of Public Records, following the procedure set out in 950 CMR $
32.08.

Please note, our search did not include any documents that may be in the custody of the
Depanment of Environmental Protection (“DEP”),  the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and

1 Search Time means “the time needed to locate,‘pull  fmm.the tiles, copy and rcshelve  or refile a public  record.
However, it Shall not include the time expended to create the original record.” 950 CMR 32.03.
2 Segregation Time means “the time used to delete or expurgate data  which is exempt under M.&L.  c. 4, s. 7,
clause  26 from non-exempt material which is contained in a paper public record.” 950 CMR 32.03.



/’ Letter to Audrey Cole,
Public Records Request.
January 20.2000; Page 3 of 3

Environmental Law Enforcement (“DFWELE”), and  the Office of the Attorney General (“OAG”),‘as  a
request for copies of such records must be made directly to DEP.  DFWELE or OAG, as applicable.

If you have any questions or require funher assistance regarding this matrer,  please contact
meat 617-626-1135.

---
Assistant General Counsel

--







A River Runs Through It
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BETSYGLASSMAN

Assistant Attorney General, Environmental and Natural Resources
US Department of Justice
PO Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20044
re: DJ#  90-11-3,  1479,90-11-3-14792

February 2Q2000

Dear Assistant Attorney General,

I wish to express my grave reservations about the proposed Consent Decree between
General Electric, the EPA, and the states of Connecticut and Massaclmse.tts
to cleanup the Housatonic River. I live in Connecticut’s Lit&field  County in the region of the
Housatonic River, and regularly use the river for recreation. The river’s PCB contamination
problem has been ongoing and ignored for far too long. I was first made aware of it when I
moved to the area in 19% and as yet, no improvements in PCB cleanup have been made. This is
deplorable, especially considering GE’s  tinancial  success as a publicly traded corporation. I don’t
know how many billions the company is worth but with all its assets, I’m sure it can afford to
spend the appropriate amount of money to rectify the problems it caused when it dumped PcB’s
years ago. If GE is allowed to pay next to nothing to clean up the river in Connecticut, justice will
not be served. It will be a clear case of a corporation earning and retaining obscenely large profits
at the expense of the environment, and government collusion in allowing said corporation to evade
its social, environmental and financial responsibility.

I believe the $7.75 million Connecticut would receive under the Consent Decree is
horribly inadequate to deal with the damage done to the Housatonic River by
General Electric’s pollution. As seen in Seattle last fall, there is a,growing grassroots movement to
end such bad behavior by corporations. A government which is of, by and for the people  has the
responsibility to ensure that its people, wildlife and environmental resources are not damaged by
corporate behavior and if such behavior occurred in the past, government should enforce its laws
and ensure that responsible parties make restitution. In short, the U.S. government must hold GE
fully accountable for its past irresponsible and devastating actions.

Furthermore, I am in full agreement with a recent letter sent to CI  Attorney General Richard
Blumenthal by the Housatonic Environmental Action League, Grass Roots Coalition of New
Milford and Green Party of Connecticut, outlining the position of these groups and their
reservations, recommendations and proposed modifications to the present Consent Decree. I urge
you to carefully read the letter from these groups and to act on their recommendations;

Thank you for extending the comment period on this matter.

EMAIL:  bglssman0l@snet.net  -



CONNECTICUT MUST NOT SIGN Ah’ AGREEMENT THAT FAILS TO CLEAN UP
GENERAL ELECTRIC’S ACKNOWLEDGED PCP CONTAMINATION IN THE

HOUSATONIC RIVER

“Top Twenty  Hazardous  Substances” 1999 notice of the federal Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registty
(ASTDR),  has  PCBs listed  as  the #6  hazardous  substance  in the ccnmtry.  See “Public Health Implications of
Exposure to Pofychiorinated BiplzenyLr”  (1999). Et& available at imp:/hvvnvaedr.&.gov

The Consent  Decree:

3)
4)

5)

6)

7)

The cons~t  decree Emits  the rights  of Connecticut property  o~llers and residents by absolving Gmwl
Electric of criminal and pa&l  civil liability. This is done without  a formal  public hearing  in Comxcticu~
A Natural  Resource Damage Study (NRD)  has not been  performed on  the CcmneCtiCut  portion  Of the
Housatonic  River  as  required  in Depamnent  of Imerior  regulations. No analysis includes the recent
waterfowl contamination study. No appropriate contingent valuation study or  use loss study has  been
performed for Cotmecticut  A tubing  and swimming  use-loss adysis  is excluded. Recent data would
substantially add to the highly speculative and  corwrvmive  estimams  suggested.
No fkxd plain or  thorough  PCB study has been  puformed in Catmecticut.
The baseline dates  in the  reports  are  arbitrary. Data available for Connecticut would  push  these  back
substantially  in time.
Appendices G and J reflect the extent Connecticut is an  afterthought. No provision is made for  Gxmecticut
to receive notice (no CT project coordinator) of a Corrective Measures Study (CMS),  although these are
required for the “rest of the river.” The “Peer Review Pmcess”  is to take place in Fittstieid  only, with tw
consideration given to  Connecticut participation.
There is tto  plan to clean up the “rest of the  river”(read  Connecticut). but instead there  is an  agreement for a
“process.” Pages 88 thrcqbl14  (#22)  create a process that will ensure litigation over the ccnsent  decree
itself for yeas  to come, rather  than  a focus  011 the  clean up of PC%.
In the background analysis, the intent of the cmtsmt decree is stated to be avoidance of prolonged and
complicated litigation. No cost  benefit analysis has been done  to detemtitte  which is more expensive and
complex; a government remediation  and restoration of the Housatonic  and billing of General  Electric. or
implememingYbe  ccms.mt  decree.

Wby is Connecticut pat?  of this  package deal? Why is Connecticut a deal breaker if it backs out? Pittsfield is held
hostage the  city won’t be remediated  unless Connecticut signs this  outrageous document.

If 1) you do ttot  want Connecticut to be a party to this consent decree, or 2) request  a public bearing and six mcmtb
extension for written comments, please sign below and  provide  your  ttane,  address and comact  mmtbm.

1) Connecticut not patty to decree I/--- OR, 2) Six mottth  extmsionipublic  heaing

Mail to:  Audrey  Cole, 270 West  Cornwall Road.  West Cornwall. CT 06796 or FE (MO)  672-6557



The Housatonic River is contaminated with GE PCBs.

Do not eat the fish or swim its waters.
c7=46

Call our public officials to cleanup this critne.

Oppose the “Consent Decree” that does not  guarantee
remediation in CT during your lifetime.
hHp://www.epa.gov/regionOl  /ge/wmpage.html

“GE, they bring good things fo HARM!”

ORGANIZAIION: ZJ,/,,>OLAZL -

SIGNATURE: _-

DATE s a/  8D
I

ADDITIONAL COMMENT%  __ .___-

__- ----

- -

MAIL TO  BOTH. INCLUDING DJB 90-l 1-3-1479, 9D-ll-3-14792:
1.  Bryan Olson

U.S. EPA
One congress street (Her]
Boston, MA 02114

2. Cindy  Huber
AssIstant  Altornay  General
Environmental and Natural  Rcsdurcss  Dlvlslon
U.S. L%podment  or  JUMCO
P.O. Box 7611. Ban  Franklln  Station
WashIngton.  DC 20044

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS TO BE POSTMARKED IS WEDNESDA  r, FEBR



February 22, 2000

Arthur Caisse
River Committee

Pomperaug Social Club
CfO  Edward Staib, President -'.

Pomperaug Social Club
54 Old Hawleyville  Road.

Bethel. CT 06801
(203)  792-9872.

Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P-0.  Box 7611
Ben Franklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044

Reference File # DJ#:  90-11-3-1479.90-11-3-14792

Dear Assistant Attorney General:

I am writing to you to make comment on the consent
decree between General Electric and the Environmental'
Protection Agency as electronically posted on the web. Our
membership is concerned that our river, the Pomperaug, may
not be included in the remedies outlined in the consent
decree and I am writing to request your written
clarification.

The Pomperaug River is a major tributary to the
Housatonic River at Southbury, Connecticut. Its mouth is
situated just north of the interstate 84 crossing over the
Housatonic.

Our members live on the banks of the lower Pomperaug
River, very close to the Housatonic. We have artesian
wells. The banks of the Pomperaug and our yards have had
sediment and silt deposited on them because of the severe
ice breaks that occur each spring. When the mild weather
comes in spring, the frozen river
sized blocks which roar and gouge
in an avalanching effect, the ice
onto our yards carrying with them
bottom of the river.

Our  concern is that the PCBs
river bottom have found their way
the wells. How, one might ask, is
from the Housatonic to get up the
The answer is quite simple.

breaks into automobile-
the river bottom. Then.
is fiercely catapulted
the sediment from the

that have settled in the
onto our land and into



Northeast Utilities has two hydroelectric plants. and
dams nearby on the Eousatonic. The Shepaug dam is just
north of the Pomperaug and the Stevenson dam is south of
the Pomperaug. The Eousatonic River between these dams is
known es Lake Zoar. These dams cycle the Housatonic's level
and everyday (and night) the Pomperaug's  current reverses ..
direction and the Housatonic flows up past our dwellings.

PCBs  settle and, over the many years, have stratified. This
has been happening since the dams were installed, perhaps
60 years or more. There can be no doubt that~  our river
bottom hasbeen  infected by PCBs. That bottom is
distributed onto our yards and nearby our wells, each
spring.

Please help us. We have been working with
Congresswoman Nancy Johnson, our First Selectman Alfio A.
Candido, the Lake Zoar Authority and others to solve the
problems of the Pomperaug River delta. Please do everything
you can to include restorative measures from the GE
settlement to include the .Pomperaug  River delta here in
Southbury Connecticut.

Is the Pomperaug River in Southbury included in the,
plan to implement the consent decree? How can we most
effectively work with the authorities to help the situation
here? We look forward to hearing from you at your earliest
convenience. _'

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Arthur Caisse
Pomperaug River Committee
Pomperaug Social Club



February 23,20X cl= 4g

Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box  761 1, Ben Franklin Station
Washington; DC 2053U7611

Bryan  O l s o n  -
EPA Project Coordinator
U.S. EPA Region 1
One Congress Street (HBTJ: Suite 1100
Boston, MA 02114-2023

RE: DJ#  90-I  1-3-1479.90-l l-3-14792

Dear Atty. Schiffer and Mr. Olson,

The Housatonic Environmental Action League(HEAL)  has reviewed the proposed
Housatonic River Site Consent Decree and the Reissued RCRA permit between GE. the
United States, the State of CT, and the Commonwealth of MA. Based upon our
evaluation, HEAL offers the following comments and suggestions.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

In CT. there is very little public awareness and participation in the process: this
minimization of public participation is as a direct result of the lock of publicity to the
community surrounding the Housatonic River. On January 4. 1999, CT was granted the
only public informational meeting to be held in this state pertaining to this Consent
Decree. Despite our request, CT DEP neglected to issue an agreed upon press release
prior to the Kent Town Hall meeting. The meeting WCIS never listed on CT DEP’s  website.
EPA acknowledged our requests for more press releases, but had no comprehensive

Jisting  on file for CT publications: an indication that CT has histortcolly  been kept
unapprised  and unaware of the Decree proceedings. Why do we hove to ask for’this
information to be disseminated on such a monumental decision?

A formal public hearing was repeatedly requested of EPA. CT DEP. CT AG, and Senators
Dodd and Lieberman,  but none was ever granted. Since e&y .1997,  HEAL
representatives have been obligated to travel to Pittsfield and Lee to attend
informational  meetings and public hearings. At no time were any CT officials  present to
answer questions about CT concerns.



The Consent Decree was negotiated in an entirely private.  behind-closed-door setting
with no citizen representation at the table. Giving affected residents and businesses a
seat, early  and throughout any decision-making process, is imperative as they are the
ones who, for yeors,  will live with the ramiticotions of the Decree conditions. It isn’t the
public you need to fear...fear the polluter. Our federal agencies and elected officials
must not allow GE to determine the fate of the river,  the animal kingdom that depends
on it, or the people that live and work by it without our voice being heard.

Public participation and input with the same rights  afforded all other parties in this  matter
needs to be reevaluated. HEAL would like to be considered for any CT representation
chosen in future engagement of the public durtng  negotiations, reviews. and decisions.

COMMENTS AND COMMENT PERIOD

The public should be granted additional time to review and comment on the Consent
Decree. It took years to create, and an ordinary citiien t s expected to examine this
immense, convoluted, and complicated document in a mere few months. This is a
perfect example of the parties  to the Decree creating an environment of inequity and
lack of sincertty  in addressing the concerns  of the public. We deserve the opportunity to
participate and comment on the development of activities such as permitting, remedy
selection, and environmental assessment. For those citizens without law degrees or
intimate knowledge of federal level environmental policy, a sufficient amount of time
needs to be granted to allow intelligent and insightful response. HEAL recommends a 6
month public comment period  if this Consent Decree should be presented again in an
amended or renegotiated format. We also suggest a more extensive table of contents
and index for better reference.

As is the case with other EPA regions, or01  comments should be allowed into the formal
record. A toll-free number to EPA should be designated and widely disseminated.

There should be o  daily online log of comments being received by EPA. Other federal
agencies (i.e., FDA)  provides an online docket and actual presentation in PDF format of
comments received on any given day.

INFORMATION AVAILABIUTY  AND DlSSEMlNAllON

In CT. the Consent Decree was in short supply. Prior  to HEAL requesting additional copies
be plcced  in public repositories, it could only be found in the office of the Housatonic
Valley Association in Cornwall. and in Hartford at the Attorney General’s office and CT
DEP office. Although EPA and CT’s AG office responded to our pleas, it took precious
weeks and numerous calls to obtain what was the responsibility of our government
officials to coordinate. To this day, we have been unable to locate a copy in a public
repository along the Housatonic River south of titchfield  County. Why do we have to ask
for this information to be disseminated?



The Decree and its components are almost completely available on the EPA website.
We applaud EPA for their efforts. Whatever appendices (i.e., maps) that could not be
found, were overnight mailed to HEAL members. The website  format for this vast
document required specific  amounts of computer memory availability and specific
cutting-edge software in order to download and read the text. Not everyone online has
the benefit of these exquisite requirements.

Although such documents can be easily implemented on the Web, we feet it’s important
not to rely on the Internet as the sole means of providing any information to the public.
Despite predictions of eventual universality, differences in economics, culture, and
education still keep vast numbers of people off the Internet. Differential access to the
Web is a reminder that communities are not equally equipped to participate effectively
in environmental oversight. Some are empowered, educated, and wealthy. Others are
not. Public parttcipatton  policies and information acquisition should address that gap
because  it perpetuates the disproportionate negative impacts experienced by low-
income communities.

In Exhibit 3-4  of the Preliminary Natural Resource Damage Assessment, a perfect
example is provided of the lack of available information for public consumption. A
search of the Hartford Courant (the only CT publication listed) archives for articles that
mention the Housotonic River/PC&  between 1991-96 revealed no articles were
published. This is a serious lapse on the part of CT DEP and EPA which needs to be
remedied. If the newspapers refuse or  themselves are negligent in publishing releases
and updates, it is incumbent upon these agencies to tite  periodic newsletters with
circulation throughout the entire Housatonic River region in CT.

REPOSITORY OF DOCUMENTS

In Litchfield County, the repository for documents pertaining to the Housatonic River is
housed at the Housatonic Valley Association in Cornwall. HVA is a private. non-profit
organization that requires a fee for membership. HVA accepts tens of thousands of
dollars from GE annually to their budget. HVA’s  own internal organization status report in
the mid 1990’s  states on their status as EPA/GE repository: “However, neither CT DEP nor
MA DEP routinely provide copies of their reports/studies to HVA.”

HVA’s  acceptance of moneys from GE constitutes a conflict of interest and moy warrant
further investigation. Thei position as home to the only repositw  in Litchfeld  County
needs to be reconsidered. We are requesting that a repository be created in a public
arena that is not under the potential sway or influence of GE. The repository must closely
monitor the organization, timely receipt, and indexing of documents. A setting such as a
larger public library with sufficient resources to devote staff to provide informed
assistance to the community at large would be one appropriate choice. We are
unaware of any repository south of Lttchfield  County, and consideration should be given

I to designating additional sites along the river in CT due to the great distance.



BLACKBERRY RIVER. NORFOLK

In December, 1999 it was brought to the attention of HEAL.that  in the 1940’~1950’5  GE
ran a small assembly operation along the banks of the Blackberry River in Norfolk. We
were told switches were assembled and components for light foCture  ballasts from
Pittsfield were brought south to Norfolk for assembly. Our research found that ballast
capacitors of that time each contained I ounce of PCB fluid. During the flood of 1955, a
large portion of that building was washed downstream. The Blackberry River  feeds
directly into the Housatonic River. In October, 1999 HEAL members obtained numerous
surficial  river sediment samples for independent testing. One sample from the mouth of
the Blackberry where it meets the Housatonic tested positive for quantifiable PCBs.

Durtng  the January 4,2ooo  meeting in Kent, we approached EPA and CT DEP with this
information. CT DEP stated the Blackberry River had not been previously tested for the
presence of PCBs. We were assured EPA would follow-up with GE to conf8n-r  or deny our
findings. No agency has contacted us as of this  date. Before allowing the Decree and
NRD to be presented back to the Court, it is imperative to determine if PCBs  were ever
present at that Norfolk site and if the Blackbeny  River was potentially insulted by the
toxin.

NOTlFlCATlON  OF Cl STAKEHOLDERS

in the Commonwealth of MA, properly owners along the Housatonic south of Pittsfield
were formally notified of this pending action and of the potential impact to their
interests. GE was bound by MA statute to comply with this requirement. No such statute
exists in CT, thus no CT property owner along the CT section was notified. At the January
4m  meeting, HEAL requested of CT DEP that GE be approached to voluntartly  notify the
CT property ownen.  If GE refused, we requested of CT DEP’s  Ed Parker he investigate the
possibility of the state providing the notification. Mr. Parker said he would Follow-up and
get back to us. To this date, we have not heard from Mr. Parker.

Despite no statute in place in CT, the Consent Decree should mandate GE provide
equal notification to property owners along the CT section of the river  providing the
ramifications to their current and future legal rights.

NATURAL RESOURCE DAMAGES

How can NRD damages be determined with the paucity of available data? The NRD
“Preliminary” Assessment and subsequent dollar designation is the quintessential “putting
the cart before the horse”.
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The $7.75 million Connecticut would receive under the Consent Decree is woefuliy
inadequate to deal with the damage done to the Housatonic River by General Electric’s
egregious pollution. This  figure was based on a preliminary report  by Industrial Economics
Inc. that consistently cites a lack of “readily available data and information” which
limited their ability to complete a finalized analysis of the financial impact of PC6
pollution on Connecticut and Massachusetts.

Industrial Economics clearly states their ‘Injury assessment does not identify  and quantify
all  the natural resource  injurtes  likely to be present in the Housatonic River environment.”
We agree with this statement. For  example. a recent study on ducks in Woods Pond
found the highest level of PCBs  ever detected in mallards and wood ducks. This alone
should raise the NRD amount beyond the total of $25 million. We believe
comprehensive extensive testing should be done to the natural environment throughout
the Housatonic River area, both in Connecticut and Massachusetts, before any NRD
amount is established. Furthermore, holding the issue of the inadequacy of the study
aside.  the report by industrial Economic places the NRD amount anywhere between $35
million and $280 million. Thus, even in its own incomplete terms,  the $25 million dollar
settlement is inadequate.

The current body of test data in CT is inadequate, provides little statistical confidence,
and is clearly not representatively sampled. The NRD settlement should be tabled and
renegotiated at o future date when sufficient  testing is completed to better determine
ACTUAL damages.

In addition, we have serious concerns about the manner in which decisions regarding
how the NRD moneys will  be spent in Connecticut. We believe this money should only
be spent on the Housatonic River, and the NRD settlement should state this clearly.

Delineation and  testing of floodplain in CT has been inadequate. A thorough study of
all floodplain areas along the CT section of the river is indicated and needs to be
assessed prior to NRD settlement. Many floodplain areas in CT are utilized for agriculture
and we need to know if PCBs  are redeposited seasonally.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS IPG.  3941

All references to participation relate only to the State,. which is defined as the
Commonwealth of MA. No mention is made to CT or the development of a
comparable Citizens’ Coordinating Council which would be based in CT.

We request the creation of a Citizens’ Coordinating Council in CT. ond HEAL would like to
participate.



m

No signs were found by HEAL members in October, 1999 from Sheffield, MA to Kent, CT
warning people of the dangers of fish consumption. A previous Consent Decree
assigned GE the responsibility to place warning signs and monitor their presence. CT DEP
was to oversee their compliance. They have both denied the public their tight to be
made aware of public health concerns. It is common knowledge that certain segments
of the population continue to eat contaminated fish  from the river.

Now, GE is again being mandated in this Decree to provide warning signs. Will we again
allow them to endanger the public health and safety? Tell CT DEP to do their job by
posting and monitoting  PCB warning signs along the river: don’t depend on GE to
comply.

CONFlDENTlALllY  OF INFORMATION IRCRA  PAGE 12)

No information should be allowed to be claimed as confidential. All information should
be made available to all parties including citizen representation and public repositories.

-1

GE should not be allowed to conduct an assessment of the integrity of Woods Pond
Dam and Rising Pond Dam. HEAL has grave reservations of the polluter or its assigned
contractors completing these dam integrity studies. We would rather have agency
assigned studies ordered with public review. The thought of giving GE the task ahd .’
responsibility of insuring the last two  dams before CT that are holding back immense
amounts of PCBs  is frightening.

CT BORDER

Immediate implementation of a monitofing  station at the CT/MA border is
recommended to determined the poundage of PCBs  that continue to be transported
downstream. If would be prudent for CT DEP to make the public aware of any spikes
occurring during potential resuspension due to upstream disturbances.

FIRST 2 MILE  REMEDIAlION

EPA must not allow GE to be release from liability after the completion of the 1%’ 2 mile
remediation  in Pittsfeld.  Scraping off 2 feet of riverbed soil and laying a sheet of plastic
on the river bottom is an sorely inadequate cleanup. Thinking these measures will no
longer allow PCBs  to enter the river from the additional M4Ofi.  layer of pollution further
below is foolishness.
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DREDGING

Technology is now available to completely decontaminate PC6  pollution. Dredging
combined with on-site PCB removal seems to be on obvious choice of remediotiin. D r . _’
Milton Clark of EPA Region V wrote to HEAL stating: “Dredging has been highly effective
in removing PCBs  and, when measured, has shown to greatly reduce contaminants in
fish and wildlife at sites including Sheboygan (WI), Ruck  Pond (WI). Manistique Harbor
(MI], Stowassee  River (MIJ. Waukegan Harbor (IL], and the St. Lawrence River (NY].”
Granted this form of remediation is expensive. As GE is the 2nd  wealthiest multinational
corporation in terms of capitaitation,  we contend they can afford it  and the Housatonic
River and Pittsfield ore all deserving of a complete and REAL cleanup.

As it stands, Hill 78 is already CJ  toxic dump with no liner. Additional contaminated soil will
be allowed to increase its height up to 1CKlft.  Hill 78 is within view and walking distance
to Allendale Elementary School. Do you think you would get away with  that in Litchfield
County, CT? If the above on-site decontamination remedy was implemented, Hill 78
would no longer exist.

TRANSPORTING PCB SOIL

The transport of contaminated waste to other communities for continued destruction of
lives and neighborhoods  is environmental racism. Incinerators along the southern Texas
border are invariably found in impoverished communities. The PCB ash b then
transported again for toxic landfilling to a different community. PC6  laden soil is shipped
to landfills throughout the US to communities desperate for the toxic revenues these
facilities generate. If the above on-site dredging and decontamination remedy was
implemented. this problem would also be gone.

LAKE HOlJSAlONlC

Why does the Consent Decree end at Lake Housatonic when the entire length of the
river including Long Island Sound has been affected? Why didn’t NOAA bring the
federal laws into play that affect estuaries and oceans? GE should be made
accountable for their complete mess. If other polluters contributed to southern CT PC6
contamination and can no longer be found, apportion the damages CIS  we’re certain
GE’s share of responsibility will be the greatest. We ask for the Consent Decree to cover
the entire Housatonic River from Pittsfield to and including Long Island  Sound.

PEER REVIEW

No mention is made of CT being a port of the peer review process. We request inclusion
wording for clarity  that CT will indeed be part of the process.
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SCHAGHXOKE  TRIRAL  NATION

No one told the Tribe  about this action. In fact. CT DEP never told them that eating the
rish  was dangerous. Both CERCLA and DOI  regulation stipulate that any T&e  living
alongside an actionable area needs to be a Trustee at the negotiating table. The
Consent Decree and NRD Settlement should have T&al  representation at the
renegotiating. It is shocking, disrespectful, and probably illegal the Schaghticoke were
not made a party to this action.

REST  OF THE RIVER

“Rest of the River” as it is defined in the Decree is only a process to create a plan for
cleanup south of the l*  2 miles. We have grave misgivings about the lack of details in
the Decree about future remediation of the “Rest of the River.” Although we are
pleased to see the Environmental Protection Agency will perform independent testing
on PCBs  on the “Rest of the” Housatonic in the years ahead. we are concerned that the
Consent Decree does not delineate the frequency, location, w type of testing to be
performed. Similarly, it does not delineate the levels of PCBs  or other criteria  that will
be utiltted  to determine 7 PCB remediation in the “Rest of the River” is indicated. As it
stands, neither Connecticut DEP officials or EPA offciols  expect remediation to be
required in Connecticut. An actual plan of action needs to be developed prior to the
Decree being approved.

COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS

It seems that having EPA coordinate and complete the studies and work required and
subsequently charge GE might prove to be less expensive. What are the possibilities of
creqting  such an analysis, and if it indeed comes back viable, implementing that course
of action as WE DON’T TRUST GE MilTH THE CLEANUP.

f



Although we are-not opposed to a negotiated settlement, this polluter-friendly Consent
Decree does not adequately or equitably address the concerns of all stakeholders. We
need a comprehensive and expeditious cleanup of the extensive environmental
damage caused by GE. The plan should not be approved until human and
environmental health is assured. It should be withheld from presentation to the judge as
there are indications that it is: “...inapproprtate,  improper. or inadequate.” (page 397)

HEAL is pleased and grateful to have had the opportunity to provide comments. O u r
organization is fully prepared and willing to provide further input and clarification
whenever required.

ith  A. Herkimer for the
Environmental Action League(HEAL)

Cornwall Bridge, CT 067540021
060672-6867  phone/fax
oghiii@snet.net

cc: Atty. Richard Blumenthal
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CANDLEWOOD LAKE AUTHORITY
P.O. BOX 37 . SRERMAN,  CONNECTICUT 06784-0037  . (860) 364-6928  * FAX (860)  350.Sal!

Febmq  17,200O
CT-  s o

Mr.  Bryan Olson _
US Environmental Protection Agency
One Congress Street  CHBT)
BostonMA

Environmental and  Natural  Resources Division
us Deparmlent  of lustice
POBox7611
Ben Franklin Station
WasbinSton.  DC.  2004

Re: DJ#90-11-J-1479  and  90-lb%12792
Consent Decree for PCB Remediation  of the Housatoaic River

Dear Sirs:

This letter is written on  behalf of the Candlewood  Lake Autbmity  who  represents the respective
interests of the  Towns of Broktield,  S&man,  Nqv Faitfield and  New Milford,  and the City of D,mbt@’  as
they all border the shores  of Lake candlewood.

We agree  with the Housatonic  Valley Association @VA)  and the  mauy  other aSencies  in &ii ~upp~k  of
the Consent Decree and  are deeply  concerned about the on-going  PCB contamination and the future  health
of the Howtonic  River since Candlewood  receives  its water Tom  the Housatonic.

We understand that  the Consent Decree requires additional smpling  data collection and risk assessments
for the “Rest  of River” below tk  6rst  two  miles in Pittstiel~ and provides EPA with the authority to order
GE to clean  up  any  portion of the Howatonic  River  where PCB levels  are found to exceed  levels protective
of human health  4 the enticmment

We would  like to see  further  testing  of tbe PCB content in the sediments and  fish of Lake Candlewocd.
specifically. we would like to see  smticial  and deep  core  sediment sampling at the Rocky River Hydm
El&c intake and  in the aqueduct and northern tip of the New Milford  arm of the lake.

We also  feel that  the  Natural  Resource  Damages funds  should be spent  along  and  within the Housatonic
River only. and not for project+  an  other rivers.

Thank yciu for this oppammity  to mmment

Bruce  A. Lxkhan,  Executive Director

cc:  CEO’s Danbury, New Milford.  Shamq  Brookfield.  New Fairfield

LANDS DIVISION
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Candl~wmd  Laka  Authorlly
P. 0. BOX  37

Sherman. CT 08784-S&37

Assistant Aftomey  General
Environmental and Natural Resources Dlvislon
US Department of Justice
PO Box 7811
Ben Franklin Station
Washington. D.C. 2004



Assistant Attorney General, Envimnment  and Natural Resources L)ivision ,
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611
Ben Fmnklin Station
Washington, D.C. 20044 . C%S/
Re: US et al. v. General Electric Company, D.J. Ref. 90-l 1-3-1479,90-l  1-3-14792

Dear Sirs,
November 29,1999

1 am writing this letter to express my concerns and questions regarding the proposed settlement
among the General Electric Company (GE), the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, The United States, The
State of Connecticut, et. al as announced in the “Notice of Proposed Settlement” recently released for
circulation and comment.

From 1987 mttil 1994 I was the president ofNew England Log Homes Inc., a company which
operated a log processing plant on the Housatomc  River in Great Barrington, Massachusetts. Shortly after
becoming President of NELHI, I commissioned an environmental study to determine what environmental
conditions existed on the site and to review company procedures and record keeping for the handling of
chemicals. After receiving the report, NELHI Sled appropriate notice as required by law with the DEP.
Subsequently, the DEP requested additional site studies. .As  these studies developed, the DEP requested
analyses be conducted for potential contaminants for which the site had no reported history. This provoked
me to inquire why the DEP was interested in determining the presence of contaminants that had never been
used on the property. I,was  told at that time (in the early 1990’s) that the NELHI property had been flooded
periodically by the Housatonic River and that the contaminants in question had been released into the River
from the GE plant upstream in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. I was advised that, if such contaminants were
found on the property, NELHI potentially would have recourse to GE. Unforumately, NELHI ceased
operations in early 1994 before we could determine if any such GE associated contaminants were deposited
on the property.

NELHI is now defunct, but still owns the Great Barrington property. It is my understanding that the
DEP has conducted further site analysis of the NELHI property. I do not know if the DEP ever
commissioned tests to determine the presence on the site of the contaminants released by GE into the River.
The NELHI property is located in the heart of Great Barrington next to residential neighborhoods.
Company resources havebeen exhausted.

I am expressing my concern and questions regarding the proposed settlement. How will the
proposed settlement affect the liability of GE for contamination released by it and potentially deposited on
properties abutting the Housatonic River, such as NELHI? What effort has been made to determine the
extent of such contammatiou  and how far down river it exists? Has the DEP established that such
contamination exists on the NELHI property? If not, does it plan to make such determination? The “Notice
of Settlement” mentions that “GE will be required to remediate residential properties in the floodplain
(sic) of the River .“, but seems to omit commercial properties that may have been affected,  such as
NELHJ’s  Great Barrington property. This may leave many small businesses to fend for themselves in a
“David vs Goliath” situation. Ifour  government expects small businesses to clean their properties
contaminated by GE originated pollution, shouldn’t the interests of small business people all along the River
be incorporated in this settlement? L!

Sincerely,

-0. Jr..
President, NELI-II
35 Lydale Place
Meriden, COM  06450

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 1



Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
Washington, DC 20530

R e : United States v.  General Electric Company
Civil Action No. 99-3022~MAP
D.J. Ref. 90-11-3-1479 and 90-11-3-14792

Dear Madam:

We have received the enclosed letter from Leonard F. Suzio, Jr., regarding the proposed
Consent Decree in the above-entitled matter. We are forwarding it to you since all
comments on the proposed Consent Decree are to be directed to you.

cc: J. Lyn Cutler, MADEP
Nancy E. Harper, MA AG
Richard F. Webb, CT AG
Jeffrey M. Bernstein, Esq.
Leonard F. Suzio,  Jr.



Michael T. Carroll, Manager
Pittsfield Remediation Programs
Corporate Enviromnemal Program
General Electric Company
100 Woodland Ave
Pittsfield, MA 0 1201

Dear Mr. Carroll,
November 29, 1999

I am writing this letter to express my concerns and questions regarding the proposed settlement
among the General Electric Company (GE), the Commonweahh  of Massachusetts, The United States, The’
State of Connecticut, et. al as announced  in the “Notice of Proposed Settlement” recently released for
circulation and comment.

From 1987 until 1994 I was the president of New England Log Homes Inc., a company which
operated a log processing plant on the Housatonic River in Great Barrington, Massachusetts. Shortly after
becoming President of NELHI, I commissioned an environmental study to determine what environmental
conditions existed on the site and to review company procedures and record keeping for the handling of
chemicals. Afler receiving the report, NELHI 5led  appropriate notice as required by law with the DEP.
Subsequently, the DEP requested additional site studies. As these studies developed, the DEP requested
analyses be conducted for potential contaminauts  for which the site had no reported history. Tbis provoked
me to inquire why the DEP was interested in determining the presence of contaminants that had never been
used on the property. I was told at that time (in the early 1990’s)  that the NELHI property had been flooded
periodically by the Housatonic River and that the contaminants in question had been released into the River
from the GE plant upstream in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. I was advised that, if such contaminants were
found on the property, NELHI potentially would have recourse to GE. Unfortunately, NELHI ceased
operations in early I994 before we could determine if any such GE associated contaminants were deposited
on the property.

NELHl  is now defunct, but still owns the Great Barrington property. It is my understanding that the
DEP has conducted further site analysis of the NELHI property. I do not know if the DEP ever
commissioned tests to determine the presence on the site of the contaminants released by GE into the River.
The NELHI property is located in the heart of Great Barrington next to residential neighborhoods.
Company resources havebeen exhausted.

I am expressing my concern and questions regarding the proposed settlement. How will the
proposed settlement at&t the liability of GE for contamination released by it and potentially deposited on
properties abutting the Housatonic River, such as NELHl?  What effort has been made to determine the
extent of such contamination and how far down river it exists? Has the DEP established that such
contamination exists on the NELHI property? If not, does it plan to make such determination? The “‘Notice
of Settlement” mentions that “GE will be required to remediate residential properties in the 5oodplain
(sic) of the River _ “ , but seems to omit commercial properties that may have been affected,  such as
NELHl’s  Great Barrington property. This may leave many small businesses to fend for themselves in a
“David vs Goliath” situation. If our government expects small businesses to clean their properties
contaminated by GE originated pollution, shouldn’t the interests of small business people all along the River
be incorporated in this settlement?

Sincerely,

&hzio Jr.,
President, NE&
35  Lydale Place
Meriden.  Comr  06450
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Pam Reagan
P.O.Box  22
West Cornwall, CT 06796

Attorney General Blumenthal
Attorney General
55 Elm Street _
Hartford, CT 06106

Dear Attorney Blumenthal;
February 15, 2000

1 am writing in response to the proposed Consent Decree between General Electric, the
EPA, and the states of Connecticut and Massachusetts to clean up the Housatonic River.
I feel strongly that the proposed $7.5 million allocated to Connecticut within the natural
resoume damage assessment (NRD)  of this decree is not nearly enough to reimburse our
state for the harm inflicted  on our river by General Electric.

My understanding is that this monetary figure was based on a preliminary report by
Industrial Economics Inc. that consistently cited a lack of “readily available data,and
information”. I believe comprehensive extensive testing should be conducted on the
natural environment throughout the Housatonic River area, both in Connecticut and
Massachusetts, before any NRD amount is set forth.

I would also like to express concerns pertaining to how the NRD moneys will be spent in
Connecticut. I believe the Consent Decree should clearly state this money is only to be
spent on the Housatonic River.

In addition, 1 strongly urge representation from environmental and citizens groups on the
committee that makes these decisions.

I am urging you to consider these recommendations and continue advocating for our
rights to a clean river.



TQWN  OF NEW MILFORD
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Richard Blumenthal
Attorney General
55 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106

RE: General Electric PCB Settlement

Dear Attorney General Blumenthal:

The Town of New Milford is very concerned about the ultimate disposition of the General
Electric PCB settlement money. We strongly feel those funds should be dedicated to
helping the river which endured the insult which is the Housatonic River versus any other
watercourse in the State.

Connecticut Light and Power owns thousands of acres of riverfront property’in’New
Milford and other towns along the course of the Housatonic. We feel applying that
settlement money to purchasing those properties as well as other privately held
waterfront properties would be a step in preserving  and enhancing this river. As always,
we are sure you will bring the many powers of your office to bear to ensure a just and
fair result for the State and this region.

On a separate matter I would like to extend the thanks and gratitude of the Town to you
in our battle against Sempra Energy Resources. I feel we can all be proud and happy
with the positive result.

Very truly yours,

/Lb--Y
David N. Hubbard
Director

DH:vlw

c c : Mayor Peitler
Conservation Commission

Inland Wetland Commission
Aquifer Protection
HVA
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Attorney Richard Blumenthal
Attorney General
55 Elm Street
Hartford, CT 06106

Dear Attorney Blumenthal:

On behalf of the organizations signed below, we would like to express
our grave reservations about the proposed Consent Decree between
General Electric, the EPA, and the states of Connecticut and Massachusetts
to cleanup the Housotonic River.

We applaud your efforts throughout the negotiations to have Connecticut
share in the natural resource domage(NRD)  amount determined crs  result of
General Electrfc’s  contamination of the Housatonic River. However, we believe
the $7.75 million Connecticut would receive  under the Consent Decree is
woefully inadequate to deal with  the damage done to the Housotonic River by
General Electric’s egregious pollution. This figure WQS  based on a preliminary
report by Industrial Economics Inc. that consistently cites o lock of “‘readily
available data and information” which limited their ability to complete cs
finatiied  analysis of the financial impact of PCB pollution on Connecticut and
Massachusetts. Industrial Economics clearly states their ‘injury assessment does
not identify and quantify  all the natural resource injuries tikeb  to bepresent  in
the Housatonic River  envkonment.”  We agree with thin  statement.. For example.
a recentstudy  on ducksin  Woods Pond found the htghest  level  of PCBs  ever
detected in mallards and wood ducks. This alone should raise the NRD amount
beyond the total of $25 million. We believe comprehensive extensive testing
should be done to the natural  environment throughout the Housotonic River
orea.  both in Connecticut and Massachusetts, before any NRD amount is
estabfnhed.  Furthermore. holding the ‘issue  of the inadequacy of the study

laces the NRD amount anywhere
u s . even in its own incomplete terms.

nvironmental  groups and citizens groups should be represented
on the body  that makes these decisions. In Massachusetts, every property
owner along  the river was  notified by GE of the pending action which could
impact  their interests Not one property owner in Connecticut was  formally
notified  of the Consent Decree by GE or any governmental agency.  We feel

I



strongiy  that ati  property owners along the Connecticut section of the
Housatonic River be notified by certified mail of the pending Consent Decree
and of ik ramification(s) to their current and future legal rtghk.

Furthermore, we have grave misgivings about the lack of details in the
Decree about future remediation of the “rest of the rtver.”  Although
we clre  pleased to see the Environmental Protection Agency win
perform independent testing on PCBs  on the ‘*rest of the” Housatonic in
the years ahead. we are concerned that the Consent Decree does not
delineate the frequency, location, or type of testing to be performed.
Similarly, it does not delineate the levels of PCBs  or other crtteria  that  will
be utilized  to determine if PCB remediation in the “rest of the river” is
indicated. As it stands, neither Connecticut DEP officials or EPA officials
expect remediation to be required in Connecticut.

Yet, testing done to date has either been inadequate, insufftcient.  or has
been conducted by the polluter, General Electric. Furthermore. we have
seen independent data revealing PCB levels in the tens of park per million
in Lakes Zoar and tillinonah.  In our opinion. these levels  require remediation.
Thus, we would  like to see the Consent Decree contain an agreement to
require extensive testing and remediate any parts of the Housatonic with PCB
levels greater than 2 parts per million. Keep in mind that scientific studies hove
shown observable impacts down to concentrations as low as parts per trillion.

Based on these reservations, we urge you to take the following
steps to modify the Consent Decree:

.l)  increase the amount of the NRD moneys to o reasonable amount
based on adequate study:

2)Mondate  the NRD money be spent on the Housatonic River alone;
3) Insure approprtote  and adequate citiien  environmental involvement in

determining how and where the money will be spent:
4) Formal notification to every property owner along the CT section of the

n’Ver:

5) Insure extensive testing of the Housatonic River known in the Decree ds
the “rest of the ricer?

6) Establish clear standards tor the remediotion  of the “rest of the river.”

We therefore recommend a six month extension of the Consent Decree to negotiate
these changes. If these changes cannot be negotiated, we recommend
Connecticut withdraw from this Consent Decree and initiate a suit against General
Electrtc.  In November 1999, New York’s Attorney General Eliot Spitzer sued GE
contending the PCBs  dumped into the Hudson River are detrimentally impacting
the commercial and recreational industrtes  along the river. As Attorney General
Spitzer states: “Once we establish the legal theory. it will open GE up to damages
that are vast, that will oppiy  up and down the Hudson River and that will  be
monumental.” The possibility also exists of exploring a class  action suit against GE
along with other states’ Attorneys General.



Contrary to popular opinion. a refusal by Connecticut to enter into this agreement
will not stop the remediotion  of the tint two miles of the river  in Pittsfield. In 1998, EPA
conducted a Human Health Evaluation and Ecological Riik  Assessment on the first
two miles. It was determined from this study that the risk associated with the studied
PCBs  “presents an imminent and substantial danger to human health or the environment,”
as stated in CERCL4 [Superfund)  regulations. In June 1998, EPA issued to GE a Section
106 Enforcement Order. mandating immediate steps for remediation of the first  two
miles. In his letter to GE, EPA Regional Administrator John P. DeVillars  stated: , . .
“If GE chooses not to comply with any portion of the order or it the order is delayed
due to litigation, EPA is prepared to commit Superfund  money to perform the response
actions set forth in the scope of work...” We have recently been assured by EPA’s
Bryan Olson that the first two mile remediation work in Pittsfield will continue despite
the status of the Consent Decree.

We do not support Connecticut being a party to the Consent Decree as it is
currently stands. We urge you to consider our recommendations and continue
to advocate for the citizens of Connecticut for their right to a fEhable  and

swimmable Housatonic River.

Sincerely,

Housatonic Environmental Action League
Grass Roots Coalition of New Milford
Green Party  of Connecticut
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February 23.2000

Lois J. Schiffer
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
P.O. Box 7611. Ben Franklin Station
Washington, DC 20530-7611

Brvan  Olson
EPA Project Coordinator
U.S. EPA Region 1
One Congress Street (HBT); Suite 1100
Boston. MA 02114-2023

RE: DJ#  90-I  I-3-1479.90-l  i-314792

Dear Atty. Schiffer and Mr. Olson,

The Housatonic Environmental Action League(HEALJ  has reviewed the proposed
Housatonic River Site Consent Decree and the Reissued  RCRA permit between GE, the
United States, the State of CT, and the Commonwealth of MA. Based upon our
evaluation, HEAL offers the following comments and suggestions.

PUBLIC PARllClPATlON

In CT, there is very little public awareness and participation in the process; this
minimization of public participation is as a direct result of the lack of publicity to the
community surrounding the Housatonic River. On January 4. 1999. CT was granted the
only public informational meeting to be held in this state pertaining to this Consent
Decree. Despite our request, CT DEP neglected to issue an agreed upon press release
prior to the Kent Town Hall meeting. The meeting was never listed on CT DEP’s  website.
EPA acknowledged our requests for more press releases. but had no comprehensive
listing on file for CT publications; an indication that CT has historically been kept
unapprised  and unaware of the Decree proceedings. Why do we have to ask for this
information to be disseminated on such a monumental decision?

A formal public hearing was repeatedly requested of EPA, CT DEP. CT AG, and Senators
Dodd and Liiberman. but none was ever granted. Since eafty  1997, HEAL
representatives have been obligated to travel to Pittsfield and Lee to attend
informational meetings and public hearings. At no time were any CT officials present to
answer questions about CT concerns.



The Consent Decree was negotiated in anentirely private, behindclosecdcxxsetting
with no citizen representation at the table. Giving affected residents and businesses a
seat, early  and throughout any decision-making process, is imperative as they are the
ones who, for years, will live with the ramifications of the Decree conditions. It isn’t the
public you need to fear...fear the polluter. Our federal agencies and elected officials
must not allow GE to determine the fate of the river, the animal kingdom that depends
on it, or the people that live and work by it without our voice being heard.

Public participation and input with the same rights afforded all other parties in this matter
needs to be reevaluated. HEAL would like to be considered for any CT representation
chosen in future engagement of the public during negotiations, reviews, and decisions.

COMMENTS AND COMMENT PERIOD

The public should be granted additional time to review and comment on the Consent
Decree. It took years to create. and an ordinary  citiien is expected to examine this
immense, convoluted, and complicated document in a mere few months. This is a
perfect example of the parties to the Decree creating an environment of inequity and
lack of sincerity in addressing the concerns of the public. We deserve the opportunity to
participate and comment on the development of activities such as permitting, remedy
selection, and environmental assessment. For those citizens without law degrees or
intimate knowledge of federal level environmental policy, a sufficient amount of time
needs to be granted to allow intelligent and insightful response. HEAL recommends a 6
month public comment pertod  if this Consent Decree should be presented again in an
amended or renegotiated format. We also suggest a more extensive table of contents
and index for better reference.

As is the case with other EPA regions, oral comments should be allowed into the formal
record. A toll-free number to EPA should be designated and widely disseminated.

There should be a daily online log of comments being received by EPA. Other federal
agencies (i.e., FDA]  provides an online docket and actual presentation in PDF format of
comments received on any given day.

INFORMATION AVARARILKY  AND DlS.SEMlNANON

In CT, the Consent Decree was in short supply. Prior to HEAL requesting additional copies
be placed in public repositories, it could only be found in the office of the Housatonic
Valley Association in Cornwall, and in Hartford at the Attorney General’s office and CT
DEP office. Although EPA and CT’s AG office responded to our pleas, it took precious
weeks and numerous calls to obtain what was the responsibility of our government
officials to coordinate. To this day, we have been unable to locate a copy in a public
repository along the Housatonic River south of Litchfield County. Why do we have to ask
for this information to be disseminated?



The Decree and its components are almost completely available on the EPA website.
We applaud EPA for their efforts. Whatever appendices (i.e., maps) that could not be
found, were overnight mailed to HEAL members. The website  format for this vast
document required specific amounts of computer memory availability and specific
cutting-edge software in order to download and read the text. Not everyone online has
the benefit of these exquisite requirements.

Although such documents can be easily implemented on the Web, we feel it’s important
not to rely on the Internet as the sole means of providing any information to the public.
Despite predictions of eventual universality, differences in economics, culture. and
education still keep vast numbers of people off the Internet. Differential access to the
Web is a reminder that communities are not equally equipped to parflcipate  effectively
in environmental oversight. Some are empowered, educated. and wealthy. Others are
not. Public participation policies and information acquisition should address that gap
because it perpetuates the disproportionate negative impacts expertenced  by low-
income communities.

In Exhibit B-4 of the Preliminary Natural Resource Damage Assessment, a perfect
example is provided of the lack of available information for public consumption. A
search of the Hartford Couraot  (the only CT publication listed) archives for articles that
mention the Housatonic RiverlPCBs  between 1991-96 revealed no articles were. .’
published. This is a serious lapse on the part of CT DEP and EPA which needs to be
remedied. If the newspapers refuse or themselves are negligent in publishing releases
and updates, itis incumbent upon these agencies to write  periodic’newsletten  with
circulation throughout the entire Housatonic River region in CT.

REPOSITORY OF DOCUMENTS

In Litchfield  County. the repository for documents pertaining to the Housatonic River is
housed at the Housatonic Valley Association in Cornwall. HVA is a prtvate.  non-profit
organization that requires a fee for membership. HVA accepts tens of thousonds of
dollars from GE annually to their budget. HVA’s  own internal organkation  status report in
the mid 1990’s states on their status as EPA/GE repository: “However. neither CT DEP nor
MA DEP routinely provide copies of their reports/studies to HVA.”

HVA’s  acceptance of moneys from GE constitutes a conflict of interest and may warrant
further investigation. Their position as home to the only repository in titchfeld County
needs to be reconsidered. We are requesting that o repository be created in a public
arena that is not under the potential sway or influence of GE. The repository must closely
monitor the organization. timely receipt, and indexing of documents. A setting such as a
larger public library with sufficient resources to devote staff to provide informed
assistance to the community at large would be one appropriate choice. We are
unaware of any repository south of Litchfeld  County, and consideration should be given
to designating additional sites along the river in CT due to the great distance.
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BLACKBERRY RIVER, NORFOLK

In December, 1999 it was brought to the attention of HEAL that in the 1940’~1950’s  GE
ran a small assembly operation along the banks of the Blackberry River in Norfolk. We
were told swi!ches  were assembled and components for light fixture ballasts from
Pittsfield were brought south to Norfolk for assembly. Our research found that ballast
capacitors of that time each contained 1 ounce of PCB fluid. Dun’ng  the flood of 1955.  a
large portion of that building was washed downstream. The Blackberry River feeds
directly into the Housatonic River. In October, 1999 HEAL members obtained numerous
surficial  river sediment samples far independent testing. One sample from the mouth of
the Blackbeny  where it meets the Housatonic tested positive for quantifiable PCBs.

Duting  the January 4,2cKx)  meeting in Kent, we approached EPA and CT DEP with this
information. CT DEP stated the Blackbeny River had not been previously tested for the
presence of PCBs. We were assured EPA would follow-up with GE to confirm of  deny our
findings. No agency has contacted us as of this date. Before allowing the Decree and
NRD to be presented back to the Court, it is imperative to determine if PCBs  were ever
present at that Norfolk site and if the Blockbeny  River was potentially insulted by the
toxin.

NOTlFlCATlON  OF Cl STAKEHOLDERS

In the Commonwealth of MA. properly  owners along the Housatonic south of Pittsfield
were formally notified of this pending action and of the potential impact to their
interests.  GE was bound by MA statute to comply with this requirement. No such statute
exists in CT, thus no CT properly owner along the CT section was notified. At the January
4* meeting, HEAL requested of CT DEP that GE be approached to voluntarily notify the
CT property owners. If GE refused. we requested of CT DEP’s  Ed Parker he investigate the
possibility of the state providing the notification. Mr. Parker said he would follow-up and
get back to us. To this date, we have not heard from Mr. Parker.

Despite no statute in place in CT, the Consent Decree should mandate GE provide
equal  notification to properly owners along the CT section of the river providing the
ramifications to their current and future legal rights.

NATURAL RESOURCE DAMAGES

How can NRD damages be determined with the paucity of available data? The NRD
“Preliminary” Assessment and subsequent dollar designation is the quintessential “putting
the cart before the horse”.
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The $7.75 million Connecticut would receive under the Consent Decree is woefully
inadequate to deal with the damage done to the Housatonic River by General Electric’s
egregious pollution. This figure was based on a preliminary report by Industrial Economics
Inc. that consistently cites a lack of “readily available data and information” which
limited their ability to complete a finalized analysis of the financial impact of PCB
pollution on Connecticut and Massachusetts.

Industrtal  Economics clearly states their ‘Injury  assessment does not identify and quantify
all the natural resource injuries likely to be present in the Housatonic River environment.”
We agree with this statement. For example. a recent study on ducks in Woods Pond
found the highest level of PCBs  ever detected in mallards and wood ducks. This alone
should raise the NRD amount beyond the total of $25 million. We believe
comprehensive extensive testing should be done to the natural environment throughout
the Housatonic River area, both in Connecticut and Massachusetts. before any NRD
amount is established. Furthermore, holding the issue of the inadequacy of the study
aside. the report by Industrial  Economic places the NRD amount anywhere between $35
million and $280 million. Thus, even in its own incomplete terms, the $25 million dollar
settlement is inadequate.

The current body of test data in CT is inadequate, provides little statistical confidence,
ond is clearly not representatively sampled. The NRD settlement should be  tabled and
renegotiated at a future date when sufficient testing is completed to better determine
ACTUAL damages.

In addition, we have serious concerns about the manner in which decisions regarding
how the NRD moneys will be spent in Connecticut. We believe this money should only
be spent on the Housatonic River. and the NRD settlement should state this clearly.

Delineation and testing of floodplain in CT has been inadequate. A thorough study of
all floodplain areas along the CT section of the river is indicated and needs to be
assessed prior to NRD settlement. Many floodplain areas in CT are utilized for agriculture
and we need to know if PCBs  are redeposited seasonally.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS (PG.  3941

All references to participation relate only to the State, which is defined as the
Commonwealth of MA. No mention is made to CT or the development of a
comparable CitQens’  Coordinating Council which would be based  in CT.

We request the creation of a Citizens’ Coordinating Council in CT, and HEAL would like to
participate.



No signs were found by HEAL members in October. 1999 from Sheffield, MA to Kent, CT
warning people of the dangers of fish consumption. A previous  Consent Decree
assigned GE the responsibility to place warning signs and monitor their presence. CT DEP
was to oversee their compliance. They have both denied the public their right to be
made aware of public health concerns. It is common knowledge that certain segments
of the population continue to eat contaminated fish from the river.

Now. GE is again being mandated in this Decree to provide warning signs. will  we again
allow them to endanger the public health and safety? Tell CT DEP  to do their job by
posting and monitottng  PCB warning signs along the river: don’t depend on GE to
comply.

CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION IRCRA  PAGE 121

No information should be allowed to be claimed as confidential. All information should
be made available to all parties including citizen representation and public repositories.

GE should not be allowed to conduct an assessment of the integrity of Woods Pond
Dam and Rising Pond Dam. HEAL has grave reservations of the polluter or its assigned
contractors completing these dam integrtty  studies. We would rather have agency
assigned studies ordered with public review. The thought of giving GE the task and
responsibility of insuring the last two dams before CT that are holding back immense
amounts of PCBs  is fttghtening.

Cl BORDER

Immediate implementation of o  monitoring station at the CT/MA border is
recommended to determined the poundage of PCBs  that continue to be transported
downstream. If would be prudent for CT DEP to make the public aware of any spikes
occurring during potentiol resuspension due to upstream diiturbances.

EPA must not allow GE to be release from liability after the completion of the 1st  2 mile
remediation  in Pittsfield. Scraping off 2 feet of riverbed soil and laying a sheet of plastic
on the river bottom is an sorely inadequate cleanup. Thinking these measures will no
longer allow PCBs  to enter the river  from the additional 204OR. layer of pollution further
below is foolishness.
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DREDGING

Technology is now available to completely decontaminate PCB pollution. Dredging
combined with on-site PCB removal seems to be an obvious choice of remediotion.  Dr.
Milton Clark of EPA Region V wrote to HEAL stating: “Dredging has been highly effective
in removing PCEis  and, when measured. has shown to greatly reduce contaminants in
fish and wildlife at sites including Sheboygan (WI). Ruck  Pond (WI), Manistique Harbor
(Ml].  Stawassee  River (MI). Waukegan  Harbor (IL). and the St. Lawrence River (NY].”
Granted this form of remediation is expensive. As GE is the 2nd  wealthiest multinational
corporation in terms of capitaiiiation,  we contend they can afford it and the Housatonic
River and Pittsfield are all deserving of a complete and REAL cleanup.

As it stands, Hill 78 is already a toxic dump with no liner. Additional contaminated  soil will
be allowed to increase its height up to 1KXJff.  Hill 78 is within view and walking distance
to Allendole  Elementary School. Do you think you would get away with that in Litchfleld
County, CT? If the above on-site decontamination remedy was implemented, Hill 78
would~no  longer exist.

The transport of contaminated waste to other communities for continued destruction of
lives and neighborhoods is environmental racism. Incinerators along the southem  Texas
border are invariably found in impoverished communities. The PC0  ash is then
transported again for  toxic landfilling to a different community. PCB laden soil is shipped
to landfills throughout the US to communities desperate for the toxic revenues these
facilities generate. If the above on-site dredging and decontamination remedy was
implemented. this problem would also be gone.

Why does the Consent Decree end at Lake Housotonic when the entire length of the
river including Long Island Sound has been affected? Why didn’t NOAA bring  the
federal laws into play that affect estuaries and oceans? GE should be made ~~~
accountable for their complete mess. If other polluters contributed to southern CT PC6
contamination and can no longer be found, apporfion  the damages as we’re certain
GE’s share of responsibitity  will be the greatest. We ask for the Consent Decree to cover
the entire Housatonic River from Pittsfield to and including Long Island Sound.

PEER REVIEW

No mention is made of CT being a pan  of the peer review process. We request inclusion
wording for clarity that CT will indeed be part of the process.
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No one told the Trtbe  about this action. In fact. CT DEP never told them that eating the
fish  WCIS dangerous. Both CERCLA and DOI  regulation stipulate that any  Tribe living
alongside on actionable area needs to be a Trustee at the negotiating table. The
Consent Decree and NRD Settlement should have Tribal representation at the
renegotiating. It is shocking, disrespectful, and probably illegal the Schaghticoke were
not made o parly  to this action.

REST OF THE RIVER

“Rest of the River” as ii is defined in the Decree is only  o  process to create a plan for
cleanup south of the la  2 miles. We have grave misgivings about the lack of details in
the Decree about future remediitiin  of the “Rest of the River.” Although we are
pleased to see the Environmental Protection Agency will perform independent testing
on PCBs  on the “Rest of the” Housatonic in the years ahead. we are concerned that the
Consent Decree does not delineate the frequency. location, cx type of testing to be
performed. Similarly, it does not delineate the levels of PCBs  or other criteria that will
be utiT=ed  to determine if PCB remediation in the “Rest of the River” is indicated. As it
stands, neither Connecticut DEP officials or EPA officials expect remediation to be
required in Connecticut. An actual plan of action needs to be developed prior to the
Decree being approved.

COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS

It seems that having EPA coordinate and complete the studies and work required and
subsequently charge GE might prove to be less expensive. What are the possibilities of
creating  such an analysis, and if it indeed comes back viable, implementing that course
of action  ~1s  WE DON’T TRUST GE WITH THE CLEANUP.
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Although we are-not opposed to a negotiated settlement, this  polluter-friendly Consent
Decree does not adequately or equitably address the concerns of all stakeholders. We
need a comprehensive and expeditious cleanup of the extensive environmental
damage caused by GE. The plan should not be approved until human and
environmental health is assured. It should be withheld from presentation to the judge as
there are indications that it is: “...inapproprtate.  improper, or inadequate.” (page 397)

HEAL is pleased and grateful to have had the opportunity to provide comments. Our
organization is fully prepared and willing to provide further input and clarification
whenever required.

ith A. Herkimer  for the
Environmental Action League(HEAL)

Cornwall Bridge, CT 067540021
860-672-6867 phone/fax
aghiii@snet.net

cc: Atty. Richard Blumenthal



54 Elm Street
FL&i&  Connecticut 06430

February 22, 2000
',

Cindy Huber, Ass't. Attorney General

Environmental and Natural Resources Div.

U.S. Dept. of Justice

P 0 Box 7611, Ben Franklin Sta.

Washington, DC 20044

Re: GE Consent Decree for Housatonic, River cleanup

Dear Ms. Huber,

As I've only just become aware of a comment  period ithanks to

no local coverage in our daily press), this letter is delayed.

Since it should be postmarked February 23, I hope it will be

included in the public input for this GE decree.

As a GE SHAREHOLDER, I particularly deplore GE's foot-dragging

and resistance to cleanup of its many PCB-caused poilution problems.

GE should have been spending its millions on testing and cleanup,

not legal battles every step of the way.

If test results disagree on levels of PCBs in the river, further

INDEPENDENT testing should be required to assess what's there.

If, as I read, the decree calls for more study, WHY is there

already a dollar settlement on reparation? The consent decree

amount of $25 million, based on inadequate data, seems far too

little compared to potential damage costs of well over $35 million.

Pamela W. Ritter

CC: Bryan Olson, EPA Boston





The Housatonic River is contaminated with GE PCBs.

Do not eat the fish or swim its waters.

Call our public officials to cleanup this crime.

w-58

Oppose the “Consent Decree” that does not guarantee
remediation in CT during your lifetime.

“GE, they  bring BAD fhings  fo HARM!”

PHONE/EMAfL/FAXz

MAIL10 BOTH. INCLUDING DJX 90-11-3-1479, 90-11-3-14792:

1.  Bryan  Olson
U.S. EPA
One Congress Sheet (HBTJ
Boston. MA 02114

2. ctndy  nubel
/

Assistant Attorney General
Environmental and Natural  Resources Divition
U.S. Department of Justfce
P.O. Box 7611. Ben Franktfn  Stafton
Washington, DC 20044

DEADLINE FOR COMMENTS TO BE RECEIVED IS WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23,2DDO
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CT-59

9 VASSAR STREET - POUGHKEEPSIE. NY 12601 - (914)  .473-4440  l FAX (yxd)  433.264.3
,.’

sbtrmat  b

Connecticut Dqumnat  of  Enrironm  cnml  Pmtection
Pub&c  Imtiwmadoa Meet mg

J8lluuy  r,  zoo0
KmT0rraH8&KcntC1.

Submlttd  by
Scdc Hudson, he.





December 27, 1999

/\/‘bY“
c

IO? selden smet.  Berlin.  CT 0603~

NaIlhOst  titilifies  Service  Cornpan)-
P. 0. r&r  270

Hartford. cro614,.0230
(3dO)  W-3214
Far (360) 66j-m

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS

Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division
United States Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530

RE: United States vs. General Electric Company, Civil Action No. 99-30225-MAP,
D.J. REF. 90-l 1-3-1479. and 90-l I-3-1479z

Dear Sir,

In response to the Notice of Lodging of Consent Decree Pursuant to the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Actinthe
above-captioned case, 64 F.R. 57654(Oct.  26,1999), Northeast Generation
Company, (“NGC”)  is providing the enclosed comments on the proposed Consent
Decree between the United States and General Electric Company. The enclosed
NGC comments requests two changes to the Consent Decree with respect to the
“Rest of River  segment as defined in the Consent Decree.

Thank you for consideration of these comments. Should you have any
questions, please call me at (860) 665-3214.

Very truly yours,

PMSlajl
Enclosure

Philip  M. Small

/ LANDS DlVlSlDN
I ~v~F~~MENT  R E C O R D ’  1



COMMENTS OF NORTHEAST GENERATION COMPANY ON ‘CONSENT

DECREE IN UNITED’STATES  V. GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

Northeast Generation Company (‘NGC”)  appreciates the opportunity to

comment on the Consent Decree in United States v. General Electric Company,

NGC is greatly interested in this Consent Decree, because NGC will shortly be

acquiring hydroelectric projects in Connecticut on the Housatonic River from The

Connecticut Light and Power Company. These hydroelectric projects are-the

Falls Village, Bulls Bridge, Rocky River, Shepaug and Stevenson Projects. Each

of these projects holds a license from the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission (“FERC”).

NGC’s  hydroelectric projects have been and will continue to be adversely

affected by the disposal of PCBs by General Electric Company .(“GE”)  in the

Housatonic River  in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. Specifically, GE operated an

electrical equipment business in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, which used PCBs as

insulating oil for their products. GE routinely disposed of PCBs in the Housatonic

River in Pittsfield. There have been extensive studies to identify the impacts to

the Housatonic River from this disposal. Studies show, over time, that the levels

of PCBs in the river have diminished. However, high levels of PCBs still remain

in sediments at each dam along the Housatonic River. Remediation of these “hot

spots” has not been made a part of the current settlement between the EPA and

GE NGC believes that consideration of the PCB-laden sediments must be



included in the process for the ” Rest of the River Remediation Action”,  as

defined in the Consent Decree.

PCBs in the Housatonic River can potentially affect NGC operations at

each of its hydroelectric facilities and creates adverse financial and operational

exposures for NGC. There are numerous potential operation and maintenance

activities for these projects that would disturb PCB -laden sediments, and likely

trigger additional regulatory requirements. Federal and state environmental and

natural resource agencies would undoubtedly require significant and costly

measures to be taken to minimize the environmental impacts of disturbing this

contaminated sediment.

For example, the areas immediately below each powerhouse may

periodically need dredging to facilitate flow efficiency in the future In certain

situations, the FERC license can require that dredging be performed.

Also, NGC’s  hydroelectric facilities are relatively old and may in the future

require intake_rnovations..  Additionally, FERC relicensing conditions, such as a

requirement to install fish passage facilities at Stevenson and Shepaug, could

require excavation of sediments near the dams.

Water quality concerns related to sediments, PCBs,  and peaking

operations also remain as exposures in the FERC relicensing process. In fact, in

the FERC relicensing process for these projects, the United States Fish and

Wildlife Service (“U.S. Fish and.Wildlife”)  is requesting an assessment of PCB-

contaminated sediments be conducted. U.S. Fish and Wildlife furtherrequests

that unless the licensee is able to produce a “sediment transport study conducted
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by another company” which indicates no significance suspension of PCBs,  the

licensee provide such a study itself. The Connecticut DEP is currently

considering a natural flow regime at the Falls Village and Bulls Bridge facilities,

creating a situation where sediment buildup may accelerate. This would impact

our operations to the point where dredging would be necessary.

In each of these and other maintenance situations, the added burden of

PCB handling and disposal will increase, the overall costs as compared to

uncontaminated material. Finally, NGC would also incur extra costs from the

additional time and effort to complete maintenance activities due to the burdens

of complying with PCB rules. This would lengthen outages and result in lost

electric sales revenue for NGC.

NGC submits that GE, as the party responsible for disposing of PCBs in

the Housatonic River should bear the full cost of remediating PCBs.  GE should

also be required to compensate parties, such as NGC, whose costs increase as

a result of GE’s  disposal of PCBs.

NGC recognizes that the Consent Order defers issues such as these

under or the provisions dealing with the “Rest of the River”. To preserve its rights

and the rights of similarly situated entities, NGC requests two changesto the

Consent Decree: First, NGC requests that the Consent Decree explicitly state

that it does not adversely affect or impair in any way, expressly or implicitly, the

rights of any third parties against GE with respect to the “Rest of the River’

segment as defined in the Consent Decree. This would include the rights of third

parties to seek cost recovery from GE and with respect to any natural resources
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damage discussed under Paragraphs 114-116 of the Consent Decree. Second,

NGC requests that the Consent Decree explicitly recognize that there are third

parties, such as NGC, with interests in the “Rest of the River Remediation

Action”, as defined in the Consent Decree, and that these parties shall be entitled

to participate in any settlement negotiations or other process to resolve scope,

schedule,and other issues relating to that remediation.
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